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Preface

This manual provides an introduction to DirXmetahub. It consists of the following sections:

� Chapter 1 introduces DirXmetahub. It provides an overview of meta directory
concepts, introduces the DirXmetahub directory service and its features, and
describes the DirXmetahub components and their capabilities.

� Chapter 2 describes how to use DirXmetahub Manager to configure, run, and check
the results of a simple directory synchronization workflow.

� Chapter 3 describes the elements that are necessary to set up a complete directory
synchronization data flow and describes the concepts and procedures that are
necessary to understand how the DirXmetahub system operates and how to
administer it correctly.

� Chapter 4 provides information about DirXmetahub server.

� Chapter 5 describes how to use DirXmetahub Manager.

� Chapter 6 describes how to extend DirXmetahub.

� Chapter 7 describes how to use the DirXmetahub base applications.

� Appendix A provides reference descriptions of DirXmetahub configuration object
properties.

� Appendix B provides information about mapping functions.

� Appendix C describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub server and
message service components.

DirXmetahub Document Set
The DirXmetahub document set consists of the following manuals:

� DirXmetahub Administration Guide (this manual). Use this book to obtain a description
of DirXmetahub architecture and components and to understand the basic tasks of
DirXmetahub administration using DirXmetahub Manager, the DirXmetahub
configuration database, and the DirXmetahub server runtime.

� DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference. Use this book to obtain reference
information about DirXmetahub server programs, scripts, and files.

� DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information
about the DirXmetahub meta agent programs, scripts, and files.

� DirXmetahubTroubleshooting Guide. Use this book to track down and solve problems
in your DirXmetahub installation.
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� DirXmetahub Installation Guide. Use this book to install DirXmetahub.

� DirXmetahub Release Notes. Use this book to understand the features and limitations
of the current release. This document is shipped with the DirXmetahub installation as
the file Readme.txt.

Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords that
must be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type
In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for information
that you must supply.

[  ]
In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }
In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |
In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...
In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

install_path
The exact name of the root of the directory where DirXmetahub programs and files are
installed. The default installation directory is userID_home_directory/DirXmetahub on
UNIX systems and C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub on Windows
NT/Windows 2000 systems. During installation the installation directory can be
specified. In this manual the installation-specific portion of pathnames is represented
by the notation install_path. This manual uses the Windows NT/2000 style for
pathnames.
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Chapter

1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the following topics:

� The meta directory paradigm and its features

� The DirXmetahub meta directory service and its main features

� The DirXmetahub components

� The directory synchronization scenarios supported by DirXmetahub

1.1 What Is Meta Directory?
Meta directory is the set of services that integrate existing "disconnected" directories into
an effective enterprise directory infrastructure. Meta directory provides the connectivity,
management and interoperability functions that unify fragmented directory environments.
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Figure 1: The Meta Directory Paradigm

The purpose of a meta directory is to provide:

� A single point of access and administration to an organization's total directory
information, which is stored in a variety of directories, databases, and systems

� Consistent and up-to-date data in the different directories in the organization, because
legacy applications may only be able to access their legacy directory

It is important to understand that meta directory is a process, not another kind of directory
or database. Meta directory is the way in which the information in the disparate directories,
databases, and systems in an enterprise is synchronized and brought up-to-date.

Elements of meta directory include:

� directory consolidation: directory "join" and distributed directory entry management

� flexible data flow and data ownership models

� service provisioning as a side-effect of consolidation

� a specialized approach to the Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) data integration
model
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1.1.1 Directory Consolidation
Meta directory consolidates subsets of the information about people, groups,
organizational units and other resources contained in multiple directories. This
consolidation creates a directory "join": a unified view of the different directories in an
organization. Meta directory makes the unified view available through LDAP and Web-
based access protocols.

Two processes contribute to creating this unified view:

� Directory synchronization

� Information brokering

Directory synchronization is the process by which the content of one directory is copied to
another directory. Directory synchronization provides the ability to consolidate many
directories into a central enterprise directory, and allows the meta directory to "aggregate"
or "join" content in this meta directory "store". The meta directory keeps the data in the
meta directory store current through replication and synchronization (entry and attribute
creation and deletion).

Information brokering is the process of managing "distributed entries". In a typical
enterprise, the information about people and other directory objects (and the updates to
these objects) comes from many different sources. Information brokering provides an
object-oriented unified view of a directory entry whose attributes are actually stored in
different directories. It also allows the meta directory to access data in other directories
without actually containing that data.

To guarantee proper directory synchronization or information brokering, each entry should
have a global unique key, which should be stored in all directories. Without the existence
of per-entry unique keys, the level of automation for synchronization and brokering
remains low and a significant amount of manual work must be performed to guarantee the
correct flow of data.

1.1.2 Flexible Data Flow and Ownership
Another task of meta directory is to manage the relationships between existing directories.
Meta directory allows data to flow between these "connected directories" in a flexible but
controllable way. The direction of data flow depends on the data flow and ownership rules
defined for the meta directory: while meta directory can consolidate directory information,
it also allows specific people and groups within an organization to maintain ownership of
that information. Meta directory allows organizations to import and export data to and from
many different sources.

As a result, the management of meta directory contents can be centralized, distributed, or
a combination of both. The meta directory does not impose a model of data flow and
ownership. The organizations within the enterprise that implement the meta directory are
free to construct a model that reflects their inter-organizational requirements and
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constraints.

1.1.3 Service Provisioning
When used in the meta directory environment, the term "service provisioning" means the
ability to create user services such as email addresses and operating system accounts as
a by-product of the directory synchronization process.

Service provisioning occurs on the target of a directory synchronization operation. For
example, when the meta directory synchronizes information about a new employee from a
Human Resources database to Windows NT, an NT account and password for the
employee are automatically created.

Service provisioning makes it possible to track the entry and exit of people in the
company. However, the service provisioning methodology cannot track the changes in a
person's work responsibilities or tasks during the course of his employment. This kind of
change management requires that roles be defined for each person. A change of roles
can then result in changes of the related user services.

1.1.4 Meta Directory and EAI Data Integration
The meta directory framework can be considered as a specialized approach to the
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) data integration model.

Like EAI, the meta directory synchronization process follows the extract, transform, move,
load (ETML) model of data integration:

� It extracts or "exports" data from a connected directory or meta directory

� It transforms or "maps" the data representation from source to target connected
directory including the merge, purge, join and aggregate of entries and attributes

� It moves the data from source to target connected directory across the enterprise
network

� It loads or "imports" the data into the target connected directory or meta directory

An important side effect of ETML is data cleansing and validation: the ETML process
discovers stale and obsolete data and removes it from the data warehouse. Similarly, the
meta directory synchronization process cleanses the data in the enterprise by correcting
the contents of the different connected directories.

Like EAI, meta directory doesn't use any application logic and there is no integration of
business processes. Also, the directory synchronization process runs asynchronously or
by batch but can also run online driven by events.

1.1.5 Why Deploy Meta Directory?
The typical enterprise already has a large number of disconnected directory products,
environments, and namespaces. Because multiple applications across the enterprise
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need the same basic information about people, groups, roles, and resources, many of
these directories contain similar information. The cost of administering duplicate directory
content is very high, and inaccurate and incomplete data has a negative effect on user
productivity. Finally, the difficulty of obtaining good directory data creates a strategic
barrier to deploying new applications that could increase enterprise efficiency and
competitiveness. Meta directories can reduce administrative costs and increase the
quality of information available to users and applications, which in turn improves the return
on the company's directory investment.

However, if meta directory is geared to directory-based applications it can also be used for
today's e-commerce application environments. Meta directory is a data integration tool for
consistency and integrity of data, which is also necessary in the e-commerce area.

1.1.6 What are the Meta Directory Deployment Challenges?
The challenges to deploying a meta directory solution are related to:

� Data flow

� Data cleansing

� The deployment process itself

Challenges Related to Data Flow

The people in an enterprise must agree on data flow and responsibility for the creation,
change and deletion of directory entries and attributes. Each organization must decide
whether or not data generated outside an organization's area of responsibility is allowed to
flow into its area of responsibility. It must also decide which data generated inside the
organization's area is allowed to flow outside the organization. For example, which data
from the Human Resources department can flow outside the HR application?

Data ownership might change: the transfer of data ownership from one organization to
another might be required, and an organization that previously owned all data could now
be required only to manage one small piece (the relevant piece for which this organization
is responsible). For example, an organization that was previously responsible for adding
all information into a database might now only be responsible for adding a telephone
number.

Issues Related to Data Cleansing

The by-product of data cleansing is the process of determining:

� How much obsolete, unreliable, or inaccurate data exists? What should be done with
this information?

� How much of the information that needs to be there is missing? Where are the
sources of this information?

Data cleansing puts the onus on organizations in the enterprise to clean up their data
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before they implement the interface to the meta directory.

Issues Related to the Deployment Process

A meta directory solution needs thorough discussion between the customer and the meta
directory vendor or solution provider before deployment begins. The customer and vendor
must work together to determine:

� the rules that should and should not be implemented for directory joins

� how the selected rules should be implemented

An important step in the rule development process is the definition of a key that acts as a
global unique identifier for an entry. An existing key can be used or a new key can be
created for this purpose. The selected identifier must be stored in all connected
directories. Definition of a global unique key for directory entries makes synchronization
tasks much easier to implement and provides a solid basis for a high level of automation.
Some directories, however, cannot support the storage of global unique identifiers. For
these directories, the entry's primary key can be stored in the joined entry in the meta
directory store.

It is also important that people see small improvements during the course of the project.
Consequently, it is better to deploy a meta directory in stages rather than at the end of the
project.

1.2 What Is DirXmetahub?
DirXmetahub is a set of distributed meta directory services that provide bi-directional
directory synchronization for all types of directory found in the marketplace today,
including:

� Internet LDAP directories, such as DirX, iPlanet Directory Server (Sun
Microsystems/Netscape Alliance) or Oracle Internet Directory (OID).

� LDAP directories, such as DirX

� NOS directories, such as Windows NT, Active Directory, and NDS/eDirectory

� Mail and Groupware directories, such as Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes

� Human resource directories, such as PeopleSoft and SAP R/3

� Relational databases, through an ODBC interface

� Mainframe security systems, such as RACF, ACF2 and TopSecret

� The internal directories of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) applications,
such as Siebel and Vantive

� Other types of directories, such as PBX (for example, Hicom DMS), CA applications
(for example, Entrust or Baltimore CA) and CTI applications
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DirXmetahub can also import and export from data files structured in a variety of standard
formats, including Extensible Markup Language (XML) format, LDAP Interchange Format
(LDIF), and Character-Separated-Value (CSV) format. This feature allows for the
development of synchronization operations to almost any system in the marketplace.

Figure 2: DirXmetahub Meta Directory Scenario

1.2.1 Directory Integration Model
DirXmetahub integrates the heterogeneous databases and directories into a central "meta
directory store" managed by an LDAP-based directory server. The meta directory store is
the enterprise directory to which other application-specific "connected directories" are
synchronized.

Directory integration into the meta directory store provides the following benefits:

� Data consistency and integrity

� A single point of data administration using any administrative LDAP client
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� The ability to keep connected directories up-to-date and provide additional data from
other sources, through export from the meta directory store

Connected directories can also be synchronized directly without using the meta directory
store as the intermediary.

1.2.2 Directory Synchronization Model
DirXmetahub supports the following types of directory synchronization:

� Full and delta import from connected directories into the meta directory store (create,
modify and delete)

� Full and delta export from the meta directory store into connected directories (create,
modify and delete)

� Direct full and delta synchronization from one connected directory to another without
an intermediate meta directory store.

DirXmetahub can directly import to and export from any LDAP-enabled connected
directory. For other types of directory, DirXmetahub imports and exports data using
structured files and file I/O.

In a typical full synchronization, most of the directory data is imported or exported and only
system data is excluded from the transfer.

In a delta synchronization, the entries to be transferred must meet an update condition, for
example, that they have been changed within a certain time interval. Since the original
state of these entries has already been submitted at an earlier time, an identifier must be
defined for them. This identifier is called a "join expression". For person entries in a
directory, a combination of the last name (surname) and first name (given name) can be
used in very simple cases. However, a unique entry identifier that is known at both sites is
more reliable and is really a requirement for guaranteed automatic synchronization. The
personnel ID is often used as a unique identifier.

1.2.3 Data Flow and Ownership Support
DirXmetahub allows for the flexible modeling of data flow between the meta directory
server and the connected directories in the areas of:

� authoritative control - selecting who owns and manages the data in the enterprise

� filtering - selecting the data that is to be synchronized, and the data that is to be left
out of the synchronization process

Authoritative Control

DirXmetahub permits flexible entry and attribute ownership relationships between the
meta directory server and the connected directories. There are three main meta directory
deployment models that relate to entry ownership and management:
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� The "hire and fire" model, which maintains a two-tier entry ownership relationship
between the connected directory and the meta directory store

� The centralized model, in which the meta directory store is the entry owner and the
central point of entry management

� The decentralized model, in which the connected directories retain entry ownership

In the "hire and fire" model, a primary connected directory (usually a human resources
database) is the entry owner for entry creation and deletion and is typically the owner of
some basic attributes. The meta directory store or other connected directories own all of
the other attributes. Entries are created or deleted on the primary connected directory, and
then imported into the meta directory store (together with the basic attributes). Once
imported, the meta directory store or the other connected directories becomes the owner
for adding, changing, and deleting attributes. The "hire and fire" model allows, for
example, a human resources department to maintain control of personnel information
(first name, last name, address, personnel ID), while also allowing the different
applications of an IT organization to manage their IT-specific information about personnel,
such as adding new PBX numbers, office telephone numbers, and so on.

In the central model, the meta directory store is the entry owner. Entries are created (and
deleted) on the meta directory store, and then imported into the connected directories.
Attribute ownership can be distributed between the meta directory store and the
connected directories as in the "hire and fire" model; the meta directory store can own
some attributes, while the connected directories own others.

In the decentralized model, each connected directory is the entry owner, or master of a
subset of entries. The administrators of the connected directories create and delete the
entries for which they are responsible. The administrators of all connected directories can
choose to synchronize selected entry attributes with the other connected directories. The
decentralized model of meta directory deployment allows connected directory
administrators to preserve their entry management autonomy. However, this model is the
most complex of the three models and can be difficult to manage.

DirXmetahub can be configured to support any of these models.

Filtering

Filtering is the process of defining which entries and attributes stored in a connected
directory are only relevant in the context of the local connected directory and should not
be synchronized into the meta directory store. For example, data about equipment is
generally specific to a particular connected directory and does not usually need to be
synchronized. Another example is administrative entries, which are only relevant for the
specific connected directory and should be locally controlled for security reasons.

By contrast, employee data is generally relevant to the meta directory and should be
synchronized. DirXmetahub supports "fine-grained" entry and attribute filtering. Fine-
grained filtering means that each attribute can be controlled in a different way; there are
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no attribute groups which must all have the same control applied to them.

1.2.4 Service Provisioning Support
DirXmetahub supports service provisioning across the network of connected directories in
the enterprise. For example, suppose that Human Resources administrators add some
new employees to their SAP R/3 database. DirXmetahub can be invoked (on schedule or
by hand) to synchronize this data with the meta directory store, several Windows NT
systems, and a Lotus Notes address book. For each Windows NT system that is
synchronized with the new employee data, DirXmetahub creates NT user account data
together with a default password for the new employees and synchronize eventually
relevant data back into the new employee entries in the meta directory store.
DirXmetahub also registers the new employees as Notes users in the Notes address book
and synchronizes relevant information back into the entries in the meta directory store.

1.2.5 Synchronization Scheduling
DirXmetahub allows directory synchronization operations-called "workflows"-to be
scheduled for automatic execution at a pre-set time and date. A workflow schedule can
also specify the number of times that a workflow is to run and the interval from the start
time after which a workflow cannot be started. DirXmetahub also allows system
administrators to start synchronization workflows by hand.

1.2.6 Change Event Processing
All meta directory servers provide mechanisms that automatically log changes made to
the meta directory store. DirXmetahub can process these change logs and synchronize
the changes with the other connected directories.

1.2.7 Logging and Reporting
DirXmetahub provides extensive logging and reporting of directory synchronization
operations, including:

� Workflow monitoring, which allows administrators to view the status of running and
completed workflows.

� Workflow history logging, which allows administrators to view the results of past
workflow runs.

All temporary files that DirXmetahub generates during a directory synchronization
operation remain in the system in a work area after the operation is finished to make it
easier to debug problems that might occur in workflow runs.

Administrators can select to store one or more files from a specific workflow run in a
status area. The monitor entry for the workflow points to these files, which makes the
information about all past workflow runs available to the administrator through the monitor
entry.
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To overcome the problem of full file systems, administrators can assign a deletion time to
each monitor entry. When the deletion time is reached, DirXmetahub removes the entry
and the associated archived files.

1.2.8 Architecture Model
DirXmetahub components can be distributed. They can reside on remote machines and
communicate via LDAP or a message service, depending on the component and the kind
of communication that is required.

DirXmetahub uses asynchronous, reliable and recoverable protocols between its
components, which makes it well suited for the integration of loosely coupled independent
systems.

DirXmetahub is platform-independent: its components can be deployed on UNIX, Linux,
and Windows NT/Windows 2000 systems.

DirXmetahub is also LDAP server-independent: it does not require that a specific LDAP
directory be used as its meta directory store. A variety of LDAP directories can be used,
including DirX, Netscape iPlanet, and Oracle Internet Directory (OID) solutions.

1.3 The DirXmetahub Components
The set of DirXmetahub meta directory services includes:

� The meta directory store - an LDAP directory that acts as the "join" directory for
synchronization operations and which can also store the configuration data required
by the DirXmetahub components that perform directory synchronization operations

� The DirXmetahub Manager - a graphical user interface to manage the DirXmetahub
components and configure directory synchronization operations

� The DirXmetahub server - a runtime engine that drives the asynchronous execution of
directory synchronization operations and provides exception handling and recovery for
the operations

� The meta controller - a single-pass, scriptable directory join engine

� A set of "meta agents" that manage the different types of directories and databases in
the enterprise and an agent controller that integrates them into the DirXmetahub
server runtime environment
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Figure 3: DirXmetahub Components

1.3.1 Meta Directory Store
The meta directory store is an LDAP-enabled connected directory hosted by an LDAP
server in the enterprise that is used as the data consolidation point and data distribution
point for the other connected directories in the enterprise.

The meta directory store can also store the DirXmetahub configuration database, which
contains all configuration data required by DirXmetahub components. Configuration data
includes workflow descriptions, connected directory descriptions, meta agent descriptions,
and data related to the control of directory synchronization operations.

The meta directory store can be any LDAPv3 directory, including Siemens DirX, Netscape
iPlanet Directory Server, and Oracle Internet Directory (OID).

1.3.2 DirXmetahub Manager
The DirXmetahub Manager provides a graphical user interface that system administrators
can use to:

� Set up the configuration data for the DirXmetahub components

� Define, start, and monitor synchronization workflows

The DirXmetahub Manager provides different views to handle the different experience
level of its users:
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� The global view, which is a high-level, wizard-based view of the configuration
database that allows administrators to display and edit a graphical view of the
connected directories and the workflows between them. The global view provides a
comfortable interface for less experienced users by hiding some of the complexity of
the configuration database.

� The expert view, which is a lower-level, Windows Explorer-like view of the
configuration database that allows administrators to display and edit configuration
data using a property dialog box interface. The expert view gives users the highest
possible degree of access to the configuration data.

� The data view, which allows administrators to view and edit the data in the meta
directory store that is processed by the directory synchronization operations.

� The monitor view, which allows administrators to view running and completed
workflows in a global table.

Administrators of all skill levels can use the global view, data view and monitor view to set
up and control their directory synchronization procedures. Administrators who have
significant experience designing directory synchronization applications can use the expert
view in addition to the other views to get the most out of the DirXmetahub system.

An enterprise can also separate its meta directory system administration responsibilities
into "read" and "write" administration tasks. "Read" administrators uses the monitor view
to ensure that synchronization procedures run correctly in their part of the meta directory
environment. The "read" administrators report problems in their environment to the "write"
administrators, who use the global, data, and/or expert views to correct the problems.

1.3.3 DirXmetahub Server
The DirXmetahub server is the runtime engine for the meta directory store, meta
controller, and meta agents and provides a common framework for these DirXmetahub
components. The components of the DirXmetahub server are responsible for starting and
controlling directory synchronization workflows according to their configuration
information, which is stored in the DirXmetahub configuration database. The configuration
database can reside in the meta directory store or in another LDAP directory. The server
components drive the meta controller and run the required meta agents. They also
generate the synchronization configuration files that are required for meta controller and
meta agent operation.

The DirXmetahub server allows distributed workflow runs in a heterogeneous network and
supports bi-directional data transfers. The DirXmetahub server runtime environment
includes simple exception handling and recovery mechanisms for workflow timeouts and
crashes.
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Figure 4: DirXmetahub Server Components

DirXmetahub server components include:

� The scheduler, which manages workflow schedules. A workflow's schedule
determines when and how often the workflow runs. The scheduler starts an instance
of a workflow engine for a workflow according to its schedule.

� The workflow engine (WFE), which starts and controls a workflow. An instance of the
workflow engine exists for each workflow run.

� The agent controller (not shown in the figure), which starts and controls the meta
controller and agent runs. An instance of the agent controller exists for each agent
run.

� The file transfer service, which manages the transfer of import and export data files
between meta agents running on systems that reside on different machines. The file
transfer service uses the message service to send the data files between agents.
Alternatively shared file systems can be used for highest performance.

� The status tracker, which records the progress of workflow runs. DirXmetahub uses
the message service to communicate workflow status changes like start and end of
workflow to the status tracker.
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DirXmetahub server components communicate with each other using a message service.
The message service provides reliability features such as store and forward and
automatic redelivery of messages. The message service's "ASAP communication"
paradigm allows workflows to run in situations where a meta agent system is temporarily
unavailable.

1.3.4 Meta Controller
The meta controller is DirXmetahub's directory join engine: it maps entries from different
connected directories to a single entry in the meta directory store, selects the relevant
attributes from each entry, and stores them in the meta directory entry. It can also extract
the required information from the meta directory store and convert it to the format required
by the meta agent that handles the target connected directory.

The meta controller is a "single-pass " join engine, which means that it copies connected
directory data and performs the directory join into the meta directory store in one
operation. By contrast, many other meta directory implementations use two copy
operations to perform a join: one to copy the data one-for-one into the meta directory
store, and another to perform the directory join to a separate subtree in the meta directory
store. The meta controller can support this two-pass methodology as well, if the enterprise
requires it.

You can also use the meta controller mechanisms to develop complete one-pass
synchronization. For example, you can develop a fast LDAP-to-LDAP synchronization
between two directories that recognize this type of interface.

The meta controller is controlled by a Tcl-based script engine. You use the script engine to
develop meta controller-based synchronization applications; each application (also called
a "synchronization profile") implements a specific directory synchronization scenario (or a
part of it) to be carried out by the meta controller. The meta controller is the execution
environment for the meta controller-based applications.

The DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference provides reference information for the meta
controller, including information about its command line interface, its objects and
operations, and its associated files.

1.3.5 Meta Agents and the Agent Controller
A meta agent is the interface to a specific type of connected directory. Its function is to
import data into that directory and export data from that directory. Meta agents can be
designed to handle a particular connected directory, such as Windows NT or Lotus Notes,
or they can be designed to handle a set of connected directories that can be accessed
through a specific interface; for example, Microsoft Exchange and Windows 2000
accessed through ADSI or relational databases accessed through ODBC.

DirXmetahub provides a suite of meta agents for the most popular types of connected
directory. The DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference provides reference information about
these agents. DirXmetahub also allows customers to add their own meta agents that
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manage their proprietary directories to the DirXmetahub component set.

The agent controller is the DirXmetahub component that integrates both the DirXmetahub
and customer-supplied meta agents into the DirXmetahub server runtime environment. In
this DirXmetahub version, the agent controller back end "wraps" the DirXmetahub meta
agents into DirXmetahub (no modification of the agents is necessary). Future
DirXmetahub versions will support integrated agents that use the agent client API to
communicate directly with DirXmetahub (part of the software integration kit (SIK)). The
following figure illustrates these components.

Figure 5: DirXmetahub Agent Components

1.4 Directory Synchronization Scenarios
The current implementation of DirXmetahub supports the following directory
synchronization scenarios:

� Import from a connected directory into the meta directory store

� Export from the meta directory store into a connected directory

� Direct cross synchronization between two connected directories

� Direct LDAP to LDAP synchronization.

For all these scenarios, the process is as follows:
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1. The administrator uses the DirXmetahub Manager to describe the synchronization
scenario: he selects and configures the source and target directories and configures
the synchronization workflow that is to run between them.

2. The administrator uses the DirXmetahub Manager to run the workflow immediately or
at a scheduled time.

3. The DirXmetahub server components execute the workflow: they generate the
synchronization configuration files required by the meta controller and the meta agents
and run the meta controller and agent executables to carry out the synchronization.
The meta controller and the meta agents generate report and trace files about the
synchronization process and the DirXmetahub server generates status information
about the workflow run. The administrator can use the DirXmetahub Manager to view
all of this information.

1.4.1 Describing a Synchronization Scenario
A synchronization scenario description is composed of layers:

� The connected directory and workflow descriptions at the lower layer.

� The scenario description, which brings the directory and workflow descriptions into a
specific scenario, at the higher layer.

The DirXmetahub configuration database provides template descriptions of the supported
connected directories, meta agents, and workflows to automate the synchronization
scenario description process as much as possible. As a result, the task of describing a
synchronization scenario can vary in complexity depending on the specific scenario:

1. In the simplest and most automated case, the complete connected directory and
workflow descriptions exist in the configuration database, but the scenario description
needs to be provided. In this case, the administrator uses DirXmetahub Manager to
link the workflow and connected directory descriptions together into a scenario
description.

2. In a more complex case, portions of the connected directory and workflow
descriptions exist in the configuration database as templates and need to be
completed. In this case, the administrator must first use DirXmetahub Manager to
complete the connected directory and workflow descriptions. He can then proceed to
build the scenario description as described in the previous step.

3. In the most complex case, there is no template information in the configuration
database about the connected directories and workflows, because they are not part of
the DirXmetahub suite. In this case, the administrator must first use DirXmetahub to
provide template descriptions of the connected directories (and the meta agents that
manage them) and workflows. He can then proceed to complete the connected
directory and workflow descriptions, and build the scenario.
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1.4.2 Importing to the Meta Directory Store
In the "import to meta directory store" scenario, the meta controller manages the meta
directory store and a connected directory-specific meta agent manages the source
connected directory. The information exchange between the two directories is performed
through an intermediate file, which is modeled in DirXmetahub as an intermediate
connected directory.

Implementing the "import to meta directory store" synchronization scenario consists of
these steps:

1. Creating the synchronization scenario, which sets up the DirXmetahub configuration
database with the information that the runtime components require to run the
synchronization.

2. Running the scenario's synchronization workflow, which activates the DirXmetahub
runtime components to carry out the synchronization.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between the workflow and its activities and
the actual synchronization process (executables and generated files) that results when the
workflow is run.

Figure 6: Import to the Meta Directory Store

Creating the Synchronization Scenario

The administrator uses the DirXmetahub Manager to configure the synchronization
scenario for the "import to meta directory store". To carry out this task, the administrator:

� Configures the source connected directory and the meta directory store. Configuration
information for each directory includes:
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� The network address of the service that hosts the directory (for example, a TCP/IP
address)

� The login profiles that the DirXmetahub components require to authenticate to the
directory during the synchronization process

� The directory attribute configuration information (object and attribute description).
The administrator uses DirXmetahub Manager to construct this information by
reading the schema online from the directory (for an LDAP compatible directory),
by importing an existing attribute configuration file (if it exists) or by creating the
attribute configuration information by hand (in all other cases).

Most of the information required to configure the directories is automatically supplied to
the administrator through information and templates installed in the configuration
database.

� Defines a synchronization workflow between the source connected directory and the
meta directory store. For the "import to meta directory store" scenario, the workflow
consists of two tasks, called "activities":

� The connected directory export activity

� The meta directory store import activity

The specific configuration and sequence of the activities define the data flow between the
two directories. Configuration information related to the export activity includes:

� Information about the meta agent that is to perform the export operation from the
connected directory, including its executable file name, the command line to use to
invoke it, its configuration files, its report and trace files, and information about its
delta base (for delta export operations).

� The definition of the data that is to be extracted from the connected directory,
including the attribute subset whose values are to be extracted, the search criteria
for selecting the objects (base object and filter), and whether or not a full or delta
export is to be performed.

� Information about the intermediate data exchange file between the two activities.
All data files in DirXmetahub must be modeled as intermediate connected
directories (this is not visible in the DirXmetahub Manager global view).

� Information about the meta controller (which imports the extracted attribute values
into the meta directory store), including its executable file name, the command line
to use to invoke it, the files that define the import procedure configuration variables
and provide the control logic for importing the extracted data into the meta
directory store, and its trace file.

� The attribute mapping rules and procedures for converting the connected directory
entry and attribute format to LDAP entry and attribute format.
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� The rules for joining and import of the extracted data into the meta directory store,
including the unique keys to be used to match and join the source and target
entries and the rules for updating the entries and attributes in the meta directory
store (e.g., is it allowed to create new entries or to delete no longer available
entries).

Most of this information is automatically supplied for the administrator through templates
installed in the configuration database. The administrator can customize these templates
to his specific requirements.

Running the Workflow

The administrator has two choices for how to start the workflow:

� Start the workflow directly from the DirXmetahub Manager

� Schedule it for automatic execution by the DirXmetahub server runtime by
establishing a schedule in the configuration database and assigning it to the workflow.

When the workflow runs, the DirXmetahub server runtime components run the activities
defined in the workflow in the sequence established by the administrator in the workflow's
entry in the configuration database. For the "import to meta directory store" workflow:

� The DirXmetahub server components run the connected directory export activity. The
components use the activity information in the configuration database to create the
specific agent configuration data required by the meta agent and to invoke the
connected directory meta agent executable program on the service on which it
resides. The meta agent program then:

� Reads the meta agent configuration file (*.ini) that controls this run

� Generates a transfer file that contains the data to be imported into the meta
directory store

� Generates a delta base file for use in subsequent delta export operations, if delta
operation has been requested

� Generates trace and report files

The meta agent writes all of these files to a "work path" subdirectory established during
the DirXmetahub component installation procedure (when using relative paths-absolute
paths can be set up to work in individual locations). When the export activity completes,
the agent controller component of the DirXmetahub server copies (by default) the
configuration, report and trace files to a "status path" subdirectory also established during
the DirXmetahub component installation procedure.

� The DirXmetahub server runtime components run the meta directory store import
activity. The components use the activity information to create the specific
synchronization scripts required by the meta controller and to invoke the meta
controller program for the import operation. The meta controller then:
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� Uses the generated synchronization scripts that control this run

� Reads the source and target attribute configuration files (generated automatically
by the DirXmetahub runtime from the information in the configuration database)

� Opens the transfer file

� Binds to the meta directory store (using the login profile specified in the
configuration database)

� Reads the directory entries in the transfer file and writes them into the meta
directory store according to the mapping rules and control logic specified in the
configuration database and present in the generated script files, using LDAP
operations.

� Generates a trace file

The meta controller writes the trace file to a "work path" subdirectory established during
the DirXmetahub basic installation procedure (when using relative paths-absolute paths
can be set up to work in individual locations). When the import activity completes, the
agent controller component of the DirXmetahub server copies (by default) the trace file to
a "status path" subdirectory also established during the DirXmetahub component
installation procedure.

1.4.3 Exporting from the Meta Directory Store
In the "export from meta directory store" scenario, the meta controller manages the meta
directory store and a connected directory-specific meta agent manages the target
connected directory. Information exchange between the two directories is performed
through an intermediate file, which is modeled in DirXmetahub as an intermediate
connected directory.

The steps for implementing the "export from the meta directory store" synchronization
scenario are the same as for the import synchronization:

1. Create the synchronization scenario, which sets up the DirXmetahub configuration
database with the information that the runtime components require to run the
synchronization.

2. Run the scenario's synchronization workflow, which activates the DirXmetahub
runtime components to carry out the synchronization.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between the workflow and its activities and
the actual synchronization process (executables and generated files) that results when the
workflow is run.
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Figure 7: Export from the Meta Directory Store

Creating the Synchronization Scenario

The administrator uses the DirXmetahub Manager to configure the synchronization
scenario for the "export from the meta directory store". To carry out this task, the
administrator:

� Configures the source connected directory and the meta directory store as described
for the "import to meta directory store" process. If the descriptions of the directories
have already been created, a partial reconfiguration of the descriptions may be all that
is required, or this step may not be necessary at all.

� Defines a synchronization workflow between the source connected directory and the
meta directory store. For the "export from meta directory store" scenario, the workflow
consists of:

� The meta directory store export activity

� The connected directory import activity

Configuration information related to the export activity includes:

� Information about the meta controller (which extracts the entry and attribute values
from the meta directory store), including its executable file name, the command line to
use to invoke it, the files that define the export procedure configuration variables and
provide the control logic for extracting the data from the meta directory store, and its
trace file.

� The definition of the data that is to be extracted from the meta directory store,
including the attribute subset whose values are to be extracted, the search criteria for
selecting the objects (base object and filter), and whether or not a full or delta export
is to be performed.
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� The attribute mapping rules and procedures for converting the meta directory LDAP
entry and attribute format to the target connected directory entry and attribute format.

Information about the intermediate data exchange file between the two activities. Note that
all data files in DirXmetahub must be modeled as intermediate connected directories (and
that this is not visible in the high level global view of the DirXmetahub Manager).

Configuration information related to the import activity includes:

� Information about the meta agent that is to perform the import operation to the
connected directory, including its executable file name, the command line to use to
invoke it, its configuration file, its report and trace files, and information about its delta
base (for delta import operations).

� The rules for joining and import of the extracted data into the connected directory,
including the unique keys to be used to match and join the source and target entries
and the rules for updating the entries and attributes in the connected directory (for
example, whether or not creating new entries is allowed, or whether or not the
deletion of entries that are no longer available is allowed).

Most of this information is automatically supplied for the administrator through templates
installed in the configuration database. The administrator can customize these templates
to his specific requirements.

Running the Workflow

The ways to run the "export from meta directory" scenario are the same as for the import
synchronization:

� Start the workflow directly from the DirXmetahub Manager

� Schedule it for automatic execution by the DirXmetahub server runtime by
establishing a schedule in the configuration database and assigning it to the workflow.

When the workflow runs, the DirXmetahub server runtime components run the activities
defined in the workflow in the sequence established by the administrator in the workflow's
entry in the configuration database. For the "export from meta directory store" workflow:

� The DirXmetahub server runtime components run the meta directory store export
activity. The components use the activity information to create the specific
synchronization scripts required by the meta controller and to invoke the meta
controller program for the export operation on the service on which it resides. The
meta controller then:

� Uses the generated scripts which control this run

� Reads the meta directory and target connected directory attribute configuration
files (generated automatically by the DirXmetahub runtime from the information in
the configuration database)
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� Binds to the meta directory store (using the login profile specified in the
configuration database).

� Reads entries from the meta directory store using LDAP operations and generates
a transfer file that contains the data to be imported into the target connected
directory in the format expected by the connected directory meta agent according
to the mapping rules and control logic specified in the configuration database and
present in the generated script files.

� Generates a trace file

The meta controller writes the trace file to a "work path" subdirectory established during
the DirXmetahub basic installation procedure (when using relative paths-absolute paths
can be set up to work in individual locations). When the import activity completes, the
agent controller component of the DirXmetahub server copies (by default) the trace files to
a "status path" subdirectory also established during the DirXmetahub component
installation procedure.

� The DirXmetahub server components run the connected directory import activity. The
components use the activity information in the configuration database to create the
specific agent configuration data required by the meta agent and to invoke the
connected directory meta agent executable program on the service on which it
resides. The meta agent program then:

� Reads the meta agent configuration file (*.ini) that controls this run

� Opens the transfer file

� Binds to the connected directory (using the login profile specified in the
configuration database)

� Reads the directory entries in the transfer file and writes them into the connected
directory according to the synchronization parameters specified in the
configuration database and present in the generated agent configuration file.

� Generates trace and report files

The meta agent writes all of these files to a "work path" subdirectory established during
the DirXmetahub component installation procedure (when using relative paths-absolute
paths can be set up to work in individual locations). When the import activity completes,
the agent controller component of the DirXmetahub server copies (by default) the
configuration, report and trace files to a "status path" subdirectory also established during
the DirXmetahub component installation procedure.

1.4.4 Implementing Cross Synchronization
In a cross-synchronization scenario, synchronization from one connected directory to
another connected directory occurs without using the meta directory store as an
intermediary. The following figure illustrates this process.
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Figure 8: Cross Synchronization of Connected Directories

Note that DirXmetahub supports other synchronization methods, for example, the direct
connection of two LDAP directories with the meta controller or with a customer-written
meta agent. In this case, data can be read from the first LDAP directory, transformed and
immediately stored into the second LDAP directory. The same process can read
information from the second LDAP directory, transform it and store it in the first LDAP
directory. This results in bidirectional synchronization at the same time.
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Chapter

2 Quick Start

This quick start describes how to set up a workflow that exports data from the meta
directory store to an LDIF file using the pre-configured objects of the DirXmetahub server
configuration database.

The steps provided in the quick start describe how to use the DirXmetahub Manager to:

� Create a new scenario and name it MyScenario

� Insert the pre-configured meta directory store MetaStore into the scenario

� Create and configure a connected directory that holds the LDIF file to be produced
and name it MyLDIFfile

� Create a new workflow between the MetaStore and the new connected directory
MyLDIFfile

� Configure the new workflow and name it MyLDIFworkflow

� Run the new workflow

� View the results after the workflow has run

The quick start is based on the following configuration:

� A meta directory store that includes the PQR sample database and DirXmetahub is
installed.

� The meta directory store contains the DirXmetahub server configuration database.

� DirXmetahub has not been set up in a distributed configuration.

2.1 Installing the Quick Start Environment
This quick start assumes that you have installed one of the supported meta directory
stores (DirX, iPlanet or OID) together with the PQR example database and have
performed the DirXmetahub server installation as described in the DirXmetahub
Installation Guide.
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2.2 Starting DirXmetahub Manager
To start DirXmetahub Manager:

1. Click the Start button, and then select Programs.

2. Select DirXmetahub V6.0 and then click Manager.

3. In the login dialog, type the password dirx (or the password you used to set up the
configuration database during installation).

The Manager displays the global view and the Hire and Fire scenario.

Figure 9: Global View with Scenarios

2.3 Creating a New Scenario
Of course you can run the delivered default applications directly, but to establish your own
environment you have to create a new scenario. The reason is that the default
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applications will be updated with an upgrade installation of DirXmetahub, your copied
connected directories and workflows will be preserved.

1. Click the global view icon in the left pane to select it.

2. Right-click in an empty area of the middle pane, and then select New Scenario. This
action creates a new scenario icon with a default name.

3. Click the icon, and then select Rename.

4. In the Rename Scenario dialog, type MyScenario in Object name, and then click OK.

5. Right-click in an empty area of the right pane, and then select Properties.

6. In the Work Area properties dialog, set the grid parameters X and Y to 10 and check
Use grid.

7. Open the file browser and select a picture file to use as the scenario map background
(any large picture in JPEG or GIF format is sufficient). This action loads the picture as
the background image.

8. Click OK to close the Work Area properties dialog.

2.4 Inserting the Connected Directory MetaStore
1. Right-click in an empty area of the right pane, and then select New Connected

Directory. This action displays a crossbar cursor in the pane.

2. Move the crossbar cursor to the location in the pane at which you want to position the
new connected directory, and then click the left mouse button. This action creates a
connected directory icon for the new connected directory with the default name
(Connected Directory).

3. Right-click the newly created object, and then select Assign. The Choose a template
dialog is displayed.
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4. Select the object MetaStore from the list and then click OK. This action creates a link
to the already existing definition of the connected directory with the name MetaStore.
Please note that you did only instantiate or assign MetaStore in your new scenario.
You did not make a copy! If you change later on this object, the original object will be
changed.

Figure 10: Select a connected directory dialogue with MetaStore Selection

2.5 Creating a New Connected Directory MyLDIFfile
1. Right-click in an empty area of the right pane, and then select New Connected

Directory. This action displays a crossbar cursor in the pane.

2. Move the crossbar cursor to the location in the pane at which you want to position the
new connected directory, and then click the left mouse button. This action creates a
connected directory icon for the new connected directory with the default name
(Connected Directory).

The next step is to start a DirXmetahub Manager configuration wizard to set up the
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MyLDIFfile connected directory.

2.6 Configuring the New Connected Directory MyLDIFfile
You use DirXmetahub Manager configuration wizards to configure the MyLDIFfile
connected directory and the MyLDIFworkflow workflow. The next topic provides some
general information about how to use the wizards that you'll need before you start to use
them.

Configuring MyLDIFfile involves:

� Using the configuration wizards

� Starting the configure connected directory wizard

2.6.1 Using the Configuration Wizards
The global view provides two configuration wizards:

� The Configure Connected Directory wizard

� The Configure Workflow wizard

These wizards function like many Windows-based software installation wizards (with
some nice enhancements).

The top of each wizard dialog describes the current configuration step to be performed in
the wizard.

The left side of the dialog displays all of the configuration steps contained in the wizard.
Tasks highlighted in green indicate completed steps. Tasks highlighted in red indicate
outstanding steps. The current step is highlighted in gray.

The right side of the dialog displays the work area for the current configuration step. The
content of the area differs depending on the step at hand.

Use the buttons at the bottom of the dialog to move between wizard dialogs and exit the
wizard:

� Click Next to move to the next dialog.

� Click Previous to move to the previous dialog.

� Click Cancel to exit the wizard.

� Click Finish when you reach the last wizard step to save your configuration changes
and exit the wizard.

� Click Help to get help on the current wizard dialog.

After the first (initial) configuration of an object with a wizard, you can click directly on one
of the task buttons on the left side to move quickly to the step you want to re-configure.
This feature allows very fast but wizard based reconfiguration of your objects.
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2.6.2 Starting the Configure Connected Directory Wizard
Double-click the new connected directory icon. This action starts the Configure Connected
Directory wizard.

Note: All input and output files in DirXmetahub must be configured as connected
directories. This allows DirXmetahub to use common functionality, for example to save the
generated files after a workflow run. The Connected Directory wizard makes the
MyLDIFfile directory known to the DirXmetahub server configuration database (in fact it is
only a description of this connected directory).

Running the Configure Connected Directory Wizard involves:

1. Selecting the Connected Directory Template

2. Supplying general information

3. Checking the attribute configuration

4. Checking the file parameters

5. Naming the new connected directory

Step 1: Select the Connected Directory Template

The Choose a Template dialog (see Figure: Choose a Template Dialog with MetaStore
Selections) allows you to select a template directory configuration to apply to the new
connected directory. You can use the Directory Type and the Description fields in the list to
locate the connected directory template that you want to use.

1. Click LDIFfile in the list to select it. This action selects a template LDIF file directory
that the wizard uses as a base for your connected directory.

2. Click Next.

Note that the Next steps ... icon in the left pane is replaced by the individual steps that are
necessary to configure MyLDIFfile.

Step 2: Supply General Information

The General Information dialog (see Figure: General Information Dialog for MyLDIFfile)
allows you to define general parameters for the connected directory. The wizard
automatically supplies a new connected directory name (LDIFfile) and supplies values for
the other general parameters. The service field shows where your physical connected
directory (in this case the LDIF file) is located. In this quick start scenario, MyLDIFfile is
located on the service named as your computer is named.
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Figure 11: General Information Dialog for MyLDIFfile

1. Click Next.

Step 3: Check the Attribute Configuration

The Check Attribute Configuration dialog allows you view the format description of your
connected directory instance. Use the Global Info tab to view see the definition of
common parameters that are valid for the whole file; for example, the record separator.
Use the Attribute List to view each attribute definition and its corresponding values.

1. Leave everything in this dialog as it is

2. Click Next.

Step 4: Check File Parameters

This dialog allows you to change the properties of the underlying file(s), especially the file
name(s). Each row of the shown list represents a single file. When you click on a
particular row, a button will appear on the right, which you can use to open another dialog
to edit the properties.
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1. Have a look at this dialog but leave everything as it is.

2. Click Next.

Step 5: Name the New Connected Directory

This dialog allows you to name the new connected directory.

1. Enter MyLDIFfile in Name and type a description of it.

2. Click Finish to save the configuration information for this new connected directory and
exit the wizard.

The wizard changes the default name of the new connected directory to MyLDIFfile and
displays it under the new connected directory icon in the view pane.

You have now set up two connected directories in your scenario. The next step is to
create a workflow between these two directories.

Figure 12: MetaStore and MyLDIFfile Connected Directories
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2.7 Creating a New Workflow
Right-click in an empty area of the view pane, and then select New Workflow Line. This
action displays a crossbar cursor in the view pane.

1. Move the crossbar cursor onto the MetaStore connected directory icon, and then click
the icon.

2. Move the crossbar cursor onto the MyLDIFfile connected directory icon, and then
click the icon.

You have now created a new workflow line between the MetaStore and the MyLDIFfile
connected directories.

2.8 Configuring the New Workflow
Right-click on the new workflow line, and then select New. This action starts the Configure
New Workflow wizard.

Configuring the new workflow involves:

1. Selecting the workflow template

2. Supplying general information

3. Setting export properties

4. Checking the source selected attributes

5. Checking the target selected attributes

6. Configuring attribute mapping

7. Setting export tracing parameters

8. Naming the new workflow

Step 1: Select the Workflow Template

The Select Workflow Template dialog allows you to select a template workflow
configuration to apply to the workflow. The workflow templates that are available for
selection depend on the connected directories at each end of the workflow line. In this
example, they are the MetaStore with type LDAP and the MyLDIFfile directory with type
File. The wizard displays the workflow templates that you can use for these directories
(LDIF files, CSV files, XML files).

Note: If no templates are available for this combination of connected directories an error
message is displayed. Templates have to be created in the expert view.
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Figure 13: Choose a template Dialog for MyLDIFfile

1. Click Meta2LDIFfile_Full in the list of workflow types. This action selects the workflow
template for exporting data from your meta directory store to a file in LDIF format.

2. Leave the copy option below the list unchanged.

3. Click Next.

Note: If your workflow works between two connected directories of the same type (for
example two LDAP directories), an additional step (Define Direction) will show up in the
workflow wizard:

1. Click Next to get to this step.

2. DirXmetahub shows a proposal for the Source and Target directory.

3. If this selection is not ok, click Reverse Direction. Please note that you cannot go
back to the Define Direction step. Instead you have to leave the workflow wizard with
Cancel and start it again from the beginning.

4. If the direction selection is ok for you click Next.

Now the Next steps ... icon is replaced by the individual steps that are necessary to
configure MyLDIFworkflow.

Step 2: Supply General Information

The General Information dialog allows you to set general parameters for the workflow,
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such as its name and its description (you can do this also at the end of the wizard). This
dialog also allows you to define the DirXmetahub server on which this workflow should
run.

1. Leave everything in this dialog as it is.

2. Click Next.

Step 3: Check the Source Selected Attributes

The Check Source Selected Attributes dialog allows you to choose the attributes to be
exported from the MetaStore connected directory. This step makes the horizontal
selection for the export process and prepares it for the mapping step. The template
selects a default set of attributes from the attribute configuration defined in the connected
directory.

Click Next to use the set of attributes selected by the template.

Step 4: Set Export Properties

In this step you specify the directory entries to be exported. The dialog provides several
items for the various parameters. The most important ones among them are the Base
Object, Subset and Filter. These three items define the subtree of which the data are
downloaded. The default values currently shown can be left unchanged for the moment.

Click Next to use the current set of properties.

Step 5: Check the Target Selected Attributes

The Check Target Selected Attributes dialog allows you to choose the attributes from the
target connected directory (the LDIF file) to be used for the mapping step.

The template selects a default set of attributes. You can use this dialog to tailor the default
selection to your requirements.

Click Next to use the set of attributes selected by the template.

Now you have selected the attributes from the source and target directory that you want to
use. If you find that you need to change these selections later on in the workflow
configuration process, click Back to return to these dialogs.

The next step is to map the source into target attributes.

Step 6: Configure Attribute Mapping

The Configure Mapping dialog allows you to:

� Define how the attributes you have selected for synchronization will be mapped from
the source connected directory to the target connected directory

� Define the mapping functions that will be used to carry out the mapping for each
individual attribute set
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The selected workflow template supplies a default attribute mapping between source and
target directories. You can use this dialog to make changes to the template. The topic
Using the Mapping Editor describes how to use the dialog.

For this workflow, the dialog shows the template for how MetaStore attributes (prefix is
ldap:)will be mapped to the MyLDIFfile attributes (prefix is file:) you have selected for
synchronization. It also shows the mapping functions that DirXmetahub will use to carry
out the mapping (here convert_value is used always).

Click Next to use to use the selected attribute mapping scheme and mapping
functions.

Step 7: Set Export Tracing Parameters

The Export Tracing Parameters dialog allows you to set tracing and debugging
parameters for the workflow. The parameters to be configured in this dialog depend on the
specific target connected directory and the meta agent that is used for the operation.

In this case you can set the corresponding Trace File and the Debug Trace and Trace
Level parameters of the meta controller, which is used as the meta agent here.

Click Next to use the defined tracing parameters.

Step 8: Set Workflow Name

This dialog allows you to name the new workflow and provide a human-readable
description of it.

1. Enter MyLDIFworkflow in Name.

2. Click Finish to save the configuration information for this new workflow and exit the
wizard.

The wizard displays a red arrow on the workflow line in the correct direction to indicate
that one or more workflows for this direction are configured. To view the configured
workflows, click the workflow line to select it and then right-click to view the context menu.
The menu lists the New selection and all configured workflows. In this case, only
MyLDIFworkflow is displayed.

You have now set up two connected directories and a workflow in your scenario. The next
step is to test the workflow.

2.9 Running the New Workflow
1. Click Global View in the left pane if not yet selected.

2. Click the workflow line between the two connected directory icons to select it.

3. Right-click on the line, select MyLDIFworkflow, and then click Run in the submenu.
This action starts the workflow and opens a separate status dialog window.
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The status dialog displays a series of status messages and a status bar that shows the
progress of the MyLDFworkflow run. Wait until the black progress bar reaches the end
and Done is displayed. This indicates that the workflow has run successfully. (When the
workflow run is not successful, the color of the progress bar changes to red and the bar
stops).

4. In the status dialog, click Close to close the form.

Note: You can click Details ... in the status dialog to display the changing status
messages in a sub-window, but this is a level of detail that is not meaningful in the context
of this quick start.

2.10 Monitoring the Workflow Run
Now you can use the Monitor view to examine the results of the MyLDFworkflow
workflow run in detail.

1. Click Monitor View in the left pane.

2. Open the folder MyLDIFworkflow, which contains all of the status entries that result
from runs of this workflow.

3. Double-click the MyLDIFworkflow status entry with the relevant date and time in the
Workflows tree. This action displays the activity that comprises this workflow. This
activity is also displayed in the top of the right-hand pane.

4. When the MyLDIFworkflow line is selected in the middle pane, you can view the
properties of the workflow status entry. Look at the start and stop times and the result
closed.completed.ok. (If an error occurs during the run, the status will be
closed.completed.error. If warnings are detected, the status will be
closed.completed.warning.)

5. Click the activity status entry under the workflow status entry in the Workflows tree or
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in the list at the top of the right-hand pane to display its properties. Look at the start
and stop times and the result, which should also display closed.completed.ok.

6. Now click the Files tab to display the list of files for this specific workflow run that have
been saved in an status area. The saved files can be configuration files ("ini" files or
script files), input and output files and trace or report files.

7. Click the Properties button to the right of each file to view the content of each file with
a configurable editor (if the entry is in a multi value field you must first select one of
the entries and then click the button which appeared to the right).

8. Click the entry data.ldif in the Output field and then the Properties button to the right
of it. This action displays the created LDIF file, which shows all entries from the PQR
database in LDIF format. Note that some entries contain phone and mobile fields.

Figure 14: Generated LDIF File

Note that there is a special Process Info entry that contains information about the
workflow run that the DirXmetahub agent controller has generated. The entry shows the
executable that has been run and the corresponding command line parameters.

DirXmetahub stores all of these files in a safe place that you can configure (you did it
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during installation but can change it easily for each DirXmetahub server using its
corresponding DirXmetahub server configuration object). The next run of this workflow will
not delete these files, because DirXmetahub has automatically copied them from the work
area to the status area.

To remove a monitor workflow status entry that you no longer need, select the entry, click
the right mouse button, and then click Delete. The DirXmetahub Manager deletes it from
the Monitor list and removes all related files from the status area in the file system. Note
that this information is permanently removed from the database and from the file system.
There is no way to recover it.

DirXmetahub provides a cleanup mechanism that automatically removes status entries
from the Monitor list after a certain length of time has passed from the time the workflow
was run. You can set up a specific status lifetime in each workflow entry or use the global
default in the central configuration object.

The Status Life Time field in the global configuration object controls by default the time
period that DirXmetahub uses to determine which status entries to delete. It is set by
default to one month from the time the workflow was run. To change the Status Life Time
default value:

1. Click Expert View in the left pane.

2. Click Configuration in the tree in the middle pane. This action displays a global
configuration dialog that shows general parameters for DirXmetahub.

3. Look at Status Life Time. It is set to one month (720 hours).

4. Click the Edit button.

5. Enter a two-month value in Status Lifetime (1440 hours).

6. Click Save to store the information permanently in your configuration database.

Please note that you can use the expert view to set up any configuration parameter and
that you can use DirXmetahub Manager to configure every aspect of DirXmetahub
operation. Depending on the parameter, this can influence the behavior of DirXmetahub in
a wide range. Do not change parameters before you understand the exact influence.
Read the documentation carefully.

2.11 Changing the Workflow Configuration
This topic describes how to change a workflow's configuration. In this example, we will
change MyLDIFworkflow so that the Phone and Mobile attributes are no longer generated
in the LDIF file.

1. Click Global View in the left pane.

2. Click the workflow line, select MyLDIFworkflow, and then Configure to start the
workflow wizard. Note that the template selection step is not displayed.
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3. You can click Next until you reach the Configure Attribute Mapping dialog or you
can directly click on the step Attribute Mapping at the left side (this is of course much
faster).

4. Click the line which begins with ldap.Mobile-... in the Mapping pane and then click
the button with the red cross to the right to remove the whole line from the list.

5. Click the line which begins with ldap.Telephone-... and remove it from the list, too.

6. Click Next until you reach the final step.

7. or click Finish directly to store the new configuration information.

The steps shown here automatically remove the corresponding code from the mapping
routine (a Tcl script). You need not be able to program Tcl to do this.

To create a new monitor entry for the reconfigured workflow:

1. In the global view, click the workflow line between the two connected directory icons to
select it.

2. Right-click on the line, select MyLDIFworkflow, and then click Run.

Now you can use the Monitor view to examine the results of the new MyLDIFworkflow
workflow run.

1. Click Monitor View in the left pane.

2. Double-click the MyLDIFworkflow status entry with the relevant date and time in the
Workflows tree.

3. Click the activity status entry under the workflow status entry in the Workflows tree or
in the list at the top of the right-hand pane to display its properties.

4. Click the Files tab.

5. Click the entry data.ldif in the Output field and then the Properties button to the right
of it. This action displays the created LDIF file again. You can see that the Mobile and
Phone attributes are no longer there.

This example shows that it is easy to reconfigure a workflow. You do not need to know any
details about the complicated setup of specific agents or even sequences of agents.

2.12 Viewing the Structure of a Workflow
Most of the attributes and features of a workflow you can access via the wizards in the
global view. If you need to access more specific switches or even the configuration files of
the workflow you can use the expert view which presents all objects for viewing and
editing.

Normally you are only interested in the objects which belong to the workflow you are
working with at the moment. In this case it makes sense to access the objects of the
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expert view via the structure view.

1. Click Global View in the left pane if not yet selected.

2. Click the workflow line between the two connected directory icons to select it.

3. Right-click on the line, select MyLDIFworkflow, and then click Show Structure in the
submenu. This action opens a separate non modal window (non modal means, that
this window can stay open while you do other things in one of the views).

In the opened window you see in the first line the workflow you are working with and to the
right the server, this workflow is running on.

The lines in the table show all activities this workflow contains (Activity name in the first
column). In the second column you see the DirXmetahub server this activity will run on
during execution. If you have setup a distributed environment during installation, you can
easily change the distribution of each workflow by changing the DirXmetahub server here.

Column three contains the Job this activity uses and the next column shows the
Channels, this job uses to access the connected directories. In this case the MetaStore
connected directory is read via the channel Meta2LDIFfile_Full (this is indicated with the
'<' sign in the Direction column) and the information is then written via the channel
Meta2LDIFfile_Full to the connected directory MyLDIFfile.

As you can see, the structure view allows to view all objects which belong to a workflow
definition and the internal relationships between them. Additionally you can use this view
to completely edit your workflow (or to simply view more details).

1. Click Edit to enter the edit mode.

2. Click twice at the beginning of the job entry shown in the table. Note: use always the
beginning because at the end some buttons are hidden, which are executed
immediately (if this happens simply reset the edit mode and start again).

3. Three buttons are shown. You can view the job with the first button, delete it with the
second button and change the reference to another job with the third button. Click the
first button.

4. The job objects is opened with all its tabs.

5. Click through the different tabs and view its content.

6. Click the Job tab again and change the attribute Timeout to a value of 00:20:00. This
influences the automatic abort feature of DirXmetahub. Now your job can run 20
minutes (default was 10 minutes) because you intend for example to handle a larger
amount of data.

7. Do not change anything else, click OK to close the job object and then Save to end
the edit mode of the structure view. Click Close to close the structure view window.

This simple example showed how to use the structure view to access any detail of your
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workflow. Because there is a lot oof information contained in all the objects (which gives
you the necessary flexibility to build your very specific workflows) we use this view during
the exercises in the Extensibility chapter.
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Chapter

3 Synchronization Concepts

This section describes the concepts that relate to:

� Synchronization elements

� Synchronization procedures

3.1 Synchronization Elements
The topics in this section describe the elements that are necessary to set up a complete
synchronization. These elements are:

� Scenario - A specific set of connected directories and synchronization workflows

� Connected Directory - A description of an existing directory, database or collection of
files

� Workflow and Schedule - A procedure that transfers data from a source to a target
connected directory, which is linked to a schedule for running the procedure

� Activity - One of the sequential process steps that make up a workflow

� Job - A fully configured agent that can be used by activities in workflows

� Agent - An unconfigured program or procedure that is called by a job

� Channel - A logical data transfer connection between a job and a connected directory

� DirXmetahub Server - The DirXmetahub component that must exist on each host
server on which an agent or another DirXmetahub component is to run

� Service - The TCP/IP description of the service on a hardware system

� System - The hardware description of a host server

These synchronization elements are represented by configuration objects in the
DirXmetahub server configuration database. The following figure shows the main
configuration objects for directory synchronization and their most important
interrelationships.
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Figure 15: DirXmetahub Configuration Objects

The description of each configuration object given in this section provides information
about the standard properties assigned the object that are supplied with DirXmetahub.
Some of the configuration objects - for example, connected directories and jobs - can be
customized to support additional customer-specific properties.

3.1.1 Scenario Configuration Objects
A synchronization scenario is a specific set of connected directories and synchronization
workflows that comprises your complete meta directory environment. Here is an example
of a scenario:

� A human resources database that is the master for names and addresses

� A PBX database that is the master for telephone numbers

� Windows Active Directory domains that are the masters of accounts and email
addresses

� The meta directory store that is the central manager for this data and is also the
central repository for user-related data (white book)

Workflows connect and synchronize all of these directories.

You can set up different scenarios in one configuration database either to separate
independent parts of your directory environment or to distinguish between a production
environment and a test environment.
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The scenario configuration object describes a synchronization scenario. Each scenario
configuration object describes the configuration information for a particular
synchronization scenario. Scenario configuration objects are associated with connected
directory objects and workflow objects.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Configuration Objects
 Workflow Configuration Objects

3.1.2 Connected Directory Configuration Objects
A connected directory object describes the configuration information for a particular
connected directory. The configuration data associated with a connected directory
includes:

� The connected directory's name, description, and version number.

� The connected directory's type. The DirXmetahub server recognizes three standard
categories of connected directory: LDAP directories, actual directories of other types
(for example a Windows NT directory or an ODBC database) and file-type directories,
which are a collection of files (for example, LDIF or CSV files). ). Other types can be
defined.

� The name of the service on which the connected directory runs. This data links to the
selected service's configuration object, which provides network communication (IP
address and port numbers) and operating system information about the service
through the system object.

� The schema that the connected directory is to use. For LDAP directories, the
administrator can extract this data automatically from the LDAP server. DirXmetahub
needs this information in attribute configuration description format (see the chapter
"Attribute Configuration File Format" in the Meta Controller Reference and the topic
"Using the Attribute Configuration Editor" for details).

� All channels which belong to this connected directory. A channel represents a set of
parameters to access a connected directory. It is used by a job configuration object.

Connected directories can either be located in the connected directories folder or under a
job configuration object in the jobs folder (these are called intermediate connected
directories because they are only used in the middle of a workflow to exchange data via
files).

Connected directories can have other properties assigned to them, for example, a set of
login accounts that the workflows use to gain access to the connected directories.

The connected directory configuration object can also have additional properties that
depend on its type  (for example, an NT domain name or the ODBC data source name.

The connected directories also contain the data to be synchronized. You can use the
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DirXmetahub Manager to view the contents of LDAP and file-type directories.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Types
 Scenario Configuration Objects
 Service Configuration Objects
 Workflow Configuration Objects

3.1.3 Workflow Configuration Objects
A workflow consists of one or more activities that carry out a data synchronization
operation between two connected directories. A workflow configuration object describes
the configuration information for a particular workflow. Use the workflow configuration
object to define synchronization workflows.

The configuration data associated with a workflow includes:

� The workflow's name, description, and version number

� The DirXmetahub server instance that is to run the workflow. This data links to the
selected DirXmetahub server's configuration object.

� The activities that the workflow runs. This data links to the selected activities'
configuration objects.

DirXmetahub currently supports any number of sequential activities (from 1 to n) but does
not support parallel branches or nested workflows.

In DirXmetahub, data is always transferred through connected directories. For example, if
you want to establish a workflow that contains two activities-one for export from the
source connected directory and one for import to the target connected directory-and these
activities exchange data through a file, you must set up a connected directory that
represents the file.

As you can see from the previous example, connected directories can reside at the end
points of a workflow or between the workflow's activities. Connected directories that reside
between activities are "intermediate" connected directories and are usually file-based. An
intermediate connected directory contains the name of a file generated by a particular
synchronization activity.

A workflow has a control flow (the sequence of activities) and a data flow (the connection
of data inputs with data outputs) and these two flows can be different. For example, if a
workflow has three activities that run in sequence, the last one could use data from the
first one, which is not visible from the control flow.

You can start configured workflows either "on demand" from the DirXmetahub Manager or
automatically by setting up a schedule. The workflow engine (WFE) component of the
DirXmetahub server runs workflows and the activities it contains.
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Related Topics

Activity Configuration Objects
 Connected Directory Configuration Objects
 Runtime Operation
 Scenario Configuration Objects

3.1.4 Activity Configuration Objects
An activity is one process step in a workflow which is related to a job. An activity
configuration object describes the configuration information for a particular step in the
workflow. Use the activity configuration object to describe each activity that you want to
establish for a workflow in your meta directory environment.

The configuration data associated with an activity includes:

� The activity's name, description and version number

� The job to which the activity is linked

� The activity's position in the workflow's control flow

Related Topics

Job Configuration Objects
 Runtime Operation
 Workflow Configuration Objects

3.1.5 Schedule Configuration Objects
A schedule links to a workflow and determines when and how often it runs. The schedule
configuration object describes a particular schedule. Use the schedule configuration
object to define a schedule for a workflow and associate it with the workflow.

A schedule configuration object defines the time controls for the workflow. For example,
the workflow starts first at midnight on 21 December 2000 and is to run every 24 hours
(the interval). You can define an expiration time after which this workflow should not run
again.

A schedule configuration object can also specify a range after the scheduled start time
where it's okay to start the workflow (the deviation). Use this workflow run range to
account for possible system or network failures that can postpone the workflow's
execution.

For example, suppose you have a workflow that generally runs for three hours. You
schedule it to start at midnight (the start time) plus four hours (the deviation), after which it
cannot run until midnight the next day. If a system crash or network failure occurs and
postpones your workflow run past 4 AM, it will not run, and will therefore not interfere with
interactive accesses in the morning when people start to work again.

A schedule configuration object also shows whether the workflow is active. This is
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indicated by a red colored icon. The scheduler component of DirXmetahub server
manages only active workflow schedules.

You can switch off scheduling completely with the option Disable/Enable Scheduling at
the Schedules configuration object in the expert view.

Related Topics

Runtime Operation
 Workflow Configuration Objects

3.1.6 Job Configuration Objects
A job is a single executable step of a synchronization workflow used by an activity. A job
configuration object describes the configuration information for a particular
synchronization job. Use the job configuration object to describe each job that you want to
establish for directory synchronization in your meta directory environment.

A job specifies:

� Which meta agent is to run

� What the command line is to run the agent

� What channels to use to connect to connected directories

� What kind of operation to perform (export, import)

� The configuration information that the agent requires (configuration files)

� Delta synchronization information (last date of successful synchronization)

� A description of generated report and trace files so that the DirXmetahub server's
agent controller component can save this information correctly after the run of the job

� All intermediate connected directories the job produces

� Optionally notification objects which allow to define the parameters of notifications

In most cases, the synchronization must be split into two steps:

1. A step that exports the data from source directories and maps it into files

2. A step that maps the content of the files into the data structures of the target
directories and imports it into these systems

Since DirXmetahub considers a file to be a connected directory, every job is treated as a
data transfer from source to target connected directories.

The job configuration object can have additional properties depending on the type of
agent to which it is connected.

Related Topics
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Activity Configuration Objects
 Agent Configuration Objects
 Channel Configuration Objects
 Configuration Files
 Delta Handling
 Notification Objects
 Runtime Operation

Configuration Files

DirXmetahub stores all of the configuration information that an agent requires in attributes
(object properties) within the configuration database. Agents typically require this
configuration information to be made available to them through files. The DirXmetahub
meta agent programs (which use "*.ini" configuration files) and the meta controller (which
is controlled by Tcl scripts) read their operating instructions from these files, which must
exist prior to their execution. The meta controller also requires attribute configuration files.

For example, for import to a DirX meta directory store via the meta controller, the agent
configuration information is contained in Tcl scripts. For import into an Active Directory
connected directory, the agent configuration information is contained in an "ini" file.

The meta controller Tcl scripts (called the synchronization profile) are generally separated
into three files to allow for the maximum reuse of code:

� The control script, which is called from the command line. The control script contains
a list of variables that define all of the necessary parameters for connecting to
directories or opening files in read or read/write mode, the attribute configuration and
selected attributes for both the source and target directory, the export and import
parameters, and so on. The control script calls the profile script, which in turn calls the
mapping procedure.

� The profile script, which contains all code for the real synchronization procedure. The
first section contains code for opening connections to the connected directories to be
synchronized. The next section prepares data to be used during the entry loop. It can
also contain an initial search for data to be joined. The heart of this script is the entry
loop. It reads an entry from the source directory, maps the attribute values, and
processes the mapped entry according to the object handling of the target directory by
calling the mapping script.

� The mapping script, which contains the entire code for performing an attribute
mapping according to the settings made at the user interface level by filling a table
with appropriate assignments of target attributes via mapping procedures to source
attributes. The mapping script is just a list of procedures and does not have any main
code (code that runs when the file is loaded).

The pre-configured objects contained in the default applications delivered with
DirXmetahub use this Tcl script structure. You can use any other structure that you
require.
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The meta controller needs attribute configuration files in addition to the Tcl scripts.
Attribute configuration files describe the static content of the connected directories, such
as the objects and attributes of a database (for LDAP, ODBC or other formats) or the
format and content of files (for tagged files like LDIF or non-tagged files like CSV and
XML). See the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for further details.

A DirXmetahub job can handle:

� One ini file

� One control Tcl script

� One profile Tcl script

� One mapping Tcl script

� An unrestricted number of additional Tcl scripts

A DirXmetahub connected directory provides one attribute configuration object, which is
used by the meta controller to generate the corresponding attribute configuration file.

The number and kind of configuration files depends on the type of agent. The generic
agent type, which is the basic agent type that DirXmetahub provides (and from which all
other agents are derived), contains all of these files. Consequently, the number of
configuration files that DirXmetahub can handle is not restricted.

The agent configuration files contain a lot of information that already exists in the
properties of configuration objects in the configuration database. For example, the
"server" parameter in an agent configuration file can map to the TCP/IP address of a
particular service object.

You can set references to these object properties in the agent configuration file to
guarantee consistency between the parameter in the configuration file and the setting for
the property in the configuration database.

At each runtime, DirXmetahub regenerates the agent configuration file from the property
information in the configuration database. At this time, it resolves the references contained
in the configuration file and updates the file with any configuration changes made since
the last run.

Related Topics

Activity Configuration Objects
 Agent Configuration Objects
 Agent Types
 Job Configuration Objects
 Runtime Operation

3.1.7 Channel Configuration Objects
Channels link jobs to connected directories and describe bulk data input from and output
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to the connected directory. A channel configuration object describes the configuration
information for a particular channel.

Channels are located under connected directory objects. Thus they can either reside in
the connected directories folder or in the jobs folder as sub-objects of connected directory
objects.

The configuration information associated with a channel includes:

� The channel's name, description and version number

� The connected directory to which the channel is linked

� The channel's role. This role can be used for different purposes; for example, the
meta controller uses it to define the handles in the Tcl scripts. In most simple cases, a
single input and output channel are sufficient. However, more complex cases can
exist where input from different channels is needed to build an output entry. In this
case, the role property can be used to distinguish between the different channels.

Depending on the type of connected directory with which the channel is associated, it can
also store information about:

� Export parameters, also called search parameters (the vertical or "y" axis selection
criteria) to define the export operation from a connected directory. Export parameters
define the set of entries retrieved from a source connected directory (for example, a
base object or a filter).

� The set of attributes to be synchronized (the horizontal or "x" axis selection criteria),
which is also called "selected attributes". A channel's selected attributes list is used to
define appropriate mapping procedures between one or more input attributes and one
or more output attributes.

� Import parameters define how objects are handled during import operations into a
connected directory. Import parameters define the modes for entry input in the target
connected directory. They also define the rules for the treatment of new objects (is it
permitted to add new entries?), for renaming objects (is it permitted to rename
entries?) or for the deletion of objects (perhaps some entries must not be removed;
for example, the login account for unattended operation must be kept in all cases).

The channel configuration object can have additional properties depending on the type of
connected directory. Channels are bound to a specific instance of a connected directory
and therefore inherit the properties of the corresponding type.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Configuration Objects
 Job Configuration Objects
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3.1.8 Agent Configuration Objects
The agents (which consist of the DirXmetahub meta agents, the meta controller, and any
customer-supplied or third-party agents) are the components that perform the actual
synchronization work. Agents operate on the connected directories using standard
interfaces (LDAP, ODBC, File) or specific application programming interfaces (APIs)
either through built-in knowledge or through configuration information. An agent program
has information about the details and behavior of the supported connected directory and
exports data from it or imports data to it.

An agent configuration object describes the configuration data associated with a particular
agent. Use the agent configuration object to describe each agent that is present in your
meta directory environment. Agent configuration objects can describe customer-supplied
agents and agents developed by other companies in addition to the agents supplied with
DirXmetahub.

The agent configuration object contains the low-level configuration data about the agent,
such as:

� The agent's name, a description of its function and its version number

� The type, which defines the specific properties which are associated with the job

� The connected directory types that the agent can synchronize

� The path and name of the agent's executable file

� An indication that the agent requires the use of a DirXmetahub server "wrapper" that
integrates the agent into the server runtime environment. Currently, this property must
always be checked.

An agent typically synchronizes only one type of connected directory, but the meta
controller is an example of an agent that synchronizes multiple directory types (LDAP and
file-based).

The path to the agent's executable can be an absolute pathname or simply the name of
the agent's executable file. When the path is the file name, the operating system facilities
based on the path variable are used to find the executable.

DirXmetahub supports any type of executable; for example *.exe, *.cmd or *.bat
executable files on Windows NT/Windows 2000 systems.

The path property can also specify a "wrapping" batch file that the DirXmetahub runtime is
to call to perform pre- or post-processing functions in addition to the agent's execution.
Adding a wrapping batch file allows you to extend an agent's capabilities to work with all of
DirXmetahub's features (for example, to prepare delta handling or to provide a more
meaningful exit code that is derived by examining the trace file result). Be careful when
using batch files to extend an agent's functionality, because batch files are operating
system-dependent.
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Related Topic

Job Configuration Objects

3.1.9 (Central) Configuration Object
The Configuration selection is a folder for configuration data that applies to the operation
of all DirXmetahub components. It contains information about:

� (Central) configuration parameters

� Agent and connected directory types

� XML files to extend the user interface behavior

� Central Tcl files

(Central) Configuration Parameters

The (central) configuration folder object contains a number of parameters that control the
operations of the DirXmetahub server, workflow engine, agent controller, scheduler and
status tracker components.

These parameters include:

� General timing parameters that control the operation of some or all of the components
(for example, the polling time to check for interrupts, the interval to check if the
scheduler and status tracker are still operating, or the time after which non-functioning
threads must be destroyed).

� The latency time to be added to the calculated workflow timeout.

� The default delta time to be added to the start time of a status entry to calculate its
expiration timetime (you can set this value individually in each workflow object).

� A special schedule that defines when the status tracker is to search for status entries
that should be removed from the configuration database and the related files from the
status area in the file system.

� The time to refresh the schedule list that the status tracker keeps in memory
(normally, the DirXmetahub Manager uses the message service to inform the status
tracker immediately of schedule list changes, but this function could fail due to a
network or system failure).

Be careful when changing these parameters, because the changes you make can have
an enormous effect on DirXmetahub runtime operation.

Agent and Connected Directory Types

This section describes:

� Agent Types
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� Connected Directory Types

These type folders allow you to extend DirXmetahub with new agent and connected
directory types.

It also describes:

� The GUI folder

� The TCL folder

Agent Types

The Agent Types selection is a folder for the property descriptions of all the standard
agent types supplied with DirXmetahub. The details of these types are described by a
corresponding XML file (for example, the tabs and properties of the object).

When you create a new agent type, it inherits the properties of one of the standard agent
types. Consequently, you only need to describe in the XML file the differences between
your new agent type and the standard one on which it is based. Refer to the topic "XML
Descriptions" in "Extending DirXmetahub" for details.

Because agents can have typical configuration files (for example, for import or export) you
can place these files underneath the corresponding agent type configuration object.
These central configuration files can then be referenced from any job, and edits to a
central configuration file object apply to all jobs that reference the object. If your
environment does not require this kind of centralization, you can keep the configuration
files directly underneath the corresponding job configuration object. In this case, the files
are set up as job-specific configuration files.

Connected Directory Types

The Connected Directory Types selection is a folder for the property descriptions of all the
standard directory types supplied with DirXmetahub. The details of these types are
described by a corresponding XML file (for example, the tabs and properties of the
object).

When you create a new connected directory type, it inherits the properties of one of the
standard connected directory types. Consequently, you only need to describe in the XML
file the differences between your new connected directory type and the standard one on
which it is based.  Refer to the topic "XML Descriptions" in "Extending DirXmetahub" for
details.

Because connected directories can have typical information (for example, the attribute
configuration information of a standard schema), you can place this information
underneath the corresponding connected directory type configuration object. These
central files can then be referenced from any connected directory, and edits to this central
object apply to all of these connected directories that reference the object. If this
centralization is not necessary, you can keep the files directly underneath the
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corresponding connected directory configuration object. In this case, the files are set up
as directory-specific attribute configuration files.

GUI Folder

The GUI folder stores the XML files that describe the customer-specific extensions to the
standard DirXmetahub agent and connected directory types. It is necessary to keep this
information in the central Configuration directory to ensure that all distributed
DirXmetahub Managers access the same information.

TCL Folder

The TCL folder stores Tcl files and procedures that are common to all meta controller
jobs. All of the supported Tcl script types are stored in subfolders (control scripts, profile
scripts, mapping scripts and other scripts). You can add your own scripts to the main Tcl
folder or any of its subfolders.

An important part of this folder is the mapping functions, which define the list of mapping
functions in the mapping editor. These functions can also be extended by customer-
supplied functions.

Related Topics

Agent Configuration Objects
 Configuration Files
 Connected Directory Configuration Objects

3.1.10 DirXmetahub Server Configuration Objects
The DirXmetahub server provides a runtime environment for the DirXmetahub meta
controller and the meta agents on distributed machines. An instance of a DirXmetahub
server must run on each machine in the meta directory environment on which an agent is
to run.

The DirXmetahub server configuration object describes the configuration information for
one instance of a DirXmetahub server. The DirXmetahub installation procedure
automatically creates a DirXmetahub server configuration object when it installs a
DirXmetahub server on a machine.

You can also set up and maintain DirXmetahub server objects by hand; for example, when
you need to add your own agents to the system.

Configuration data about a DirXmetahub server includes:

� The name, description and version of this server.

� Information about whether this server is running (registered) and when it was started
or ended.

� Information about whether the status tracker runs on this server (be careful not to run
two status trackers on one configuration database).
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� The related service object (TCP/IP configuration) and the related message service
object.

� The path information for this server (file paths and areas)

� The maximum number of threads to be run in parallel on this server.

The DirXmetahub server configuration object also specifies the agents that are installed
and can be run on this DirXmetahub server.

File Paths and Areas

The DirXmetahub runtime environment requires three file paths for each DirXmetahub
server to work properly:

� Installation path - the path to the installation area where DirXmetahub is installed. For
example:

C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub

� Work path - the path to a work area that stores all files created during the execution of
an activity when relative paths are used. For example:

C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub\work

� Status path - the path to a status area that stores all permanent files after the
execution of an activity for each workflow run. For example:

C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub\status

You can set up the work and status paths to conform to your requirements. You can also
distribute both areas on different disks to ensure that full status areas do not disturb the
runtime environment.

Note: When the status area is inaccessible or full, the DirXmetahub server does not stop
further workflow runs and does not regard this as erroneous result of a workflow run.
However, it logs and reports the problem.

Work Area

The structure of this storage area is:

First level: work\

Contains all second-level file subdirectories

Second level: work\workflow\

Contains a separate folder for each activity of this workflow

Third level: work\workflow\activity\

Contains all input, output, delta, configuration, report and trace files of a specific workflow
and activity (DirXmetahub uses the display names of the objects). For example:
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D:\DirXmetahub\work\myworkflow\myfirstactivity\NTAgent.ini

Status Area

The structure of this storage area is:

First level: status\

Contains all second-level file subdirectories

Second level: status\workflow.starttime\

Contains all related activity file subdirectories. For example:

E:\DirXmetahub\status\myWf.20001113142011Z

Third level: status\workflow.starttime\activity.starttime\

Contains all permanent input, output, delta, configuration, report and trace files from a
specific agent run. For example:

path of second level\act2.20001113145822\NTAgent.ini

Related Topics

Activity Configuration Objects
 Message Service Configuration Objects
 Service Configuration Objects
 Workflow Configuration Objects

3.1.11 Message Service Configuration Objects
The DirXmetahub message service is the network communications component for the
DirXmetahub server and is the messaging service that the DirXmetahub server
components use to communicate with each other. DirXmetahub Manager also uses the
message service to communicate with the DirXmetahub server. The message service has
reliability features such as store and forward and automatic redelivery of messages. It is
Java Message Service-compliant and is based on MQSeries from IBM.

The message service consists of a client and a server. A message service client runs on
each machine that runs a DirXmetahub server. Currently, you can run only one message
service server in the environment, regardless of whether you are running one or more
DirXmetahub servers. A message service client also runs on each machine that runs a
DirXmetahub Manager.

Each message service object specifies the configuration information for one instance of a
message service server. Currently, only one instance of a message service server is
permitted. It is created during installation and is named Message Service.

The configuration data associated with a message service server includes:
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� The message service server's name, a description of its function, and its version
number

� The name of the service on which the message service server is to run. This data
links to the selected service's configuration object, which provides information about
the service's IP address, port numbers (the default is 1414), and operating system
details.

� The maximum size of its message queue and other parameters which control the
Message service.

Most of these parameters can be viewed but cannot be changed. The DirXmetahub basic
installation procedure automatically supplies most of the Message Service configuration
information.

Related Topic

DirXmetahub Server Configuration Objects

3.1.12 Notification Objects
Notification objects are used to define eMail or SMS notifications.

Notification configuration objects can either exist at a central location (Configuration
folder) or under a job object. You create a notification object with the Notification entry in
the context menu of either a job object or the notification folder under the Configuration
object.

The job object is extended by an additional link, which points to the relevant Notification
object.

Related Topics

Job Configuration Objects
 Notification
 Notifications
 Understanding Notifications

3.1.13 Service Configuration Objects
The service configuration object describes the configuration information for a particular
service. Use the service configuration object to describe the different services in use in
the meta directory environment.

A service configuration object provides information about the service, such as its location
(IP address), port numbers, the room number in which the system on which it runs is
located, and a link to the corresponding system object on which it runs.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Configuration Objects
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 DirXmetahub Server Configuration Objects
 System Configuration Objects

3.1.14 System Configuration Objects
The system configuration object describes the configuration information for a particular
host system. Use the system configuration object to describe the different hardware
platforms in use in the meta directory environment.

A system configuration object provides information about the system's hardware
characteristics (CPU type, hard drive and RAM sizes) and specifies the operating system
it runs. This configuration object is only for informational purposes.

Related Topic

Service Configuration Objects

3.2 Synchronization Procedures
These topics describe concepts and procedures that are necessary to understand
DirXmetahub operation so that you can administer it correctly.

This section discusses:

� Object Naming

� Runtime operation

� Schema and attribute configuration handling

� File-handling mechanisms

� Delta handling

� Wizard Concepts

� Exchange/Restore of Directory Content

� Distributed Runs

3.2.1 Account Management
DirXmetahub currently contains four pre-configured accounts:

admin (cn=admin, dxmc=DirXmetahub): an account that has full control over all parts of
the DirXmetahub configuration database. Used by the DirXmetahub Manager.

server_admin (cn=server_admin, dxmc=DirXmetahub): an account used by the
DirXmetahub Server. It can read all parts of the configuration database but can only write
DirXmetahub Server, Job and Status Entry objects. This account prevents distribution of
the Admin account password on too many machines through the dxmmsssvr.ini file.

WriteAdmin (cn=WriteAdmin, dxmc=Users, dxmc=DirXmetahub) : an account with the
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same rights as admin.

ReadAdmin (cn=ReadAdmin, dxmc=Users, dxmc=DirXmetahub): an account that has
only full read access to the configuration database. This account is intended for use by
people who only perform monitoring (Monitor View) or data checking (Data View).

All four accounts initially have the password 'dirx'. You should change the passwords
immediately after you install the DirXmetahub server. Use either the DirXmetahub
Manager's data view or the native tools for each of the directories (DirX, iPlanet, OID)
used. Alternatively you can delete not needed accounts.

Do not forget to change all DirXmetahub server INI file (dxmmmssvr.ini) accordingly if
you change the server_admin account password (restart the servers after doing that).

We recommend that you do not use the DirXmetahub Manager's automatic password
feature. You should enter the password instead by hand each time you start the
DirXmetahub Manager.

Note: If you want to change the password by using the iPlanet GUI, the administrator
must have the attribute User-Id set (this is a mandatory field). To add this attribute, the
object class inetOrgPerson must be present (add it if not present).

Changing the server_admin password

To change the DirXmetahub server_admin password we recommend the following
procedure:

� Disable all schedules

� Check that no workflows are running currently by using the Get Server State function
on all servers in your DirXmetahub domain.

� Stop all DirXmetahub servers (you have to go to the local machines to stop the
services).

� Change the password in the directory (use either the DirXmetahub Manager's data
view or the native tools for each of the directories (DirX, iPlanet, OID) used.

� Change the password entries in the DirXmetahub server INI file (dxmmmssvr.ini).

� Start the DirXmetahub servers again.

� Enable the schedules again.

3.2.2 Object Naming
DirXmetahub supports two object naming mechanisms:

� Object identifiers

� Display names
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Object Identifiers (common names)

When administrators work with several instances of DirXmetahub Managerin parallel on
the same configuration database, it is possible that the the two different Manager
instances can create the same object identifiers (the common names in the LDAP
directory) at the same time because both administrators choose the same name. To avoid
this problem, the DirXmetahub Manager creates unique object identifiers (IDs). These IDs
are difficult for users to read and remember (you can see them in the data view of the
DirXmetahub Manager when looking at newly created configuration objects in the
DirXmetahub configuration tree). For example:

uid-c0671bf6:1ac93:e734b95f23:-7ff9

You can define a readable display name for each configuration object, which is stored in
the attribute dxmDisplayName. You can rename this display name as necessary without
disturbing the internal structure of the configuration database, because the ID is used for
all references (with the exceptions described in the topic "Display Names").

If you delete an object and create it again with the same display name, it has a different ID
but looks to be the same. References contained in the configuration database that pointed
to the old object will not point to the new object. You must set all references manually
again to the new object. DirXmetahub currently does not check incoming references when
deleting objects.

Maybe vou will detect that a lot of objects in the DirXmetahub configuration database have
readable common names (e.g. BA_ADS for the connected directory which has the display
name ADS). This results from the creation method used in the beginning.

Display Names

DirXmetahub Manager administers unique display names in a specific subtree of the
configuration data base because it would be very confusing to see two different objects
with the same name at the user interface level.

However, there are circumstances in which display names are used outside of the
configuration database:

� DirXmetahub uses the activity and workflow display names as part of the work and
status area paths. If your activities keep any files that affect the next run of the
workflow-for example, a delta database-and you change the display names of either
of these two objects after you have run the workflow for the first time, DirXmetahub
relocates the work path to the new display name(s) and the delta database remains in
the old location. As a result, your workflow will perform a full operation instead of a
delta run. Therefore, DirXmetahub warns you if you rename an activity or workflow
name. You must know if there will be a problem (if the workflow has never been
executed you will not have a problem) or you must solve the problem (for example, by
moving the delta database to the new work path).
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� The DirXmetahub reference mechanism (see the topic "Reference Descriptions" in
"Extending DirXmetahub") is built so that references are as stable as possible and
remain independent from values in the configuration database. Sometimes you must
use display names in references to specify a particular value of a multi-valued
attribute, for example, for distinguished names (DNs). In this case, the reference is
broken when you change the display name because the reference is not updated
automatically. DirXmetahub detects the break during the next workflow run, resulting
in an error. DirXmetahub cannot detect the effect on reference definitions in
configuration files in advance because this action would be extremely time-
consuming. You can avoid this behavior in many cases by using the dxmAnchor
attribute which is not changed during copy operations in contrast to the display name.

3.2.3 Linking Objects
DirXmetahub supports different mechanisms to use objects, for example attribute
configuration or Tcl files. You can locate objects either locally under the parent object or at
a central place.

Objects are used by setting a link from the parent object to the required object. Dependent
on the location, the result will be different:

� When you reference a central object, changes of this object will influence all parent
objects and its workflows. This is nice when you need a central place to change
parameters. On the other hand changes (especially when performed via a wizard
where you do not see the object structure) could influence workflows which you do not
intend to change.

� Reference to a local object allows to set all parameters individually. Nevertheless
when you have to change a central parameter (which is contained in several local
objects) then you need to do this multiple times. Missing one of it can happen.

� Local objects can also be used by several parent objects. so you have some kind of
semi central objects (shared objects). The same problem could arise as with central
objects regarding the change of attributes and additionally you could delete an object
undesignedly which is still used  by another one.

3.2.4 Runtime Operation
This section describes:

� Basic DirXmetahub runtime operation: how the DirXmetahub system handles
workflows and how the components work together.

� DirXmetahub agent controller runtime tasks

� The execution status values generated during workflow and activity runs
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Basic Runtime Operation

The following figure shows the interactions between DirXmetahub components during a
run of an example workflow with two activities (NT export and meta directory store
import). The example assumes that the administrator starts the workflow by hand from the
DirXmetahub Manager.

Figure 16: DirXmetahub Component Runtime Operation

As shown in the figure:

1. The DirXmetahub administrator configures the workflow using the DirXmetahub
Manager global or expert view.

2. The DirXmetahub administrator starts the workflow from the DirXmetahub Manager.

3. The workflow engine (WFE) reads the workflow configuration data (the activities to be
started and the sequence in which to start them).

4. The WFE notifies the start of the workflow to the status tracker (STT). A workflow
status entry is created in the configuration database.

5. The WFE starts the agent controller (AGC) to run the NT activity.

6. The AGC reads the activity configuration data for the NT activity and prepares the NT
meta agent environment (creates the agent configuration "ini" file).

7. The AGC starts the NT meta agent.
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8. The AGC notifies the STT again.

9. The NT meta agent reads the NT directory according to the "ini" file configuration.

10. The NT meta agent writes an intermediate data file.

11. The NT meta agent exits and reports this action to the AGC.

12. The AGC moves all required files to the status area specified by the status path.

13. The AGC notifies the STT about the completion of this activity.

14. The AGC exits and reports to the WFE. The WFE finishes the NT activity.

15. The WFE starts the AGC again to run the meta activity.

16. The AGC reads the configuration data for the meta activity.

17. The AGC starts the file service if the activities ran on different machines and if there is
no shared file system configured.

18. The file service reads the file from the source location.

19. The file service copies the file to the required target location.

20. The file service exits and reports this action to the AGC.

21. The AGC prepares the meta controller environment (creates the Tcl and attribute
configuration files) and starts the meta controller.

22. The AGC notifies this to the STT.

23. The meta controller reads the intermediate file.

24. The meta controller imports the information from the intermediate file into the meta
directory.

25. The meta controller exits and reports this action to the AGC.

26. The AGC moves all relevant files to the status area.

27. The AGC notifies the STT about this action.

28. The AGC then exits and reports to the WFE.

29. The WFE finishes the meta activity and reports this action to the STT.

30. The WFE exits and reports to the DirXmetahub manager.

31. The DirXmetahub Manager can read the monitor information including the information
in the status area.

Agent Controller Runtime Tasks

The DirXmetahub server's agent controller component performs three main tasks during
an agent run:
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1. Produces the files that the agent requires. These files can be "ini" files, Tcl script files,
or attribute configuration files. During this step, the agent controller resolves all
references to the property settings of other objects in the configuration database that
are contained in these files.

2. Executes the agent on the correct DirXmetahub server using the command line
defined in the job. The command line can also contain references (for example, to file
name definitions in other objects); the agent controller resolves these references
before it runs the agent.

3. Transfers the agent's exit code (through the status tracker) to the corresponding
status entry after the agent terminates. Next, the agent controller copies all required
files-configuration files, input files, output files, trace file, and report files-into the status
area specified by the status path in the DirXmetahub server configuration object. (You
can use the file configuration object to configure this behavior for each file; by default,
all files are copied). The agent controller notifies the Status Tracker about these copy
operations and the locations of the files and writes this information into the
corresponding status entry. The agent controller deletes all files in the work area that
the administrator has defined to be temporary in the configuration database.

The following figure illustrates these tasks.

Figure 17: DirXmetahub Agent Controller Operations

When errors or warnings occur during these steps, agent controller transfers the
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information to the status tracker, which writes it into the Remark field of the status entry.

The Agent Controller writes a "processInfo" file that contains information about internal
details of this run, such as the executable that was called and the command line and the
delta information that was passed back and forth.

Figure 18: Agent Controller Processinfo File

The processInfo file contains the following fields:

� Return - the exit code that the agent returned

� Remark - messages that the agent controller generated for this agent

� DeltaOutputData - the delta information that DirXmetahub extracted from the job
object to deliver to the agent controller or the agent

� ExpirationTime - the defined time out in the job definition for this agent

� DeltaInputData - the information that the agent has delivered to be stored in the
DirXmetahub database after a successful run

� CommandLine - the command line for this agent run

� Executable name - the name of the executable that was used for this run

� ProcessUserName - the user name under which this agent run was started (note: the
password that was used is not displayed here!)

� ProcessDomain - the domain under which this agent run was started

� JobPath - the path of the work area where this agent has been run

Workflow and Activity Execution Status Values

This section describes the status values that can occur during the run of a workflow or
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activity. These values are displayed in the DirXmetahub Manager monitor view in the
Result field of a workflow or activity status entry.

Workflow Execution Status

The following figure illustrates workflow status changes that can occur during workflow
execution.

Figure 19: Workflow Execution Status Flow

The possible workflow execution values shown in the figure are:

� open.notRunning.notStarted - The workflow's initial state.

� open.running - The normal state of the running workflow.

� closed.completed.ok - All workflow activities have run successfully. This message
indicates a successful workflow run.

� closed.completed.warning - One ore more activities in the workflow have reported a
warning. The workflow is not aborted.

� closed.completed.error - One activity in the workflow has not run successfully and
the workflow has been aborted at this point. This message indicates an erroneous
workflow run.

� closed.aborted - The workflow was aborted by a request from the DirXmetahub
Manager (the administrator has initiated the abort) or by the DirXmetahub server due
to a fatal error condition or a timeout.
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Activity Execution Status

The following figure illustrates activity status changes that can occur during activity
execution.

Figure 20: Activity Execution Status Flow

The possible activity execution values shown in the figure are:

� open.notStarted - The activity's initial state.

� open.notRunning - The start condition is satisfied, but the activity is still not running.

� closed.notRunnable - A start condition exists that does not allow the activity to run.

� open.running - The normal state of the running activity.

� closed.completed.ok - The agent has returned an exit code of 0, which DirXmetahub
treats as a successful run. Please note that the incomplete generation of status
entries is treated as a warning that is only reported in the remark field of the status
entry.

� open.completed.warning - The agent has returned an exit code that is defined in the
job or agent object as a warning. In this case the workflow is not aborted, but the
warning is reported.

� closed.completed.error - The agent has returned a non-zero exit code, which is
treated as an erroneous run. The workflow will be aborted.
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� closed.aborted - The workflow was aborted by request from the DirXmetahub
Manager (the administrator has initiated the abort) or by the system due to a fatal
error condition or a timeout.

3.2.5 Schema and Attribute Configuration Handling
Connected directory configuration objects can contain schema information, but only the
information that is necessary to configure the synchronizations properly. This type of
schema information consists mainly of the directory objects and their related attributes,
which are necessary for attribute selection and mapping.

DirXmetahub requires the schema information to be in a specific "attribute configuration"
format that is mainly used by the meta controller. This format allows for the description of
the schema information required for any directory type. Supported directory types are:

� LDAP directories with a flexible and extensible schema (for example, DirX and Active
Directory).

� Other databases (for example, ODBC) with a flexible and extensible schema

� Databases and directories with a fixed schema (for example, the Windows NT
directory)

� File directories, which keep a collection of files in the same format.

Schema Handling for LDAP Directories

For LDAP directories, the DirXmetahub Manager (at the administrator's request) reads the
relevant part of the schema directly from the directory and stores it in the in the schema
configuration object of the related connected directory description (all directory objects
and their attributes).

Administrators must explicitly update this schema information with DirXmetahub Manager
after making schema changes or extensions. Note that a schema read from Active
Directory requires the presence of a bind profile in the connected directory configuration
object.

After a schema update, DirXmetahub generates the attribute configuration information for
the LDAP directory automatically from the schema information. After you have read the
schema the first time, you can no longer edit the attribute configuration for LDAP
directories to guarantee consistency.

Schema Handling for Other Databases

For ODBC databases or other similar types, the administrator uses the DirXmetahub
Manager to enter the schema information into the configuration database. The
administrator uses the Attribute Configuration Editor to enter the information by hand or
uses the editor's import selection to import the information from an existing attribute
configuration file.
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A schema configuration object is not required for these kinds of directories. The attribute
configuration information is sufficient.

Schema Handling for Fixed Directories and Databases

Some databases-for example, Windows NT-have a fixed schema. DirXmetahub stores
these schemas in the central configuration object underneath the connected directory type
configuration object. A reference points from the connected directory instance to these
entries.

Schema Handling for Files

Connected directories can also be a collection of files with the same format; that is, the
same schema description.

This common description is held in the attribute configuration object. No schema object is
necessary. In contrast to the information for LDAP directories, additional information for
field, record and multi-value separators is necessary.

The administrator uses the Attribute Configuration Editor in the DirXmetahub Manager to
enter this information by hand or by an import from an existing attribute configuration file.

3.2.6 File-Handling Mechanisms
The DirXmetahub runtime environment provides several mechanisms to handle files. Files
can be:

� Configuration files, such as "ini" files, Tcl script files or attribute configuration files.

� Input and output files

� Trace or report files

The supported file-handling mechanisms are:

� Handling of absolute and relative paths

� Automatic procedures for file preservation

� Procedures for file transfers

Path Handling

There are two ways to set up file information in the configuration database:

� You can use relative paths (we recommend that you use only the short name of the
file, for example "options.ini"). Relative paths allow high flexibility when the
configuration must be changed or re-configured. All of the DirXmetahub examples in
the initial database are configured this way.

� You can use absolute path names, but you should be aware of the consequences.
DirXmetahub cannot assist with absolute path name updates during reconfiguration of
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workflows or jobs. You should use absolute path names only when it is really
necessary (for example, when you want to set up a central file pool as an interface to
other applications).

File Preservation Mechanisms

DirXmetahub provides the following mechanisms to prevent files from being overwritten
on subsequent runs of an activity in a workflow:

� The DirXmetahub server does not allow you to start the same workflow
simultaneously. An error message will be the result that is reported in the logging files
and in the monitor view if the workflow was started via the scheduler.

� During a workflow run, the agent controller keeps all files that are relevant for a
specific run of an activity in a specific work path folder (this works only if relative paths
are used). This folder is defined by the work path in the corresponding DirXmetahub
Server object for this activity, the workflow display name, and the activity display
name. The agent controller starts the agents in this (current) directory and assumes
that an agent can handle any file location in the shared file system. If this is not the
case, you must write a script when you configure of the job that moves and renames
the necessary files (a pre- and post-wrapper).

� After the run of the activity, the agent controller moves all relevant files to a run-
specific status area which is defined by the status path in the DirXmetahub Server
object, the workflow display name and start time, and the activity display name and
start time. The agent controller writes the paths of these copied files to the
corresponding status entry in the configuration database (you can define which files
shall be copied by the Copy to Status Area flag in the file item object). The status
tracker keeps the files until the expiration time of the corresponding status entry is
reached. All other files remain in the work path (or at an absolute location when
defined this way). You can define whether or not files should be preserved in the work
path by the Save Mode flag in the file item object.

File Transfer Mechanisms

DirXmetahub supports several mechanisms to transfer data files automatically from one
location to another one where this data is required. DirXmetahub detects automatically
that data does not reside on the local machine:

� If it resides on the local machine, links are used to access data with highest possible
performance.

� If data is accessible via a shared file system (and this information is set up in
DirXmetahub) then data is simply linked and not copied.

� If data does not reside on the local machine and no shared file system has been set
up (or this fact is not known to DirXmetahub), then data is transferred automatically
via the file service which uses MQSeries internally. This data transfer is about one
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third of the performance of a shared file system (the reason is that two file copies
have to be performed). This is the default mechanism, which means that data is
always transferred without any necessary setup configuration.

Local Machine File Handling

To prevent influences between different activities of a workflow, each activity uses its own
working directory. This results in the following problem:

� The first activity works via its output channel into the related intermediate connected
directory. For example:

...\work\myworkflow\A_activity\data.txt

� The second activity expects the data file in its input channel from the related
intermediate connected directory. For example:

...\work\myworkflow\B_activity\data.txt

� Because the file is not in this directory, the problem must be solved.

DirXmetahub sets automatically a link to the file in the working directory of the previous
activity if both activities run on the same machine.

Distributed Machines With Shared File Systems

To use fastest performance, you can set up a shared file system between two machines.
Because DirXmetahub cannot detect this fact automatically you must configure it in the
DirXmetahub Server object in the Shared Paths tab.

DirXmetahub sets automatically a link to the file in the working directory of the previous
activity via the shared file system. This guarantees the fastest possible performance
because data is now transferred by the native operating system facilities.

If you have set up absolute paths for file handling and these paths are accessible via the
shared file system, then the same mechanism is used by DirXmetahub.

Distributed Machines With No Shared File System Set Up

If no shared file system is set up (or if it is not configured in DirXmetahub), the file service
copies the data from the source to the target machine by using the MQSeries message
queues. This results in reduced performance (about one third compared with a shared file
copy).

The MQSeries transfer uses the set up port (see the data port in the MQSeries Service
object in the configuration database). This is the only port that must be configured besides
the LDAP port to overcome a fire wall.

For relative paths the data file is copied from the working directory on the source machine
to the working directory on the target machine.

If you have set up absolute paths for file handling then the file is copied from the fixed
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location on the source machine to the working directory on the target machine.

Please note, that the DirXmetahub Manager uses the same mechanism to access files in
the status area of all machines belonging to a DirXmetahub domain.

3.2.7 Delta Handling
This section describes:

� The types of delta-handling mechanisms that DirXmetahub supports

� The DirXmetahub controls for delta operations

Types of Delta Handling

Directory synchronizations typically run in full or delta mode. DirXmetahub supports
different methods of delta handling. There are three ways that a job can manage delta
handling:

� Type DATE: Using a date from which entries in the connected directory must be
extracted (typically the data of the end of the last synchronization).

� Type USN: Using unique serial numbers provided by some directories. The number
from the last synchronization is used for the next one

� Type FILE: Using a delta file that contains information about the last run. Some jobs
keep delta files from different runs.

Most agents and connected directories only support one of these methods, which means
that this is a fixed parameter that cannot be changed. You can use the DirXmetahub
Manager to view a delta job to see which type of delta is supported (select the Delta
Handling tab and examine the Delta Type field).

Date-Oriented Delta Handling

In order to perform date-oriented delta handling, each entry in the configuration database
must contain a creation and/or a modification date.

You can then extract and process all entries which have been created and modified since
the last delta date, which must be kept in the configuration database.

Note that this type of delta handling cannot detect explicitly deleted entries because they
are no longer contained in the directory. Deletions can only be properly handled if they are
marked with a specific value (but not deleted).

USN-Oriented Delta Handling

In order to perform USN-oriented delta handling, each change in the connected directory
must be written into a special tree (the "changelog" tree). A unique serial number (USN)
identifies each entry in this tree. The content of this entry is the type of change and a
reference to the entry that was changed.
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You can extract this "changelog" information from the connected directory, analyze the
contained information and process the corresponding entries.

This type of delta handling mechanism can handle deletions correctly.

File-Oriented Delta Handling

In order to perform file-oriented delta handling, an external delta database must exist
against which the actual state of the directory can be compared (this means that the
directory does not support any delta mechanism). The external delta database is usually a
file with partial content (hashed entries are also possible).

The meta agent for the directory must create and maintain these files and handle the
compare operation. All types of changes (also deletions) can be processed correctly.

This type of delta-handling mechanism is very time-consuming, especially for large
amounts of data.

Delta Handling Control

At the user interface, all of the delta-handling types are reduced to a list of dates where
delta runs were performed. This list is part of the delta-handling properties of the related
job configuration object. Normally the next delta run is performed on the result of the last
one (the value RECENT indicates this mode).

In special cases (for example, when a connected directory must be restored due to a
severe error) the administrator can select a specific date or in some cases he can define
a specific value to perform the next run.

The delta information stored in the configuration database is a list of date/time stamps
together with the necessary values (a date, a USN, a file name) denoting the time points
where former synchronizations took place. This list is extended by the items RECENT and
FULL to indicate a request for synchronization of all data changed since the last
synchronization.

The following figure illustrates the delta information as it appears in the job configuration
object viewed with the DirXmetahub Manager expert view.
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Figure 21: Job Object Delta Information

The relevant fields are:

Delta type: The type of delta handling (DATE, USN, FILE).

Info Items: The list of delta information in the format number, time, delta_value which
keeps the results of all delta runs in the configuration database. You cannot see this
list from the DirXmetahub Manager. Examples are:

USN delta Example: 2;20010503123400Z=1234

DATE delta Example: 7;20010503123400Z=20010503123400Z

FILE delta Example: 5;20010503123400Z=delta1.txt

USN full Example: 1;FULL=1

DATE full Example: 1;FULL=19800101000000Z

FILE full Example: 1;FULL=

Selected: The value from the Info Items list to start the next delta run (either
RECENT, FULL or a date value).

MaxDeltaBase: The maximum number of Info Items entries (used to clean up the
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item area).

This section also discusses:

� How to control delta runs

� Useful tips for configuration

How to Control Delta Runs

Normally the value of the field selected is RECENT, but you can select another value for
the next run, either FULL or a date which characterizes older delta run results (refer to the
previous figure, which shows an example of type FILE).

When the DirXmeteahub server starts the corresponding activity during the next run, it
delivers the content of the relevant Info Item field to the agent controller based on the
value of the Selected field.

The agent controller performs the deltaoperation. If it completes successfully, the agent
controller returns as a result the current time value together with the specific delta
information (the USN, date or file name).

The DirXmetahub stores this information in the Info Items list with the next available item
number when it was not a temporary run and resets the Selected field to RECENT.

Hints for Configuration

When you define a new job, you must set up DeltaType in the configuration database. Set
the field Delta Type in the delta handling tab of the job object or use a wizard in the global
view. The Info Items field is automatically set to:

USN full Example: 1;FULL=1
 DATE full Example: 1;FULL=19800101000000Z
 FILE full Example: 1;FULL=

Please note that if you change the DeltaType field at any time later on, DirXmetahub
Manager  will reset the existing Info ltems list to the FULL-entry after it displays a warning
message box. The Selected field is set to Recent.

Hint: DirXmetahub agents are designed to work with the agent controller to support delta
handling in the correct way, but any other agent can also use the delta handling feature of
DirXmetahub:

� The delta information from the last run can be obtained via the reference
<?DeltaInputData/>. You can use this reference in the command line or in any
configuration file.

The new delta information which should be stored into the DirXmetahub configuration
database, has to be written into the first line of the file deltaoutputdata.txt (location must
be the work path).
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3.2.8 Understanding Notifications
The notification feature consists of the following parts:

� A notification agent, which is a separate executable that allows to send messages
(eMail or SMS). It is controlled via a simple command line and a configuration file in
XML format, which defines all parts of the message.

� This notification agent can be called from within Tcl scripts in metacp (exec
command).

� The configuration of the Job and Notification objects can be completely done via the
DirXmetahub Manager.

� As with Tcl- or INI-files, the notification XML description is written by the
AgentController to the work area. All features for files (deletion of files in the work
area, move to status area) are also available for notification files.

� These notification XML descriptions are used to control the notification agent from
within a Tcl script.

You can send a notification from within the Tcl script with the following command
sequence:

set cmd "exec java.exe siemens.dxm.notify.sendmail xml-config-file"
 set status [catch {eval $cmd} result]

The notification agent uses the xml-config-file to process the request. It can process either

� an eMail notification, which must contain addresses (From, To, CC (optional)), a
subject, a message text (optional and with references to be resolved) and
attachments (optional, for example a log or data file).

� a SMS notification, which contains an address (the telephone number) and a short
text (max. 160 characters)which is composed of the subject and the message body.
Strings longer than 160 characters will be automatically truncated and a warning is
processed.

For error handling, the notification agent returns:

� Exit code = 0: Message could be sent correctly

� Exit code = 50: General error.

� Exit code = 51: The sending of this message failed.

� Exit code = 52: The command line for the notification agent contains an error
Example: java siemens.dxm.notify.sendmail .\config.xml

� Exit code = 53: The type is neither eMail nor SMS.

� Exit code = 54: The xml configuration file contains a syntax error.
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� Exit code = 55: One of the following entries is missing: - Type - Host - From - To -
Subject

� Exit code = 200: SMS Message could be sent, but had to be truncated.

The Tcl procedure should react on these exit codes and set an exit code which can be
processed by the AgentController.

You can define any type of notification which can be performed from within a Tcl script.
Examples are:

� Send a SMS message when a workflow is not able to handle all parts of the
synchronization automatically (for example: the join operation failed for some records
because the join criteria did not result in a unique hit).

� Send an eMail together with the trace file when a specific error condition happened
during a workflow run.

Some of the workflows already contain a specific type of configured notification feature. In
this case the workflows can either generate information which is processed automatically
by the relevant agent or produce information which is sent via eMail or SMS to an
administrative person which has to do this work.

This feature of these workflows is controlled by three switches which can be found in the
Notification  tab of the job or in the corresponding wizard step. The switches mean:

� Notify to add - when this switch is selected, then all additions are sent to the defined
administrator (To field in the notify object).

� Notify to modify - selection means that all modifications are sent to the defined
administrator.

� Notify to delete - all deletions are sent to the administrator when this box is selected.

A typical scenario is that add and delete operations are handled by the administrator by
hand and modifications are performed automatically. This is the default which is delivered
with DirXmetahub.

You can extend other workflows to perform this notification feature (a prerequisite is that
these workflows reference the central control and profile scripts Full Export). The
necessary steps are:

� Create a notification object under the relevant job object (normally a Metacontroller
job) or copy an existing one from a job object (Copy Object) and move it to the target
job object (Move Object). You can also set up a central notification object in the
Configuration -> Notifications folder.

� Set all parameters (for example the From and To field) and adjust the text in the XML
file (tab Content) to your needs.

� Select the Notification tab in your job object and set the link to the notification object.
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� Check the notification parameters (Notify to add, Notify to modify, Notify to delete).

� Create the notification data file in the intermediate connected directory under the job
object (perform a copy of the existing data file object).

� Create a new output channel for this data file job (copy the OutData channel).

� Link this new channel to your job object (create a new link in the tab Input/Output
Channels).

� Set the selected file in the tab Other Properties of the new channel to this data file.

� Change the link for the profile script (tab Tcl Scripts) from the Full Export script to the
Full Export Notify script and the link to the control script from the Full Export script to
the Full Export Notify script.

� Set the anchor in the reference expression for the attr_type_exists property to the
value which is contained in your new output channel (in the Full Export Notify control
script). Now you need also a value for the anchor in the Datafile (use DataFile).

� Change the value of the attribute Attrib Type Exists to the attribute name which is
used to check whether the entry is already created in the target directory (a workflow
which transfers this information from the target directory to the MetaStore must
already be there).

Now your workflow should be able to distinguish between manual and automatic tasks
which can be configured with the three switches.

Of course you can create additional notifications for your job. Here is an outline of the
steps to perform:

� Create the necessary notification object(s) under your job object (or use central ones)
and link it to the job.

� Set all parameters which are necessary in this notification object.

� Create additional data files and channels if necessary.

� Set the attachments of your notification object to these data files. Add other trace or
configuration files if needed.

� Modify the Tcl scripts and perform the notification.

Related Topics

Job Configuration Objects
 Notification
 Notifications
 Notification Objects
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3.2.9 Wizard Concepts
This section explains how wizards work in the DirXmetahub environment.

Wizards help to simplify complex configuration tasks and enable you to concentrate on
the important parts of a configuration. They always start with a template that you must
selected from the configuration database. This means that wizards cannot work without
an existing template to create a new object.

There are no special templates in the configuration database of DirXmetahub. All objects
that fit can be used as templates:

� The connected directory configuration wizard presents all existing connected directory
objects.

� The workflow configuration wizard presents all workflow objects that have the same
type of endpoints (regardless of the direction of the workflow).

Wizards can be configured via XML (see the extensibility topics) and are simply a
selection of forms (property dialogs) that are necessary to configure a connected directory
or a workflow. The wizard designer can heavily influence the level of detail that is
presented to the user.

Example: If a workflow can be configured with 20 property dialogs in the expert view, then
a wizard could select 5 of these dialogs to reduce the level of detail. It is even possible to
extract specific fields from a property dialog and to hide other fields.

It is also important to understand that workflow wizards may vary depending on the
complexity of the workflow. You can use a simple wizard to configure a workflow with one
activity (Wizard B in the following figure) or a complex wizard to configure a workflow with
three or more activities (Wizard Z in the following figure).
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Figure 22: Wizard Implementations

The workflow wizard names (which you can view in the field Wizard Type in the workflow
object) are constructed in the following way:

source_type-specifier-target_type

where source_type stands for the type of the source connected directory, target_type for
the target connected directory, and specifier allows you to distinguish between different
implementations of the workflow between two connected directories (for example, a one-
step workflow or a two-step workflow, which must be configured differently).

Examples: LDAP-oneStep-FILE, LDAP-twoStep-FILE, LDAP-twoStep-ADS

Because DirXmetahub cannot detect automatically whether a workflow works bidirectional
in both direction (a Tcl script or a custom agent could read and write via its channels to
connected directories) you can define this situation with the attribute Bidirectional in the
workflow object.

3.2.10 Exchange/Restore of Directory Content
If you need to restore or exchange the database where your configuration data is in, you
have to follow this sequence:

� Use Disable Scheduling (option at the Schedules object in the expert view) to
prevent workflows to be started automatically

� Check with Get Server State all DirXmetahub Servers that no workflows are running

� Stop all DirXmetahub Servers
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� Restore your database

� Start the DirXmetahub servers again

� Enable Scheduling (option at the Schedules object in the expert view) to start
automatic workflow launch again

If you do not follow this sequence, an inconsistent database could be the result.

You should also be careful not to restore a database with an incompatible schema
version. DirXmetahub will not start again if this happens.

Related Topics

Using Import and Export of Configuration Parts

3.2.11 Distributed Runs
You can run workflows in a distributed environment. Per default the file service cares for
all necessary file transfers automatically when the activities run on different machines. To
enhance performance, you can set up shared file system information in the relevant tab of
the DirXmetahub Server object.

Generally you have to follow this procedure:

� Select for each workflow and activity the correct DirXmetahub server.

� DirXmetahub detects necessary file exchange between activities automatically if the
connectivity is defined by channels.

� You cannot use the system account to run your DirXmetahub servers (they are not
allowed to access network resources). Use other accounts which can access network
resources instead.

The second point can be solved in two ways:

� You can use the automatic channel mapping mechanism that defines the data
exchange between activities.

� You can define a fixed path for your workflow which is accessible from both machines.

Channel Mapping

Prerequisite is a common drive which is the same on both machines. Lets assume your
work directory on machine A where your workflow and your first activity runs, is under
C:\work then you should set up perhaps a drive G: which maps to this directory.

On machine B you set up the same drive G: which points to machine A to the same
directory. Set your work paths to the G: drives. Now your workflow should run.

The channel mapping is performed automatically. You need not set up anything for this
feature.
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Fixed Drive

In this case you set up a fixed directory on one of the machines. Define the file path of the
intermdiate datafile to point to this directory.

To access it from both machines the same way, you have to set up the same drive again
(for example G:). Now your workflow should run.

3.2.12 Workflow Design Rules
When you create or run workflows you should follow some basic rules:

� Rules for algorithms

� Rules to set up correct schedules to avoid timing conflicts

� Rules for backup and restore

See the extra file workflowrules.pdf on your CD for more information about these
topics.
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Chapter

4 Understanding DirXmetahub Server

4.1 Services and Processes
4.1.1 Service Overview

DirXmetahub Server consists of a set of services that can again contain threads that
represent the required functionality. The main components are the DirXmetahub Server
itself that needs a Messaging Broker, which is based on the MQSeries messaging system.

As additional components the DirXmetahub Manager and the LDAP directory containing
the configuration database can be distributed separately.

The first three components are represented by services (on Windows NT/2000) or demon
processes (on UNIX). Three running services are required in order to run correctly:

� IBM MQSeries

� DirXmetahub 6.0Xnn MQSeries Message Broker

� DirXmetahub 6.0Xnn

The first two services must run together on the machine where you installed MQSeries.
This is only necessary once in your DirXmetahub domain. The third service (DirXmetahub
6.0Xnn) must run on each machine where you performed either a DirXmetahub Server or
Agents installation.

The DirXmetahub Manager can run on any machine and has no dependency to the other
components.

The DirXmetahub 6.0Xnn MQSeries Message Broker service starts the following
MQSeries services on the machine:

� The MQSeries queue manager (UNIX only)

� The MQSeries listener (for remote access, UNIX only)

� The MQSeries message broker

On Windows platforms the IBM MQSeries service starts the queue manager and listener
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automatically.

All DirXmetahub components talk to each other with TCP/IP based protocols:

� Data is read and written from the configuration database in the LDAP directory (per
default port 389)

� Messages are transferred between components via the MQSeries message broker
(per default port 1414)

4.1.2 Service Startup
The services are normally started automatically when you boot your system:

First, the IBM MQSeries Service is started which also starts the queue manager and the
listener. Service name on NT/Windows2000: IBM MQSeries Process name on
NT/Windows2000: all beginning with amq... (for more information see the IBM MQSeries
documentation) The shell script /etc/rc2.d/S99dxmmqs starts these services on UNIX
when the system runs in multi user mode.

When this step is successful, the DirXmetahub 6.0 Xnn MQSeries Message Broker is
started (there is a programmed dependency on the IBM MQSeries service). Service name
on NT/Windows2000: DirXmetahub 6.0 Xnn MQSeries Message Broker Process name
on NT/Windows2000: dxmmsgbr.exe On UNIX this is done directly via the mentioned
shell script /etc/rc2.d/S99dxmmqs.

� The DirXmetahub 6.0 Xnn service is started independently because it cannot have a
programmed dependency (MQSeries might run on another machine). The same is
true for the LDAP directory where the configuration database resides. Service name
on NT/Windows2000: DirXmetahub 6.0 Xnn Process name on NT/Windows2000:
dxmsvr.exe Process name on UNIX: dxmsvr Controlled processes on
NT/Windows2000: dxmmsssvr.exe Controlled processes on UNIX: dxmmsssvr The
shell script /etc/rc2.d/S99dxmsvr starts the DirXmetahub service on UNIX when the
system runs in multi user mode.

This service uses the following configurable polling mechanism during startup:

Try to connect to the LDAP Server. If this fails, try again the number of specified steps
after the specified time in the DirXmetahub initialization file of the DirXmetahub server.

If there is no access to the LDAP server, the service start is aborted.

When the bind to the LDAP server is successful, the necessary information is read from
the configuration database (object Messaging Service in the Expert view: Configuration ->
Messaging Services) and the same procedure is performed with MQSeries.

If MQSeries is not available, the service start is aborted.

Please note that the DirXmetahub Service detects a crash of a successfully running
DirXmetahub server and restarts it immediately. Also permanent threads (Status Tracker
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and Scheduler) running in the DirXmetahub Server are checked regularly by the Keep
Alive mechanism and restarted automatically if not responding. You can check the
threads with the Get Server State command for each individual server.

You can use the following parameters in the [settings] section of the DirXmetahub server
initialization file (dxmmsssvr.ini) to define the polling parameters for each machine that
runs a DirXmetahub server:

timeout: defines the time between two polling cycles (the default is 30 seconds).

repeat: defines the number of retries to perform (the default is 10 times).

By default, DirXmetahub tries to connect 300 seconds (about 5 minutes) to each of the
components.

4.1.3 Server Initialization File
The DirXmetahub server is controlled by the initialization file dxmmmssvr.ini, which is
located in the install_path\server\conf subdirectory.

The parameters in the [settings] section are necessary for the registration of the server in
the configuration database and for consistency check during startup:

dnServerName: The name of the DirXmetahub server's configuration object in the
DirXmetahub configuration database in the folder DirXmetahub Servers (default name:
main).

host: The name of the server on which this DirXmetahub server instance runs (for
example: abc123.siemens.de or 123.54.76.11).

The last two parameters are used to verify that the system is consistent. If you change
these parameters by hand, you must also change the corresponding parameters in the
configuration database (examine the link to the Service object of the relevant
DirXmetahub server object. Please note that relevant for this field is the field Server
Name in the Service object not the field IP Address). Otherwise the next start of this
DirXmetahub server will fail!

timeout: The time between two polling cycles to connect to the LDAP and MQSeries
servers (the default is 30 seconds).

repeat: The number of retries to connect to the LDAP and MQSeries servers (the default
is 10 times).

The parameters in the [metadir] section are the parameters for the LDAP bind to the
configuration directory:

server: The name of the directory server (for example: abc123.siemens.de).

user: The distinguished name of the account which is used by DirXmetahub Server to
access the LDAP directory (for example: cn=server_admin, dxmC=dirXmetahub).
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pwd: The password for this user account (the default is dirx).

port: The LDAP server port (the default is 389 for non SSL access).

ssl: Indicates whether SSL access to the LDAP server shall be used (ssl=1). The default
value is ssl=0. See server SSL connections for more information.

cert-db-path: Path to the cert7.db file (only used when ssl is set to true). The default
setting is empty.

4.2 Distribution
This section explains the powerful capabilities of DirXmetahub to control a highly
distributed environment. The main features are:

� The DirXmetahub server or agent installations can reside on NT/Windows or Sun
machines.

� The only needed communication protocol is TCP/IP. Typically only the LDAP port (per
default 389 for non-SLL access or 636 for SLL access) and the MQSeries port are
needed (per default: 1414).

� DirXmetahub is designed to present all information from the distributed components in
a fully transparent way through the graphical interface of the DirXmetahub Manager.
You can view and edit all of the information centrally.

You can set up a distributed environment for a DirXmetahub domain during installation. A
DirXmetahub domain keeps all of its configuration information in a central configuration
database (an LDAP directory). You can set up several independent DirXmetahub domains
with individual configuration databases. These domains do not know of each other and
cannot communicate in any way.

Each DirXmetahub domain can consist of the following parts:

� The configuration database (a LDAP directory).

� One DirXmetahub server installation (default name: main) on one central machine.

� An unlimited number of agent installations. These agent installations consist of one to
many installed agents and the related server components for communication with the
main server.

� and of course of an unlimited number of connected directories.

We locate the DirXmetahub main server, the MQSeries server and the MetaStore on the
same central machine. Of course these central parts can also be distributed.

In the next sections we will present different typical configurations for DirXmetahub and
the according strengths and weaknesses. In all cases we assume to handle a two step
workflow (a workflow with two activities) that exports data from the MetaStore and imports
data to an NT system. Other types of workflows with only one activity (for example a
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LDAP2LDAP workflow) or with more than two activities can be discussed in a similar way.

In the case of the two step workflow four typical configurations exist:

� All parts on central server

� Target activity distributed

� Central workflow execution

� All parts on target server

Security issues of the different alternatives can be discussed, too.

4.2.1 Central Parts Distribution
Each DirXmetahub domain consists of some main components that can be distributed,
too. These are:

� The DirXmetahub main server.

� The MQSeries server

� The MetaStore including the configuration database and the meta directory data to be
synchronized.

Generally it makes sense to keep all three components on the same machine.
Dependency from network malfunction is then minimized. The DirXmetahub main server
can reach the MetaStore LDAP server and the MQSeries server. It contains the status
tracker and a scheduler (that is only activated when workflows or agents are determined
to run on this machine).

If you distribute the data to be synchronized from the configuration database, this does
only affect system functionality when a specific synchronization cannot reach the LDAP
server because the network (TCP/IP) connection is not available.

Locating the MQSeries server on another machine results in the situation that messages
cannot be sent to it from the DirXmetahub servers when the network connection is not
available. The feature that the MQSeries server stores all messages in the file system
area does not help in this case.

4.2.2 All Parts on Central Server
In this case the workflow and all activities are executed on the central server. Data is read
from the MetaStore via LDAP and processed by metacp to a file. The file is read by the NT
agent and written to the NT server on the target machine via the native interface.
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Strengths:

� All DirXmetahub processes run on the central machine. This is easy to administrate.

� The data file does not have to be transferred via the network. It is only visible on the
central machine. No shared file system has to be set up and maintained.

� No installation of any parts of the DirXmetahub system is necessary on the target
server.

� All communication besides the one to the target system API is only dependent on a
running central machine (especially all MQSeries messages can always be sent and
delivered). The availability of this machine defines the availability of the whole
DirXmetahub domain.
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Weaknesses:

� If all workflows run on the central machine, heavy load could be the result. Be careful
to distribute the schedules accordingly to avoid this situation.

� Data is transferred via the native target system API (in our example the API of the NT
server). Security is determined by the features of this interface.

Recovery:

For the basic recovery features see recovery and safety mechanisms.

� If the central machine breaks down and is booted again during a workflow run, the
workflow start message that is stored in the MQSeries server is resent if it has not yet
timed out. The workflow starts to run again from the beginning. Aborted activities do
not start again, they are started as part of the new workflow.

4.2.3 Target Activity Distributed
In this case the workflow and the first activity (metacp) are executed on the central
machine. Data is read from the MetaStore via LDAP and processed by metacp to a file.
The file has to be transferred via the network or made accessible through a shared file
system. It is then read by the NT agent and written to the NT server on the target machine
via the native interface.
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Strengths:

� The target system interface is accessed on the target machine. Thus it is not visible
on the network.

� The configuration information that is transferred via the LDAP connection between the
different DirXmetahub servers can be secured via SSL.

� The scheduler runs only on the central machine and is therefore able to send the
relevant messages to start workflows to the MQSeries server. The messages are
stored permanently and resent until the deviation time is reached.
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Weaknesses:

� A DirXmetahub server and the NT agent have to be installed and maintained on the
target machine.

� The data file has either to be transferred via the network or made accessible via a
shared file system. In both cases data is visible on the network.

� Shared file systems if used are an additional administrative task.

� If the network is not available, the DirXmetahub server on the central machine cannot
send messages to the DirXmetahub server on the target machine to start the agent.
The workflow will fail in this situation. It is started again at the next scheduled time.

� If the network is not available, the DirXmetahub server cannot deliver status
information to the MQSeries server. This information is lost.

Recovery:

For the basic recovery features see recovery and safety mechanisms.

� If the central machine breaks down and is booted again during a workflow run, the
workflow start message that is stored in the MQSeries server is resent if it has not yet
timed out. The workflow starts to run again from the beginning. Aborted activities do
not start again, they are started as part of the new workflow. Note: If the last activity of
the aborted workflow is still running on the target machine, it can happen that the
activity is started a second time from the new workflow. Because both activities
perform the same task this should not be any problem.

4.2.4 Central Workflow Execution
In this case the workflow is executed on the central machine. Both activities (metacp and
the NT agent) are executed on the target machine. Data is read from the MetaStore via
LDAP over the network and processed by metacp to a file on the target machine. It is then
read by the NT agent and written to the NT server on the target machine via the native
interface.
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Strengths:

� The target system interface is accessed on the target machine. Thus it is not visible
on the network.

� The data file does not have to be transferred via the network. It is only visible on the
target machine. No shared file system has to be set up and maintained.

� The scheduler runs only on the central machine and is therefore able to send the
relevant messages to start workflows to the MQSeries server. The messages are
stored permanently and resent until the deviation time is reached.

Weaknesses:

� A DirXmetahub server, metacp and the NT agent have to be installed and maintained
on the target machine.

� If the network is not available, the DirXmetahub server on the central machine cannot
send messages to the MQSeries server to start the agents . The workflow will fail in
this situation. It is started again at the next scheduled time.
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� If the network is not available, the DirXmetahub server cannot deliver status
information to the MQSeries server. This information is lost.

4.2.5 All Parts on Target Server
In this case the workflow and all activities (metacp and the NT agent) are executed on the
target machine. Data is read from the MetaStore via LDAP over the network and
processed by metacp to a file on the target machine. It is then read by the NT agent and
written to the NT server on the target machine via the native interface.

Strengths:

� The target system interface is accessed on the target machine. Thus it is not visible
on the network.

� The data file does not have to be transferred via the network. It is only visible on the
target machine. No shared file system has to be set up and maintained.

Weaknesses:
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� A DirXmetahub server, metacp and the NT agent have to be installed and maintained
on the target machine.

� The schedulers run only on the target machines. If the network is not available
workflow starts will fail. They are started again at the next scheduled time.

� If the network is not available, the DirXmetahub server cannot deliver status
information to the MQSeries server. This information is lost.

4.2.6 Recovery and Safety Mechanisms
DirXmetahub has some inbuilt mechanisms that avoid error situations or help to recover
from these:

� The MQSeries server stores messages permanently in the MQSeries data store (a
part in the file system area on the machine where the MQSeries server resides).

� Workflows are started by the scheduler at a defined time (at the latest during the
deviation time after the workflow start time). Thus you can be sure that your workflow
does not run at times where it should not.

� All messages besides the status tracker messages have a lifetime that guarantees
that actions are not started after the defined time out of the workflow. The MQSeries
server deletes these messages automatically when they have timed out.

� The status tracker messages have no time out set. Thus all status messages that
have been saved previously by the MQSeries server are delivered when the network
and the MQSeries server is available again.

4.3 Security
We assume that the machines themselves and all of the running processes are protected
by operating system features. Main weakness is data transfer via the network. Several
kinds of data have to be regarded:

Control data

The messages sent by the DirXmetahub server components via MQSeries to start,
check, and stop processes.

Because the server can only start completely configured workflows, there is no
chance to change any of the configuration data (for example an account, a password,
or any other configuration parameter). Therefore it does not make sense to highly
secure this channel.

Configuration data

This kind of data is transferred via LDAP while editing with the DirXmetahub Manager.
Parts of this data are also transferred via LDAP before a workflow or an activity is
started.
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Currently the LDAP connection from the DirXmetahub Manager cannot use SSL (a
missing feature of Java 1.3, will be available with Java 1.4). Thus you should locate
the DirXmetahub Manager only on the central machine where your configuration
database resides if you need a highly secure environment. Set the IP Address field to
localhost or 127.0.0.1 to avoid any network transfer.

The DirXmetahub server can be configured with SSL to guarantee secured data
transfer before workflow or activity starts.

Data to be synchronized

Three types of data interfaces can be distinguished:

LDAP connections: These connections can be secured via SSL.

Files: To transfer data between agents, files are often used. DirXmetahub provides
two mechanisms to transfer files between different machines. You can use the file
transfer service that copies data per default via the MQSeries channels. This
connection cannot be made secure at the moment. It is also possible to use shared
file systems. This connection can only be secured with operating system features.

Additionally we recommend not to use the DirXmetahub feature to copy files from the
work area to the status area after processing a workflow if these files contain critical
data (see the Copy to Status Area flag in the file item object). You should also force
DirXmetahub to delete such files from the work area if possible (see the Save Mode
flag in the file item object).

The DirXmetahub Manager transfers files from the status area automatically via the
file transfer service over the network to a temporary area in the file system. Be sure
that no critical data is transferred this way!

Target system APIs: The security of these interfaces used by agents is highly
dependent on the capabilities of this interface and whether these features are usable
through the agent. Please refer to the target system documentation  for more
information.

4.3.1 Server SSL Connections
The files delivered as an example for a Personal Security Environment (PSE) with
DirXmetahub contain key material issued by SSE's trustedCA certification Authority
Product V3.1.

Three files are provided in the path install_path\client\conf:

cert_ldapserver.p12
 Contains the private key and the certificate that the LDAP server needs to perform
server authentication. The issuer of the server certificate in this example is
"cn=trustedCA,o=PQR,C=DE". The DN of the LDAP server is
"cn=oberon.mch.sni.de,ou=sales, o=pqr,ce=de".
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dirx_pkcs12.pwd
 Contains the password that the LDAP server needs in order to decrypt the both
pkcs#12 files. The value is "blabla".

cert7.db
 The certificate database contains "cn=trustedCA,o=PQR,C=DE" as the valid root CA
and the certificate and private key for "CN=Admin;O=PQR;C=DE" issued by
"cn=trustedCA,o=PQR,C=DE".

They can be used to establish an example SSL/TLS connection from the DirXmetahub
Server to a configuration LDAP directory of DirX. For iPlanet or OID directories see the
documentation of the vendor.

Establishing an SSL Connection With a DirX LDAP Server

These steps are necessary to establish an SSL connection on the LDAP server side:

� Copy the files cert_ldapserver.p12 and dirx_pkcs12.pwd to the
DirX_install_path\LDAP\conf file directory.

These steps are necessary for each DirXmetahub Server that shall use an SSL
connection:

� Copy the file cert7.db into install_path\client\conf

� Open the file dxmmsssvr.ini in the path install_path\server\conf

� Set the parameter ssl=1

� Set the parameter cert-db-path to the location of the cert7.db copied above

� Restart the server. It should connect to the DirX LDAP directory via SSL (see the DirX
documentation how to check this).

Note: Do not set the DirX system variable DIRX_TRUSTED_CA.
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Chapter

5 Using DirXmetahub Manager

These topics describe DirXmetahub Manager features and usage.

� Logging in

� Using Manager views

� Using the main window

� Using the global view

� Using the expert view

� Using the monitor view

� Using the data view

� Customizing DirXmetahub Manager

5.1 Logging In
To start DirXmetahub Manager:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Point to DirXmetahub, and then click Manager.

Manager displays a splash screen that shows its name and the version. After the splash
screen disappears, it displays a login dialog.
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Figure 23: DirXmetahub Manager Login Dialog

To log in to Manager:

1. Enter your login profile in User DN. Alternatively, you can use the default login profile
that Manager has selected for you, if this is your login profile.

2. Enter your password.

3. Click OK or press Enter.

Manager attempts to log in to the meta directory store shown in the Server field of the
login dialog. If the login operation is successful, Manager closes the login dialog and
displays its main window. If the login operation fails, Manager displays an error message
and places the cursor in the password field.

Note: You can use the bind.ini file to change the server that is displayed in the Server field
of the login dialog.

You can click Cancel to cancel the login procedure. Manager closes the login dialog and
opens an empty main window. You must restart DirXmetahub Manager to log in again.

5.2 Using Manager Views
DirXmetahub Manager is divided into views.
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� The most popular view is the global view. You should use the global view if you are a
less experienced DirXmetahub administrator. The global view provides wizards to
guide you through the synchronization setup procedures and provides selections for
performing operation tasks like starting or stopping workflows. The global view hides
the complexity of configuration data and flexibility so long as you do not need to
perform any low-level object configuration and your configuration procedures consist
mainly of the setting of server addresses and attribute mappings.

� The expert view allows you to perform all of the complex configuration work that is
necessary for more sophisticated configuration solutions. The expert view gives you
access to all of the details of all configuration objects and their properties through
property dialogs. This means that you can use DirXmetahub Manager to configure
every aspect of DirXmetahub.

� The monitor view allows you to supervise the results of all the workflow runs of the
different synchronization scenarios. It displays a tree that lists the results of all
workflows and the activities contained in these workflows.

� The data view allows you to view the synchronized data in raw mode (at the LDAP
level). The data view shows a tree-like representation of the directory entries (objects)
when accessible via LDAP. Several data trees can coexist with the DirXmetahub
configuration database tree (see the topic "metahub.xml" for details). When you click
on a directory entry in the tree and you have not yet logged into the tree, the Manager
prompts you to log in. The Manager then displays a property dialog that shows the
directory entry's attributes.

Note: If you need to work with the same view or with different views in parallel, you can
start the DirXmetahub Manager several times (of course you should have enough main
memory to avoid swapping operations). Now you can switch with the operating system
means between these views. You can work in all views in parallel. DirXmetahub Manager
is designed to have the correct information (for correct display you may need to push the
Refresh button).

5.2.1 Global View
The global view provides a high-level representation of the current DirXmetahub
configuration that is easy-to-use and hides all complexity of the system that is not
necessary for standard configuration tasks.

The global view initially shows a map with icons and lines. Each icon represents a
connected directory. Each line represents a synchronization workflow. This configuration is
called a workflow scenario. DirXmetahub Manager and the DirXmetahub configuration
database can maintain multiple workflow scenarios.
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Figure 24: DirXmetahub Manager Global View

The scenario map, connected directory icons and workflow lines have popup context
menus that allow you to perform operations on the items. You can invoke the actions for
each icon and line from the context menu.

5.2.2 Expert View
The expert view gives you quick access to any of the DirXmetahub configuration objects,
such as connected directories, agents, jobs, workflows and servers. It displays the logical
structure of these configuration data objects and presents their properties in property
dialogs.
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Figure 25: DirXmetahub Manager Expert View

You use the expert view's hierarchical tree view to access the DirXmetahub configuration
objects; Manager groups objects together according to their type. You can use the expert
view to access any attribute of any configuration object in the configuration database.
Consequently, you can use the expert view to carry out specialized configuration tasks like
updating a schema or setting up a DirXmetahub server.

The data property dialogs of the expert view are also used in appropriate cases for data
display or change in the wizards of the global view.

You can access configuration objects directly through the tree. You can also access
configuration objects by following links in configuration objects you have already accessed
(which shows the objects' logical structure).

5.2.3 Monitor View
The monitor view enables you to supervise the status of all workflows in any scenario.
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The left side of the monitor view shows at the topmost level folders for each workflow that
contain the results of the individual workflow runs as entries in the folder. The deepest
level shows the results of the activities contained in the workflow. You can also define your
own folders to filter the results as you require (for example, to contain only erroneous
runs).

The right side of the screen shows a list of all activities of the currently selected workflow
in the tree. Below that list, the status properties of the currently highlighted activity are
shown.

Figure 26: DirXmetahub Manager Monitor View

5.2.4 Data View
The data view displays directory data as it is stored in the directory information tree. You
can use the data view to check the quality of directory entries that you have synchronized,
to set the correct values to test your synchronizations, or to look up DirXmetahub
configuration object entries.
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Figure 27: DirXmetahub Manager Data View

The data view shows the directory object classes in a tree control. For each selected item,
a list of attributes is displayed as a two-column data table with attribute name and attribute
value.

5.3 Using the Main Window
The main window is a frame around the different views. It consists of window header, a
menu bar, a toolbar, a views bar for the selection of a particular view, a work area (divided
into several panes) and a status bar.

Each different view is composed of a tree or list control and a work area that contains
either:

� A map that displays icons that represent connected directories and lines that
represent synchronization workflows.
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� A property dialog that corresponds to the item that is currently selected in the tree
control.

This section describes:

� The menu selections

� The toolbar selections

that are available from the main window.

It also describes:

� Date formats

� Display of erroneous field content

5.3.1 Menu Selections
The available menus include:

� File

� Edit

� View

� Tools

� Help

The menu selections are completely disabled when an object is edited in the expert view.

File

The File menu contains items that act on a particular configuration object as a whole. The
menu selections are:

� Properties - Displays the properties of an object. For the connected directory icons
and workflow lines in the global view, this selection opens the configuration wizard.
For the expert view, this selection displays the properties of a selected configuration
object in the work area.

� Exit - Unbinds and closes Manager.

Edit

The Edit menu contains all commands to manipulate a particular item. The visibility of the
commands depends on the current context.

� Copy - Standard copy operation (not used in DirXmetahub Manager).

� Cut - Standard cut operation (not used in DirXmetahub Manager).
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� Paste - Standard paste operation (not used in DirXmetahub Manager).

� Delete - Standard delete operation. Enabled only when a connected directory icon or
workflow line is selected in the global view or when a configuration object is selected
in the tree pane or in the object table (upper right) of the expert view.

� Rename - Changes the displayed name of an object. Enabled only when a connected
directory icon or workflow line is selected in the global view or when a configuration
object is selected in the tree pane or in the object table (upper right) of the expert
view.

View

The view menu contains menu selections that optionally display or hide parts of the main
window. The menu selections are:

� Views Bar - Shows or hides the Views bar, which is the left-most pane. The Views bar
contains buttons to select a Manager view.

� Global View, Expert View, Monitor View, Data View - Click to show the
corresponding Manager view (this selection is especially useful when the Views bar is
hidden).

Tools

The Tools menu is currently empty.

Help

The Help menu contains command items to show selected topics of the online
documentation. The selections are:

� Help - Starts the help system and shows the online manual's table of contents.

� Contextual help - Starts the "What's This?" help system. Click any item in the current
view to get help information about the item.

� About... - Shows a small window with some useful application information (full
application name, build number, license information).

5.3.2 Toolbar Selections
This section describes the available buttons in the toolbar. The selections are:

� (Left arrow) - Available in the expert view after jumping from one object in the tree
pane to another. Use this button to jump back to the former object.

� (Right arrow) - Available in the expert view after jumping from one object in the tree
pane to another and back. Use this button to jump again forward to the latter object.

� (Stop) - Allows you to stop an LDAP operation that has been running for a long time.
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� (Refresh) - Retrieves the DirXmetahub data from the directory service.

� (Properties) - Displays the properties of an object. For the connected directory icons
and workflow lines in the global view, this button opens the configuration wizard. In the
expert view, this button displays the properties of a selected configuration object in a
new window.

� (Views bar) - Shows or hides the Views bar, which is the left-most pane. The Views
bar contains buttons to select a Manager view.

� (Cut) - Not used in the DirXmetahub Manager.

� (Copy) - Not used in the DirXmetahub Manager.

� (Paste) - Not used in the DirXmetahub Manager.

� (Delete) - Enabled only when a connected directory icon or workflow line is selected
in the global view or when a configuration object is selected in the tree pane or in the
object table (upper right) of the expert view.

� (Contextual help) - After clicking on this button, you can click any item in the current
view to get help information.

5.3.3 Date Formats
Some fields in DirXmetahub allow input of date and time. The format is checked by
DirXmetahub and is derived from the regional settings that are defined on your computer.
For example, here are two date formats:

English: 4/12/01 0:47 am

German: 12.04.01 12:47

5.3.4 Display of Erroneous Field Content
When fields in list boxes look like ABC??, this means that the value is no longer part of
the selection list. This can happen especially when the selected attributes are used for list
boxes.

Either select another value for the list box or change the content of the list by editing the
source (for example, the selected attributes).

5.4 Using the Global View
The global view is the standard view for the configuration and control of workflows. Global
view dialogs are mainly task-oriented, whereas expert view dialogs are configuration
object-oriented.
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The global view shows enterprise scenarios for synchronizations between connected
directories. Manager represents a scenario as a map of all connected directories with link
lines between them for the data flow. Double-click the displayed items or use the pop-up
menus to "zoom" into a workflow and its components.

Double-click on a connected directory icon to show its configuration in the database.
Double-click on a workflow line to show the configuration dialogs for the synchronization
workflow.

The next sections describe the controls available in the global view.

5.4.1 Scenario List Bar
The scenario list bar appears in the left portion of the global view and gives you quick
access to all currently existing scenarios.

The scenario list shows the scenarios as icons with labels.

Right-click in the scenario list bar to display its context menu. The context menu contains
the following selections.

� New scenario - Inserts a new scenario icon into the scenario list and makes it the
currently active scenario (the work area displays an empty scenario map).

� Rename scenario - Renames a selected scenario icon.

� Delete scenario - Deletes the selected scenario icon and the associated scenario
data after requesting that you confirm the action.

5.4.2 Scenario Map
The scenario map gives you a pictorial view of the currently selected synchronization
scenario. The scenario map displays connected directories as "tin" icons and displays the
workflows between them as direction lines.

The scenario map background is initially blank, but you can add your company map to it.

The scenario map fills the work area completely and grows or shrinks when you resize the
main window. Growing the scenario map magnifies the map and the controls placed on it.
Shrinking the map shrinks the map and the controls placed on it.

Right-click in the scenario map to display its context menu. The context menu contains
the following selections.

� New Connected Directory - Inserts a new connected directory icon. The cursor
changes to a cross inside the map. Click a location in the scenario map to place the
icon.

� New Workflow Line - The cursor changes to a cross inside the map. Click on a
connected directory icon to fix the start point of the line, then click on another
connected directory icon to fix the end point of the line.
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� Properties... - Displays the properties of the scenario map. You can also double-click
in the map to display its properties.

You can adjust the following scenario map properties:

� Grid settings - Use the Grid X and Y fields to set the grid cell width (X) and height
(Y). Check or uncheck Use grid to switch the grid on or off.

� Background map image - Image displays the file name of the background map
image in use with the scenario map. Click the ... button to select an image file from a
directory. You can use any JPEG or GIF file as a background image.

Manager stores the settings you make in the scenario map properties dialog in the
corresponding scenario configuration object.

5.4.3 Connected Directory Icon
You can place a connected directory icon at any location in the scenario map.

A connected directory icon consists of the "tin" image and a label that shows the name
assigned to the icon. When you change the connected directory name (from the
connected directory configuration wizard or from the connected directory configuration
object in the expert view), Manager changes the connected directory icon's label name in
the scenario map.

When you resize the scenario map, the connected directory icon grows or shrinks
accordingly.

Right-click a connected directory icon to display the connected directory context menu. It
has the following selections.

� Assign  - This option allows to link this icon to an already existing connected directory
instance. You have to select one of the existing connected directories shown in the
first dialogue. This command allows to use the same connected directory instance in
several scenarios. Configuration of the same connected directory is then possible
from all of these scenarios.

� Configure - Starts the connected directory configuration wizard for configuration. If it
is the first time, the list of available connected directories is displayed. After selecting
one of it. you have to go through the configuration wizard to set up your new
connected directory instance.

� Open - Starts an external program when configured correctly in the viewer field of the
connected directory.

� Move - Enables or disables the ability to drag the icon to a different location. Initially,
Enable move is displayed as label for this command item. When invoked, the label
switches to Disable move and vice versa.

� Rename - Renames the connected directory.
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� Delete - Deletes the connected directory icon after requesting user confirmation.
Note: the corresponding connected directory data is not deleted from the
configuration database.

5.4.4 Workflow Line
A workflow line represents one or more synchronization workflows and is located between
the center points of two connected directory icons (examples are workflows for delta or full
update or for initial load). The workflow line is either uni-directional (a single arrow) or bi-
directional (a double-arrow). The arrow indicates that there are one or more workflows
that work in this direction.

When you resize the scenario map, the workflow lines grow or shrink accordingly.

Right-click on a workflow line to display its context menu. The menu contains the following
selections.

� New - Starts the configuration wizard to add a new workflow to this line. If no
templates are available an error message is displayed. If templates are available you
have to go through the configuration wizard for the workflow (note: this works only
when the wizard is fully functioning - see note below if not).

� Assign - This option allows to link an already existing workflow to this line. If no
templates are available an error message is displayed. If templates are available you
do not have to go through the configuration wizard. This command allows to use the
same workflow in different scenarios and to control it via the configuration wizard from
all of these.

� Workflow name - Displays a menu for the selected workflow (workflow name) that
contains the following items:

� Show structure - Starts the structure view for the workflow.

� Configure - Starts the configuration wizard for the workflow.

� Run - Starts the workflow after requesting user confirmation.

� Delete - Removes the selected workflow after requesting user confirmation. Note:
the workflow configuration object is not deleted from the configuration database.

Note: You can insert an existing workflow without a wizard into a workflow line by editing
the relevant scenario object in the expert view. Add the workflow(s) to the correct workflow
line object (be sure to take the right one).

5.4.5 Using the Structure View
The Structure View is a powerful tool to inspect and edit a workflow configuration object. It
provides a clear representation of the most important components belonging to the
workflow.

Use this view to get an overview on the contributing workflow components and to edit
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them. At the top of the view two property items are shown:

Workflow - The workflow configuration object.

on Metahub Server - The DirXmetahub server on which the workflow will be
executed.

The table presented below these property items contains a list of all activities belonging to
the workflow ordered by the sequence of execution. The following items are shown:

Activity - This column contains all activities on the order of their execution.

Metahub Server - The metahub server on which the respective activity will be
executed.

Job - The job to be executed when its corresponding activity is run.

Channel - The input and output channels assigned to the respective job.

Direction - The data flow direction from or to a connected directory.

Connected Directory - The connected directory corresponding to the respective
channel.

The structure view is a non-modal window, i.e. it can be opened multiple times and remain
present while doing other tasks in the main window of the DirXmetahub Manager
application. Use this view also to edit the workflow configuration object and start a session
by pressing the Edit button. When focusing a table cell by either clicking on it or moving
the focus by pressing the TAB key, the appropriate editor element appears, which can be
used as it is already known from the Expert View. Changes can be stored by pressing the
Save button or discarded by using the Reset button.

5.4.6 Using the Global View Wizards
DirXmetahub Manager contains two built-in wizards: one for the configuration of
connected directories, and one for the configuration of workflow lines. Together, these
wizards provide you with a powerful and easy-to-use tool for the setup of configuration
scenarios.

This section covers the following topics:

� Wizard Concept

� Wizard Visual Layout

� Using the Connected Directory Configuration Wizard

� Using the Workflow Configuration Wizard

Wizard Concept

The DirXmetahub Manager configuration wizards isolate the most important configuration
tasks of setting up a synchronization workflow and bring them into a logical sequence.
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You can use the wizards to create new objects or to reconfigure existing ones. The steps
you take in the wizard are different depending on which task you're performing and the
kind of object you're creating or reconfiguring:

1. When you create a new object, you must first select a template. When you are
reconfiguring an existing object, the wizard does not show you this step.

2. The next steps in the wizard depend upon the type of object you're configuring.

3. When you create a new object, you must define a name for it as the last step in the
wizard. When you are reconfiguring an object, the wizard does not show you this step.

4. When you want to reconfigure a connected directory or a workflow by a particular
step, it is no longer necessary to go to all preceding steps, but to jump to the
requested step directly by clicking on the respective item in the progress illustrator.

See the topic "XML Descriptions for Defining Wizards" in "Extending DirXmetahub" for
information about creating and customizing wizards.

Wizard Visual Layout

The configuration wizards follow a predefined layout. They start as modal dialog windows
showing a form dialog called a wizard panel. The wizard panel consists of the following
elements:

� Title (for example "Select attribute configuration").

� Description (for example, "Check if the attribute items shown here are appropriate for
a synchronization procedure. Update if necessary. Then click on "Next>>" to perform
the next step.")

� Kicker icon. Used for the illustration of the wizard panel.

� Progress illustrator, which indicates the steps that you have already performed
(green color), the current step (gray color), and the steps that remain to be performed
(red color). When the respective object (connected directory or workflow) is
reconfigured, the items appear as buttons. Click on a button to jump to the
corresponding step directly.

� Work area. Displays the input dialog for the current step.

� Navigation buttons:

� << Previous - steps backward (disabled for the first step).

� Next >> - steps forward (labeled Finish >> for the last step).

� Cancel - stops the wizard.

� Help - provides help information for this step.
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Using the Connected Directory Configuration Wizard

When you use the wizard to create a new connected directory or to insert an existing
connected directory, you must first select a pre-configured connected directory. The
wizard derives the new directory from this template. In most cases, you must only check
whether or not the current settings are correct and adjust them if necessary.

The following items are typical for this type of wizard but not always available:

� Select the connected directory template (only when creating a connected directory
object)

� Select the service that hosts the connected directory

� Select the schema settings

� Select the attribute configuration settings

� Check the login profiles and create new ones if necessary.

� Provide a name for the new connected directory (only when creating a connected
directory object).

Using the Workflow Configuration Wizard

When you use the wizard to create a new workflow, the wizard presents all workflows that
fulfill the condition to connect the two directory types at the endpoints and therefore fit
between the two (each of these workflows acts as a template). The list shows only those
workflows that apply to the selected connected directories (that is, the source and target
directories between which you've drawn the workflow line).

If no template for the two connected directories exist, you have to create one in the expert
view (see Extending DirXmetahub).

The following items are typical for this type of wizard but not always available:

� Select a workflow template (only when creating a new workflow)

� Set the search parameters or, more generally, the export parameters for the source
connected directory

� Select the attributes to extract from this connected directory

� Select the attributes in the target connected directory which must be filled

� Define the mapping between the source and target attributes

� Set the object handling for the import of the target attributes (that is, which objects
can be deleted or created) or, more generally, the import parameters for the target
connected directory

� Set the delta handling parameters if this is a delta workflow

� Adjust the trace parameters (eventually separate for each of the agents)
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� Provide a name for the workflow (only when creating a new workflow). Next time this
new configured workflow will also be presented as a template when a new workflow
has to be configured between these types of directories.

5.5 Using the Expert View
The Expert View provides a complete view of the data in the DirXmetahub configuration
database in a logical tree structure. You use the tree view to access the properties of any
of the configuration objects in the database. The expert view is intended for use by
experienced users who require access to all of the configuration objects in the database.

The expert view presents the configuration object hierarchy in a logical tree pane on the
left side of the view. The tree pane has several levels. On the first level is the data folder
itself. The second level collects objects of the same type, and the third level lists the
particular objects. Additional levels can also exist when they are needed.

You can also use the expert view to add your own connected directories and meta agents
to the configuration database so that their properties are available for access with the
DirXmetahub Manager.

To edit an appearing property page, press the Edit button. Most of the property items can
be edited by directly typing strings into the corresponding text or number field. Other items
are just yes-no alternatives and must be simply marked or unmarked. More complex
items are represented by appropriate editor controls which provide buttons to either open
another property page or to jump to the property page of the referenced object. There are
also tabular representations of value sets. These values can be modified again either by
typing strings directly into the table cell or the just mentioned special editor controls are
provided. To save the recent changes, the Save button has to be pressed. The changes
can be dropped by pressing the Reset button.

5.5.1 Using the Configuration Object Property Dialogs
When you select a configuration object in the logical tree view, the work area on the right-
hand portion of the view displays a property dialog for working with the object's properties.

An object's property dialog consists of a general page that represents the object's textual,
number or option properties. An object's property can also be a reference to another
configuration object. For example, the service configuration object contains a system
property, which is a reference to a system configuration object.

The Manager displays an object's properties in read-only mode. Click Edit to open the
properties for editing. Click Save to save your changes. (You must save an object's
property changes before working on another object.)

You cannot switch to another object while you are in edit mode (this is shown by a special
cursor shape when you go outside the edited window). If you click outside the edit window,
Manager asks you whether you want to leave this object and save (select Yes) or not
(select No) or whether you want to go back to the edit mode (select Cancel).
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A property dialog in the expert view is always based on a tabular control and can thus be
composed of multiple pages that you access by tab clicks. A property dialog contains a
work area that offers the following types of fields for editing the property values:

� Text fields for pure textual input

� Number fields for number input

� Fields with special input format like date, IP address etc.

� Combo and list boxes for the selection of one or more elements of a set of values

� Radio buttons for short (up to three) option lists.

� Check boxes for alternate switches

� Tables for displaying complex elements with multiple properties in tabular style

The property dialog also contains the following buttons for editing control:

� Edit - to switch to editing mode.

� Help - to open the online help that describes how to use the property dialog.

When you click Edit, the editing control buttons change to:

� Save - to save changes made since the last click on Save. The property dialog
reverts to read-only mode and displays the new values.

� Reset - to discard all changes since the last click on Save. The property dialog
reverts to read-only mode and displays the properties of the object as they were
before clicking on Edit or Save respectively.

5.5.2 Using Menu Options
When you click an object in the middle pane of the expert view a lot of menu options are
available. Only those options which are usable can be clicked. The others are dimmed.

The available options are:

Copy Object - allows to copy this object with all its content. You are asked for the new
name (a proposal is presented). Please note that references are not updated
automatically. You have to perform this by hand.

Delete - you are asked whether you really want delete this object in a confirmation
dialogue. Please note that no undo is available. We propose that you perform a
backup of your configuration database regularly.

Disable Scheduling - allows to disable the scheduling mechanism when it was
enabled with Enable Scheduling option previously (or it was still enabled from startup
of the DirXmetahub Server). You can use this option to disable all schedules together
(of course running workflows are not aborted!). After checking with Get Server State
that no workflows are running on any of the servers you can be sure that no automatic
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activity can happen. You should use this option before restore of the database or when
using complex operations like Import Data.  This item is only available at the
Schedules object.

Enable Scheduling - allows to enable the scheduling mechanism when it was
disabled with Disable Scheduling option previously. This item is only available at the
Schedules object.

Export Configuration - allows to export the whole configuration tree into an LDIF file.
You can read this information with the Import Data function described above. This
feature allows to make backups of the configuration tree. This item is only available at
the root object DirXmetahub Configuration Data.

Export Data - here you can export complete logical trees of data from the
configuration database to an LDIF file. You are asked for the name and location of the
file to export in a file dialogue.

Export File - objects which contain text data allow to export this information to a text
file into the file system. You are asked for the name and location of this file in a file
dialogue.

Get Server State - Displays the server state of a DirXmetahub Server object (only
available at this object).

Import Data - allows to import data which has been exported to LDIF format with
Export Data or Export Configuration. This item is only available at the root object
DirXmetahub Configuration Data. The imported data does not delete objects, it only
adds and modifies is. If you want to replace the whole configuration tree, use Replace
Configuration.

Import File - objects which contain text data allow to import this information into the
object. You are asked for the name and location of the file to import in a file dialogue.
Do not try to import these files with another mechanism (the internal structure is
complex - a lot of special characters are contained).

Move Object - helps to move objects between folders. You are asked for the new
location. Then a progress dialog is displayed. You should not abort this operation
because you can undo it simply by moving the object back to the original location.

New - allows to create new objects. If several objects can be created under this object
a selection list is displayed in the sub menu.

Properties - shows the properties of this object in a separate window. You must close
this window before you switch to another location in the expert view.

Refresh - refreshes this object by reading actual data from the configuration
database.

Rename - you can rename the display name (not the common name!) of the object.
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Replace Configuration - allows to import data that has been previously been
exported to LDIF format with Export Configuration. Before the import operation is
started, the configuration tree is deleted (only the configuration objects that keep
important configuration information for the local DirXmetahub domain are not
touched).  This item is only available at the root object DirXmetahub Configuration
Data.

Run Activity - you can run a workflow from any activity with this menu option. Be sure
that all input conditions for this activity are fulfilled, for example an intermediate file
must be present in the working directory of the previous activity. This item is only
available at the root object Activity object under a Workflow object.

Run Workflow - allows to start a workflow from the expert view (only available at
workflow objects in the Workflows folder).

Show Structure - allows  to show the structure of the workflow object from the expert
view (only available at workflow objects in the Workflows folder).

5.5.3 Using the Schema Displayer
The DirXmetahub Manager can read the schema from any LDAP-based connected
directory into the DirXmetahub configuration database and can automatically create the
attribute configuration information that the meta controller requires. You use the schema
displayer's Synchronize action to direct DirXmetahub Manager to read the schema of an
LDAP connected directory. You can then use the schema displayer to view and check the
read-in schema data.

Some LDAP directories - for example, Active Directory - do not allow anonymous access
for a schema read. For these directories, at least one bind profile must exist for the
connected directory description that can be used as the bind profile for schema read
access.

Reading or updating the schema performs an automatic update of the attribute
configuration information. The procedure for an update is:

� New object classes and new attributes in the schema extend the attribute
configuration information.

� Modified classes and attributes in the schema change only the length information of
the relevant attribute in the attribute configuration information. Thus flags which have
been set manually are not touched by this mechanism.

� Deleted object classes or attributes are completely removed from the attribute
configuration information.

In the global view, you can access the schema displayer when you run the connected
directory configuration wizard. In the expert view, you access the schema displayer when
you work on the properties of a connected directory configuration object. Both types of
access are only possible if the type of the connected directory contains a schema element
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(which is true only for LDAP directories).

The schema displayer consists of two tabs:

� The Object class tab - displays the schema object classes

� The Attribute Types tab - lists all of the object attributes

Using the Object Class Tab

The Object class tab shows a table that lists all object classes in the schema. The fields in
the table include:

� Name - Contains the name of the object class. This can be any string of characters,
white spaces, dashes, underlines and numbers. Other symbols
(!”$%&/()=?\@+*~#’,;.:<>) are not allowed

� OID - Holds the unique identifier for the class. This is a block of integer numbers
separated by points, for example 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.2.3.

� Kind - Defines the class kind of the object. The following options are available:
Abstract, Auxiliary, Structural

Select an object class, and then click the details button to display the remaining class
properties. This dialog contains the following fields:

� Description - Contains the description for the object class. This can be any text.

� Superior class - Contains the super-class of the respective object class. Can be
empty.

� Obsolete - Checked, if the class is obsolete (no longer used).

May and must attributes - displays the same information as displayed in the Object
attributes tab plus a Mandatory checkbox. If checked, the attribute is mandatory (it must
have a value).

Using the Attributes Type Tab

The Attributes Type tab displays a list of all configured attributes. The fields shown in the
table include:

� Name - Contains the name of the attribute. This can be any string of characters, white
spaces, dashes, underlines and numbers. Other symbols (!"$%&/()=?\@+*~#',;.:) are
not allowed.

� OID - Holds the unique identifier for the attribute. This is a block of integer numbers
separated by points, for example 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.2.3.

� Length - Contains the maximum length of the attribute and must be an integer. Can
be empty to indicate that the maximum length of the field is undefined and can thus
have any length.
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The fields below the table display more details about the currently selected attribute.
These fields include:

� Description - Contains the description of the respective attribute. This can be any
text

� Derived from - Contains the super-class of the respective attribute and must be a
valid attribute class name

� Syntax - Holds the name string of the syntax rule used for the respective attribute

� Usage - Means the usage scope for the attribute. The following options are available:
User applications, Directory operation, Distributed operation, DS operation

The "Match rules" fields include:

� Equality - Specifies the match rule for equality matches. The item can take one of a
large set of values. Among these are the important ones: CEM (case exact match),
CIM (case ignore match, OM (octet string match), DNM (distinguished name match

� Ordering - Specifies the match rule for ordering matches. For the value range see the
comment above

� Substring - Specifies the match rule for ordering matches. For the value range see
the comment above

The "Options" fields include:

� Collective - If checked, the attribute is collective (it is assigned to all objects below
the defining object in the DIT)

� Modifiable - If checked, the attribute can be modified

� Single value - If checked, the attribute allows a single value only. Otherwise it is of
type 'Multi value' and can contain an unsorted list of entries.

� Obsolete - If checked, the attribute is obsolete (it is no longer used)

5.5.4 Using the Attribute Configuration Editor
The DirXmetahub meta controller requires attribute configuration information for the
connected directories it is to manage. This information can also be used in DirXmetahub
to provide information for meta agent configuration files (*.ini files), for example, the
ODBC meta agents.

The DirXmetahub server can automatically derive the necessary attribute configuration
information from the schemas of LDAP connected directories that have been read into the
configuration database (as described in the topic "Using the Schema Displayer"). For all
other types of connected directories, the attribute configuration information must be
present in the configuration database.

You use the attribute configuration editor to supply the necessary attribute configuration
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information for a connected directory. You can use the attribute configuration editor to:

� enter the attribute configuration information for a connected directory by hand into the
DirXmetahub configuration database

� import the attribute configuration information contained in an attribute configuration
file (*.cfg) into the configuration database

� Update the attribute configuration information by synchronizing the schema.

You can also use the attribute configuration editor to export attribute configuration
information into a file in the file system.

In the global view, you access the attribute configuration editor when you run the
connected directory configuration wizard. In the expert view, you access the attribute
configuration editor when you work on the properties of a connected directory
configuration object.

The attribute configuration editor displays two tabs:

� The Attribute List tab - use to enter attribute definitions for each connected directory
attribute

� The Global Info tab - use to enter optional global information fields for parsing
directory data files

Click Edit to begin entering information into the attribute list table or the global information
fields.

Click Save to save your attribute configuration information. Please note that large
schemas or attribute configurations take time to be stored in the configuration database
(up to 1 minute for 1000 rows).

Click Reset to cancel any changes since the last save operation.

Using the Attribute List Tab

Each attribute in an attribute configuration has a set of attribute definition fields associated
with it. Use the attribute list tab to enter the attribute definitions for each connected
directory attribute. The attribute list is a table of rows and columns. Each row provides the
attribute definition for one attribute. Each column in the row consists of an attribute
definition field. Attribute definition fields include the attribute's:

� Name

� Abbreviation

� Prefix

� Suffix

� Length
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� Multi-value separator

� Matching rule

See the chapter "Attribute Configuration File Format" in the DirXmetahub Meta Controller
Reference for more details about these attribute definition fields.

Use the TAB or arrow keys to move between the fields in the table.

Some attribute definition columns provide a pull-down list from which you can select a
value. Click the down-arrow to the right of the column to display the list; click on a value to
select it.

Click a row to select it. Click the Add Row button to add a new row after a selected row.
Click the Delete button to delete a selected row.

Using the Global Info Tab

The global information portion of attribute configuration provides information for parsing
connected directory data files. Use the Global Info tab to enter any global attribute
configuration information required for the connected directory. Global information is
optional, and can include:

� record and field separators

� continuation line and comment indicators

� object (directory entry) and attribute operation code names for LDIF-formatted files.

See the chapter "Attribute Configuration File Format" in the DirXmetahub Meta Controller
Reference for more details about the global information fields.

Each field in the Global Info tab corresponds to a global information item. Each field
provides a pull-down list from which you can select a value. Click the down-arrow to the
right of the field to display the list. Click on a value to select it.

Using Import and Export

To import an attribute configuration file into the configuration database:

1. Click Import CFG File.

2. From the Import File dialog, select the target attribute configuration file, and then click
Open. This action reads the contents of the attribute configuration file into the Attribute
List and Global Info tabs.

3. Click Save or Reset to either save or abort the operation.

To export attribute configuration information into a file:

1. Click Export CFG File.

2. From the Export File dialog, select the target subdirectory for the file, enter the file
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name, and then click Save. This action reads the contents of the attribute
configuration file displayed in the Attribute List and Global Info tabs into the specified
file.

5.5.5 Using the Selected Attributes Editor
An important step in setting up a synchronization scenario is to define the set of attributes
to be synchronized between the source and target connected directories. The set of
attributes to be synchronized is a subset of the total set of attributes defined in the
connected directory schema.

You use the selected attribute editor to select the set of attributes to be synchronized. In
the global view, you access the selected attribute editor when you run the workflow
configuration wizard. In the expert view, you access the selected attribute editor when
work on the properties of a channel configuration object.

The selected attribute editor consists of two tables:

� Attributes in attribute configuration-displays the attributes in the connected directory
attribute configuration

� Selected attributes-displays the attributes that have been selected for synchronization
and any synchronization flags set for the attributes

You select the attributes for synchronization by copying them from the Attributes in
schema list to the Selected attributes list. Click Edit to start working with the tables.

To copy an attribute from the Attributes in attribute configuration list to the Selected
attributes list, click the attribute in the schema list to select it, and then click the > arrow
button.

Click the >> arrow button to copy all of the attributes from the Attributes in schema list to
the Selected attributes list.

To remove an attribute from the Selected attributes list, click the attribute in the list, and
then click the < arrow button. Click the << arrow button to remove all of the attributes from
the Selected attributes list.

Note: When an entry in the table on the right side is displayed with a different background
color, this means that this attribute is no longer in the table on the left side. Either edit the
source (the attribute configuration) or remove the attribute from the list by moving it to the
left side.

To work with the synchronization flags available for the attribute:

1. In the Flags column, click ... The Synchronization Flags dialog is displayed.

2. Check or uncheck a synchronization flag checkbox to enable or disable the flag. The
meaning of the flags is the following: Don't add attribute - Do not create an attribute
in the target directory even if the corresponding attribute in the source directory exists.
If metacp is processing an LDIF change entry and it encounters a changetype
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"modify" operation with an "add" modification for a specific attribute, metacp uses this
flag to verify whether or not it can create the attribute. In this case, the meta directory
server may already hold the attribute; if it does, metacp creates an additional attribute
value for the attribute. Don't add attribute value - Do not add additional attribute
values in the source directory to the attribute in the target directory. Don't delete
attribute - Do not delete the attribute in the target directory even if the corresponding
attribute in the source directory is deleted. Don't delete attribute value - Do not
delete a recurring attribute value in the target directory even if the corresponding
attribute in the source directory does not have the recurring value. Don't modify
attribute - Do not modify the attribute value(s) of the attribute in the target directory. If
this flag is set, no modification at all is performed (new attribute values cannot be
created, and existing values cannot be removed). Replace all - Replace the existing
attribute value(s) in the target directory with the attribute value(s) in the source
directory. If the meta directory server has no equality matching rule for an attribute,
this flag needs to be set for the attribute in order to permit it to be updated. An
example of an attribute for which the meta directory server has no matching rule is
Facsimile-Telephone-Number. The Mrule field in the attribute configuration file
specifies whether a matching rule is defined for the attribute.

3. Click Close.

Per default, the target selected attributes list is sorted. For special purposes (for example
to define the field sequence in a CSV file) you can switch off the automatic sort
mechanism and order the attributes to your requirements.

� Be sure you have activated the Edit mode.

� Click the right mouse button over the right table of the selected attribute editor. A
context menu is displayed. Unselect the option Sort by names.

� Now you can shift the fields around by simply dragging them.

Click Save to save your changes (or click Reset to cancel them).

5.5.6 Using the Mapping Editor
The Mapping Editor allows you to edit attribute mappings for Tcl mapping files in the
DirXmetahub Manager. Its main features are:

� Clear representation of the mapping items by a mapping table.

� Attributes to be mapped into another can be selected from a combo-box or entered
directly into the table.

� Functions are automatically inserted with the correct count of input arguments.

� Extra parameter insert for functions with variable input argument count by a simple
mouse click.
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� Tcl editor windows to add code to be executed before and after mapping; see the Tcl
editor topic for information on how to use it.

� Automatic generation of the appropriate Tcl code during save operations. Generated
code can be checked by switching to the Tcl content viewer.

The Mapping Editor consists of two tabs:

� The mapping items tab

� The contents tab

What is an Attribute Mapping?

When two connected directories are synchronized by data exchange, for each entry
(record) a set of attributes on the source site is converted into a set of attributes on the
target site. The rule for how to convert these attributes is described and implemented in a
mapping function. Each mapping function may take one or more ingoing (source)
attributes and produces one outgoing (target) attribute. The ingoing attributes are called
input arguments, the outgoing attribute is called the output of the mapping:

attribute1, attribute2, attribute3, text, number, ... --> mapping function --> attribute
                 Input arguments                                               mapping                 result

Mapping Items Tab

This tab contains the mapping editor. It consists of the following fields:

� List of input channels - When you start the attribute mapping, the source and target
directory together with their channels are already configured. This means that
normally the attributes selected for the data synchronization between the two
directories are already available. The list of input channels shows the input channels
that are part of the synchronization job and their role names. The role names are only
important when you want to add your own Tcl code for pre- or post-mapping.

� List of output channels - Shows the list of output channels and their role names.

� Premapping - Is a Tcl editor. You can use it to add code that is later inserted into the
script above the mapping items and will be thus processed before mapping. Use New
Window from the popup menu to open a large window for editing. Use the window's
close button or the Close command from the popup menu to return.

� Mapping table - The mapping table contains the following:

� Input arguments column - Lists the input arguments of a mapping item, that is,
all source attributes going into a particular mapping function. When you click a
cell of this column, a combo-box button appears at the right of the cell. You can
use this button to bring up a list with all source attributes. Clicking an item copies
the attribute name to the cell. The attributes are shown as role name.attribute
name. It is not necessary to select the desired attribute from what can be a very
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long list of attributes. You can also enter it directly. The cells in this column also
accept pure text. If the input is an alphanumerical string without double quotation
marks, this is taken is an intermediate variable. If the text is in double quotation
marks or is a pure number, it is inserted together with the double quotation marks
as it is.

� Mapping function column - Shows the name of the mapping function for each
mapping item. When you click a cell of this column, a combo-box button appears
at the right of the cell. You can use this button to bring up a list of all of the
mapping functions that are currently available. Clicking an item inserts the
function and adjusts the number of lines belonging to this mapping item according
the count of input arguments. A description of the existing mapping functions can
be found in the chapter Using the Mapping Functions.

� Output column - Shows the resulting attributes of the mapping items. When you
click a cell of this column, a combo-box button appears at the right of the cell. You
can use this button to bring up a list of all target attributes. Clicking an item copies
the attribute name to all cells belonging to this item and shows them as a single
cell. Also in this column it is not necessary to select the desired attribute from the
attribute list. You can enter the name directly. However, in contrast to the “Input
arguments” column, double-quoted text and pure numbers are not allowed for
input.

Note: When an entry in the input or results column of the table is displayed with a
different background color, this means that the according attribute is currently not
in the source or target selected attributes list. The synchronization procedure
definitely won't work! To correct this, add the missing attribute(s) to the respective
selected attributes list.

� Buttons - The mapping table contains the following buttons on the right:

- Inserts a new empty row behind the current row.

 - Inserts a new row to add another input argument.

 - Deletes a currently selected empty row or the corresponding whole
mapping item.

 - Deletes a single row to remove the input argument contained in this row.

� Postmapping - Is also a Tcl editor. You can use it to add code that is later inserted
into the script below the mapping items and will be thus processed after mapping.
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Use New Window from the popup menu to open a large window for editing. Use the
window's close button or the Close command from the popup menu to return.

Content Tab

This tab contains a viewer for the generated Tcl script. This is a Tcl editor window in read-
only mode. Editing this Tcl script would not make sense because the next generation
based on a change in the mapping editor window would overwrite this script completely.

Adding Your Own Tcl Scripts

If you want to write your own mapping Tcl scripts or use existing ones, you can do this:

1. Select the job object where you want to create your mapping Tcl script.

2. Select New and then Tcl Script (not Mapping Script - this would create a Mapping
Editor object again)from the context menu.

3. Set the Name and Description fields

4. Switch to the Content tab. Now you can either import an existing mapping script
(button Import Tcl Code...) or write your own Tcl code with the Tcl editor.

5. Click the File Item tab and set the file name the mapping script shall have in the work
area and all the other parameters of the File Item.

6. Now click OK to store the new object.

Next you have to link this object to your job object:

1. Click the job object.

2. Click the Tcl Scripts tab and click Edit.

3. Click the last button behind the line Mapping and select the object you have just
created before in the object browser. This links your Tcl mapping script to your job.

4. If there is a Mapping Script object beneath your job then you can delete it now.

5.5.7 Using the Mapping Functions
DirXmetahub is delivered with several predefined mapping functions. You can find the
definition of these functions in the folder Configuration -> Tcl -> Mapping Functions.

As there exist lots of different functions, a certain naming scheme has been invented so
that the classification and look-up of functions can easily be done.

� Most of the functions work on complete Tcl-Lists (they work on all elements of the
Tcl list) and therefore return a Tcl-list as the result. Those functions all start with 'l' (for
example lStringEscape).

� There exist routines that accept single-valued Tcl list only. Those functions also
start with 'l' (for example lDNcreate). In case, a Tcl list at the interface is multi-valued,
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an error will be generated. Furthermore if a Tcl list at the interface is empty, an error is
generated, too.

� Other functions work on single strings only, and therefore just return a single string.
They do not start with 'l'.

The name consists of the following parts

� A specifier whether the function delivers a list or a string (l  for lists, nothing for non-
lists)

� Next an object specification follows (for example String, List, Word, Bool, ...).

� Then a function name comes (for example Create, Replace, Escape, ...)

� In some cases a second object can follow.

Note: If native Tcl functions are used, the original name is used that is not in all cases
conformant to the above naming rules.

Examples:

lStringEscape - takes a list and escapes all list elements.

lBool2Integer - converts a list of boolean values to a list of integer values.

StringAppend - appends strings to build a composed string as result.

The following functions are available (this is a selection of native Tcl functions that make
sense in the mapping editor environment and newly written functions):

Simple Comparison Functions

ifEqual - checks a variables value and sets the result to one of two values.

ifNotEqual - checks a variables value and sets the result to one of two values

List Functions

concat - joins lists together with a space in between (native Tcl function)

lADSpathCreate - creates an ADS path

lBaseDNreplace - replaces the base DN in a DN

lDNcreate - creates a distinguished name (DN)

lListAppend - appends elements to a list

lListFirst - results in the first list element

lListLast - results in the last list element

lListNth - returns the nth list element

lListRest - returns the rest of the list besides the first element
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lrange - returns one or more adjacent elements from a list (native Tcl function)

lreplace - replace elements in a list with new elements (native Tcl function)

lsort - sort the elements of a list (native Tcl function)

lStringAppend - appends strings to all elements of a list

lStringEscape - escapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list

lStringEscapeVar - escapes the defined characters in all elements of the list

lStringModify - replaces either 'n' or all occurrences of string A to string B in all
elements of a list

lStringRange - returns all the characters of each element in the list in the range from
first to last

lStringTrim - drops leading and trailing characters from all elements of a list

lStringTrimLeft - drops leading characters from all elements of a list

lStringTrimRight - drops trailing characters from all elements of a list

lStringUnescape - unescapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list

lStringUnescapeVar - unescapes the defined characters in all elements of the list

lWordCapitalize - first character of a word in uppercase, rest in lowercase for all
elements in the list

lWordFirst - retrieves the first word in a list for all elements of the list

lWordLast - retrieves the last word in a list for all elements of the list

lWordNth - retrieves the nth word in a list for all elements of the list

Conversion Functions

join - create a string by joining together list elements (native Tcl function)

lBool2Integer - converts boolean values (TRUE and FALSE) to integer values (1 and
0)

lInteger2Bool - converts integer values (1 and 0) to boolean values (TRUE and
FALSE)

lindex - returns the nth element of a list as a string (native Tcl function)

listFirst - returns the first element of a list as a string

listLast - returns the last element of a list as a string

llist - returns a list comprised of all the input arguments (native Tcl function)

lPA2String - replaces the $ characters by carriage returns
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lString2PA - replaces the carriage returns by $ characters

split - split a string into a proper Tcl list (native Tcl function)

String Functions

RDNescape - escapes the characters =,+;{} in as string

RDNunescape - unescapes the characters =,+;{} in a string

string first - returns the index of the first position of a searched string (native Tcl
function)

string index - return the character at a defined position (native Tcl function)

string last - returns the index of the last position of a searched string (native Tcl
function)

string range - returns a range of consecutive characters from a string (native Tcl
function)

string replace - removes a range of consecutive characters from a string (native Tcl
function)
 or replaces a range of consecutive characters from a string, if a new string is
provided.

string tolower - returns the string in lower case characters (native Tcl function)

string toupper - returns the string in upper case characters (native Tcl function)

string trim - returns a string with removed leading or trailing characters (native Tcl
function)

string trimleft - returns a string with removed leading characters (native Tcl function)

string trimright - returns a string with removed trailing characters (native Tcl function)

StringAppend - appends strings to the given string

StringModify - returns a string where either "n" or all occurrences of string A are
replaced by string B

Some functions are only available for compatibility reasons. Do not use them because
they will be removed in one of the next DirXmetahub versions (of course an automatic
migration utility will be provided to perform this task):

� convert_bool - use lBool2Integer instead.

� convert_PA - use lString2PA instead.

� convert_RDN_value - use RDNescape instead.

� convert_value - use lStringUnescape instead.

� convert_value_import - use lStringEscape instead.
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5.5.8 Defining Own Mapping Functions
The user may define own mapping functions which can be used like the built-in ones.
Doing this requires knowledge in TCL programming. Once those functions are added to
the Mapping Functions folder in the Configuration branch of the DirXmetahub
Configuration Data tree, they will appear in the Mapping function combo box appearing
when the user selects a cell in the respective column of the mapping editor.

How is an Attribute Mapping written in TCL?

Each mapping function may take one or more ingoing (source) attributes and produces
one outgoing (target) attribute:

attribute1, attribute2, attribute3, text, number, ... --> mapping function --> attribute
                 Input arguments                                               mapping                 result

In TCL syntax this would be written as

set attribute [mapping_function attribute1 attribute2 attribute3 ...]

Usually, the definition and implementation of mapping_function is at the top of the
mapping script and written like

proc mapping_function args {
   # the procedure's code comes here
 }

Note, that also TCL built-in routines may be used as mapping functions. In this case, there
is no definition and implementation of the used function in the mapping script.

How is a new mapping function added?

To add a new mapping function or to modify an existing one, the following steps are
necessary:

Go to the Mapping Functions folder contained in the TCL subfolder of the
Configuration branch in the DirXmetahub Configuration Data tree.

Click with the right button on the folder item and invoke New > Mapping Function from
the appearing popup menu. A dialog window is opened.

Type in the Name and a short Description for the new mapping function. The name must
be exactly the same as it used in the procedure header (proc ... args {), otherwise the
execution of the later-on generated TCL script would fail. The name given here is used to
construct the mapping statement (set ... [...]) in the mapping procedure. In the field
Argument Count define the number of arguments the function will take (at least). If the
number of arguments is variable, mark the check box Variable Argument Count. This
information is necessary for the mapping editor: When you select this function from the
mapping function list, the mapping editor automatically inserts the necessary amount of
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rows to be filled with source attributes. If the argument count is really variable, the editor
allows the user to add new rows for additional argument input. Such additional rows can
however be deleted again down the amount given in Argument Count.

Switch to the Content tab sheet to write down the code for the new mapping. This of
course requires TCL programming knowledge. In the case that the new mapping function
is a built-in TCL routine like the function lindex or regsub, this step is not necessary. The
content page should be just left empty.

Click on the OK button to save the new mapping function. Switch to some mapping that is
constructed by the mapping editor, go to the Mapping function column and click into a cell
of this column. Click on the combo-box button and check that the new function is
contained in the appearing mapping functions list.

5.5.9 Using the Tcl Editor
The Tcl editor is a special editing control that you can use to manage Tcl script code. The
Tcl editor consists of a Tcl text-editing window and a field that you use to select a Tcl
procedure. This field allows you to adjust the text window to the beginning of a specific
procedure. The Tcl editor displays the main code of a script as a procedure named
"(Main)".

The Tcl editor highlights Tcl keywords, comments and string items and automatically
checks bracket settings. To display documentation about a keyword, double-click it. The
Tcl editor also provides the Find and Replace functions available in any standard text
editor.

The Tcl Editor is a tool for directly editing Tcl code within the DirXmetahub Manager. Its
main features are:

� Syntax highlighting for a better readability of the displayed code

� Quick search for Tcl procedures within the current script by simple combo box
selection

� Text search and replace function

� A rename utility for Tcl procedures within the current script

� A generator for inserting Tcl and DirXmetahub commands and all of their parameters

� Multiple undo and redo actions

� Automatic open/close curly brace ({ }) counting with error signaling

� Caret position display

The Tcl Editor consists of the following elements:

� A procedure selection combo box

� The main editor window
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� The status bar

� A popup menu

Procedure Selection Combo Box

The combo box at the top of the Tcl editor component is initially empty. The combo box list
shows the list of all Tcl procedures contained in the current text. A Tcl procedure is
determined by the keyword proc at the beginning of a line (or after space or tabular
indents) which must not appear within a non-zero count of opening curly braces ({).

When you select an item from the combo box list, the editor jumps to the header of the
corresponding Tcl procedure.

Main Editor Window

The main editor window displays the current Tcl script. Keywords, comments, and double-
quoted text are displayed in different colors. The Tcl editor usually appears in read-only
mode (text background is grayed). Click the Edit button at the bottom of the display to
switch to write mode.

At any time you can open a separate editor window in a larger size. Select New Window
from the Popup Menu to display this window. Use the close button to close it after editing.

When the focus is in the main editor window and you click the right mouse button, a
popup menu appears. See the "Popup Menu" section for details.

When you click a keyword (it is not necessary to select the keyword) and press F1, the
corresponding manual page will be opened in the help system.

Status Bar

The status bar is only visible when the Tcl editor is in write mode. It shows the row and
column position of the blinking caret. If the open/close curly brace count is incorrect, an
error message that indicates this fact is also displayed here.

Popup Menu

The popup menu consists of the following items:

� New Window - Opens an extra window to allow editing in a large window with all Tcl
editor features. Use the close button of the window or the Close command from the
popup menu to return.

� Undo - Undoes the last write action. When invoked again, undoes the last action
before the last write action. You can repeat this action up to 32 times. This item is
enabled only if there is an action that can be undone.

� Redo - Does the last write action again. This item is only enabled if there was already
an edit action in the current edit session.
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� Cut (Ctrl-X) - This item is only enabled when a portion of text has been selected. Cuts
off the selected text from the script and stores it in the clipboard. The action can either
be started by clicking on this item or by pressing the keys "Ctrl" and "X"
simultaneously.

� Copy (Ctrl-C) - The item is only enabled when a portion of text has been selected.
Copies the selected text and stores it in the clipboard. The action can either be started
by clicking on this item, or by pressing the keys "Ctrl" and "C" simultaneously.

� Paste (Ctrl-V) - This item is only enabled when the current clipboard content can be
converted to text and inserted at the current position in the Tcl script. Converts the
clipboard content to a text string and inserts this string at the current position of the
caret. The action can either be started by clicking on this item, or by pressing the keys
"Ctrl" and "V" simultaneously.

� Insert proc... - Appends a new Tcl procedure to the end of the current Tcl script.
Opens a prompt window to type in the name of the new procedure and inserts it as

proc procedure name args {
 }

The caret is placed at the beginning of the new line behind the opening curly brace ({).

� Rename proc... - Renames a Tcl procedure. This item is only enabled when a Tcl
procedure has been selected in the procedure-selection combo box. Opens a prompt
window to type in the new name of the Tcl procedure.

� Delete proc - Deletes a Tcl procedure. This item is only enabled when a Tcl
procedure has been selected in the procedure-selection combo box.

� Insert group command - Inserts a command from one of the groups Meta, Obj, and
Tcl. The Meta and Obj groups contain all of the commands that are used in
connection with the DirXmetahub meta controller metacp. The Tcl group contains all
built-in Tcl commands. The group menu items may contain subgroups (for example,
the Tcl group is divided into 4 subgroups "A-E", "F-K", "L-P", and "Q-Z"). Some
command items build groups of subcommands. When you click on a particular leaf
item in the menu tree, the command is inserted with placeholders for all parameters.
A "|" character between items separates different options from another. See the Tcl
manual pages for additional information.

5.5.10 Using the Specific Attributes Editor
Some object can be extended by additional attributes. There are two levels of extension:

� You can define these attributes by using the Specific Attributes editor.

You can describe the representation of these new attributes in XML and fill the attributes
afterwards (see Virtual Object Extensions).

The objects Configuration, Channel, Connected Directory, Job and Workflow contain
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a Specific Attributes tab at the end. You can add, modify and delete attributes here:

� Click Edit to modify the table content.

� Add a new attribute by inserting a new line into the table with the first icon right to the
table. Enter the name of the attribute in the first column and the value into the second
column.

� Modify an attribute by changing the name and / or the value.

� Delete an attribute by pushing the middle button right to the table.

� Click Save to store your results or click Reset to abort the edit operation.

These attributes can be used to create specific information to be used in workflows. Use
references to transfer the attribute values to command lines or configuration files.

Examples:

� The _localcode variable set at the Configuration object is used in all workflows to set
the correct character set conversion.

� Parameters at a Connected Directory can be used to control all workflows that
import and export information to this directory.

� You can use parameters at the Workflow object to control the behavior of a specific
workflow (for example to control several activities of this workflow with the same
parameter).

� Additional parameters at a Job object can reflect the specific behavior of an agent.
This is especially useful for scriptable agents like metacp. These scripts often require
additional parameters that shall be visible at the user interface level.

� Parameters at a Channel object can be used to influence the workflow at this point.

5.5.11 Using Import and Export of Configuration Parts
You can choose to export the whole configuration database tree or logical parts of it
(Export Data).

Export of the whole configuration database tree

This feature allows to export the whole configuration database tree to a flat LDIF file
(Export Configuration). Re-import is possible with Import Data or Replace
Configuration. All objects of the configuration database are exported.

This feature can be used for backups or snapshots, which help to reset to a specific
state of your configuration database.

Please be aware, that an import of this information from the LDIF file with Import Data
does only overwrite existing objects and attributes. New attributes or objects you created
between the export and the import are not touched. Thus you perform a merge. To
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replace the whole configuration tree you need to use Replace Configuration.

Partial export of the configuration database

This feature allows to export parts of the configuration database. The logical DirXmetahub
object structure with all its links is evaluated and all detected objects are written to an
LDIF file. You can write the file to any location. Import of these files into the same or
another configuration database is possible.

Exports can be done on almost any object which then acts as a starting point for the data
extraction. Possible objects are scenarios, workflows and jobs including all of their sub-
objects defined by links.

This feature can be used for backups or snapshots, which help to reset to a specific
state of your configuration database. It is also designed to allow exchange of object
trees for example from a test environment to a productive environment. In this case a
ToDo file is written which helps to identify points in the object tree which might not fit.
Possible objects in this category are DirXmetahub servers, services and messaging
objects.

To perform an export / import sequence, you have to follow these steps:

1. Select the object you'd like to export in the expert view. Select Export data from the
context menu.

2. A file selection box opens which allows to define the file name and the location of the
file (please note, that the file TODOref.txt file is always written to the location
install_path\tools\export).

3. To import such an LDIF file, select the root node of the DirXmetahub configuration
tree (DirXmetahub) and select Import data from the context menu.

4. The file dialog opens again and you can select the required file. Click Open to start the
import procedure.

Please be aware, that an import of this information from the LDIF file does only overwrite
existing objects and attributes. New attributes or objects you created between the export
and the import are not touched. Thus you perform a merge.

Please note that workflows which are imported from one configuration database to
another one do not automatically show up in a scenario. There are two ways to solve this
issue:

� Export and import the complete scenario. This includes all workflows contained in that
scenario.

� Insert the workflow into one of your scenarios. You can do this either:

� in the scenario object in the expert view by adding workflows to a workflow line
(be sure to take the right one)
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� or with the function New and the not selected option Use a copy of the selected
object  from the context menu of a workflow line in the global view. The last
option only works when the workflow has a fully working wizard.

Problems During Import Operations

When objects are being updated during import operations this could influence running
workflows. Assume that some activities are completed but others have still to be started.
This could result in inconsistencies because these activities use the updated information
or a mix of original and updated information.

Therefore it is a good strategy to follow the procedure in the Export/Restore of Directory
Content section to be sure that no workflows are running during an import operation.

Related Topics

Exchange/Restore of Directory Content

5.6 Using the Monitor View
You can use the monitor view to check the status of running and completed workflows.
The monitor view allows you to:

� Display running or completed workflows and activities.

� Display the details of running and completed workflows and activities.

� View the configuration, data, report, trace and log files created during workflow and
activity operation.

� Delete workflow status entries

The monitor view sorts all displayed lists in alphabetical order and writes all dates in a
unified format starting with the year; for example, 20001022152308Z.

5.6.1 Using the Tree Pane
The tree pane (the left-hand pane) displays a hierarchical tree of status entries. At the top
of the tree is the Status Data folder. It contains either workflow or filter folders. The next
level below these folders displays the workflow status entries ordered by workflow name
and date. When you expand a workflow status entry, the tree pane shows its activity
status entries.

DirXmetahub automatically creates workflow folders when it runs a workflow. You can
create filter folders to define your individual view of the status entries. Some initial folders
are delivered with DirXmetahub.
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Figure 28: Monitor View - Tree Pane

Click the one of the folder in the tree pane to list the workflow status entries in the list
pane (the upper right-hand pane). Especially the Result column allows to find relevant
entries.

Click a workflow status entry in the tree pane to list its activity status entries in the list
pane and display its properties in the object pane.

Click an activity status entry in the tree pane to display its properties in the object pane.

Special Error Status Entries

If DirXmetahub is requested to start the same workflow twice or if any other error
condition occurs then DirXmetahub will create entries of type:

Meta2LDIFfile_Full 20020128175803Z-E

The extension -E or -En, where n represents an integer, indicates that the same workflow
was requested to run at the same time several times. In this case only workflow status
entries with the relevant error messages are written. No activity status entries will be
present.
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5.6.2 Using the List Pane
The list pane displays the main properties of workflow status entries and activity status
entries in columns.

Figure 29: Monitor View - List Pane

For workflow status entries, the list pane displays:

� The name of the status entry (workflow name and date). An extension of -E or -En,
where n represents an integer, indicates multiple status entries from simultaneously
started workflows.

� The workflow's start time

� The workflow's end time

� The expiration date of the workflow status entry

� The schedule that started the workflow (if you started the workflow by hand, this field
is empty)

� The workflow's name

� The workflow's run result, which can be one of the following values:
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� open.notRunning.notStarted - the workflow's initial state (it has been created and
initialized)

� open.running - the workflow is executing

� closed.completed.ok - the workflow has completed successfully

� closed.completed.error - the workflow has completed with errors

� closed.completed.warnings - the workflow has completed successfully but
contains warnings (one or more activities reported warnings - see the
corresponding activity status entries)

� closed.aborted - the workflow has been interrupted by a user, by the system, or by
the workflow engine (because its time to live has been exceeded)

See Workflow Execution Status Values in "Synchronization Procedures" for further details.

� The remarks (messages) that occurred during the workflow run. The topic
"DirXmetahub Error Messages" provides information about the possible messages
that can be displayed here.

� The server on which the workflow ran.

For activity status entries, the list pane displays:

� The name of the status entry (activity name and date)

� The activity's start time

� The activity's end time

� The expiration date of the activity status entry is always empty, because activities are
deleted with the corresponding workflow entry (they "inherit" the expiration date of the
workflow entry)

� The name of the activity that has generated the status data

� The activity's run result, which is one of the following values:

� open.notStarted - the activity's initial state (it has been created and initialized but
its start condition has not been satisfied)

� open.notRunning - the activity's start condition has been satisfied

� open.running - the activity is executing

� closed.completed.ok - the activity has completed successfully

� closed.completed.warning - the activity has completed successfully but has
reported warnings (see the remark field)

� closed.completed.error - the activity has completed with errors
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� closed.notRunnable - the activity cannot run because its start condition has not
been satisfied

� closed.abort - the activity has been interrupted by a user, by the system, or by the
workflow engine (because its time to live has been exceeded)

See Activity Execution Status Values in "Synchronization Procedures" for further details.

� The server on which the activity ran.

� The exit code that the agent reported.

5.6.3 Using the Object Pane
Use the object pane to view all of the properties of a workflow or activity status entry in
detail. To display a workflow or activity status entry in detail, click it in the list pane or the
tree pane. The monitor view displays all of the properties of the selected status entry in
the object pane.

Figure 30: Monitor View - Object Pane

When you display the properties of an activity status entry in the object pane, the Files tab
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displays links to all of the relevant files that the DirXmetahub status tracker has saved in
the status area. You can click the Properties button to the right of each file to display the
file's content (DirXmetahub Manager opens the files in read-only mode). You can
configure the viewing editor that you would like to use here.

Figure 31: Monitor View - Activity File Data

5.6.4 Deleting Workflow Status Entries
DirXmetahub provides two ways to handle status entry deletions (only complete workflow
status entries can be deleted):

� Automatic deletion managed by an expiration time stamp

� Explicit deletion at the monitor view.

Using Automatic Deletion

Each workflow status entry has a timestamp after which it can be deleted. The status
tracker periodically scans the expiration timestamps of workflow status entries and
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automatically deletes the entries whose expiration time has been reached.

You can edit a workflow configuration object to adjust the value of the Status Life Time
field to your requirements.

You can edit the global configuration properties to adjust:

� The values that DirXmetahub server uses to calculate a status file's expiration time
(delta expiration time), if no value is provided in the workflow object

� The parameters that control the status tracker's automatic deletion operation (start
time, interval, deviation)

To edit the global configuration properties:

1. Select the expert view from the DirXmetahub Manager main window.

2. Click the Configuration entry in the DirXmetahub configuration object tree. This action
displays the global configuration properties.

3. Click Edit to edit the properties.

4. Click Save (or Reset to cancel any changes).

Using Explicit Deletion

To delete workflow status entries using the monitor view:

1. Select the workflow status entries in the list pane. Use the Shift and Ctrl keys to
select a range of entries.

2. Right-click and then select Delete.

You can also click on single entries in the tree view of the Monitor view and perform the
same procedure. (You can't select a range of entries when you delete entries in the tree
view.)

Status entries in the configuration database can have related entries in the file system
status areas (see the Status Path fields in the related DirXmetahub server configuration
objects). DirXmetahub does automatically delete these corresponding directories. If
necessary it uses the file transfer service to perform this task on a remote computer.

5.7 Using the Data View
The data view displays a native LDAP view of the data as it is stored in the directory
information tree. You can use the data view to examine the data in any directory that is
accessible through LDAP.

The data view displays the DirXmetahub configuration data and the bulk data that exists in
the directory. It is also possible to include other LDAP directories here (for setup see the
chapter metahub.xml in the section Customizing DirXmetahub Manager). The data view
organizes the sets of data into subtrees below the root of the tree or allows to search for
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entries.

You can use the data view to check the results of a synchronization workflow immediately
after the workflow has finished without having to run a new tool.

5.7.1 Using the Data View Tree
The tree tab in the data view provides a complete view of the data. The object hierarchy is
presented in this view by a map of the directory information tree shown in the tree pane on
the left-hand side of the work area.

The tree pane contains the identical map of the directory information tree without any level
confinement. You can perform the following operations on the tree nodes via the context
menu:

Change Password - Allows to change the password of the account you are logged in
(only available at the top level nodes).

Delete - Deletes this object after a confirmation request.

Login - Displays the login dialogue to bind to the server (only available at the top level
nodes).

Logoff - Displays the logoff dialogue to unbind from the server (only available at the
top level nodes).

New - You can add new nodes (Organizational Unit) or entries to your tree.

Properties -  opens a modal dialogue with the properties of this object.

Rename - Rename this object.

Server... - Allows to set LDAP server parameters (only available at the top level
nodes).

When you select a node in the tree, the Manager displays its attributes in the right-hand
pane. The upper area of this pane contains a list of sub-nodes of the currently selected
node. The lower area of this pane contains two tabs.

The General tab shows the important attributes of an object.

The All Properties tab shows all properties of an object in a property dialog with a single
two-column table. Each row in the table shows the name of an attribute in the first column
and its value in the second column. Only existing attributes are shown.

Click the Edit button to change an object in the tree. Then all attributes are shown that are
defined in the schema.

You can edit multi value attributes directly in the list of attributes. Press the Insert button
on your keyboard to insert an empty new line for a new value and press the Delete button
to remove a value from the list.

Click Save to save the changes (you must save your changes before proceeding to edit
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another object) or Reset to abort the edit operation.

5.7.2 Using the Data View Quick Search
This tab allows to search for entries in the directory information tree. You can define
complex search filters.

The fields mean:

Server - Select one of the available root nodes (the button to the right allows to view
and edit the server properties).

Search Base - Allows to set the search base where your search shall start.

Click on  to open a tree browser to select the start object.

Click  to reset to the top level node.

Object Class - Define an object class to restrict your search. Use (any) to search for
all object classes.

Search for - Select an attribute of the selected object class, the search association
(begins with, ends with, contains, equals, sounds like and more) and a value to
search for.

The button More allows to define additional fields and conditions. Click Fewer to remove
the additional fields.

Now you can use the buttons:

Search now - The search is started and either delivers a result list or an error
message.

Stop Search - Allows to stop a search in progress.

Clear  - Deletes the result list.

You can work on the entries in the result list with a context menu that is identical to the
one in the tree pane. You can also edit the found entries.

5.8 Customizing DirXmetahub Manager
You can customize DirXmetahub manager by changing the parameters in the following
files on a per-machine basis:

� bind.ini -

� bind_data.ini

� bindprofile.xml

� dxm.cfg
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� metahub.xml

5.8.1 bind.ini
You can access this file using the path install_path\Gui\conf\bind.ini. The configurable
parameters are:

� host (set during installation) - The name of the host on which the DirXmetahub
configuration database resides. Examples of host names are: localhost, a network
address (218.25.34.21) or a computer name (mycomputer.xzy.siemens.de).

� port (set during installation) - The port number for the configuration database (389 by
default).

� bindDN (default is cn=admin,dxmC=dirXmetahub) - The administrator's
distinguished name for authentication to the configuration database.

� bindPassword (default is dirx) - The password for the administrator. Please change
this default to guarantee security. Note: We strongly recommend that you leave this
entry empty so that the DirXmetahub Manager will prompt for the password during
each startup.

� authentication (default is simple) - The authentication method used to access the
configuration database.

� sizeLimit (default is 0) - The maximum amount of entries to be read during an LDAP
search operation. When set to 0, there is no limit on the client site.

� version  (default is 3) - The LDAP protocol version.

5.8.2 bind_data.ini
This file is used to define the parameters to authenticate to the data part of your
MetaStore (path: install_path\Gui\conf\bind.ini). The parameters are the same as defined
in bind.ini.

5.8.3 bindprofile.xml
You can access this file using the path install_path\Gui\conf\bindprofile.xml. The
configurable parameters are:

� DiagPropVisible (default is false) - If set to true, technical debug information will be
added to the general property page (java-class, X500 object class, and so on).

� allow.function - Can be used for diagnosis purposes. Do not change!

� bind file (default is bind.ini) - allows to define a bind file for authentication
parameters. Switching between different bind profiles is possible that way.

If the DirXmetahub Manager does not reside on a machine where a DirXmetahub Server
is located, you must set up shared paths information in this file.
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Example:

<pathmap>
    <server name="main">
    <map shared="m:/" remote="c:/public" />
    <map shared="x:/" remote="c:/tmp/abc" />
    </server>
 </pathmap>

5.8.4 dxm.cfg
You can access this file using the path install_path\Gui\bin\dxm.cfg. The configurable
parameters are:

� clipboard.viewer (default is clipboard.exe) - Specifies the clipboard viewer to be
invoked when you perform the "copy" action (see Schema, Attribute Configuration, the
Remarks field in the monitor view).  Sun specific configuration lines are already
contained in this file.

� file.editor (default is notepad.exe $file) - Specifies the application to be invoked to
display and edit ASCII files in the monitor view. The $file parameter is replaced by the
respective filename. Sun specific configuration lines are already contained in this file.

Note: The Sun specific configuration lines assume that the variable $EDITOR is
set to a path to an editor with a graphical user interface (vi does definitely not
work!).
 Otherwise the following lines do not work:
 file.editor=sh -c "$EDITOR '$file'"
 clipboard.viewer=sh -c "$EDITOR '$file'"

� ldap.trace (default is on) - If set to on, the LDAP trace is written to the path
install_path\Gui\logs\ldap.log. If set to off, LDAP tracing is disabled. If set to filename,
the LDAP trace is written to filename.

� import.directory (no default) - Specifies the initial path of the import file dialog box.

� export.directory (no default) - Specifies the initial path of the export file dialog box.

� GenericPropertyPage.width (default is 500) - The initial width of property pages
inside dialog boxes in pixels.

� ModalWindow.sizeFactor (default is 85) - The size in % of a modal window relative
to the screen size.

� StructureView.widthFactor (default is 95) - The width in % of the structure view
window relative to the screen size.

� scheduler.sync (default is on) - Specifies whether a schedule modification
automatically sends a synchronization request to the scheduler
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� monitorview.refresh (default is on) - Defines whether the monitor view is refreshed
when you switch to it.

� statustracker.sync (default is on) - Defines whether the status tracker should delete
status messages (on) or the DirXmetahub manager itself (off).

� time.display (default is local) - Specifies the representation of time values. Could be
either local time or GMT.

� ldap.maxresults (default is 0) - The maximum number of entries to be read during an
LDAP search operation. When set to 0, there is no limit on the client site.

� cache.update (default is timestamp) - Specifies the update interval of the local data
cache of the DirXmetahub Manager. One of the following options could be used:
always - The cache is updated at any time a metahub object is accessed. timestamp
- The cache is updated in the case that the modification timestamp of the respective
object has been changed since it was last read. never - The cache is never updated.
This means, that every accessed object is just read once.

5.8.5 metahub.xml
You can access this file using the path install_path\Gui\profiles\metahub.xml. Use this
file to set up additional nodes in the data view of the DirXmetahub Manager to any LDAP
server (for example, iPlanet, OID, Active Directory). To perform this task, you will need to
change the two sections in the file's profiles section (please do not touch other parts of
the file):

� The server section

� The treepanel section in the views section

After you have modified these fields, restart DirXmetahub Manager. The new node should
be displayed.

Editing the Server Section

Add a new line to the server section in the profile section that represents your new server
entry. You can copy one of the lines in the section to create a template.

The server entry line in the server section consists of the following fields:

� name (mandatory) - defines a symbolic name to be used in the treepanel section to
link to this server entry.

� host (optional) - defines the host name or TCP/IP address of your directory. If this
field is not specified, it is assumed to be the directory where the DirXmetahub
configuration tree resides. Example: host="myserver" or host="127.0.0.1"

� port (optional) - defines the port of your directory. If this field is not specified, 389 is
assumed. Example: port="389"
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� baseDN (mandatory) - defines the baseDN for your node.  Example:
baseDN="o=PQR"

� bindDN (mandatory) - specifies the user account for login. Example:
bindDN="cn=admin,dxmC=DirXmetahub"

� bindPassword (optional) - specifies the password for your account. We recommend
that you do not use this field (the DirXmetahub Manager will then request the
password interactively). Example: bindPassword="xyz"

� authentication (mandatory) - define the type of authentication for your access.
Example: authentication="simple"

� anonymousAllowed (optional) - defines whether anonymous access should be
offered in the login dialog. If this field is not defined, anonymous access is allowed.
Example: anonymousAllowed="true"

� sizeLimit (mandatory) - defines the size limit for each request. A null value means
indefinite. Example: sizeLimit="0"

Editing the Views Section

In the profile section, you'll find a views section that contains a section "view
name="Data View" ...". Add a new line to the treepanel section that represents your new
server entry. You can copy one of the lines in the section to create a template.

The server entry line in the treepanel section consists of the following fields:

� name (mandatory) - supplies the name that should be displayed in the data view for
your node.

� server (mandatory) - defines the link to the corresponding server entry line in the
server section. Supply the symbolic name that you defined in the name field of server
entry line in the server section.
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Chapter

6 Extending DirXmetahub

The topics presented here describe how to:

� Migrate existing DirXmetahub environments from previous releases

� Integrate a completely new connected directory and the associated customer-specific
agent that imports and exports data to and from this directory

� Add new properties and wizards that support the customer-specific connected
directory and agent to DirXmetahub Manager

This section also contains information about:

� Virtual object extensions

� Wizard definitions

� Reference descriptions

6.1 Understanding Migration and Integration
DirXmetahub allows you (the meta directory administrator) to create and maintain
complex synchronization scenarios with the help of the DirXmetahub Manager graphical
user interface. Because previous versions of DirXmetahub do not have this graphical user
interface, this DirXmetahub version has been designed to permit:

� Step-wise migration of existing synchronization environments

� Development of new synchronizations using both simple and sophisticated methods
(from script programming to wizard-based design).

� Extensibility at all points in the system, including DirXmetahub Manager

� Addition of new features (such as scheduling and runtime support) to the system and
easy deployment of agents

DirXmetahub's flexible architecture allows for different levels of integration and migration,
as illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 32: Levels of Integration and Migration

� At the first level (Simple Execution), you integrate your existing synchronization
scenario so that the DirXmetahub service can schedule it and control it. To integrate
your synchronization to this level, you define workflows and jobs for your
synchronizations in the DirXmetahub configuration database. The jobs have no input
and output channels, only fixed command lines (which you have copied from the
batch scripts of your existing synchronization environment ) that start the
synchronizations. Integrating to this level requires only a few hours of work.

Once you have completed this level of integration, the DirXmetahub service is able to
start the workflow and its related activities, control its execution (check the exit code)
and write status entries to the DirXmetahub server's status area in the configuration
database. You can schedule your synchronization's execution with DirXmetahub and
have the DirXmetahub server manage its operation. You can also view the generated
status entries from the DirXmetahub Manager monitor view, but you cannot view any
related files because DirXmetahub has no knowledge about them at this level.

� At the next level (Central Edit), you integrate your existing synchronization so that all
of your agent configuration files, import and export files, and report and trace files are
defined in the DirXmetahub configuration database.

To integrate to this level, you define the name of your input, output, report, and trace
files and location at which to find them after a run. You can also specify if they should
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be deleted after the copy operation. You can also copy the content of your existing
agent configuration files into the configuration database. If you have experience using
the DirXmetahub product, you need about one day to integrate to this level.

When you have completed this level of integration, you have a central location
(access to the database via the DirXmetahub Manager) from which to edit these files
to manage your synchronization. In addition, the DirXmetahub server can copy
generated files to the status area so that they are not overwritten on subsequent runs
of your workflows. You can now view these files from DirXmetahub Manager monitor
view.

� At the highest level (Detailed Customization), you integrate your existing
synchronization so that it is tightly integrated into DirXmetahub. To integrate to this
level, you need to set up XML descriptions for the objects that you want to extend. You
can set references based on these definitions and you can write wizards to make it
easy to handle your synchronizations. Integrating to this level can take several days or
weeks depending on the features you require.

Once you have completed these steps, you can access the properties of existing
configuration objects or add properties to your own types of agents and connected
directories to the configuration database (your XML descriptions have defined these
types). You can then edit these properties from DirXmetahub Manager, and the
changes are automatically transferred to the configuration files that control your
agents at runtime. You can even define your own wizards to provide for easy
configuration. This level allows you to control consistency in a complex workflow
environment. Scheduling and monitoring features are also available at this level.

Note that all of these integration tasks assume that your existing synchronizations are
operating properly and work correctly prior to their integration into DirXmetahub. The
level of effort that is required to write special scripts for the specific customer
environment is not included in the time estimates provided here.

Note that all these integration tasks assume working synchronizations. The level of effort
that is required to write special scripts for the specific customer environment is not
included in the time estimates provided here.

6.2 Integrating New Agents and Connected Directories
This section provides a tutorial that explains how to integrate a new agent and a new
connected directory into DirXmetahub at each of the integration/migration levels. The
topics discussed here include:

� A description of the sample synchronization (its elements and its environment) on
which the tutorial is based

� A summary of the tasks required to integrate the sample synchronization into
DirXmetahub for each integration level
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� The level 1 integration of the sample synchronization

� The level 2 integration of the sample synchronization

� The level 3 integration of the sample synchronization

See the Quick Start chapter for a description of how to configure a new synchronization
with the help of the wizards in the global view.

6.2.1 Understanding the Sample Synchronization
This tutorial assumes that a new connected directory that is not an LDAP directory is to be
connected to the meta directory based on a completely new agent in an existing
environment.

The agent should be able to read files in LDIF format to import data into the new directory
and to produce files during an export from the new directory in the same format. The
agent is controlled by a command line and a configuration file in "ini-file" (*.ini) format. The
remainder of this discussion refers to this file as the agent's INI file.

This tutorial only describes the creation of the workflow from the meta directory store to
the connected directory. The tutorial also assumes that the entire scenario runs on one
machine.

We assume that the customer-specific database (we name it MyDatabase) can be filled
or updated by a customer agent that already exists (for example, a database save and
restore tool). This database needs basic information about a person from the meta
directory store (MetaStore) and generates cost location information, which can be
resynchronized to the MetaStore. To keep it simple, we model our database as a directory
with two constant file names (import.ldif and export.ldif) in the directory
C:\MyDatabase.

The customer agent (we name it MyAgent) that operates on MyDatabase uses the LDIF
file format as its interface and is driven by command line parameters and an INI file (note
that this INI file does not have any influence on the real behavior of this agent. It simply
shows how it could work). To keep it simple again, we design our agent to be a batch
script that takes a file and copies it to the mydatabase directory.

The agent's INI file control.ini has the following content:

; INI File for MyAgent
 ; Generated by Joe Smith at 21.02.2001 12:34:43
 [EntryHandling]
 CreateEntries=true
 DeleteEntries=true
 ModifyEntries=true

The agent's command line has the following syntax:

myagent -i [-t] ini-file infile
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 for import to MyDatabase

myagent -e [-t] ini-file outfile
 for export from MyDatabase.

The -t parameter is optional and creates a trace file if present.

The attributes we want to synchronize to MyDatabase are FirstName, Lastname,
PersonnelID, Location, and TelephoneNumber. The attribute that must be synchronized
back to the MetaStore is CostLocation.

The input data files have the following format:

Mayer;Hans;234212;Munich;+49 (89) 722 32837
 Scholz;Lisa;344532;Frankfurt;+49 (69) 3994832

The output data files have the following format:

Mayer;Hans;234212;Munich;+49 (89) 722 32837;3R876V
 Scholz;Lisa;344532;Frankfurt;+49 (69) 3994832;243B34

The tutorial also assumes that a synchronization environment (a scenario) already exists
and that this scenario needs to be extended with the new directory and workflow. The
scenario environment can be:

� A meta directory store has been set up on the main server.

� A DirXmetahub Server installation has been performed on the main server.

� The necessary DirXmetahub agents have been installed on the main server.

� A scenario exists that contains all of the existing connected directories and workflows.

6.2.2 Planning the Integration Tasks
It is important that you plan the different tasks in detail before you enter data into the
configuration database. Please note that the guidelines presented here are not the only
way to perform the sequence of tasks. But they are straightforward.

Now let's begin to set up the new synchronization task in the configuration database. We'll
set up the import workflow from the meta directory store to the new connected directory in
full mode. We'll design the workflow to contain two steps:

1. An extraction of data from the meta directory store (we'll use the DirXmetahub meta
controller metacp to perform this task)

2. An import to the new connected directory (we'll use the new agent for this task).

The configuration data should be entered in structured steps mainly using the DirX-
metahub Manager expert view. These steps can be separated into:

� Design tasks (planning and designing the new synchronization)
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� Setup tasks (for example, installing the new agent)

� Configuration tasks (setting up or modifying objects in the configuration database with
the help of DirXmetahub Manager)

� Testing tasks (starting your new workflow and checking to see if it works).

Don't forget to put as much descriptive information as possible into the configuration
objects, because documentation is important in a complex environment. Use the de-
scription field in each object for this purpose.

We won't perform the entire task in one big step. Instead we'll go through several phases,
test, and then go on to the next phase. This process reduces complexity and also shows
the different integration levels that DirXmetahub provides.

Level 1: Simple Execution

At this level we assume that DirXmetahub only knows where to start the sample
synchronization task and what the fixed command line for the agent looks like.
DirXmetahub has no knowledge of the customer agent's configuration (the agent's INI
file), input and output handling, or tracing.

Recall that in our example we assume that the exchange of data between the meta
controller and the customer meta agent is carried out through a file (in LDIF format) at a
fixed location and that all databases and processes run on one machine (the main
server).

This level of integration offers the following benefits:

� The use of the DirXmetahub scheduling mechanism

� A basic monitoring function

At this level, files cannot be traced or viewed from DirXmetahub Manager.

Level 2: Central Edit

To achieve this level of integration, we:

� Add information about the agent's INI file to the configuration database

� Create the input and output channels for the job

� Add information about the agent's trace file to the configuration database

In our example, we remove the absolute path for the intermediate file and use relative
paths for the entire configuration. This setup permits easy reconfiguration of whole
synchronizations (for example, moving the synchronization from one server to another).

This level offers the following additional benefits to level 1 integration:

� The administrator can edit the agent's INI file as a whole from a central location. He
does not need to know where the INI file is located.
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� The administrator can request that all files generated by the workflow be saved to the
status area for each workflow run.

Level 3: Detailed Customization

To achieve this level of integration, we distribute the configuration parameters in the
agent's INI file to the relevant configuration objects so that the administrator can easily
edit them with DirXmetahub Manager. The INI file now contains references to these
distributed parameters (which are now the properties of configuration objects), which are
resolved at runtime by the DirXmetahub server before it starts the agent.

Once we complete this level of integration, the administrator can:

� Schedule the synchronization

� Configure the synchronization from the DirXmetahub Manager at the object and
property level

� Monitor the synchronization runs from the DirXmetahub Manager and view the
generated status files

6.2.3 Level 1: Simple Execution Integration
The following figure illustrates the objects that are necessary for the sample
synchronization when it is integrated into DirXmetahub at the "simple execution" level. If
this figure seems to be complicated, you should remember that it simply reflects the
complicated world of synchronizations.
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Figure 33: Level 1 Integration

As we proceed with each step, you will see that DirXmetahub reduces this complexity
enormously by giving us two basic premises:

� we can reuse objects that already exist in the configuration database

� we can model our agent first in a simple way and enhance it later on.

The four lines at the bottom of the figure show the flow of attributes from the MetaStore to
MyDatabase and in which files and directories they are listed (either descriptive or with
content).

The figure identifies all of the steps we need to perform to integrate the sample
synchronization at this level. In the text that follows, these steps are numbered and shown
in parentheses; for example, (5). Note that we'll be performing some preparation tasks
here that are not required for integration level 1; this is so because we will be working with
higher integration levels later on.
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To make it easy, we start with the copy of an existing workflow and modify it.

The following tasks are to be performed:

� Preparation: set up the central configuration object to configure the new connected
directory and agent type.

� Copy the workflow Meta2ODBC_Full as basis for our workflow and adapt it (1)

� Set up the connected directory MyDatabase (2)

� Set up the new agent MyAgent (3).

� Set up the new job MyJob (4).

� Set up a new scenario (5).

� Perform the rest of the configuration tasks (6).

� Test: Check the new workflow including start and monitoring (7).

Set Up the Central Configuration Object

This preparation step is only necessary when you need to introduce new connected
directories or agent types to DirXmetahub and if you plan to go on to higher integration
levels later on. If this is not the case, you can skip this step.

First we must set up a new connected directory type for our connected directory using the
DirXmetahub Manager expert view:

� Open the central configuration object Configuration in the expert view.

� Right-click the entry Connected Directory Types, and then select New Connected
Directory Type from the context menu.

� A dialog asks for the name of the new object. Enter MyDirType.

� Click OK to close the dialog.

A new leaf is inserted into the tree. You have now created a new generic connected
directory type with no special features. We do no further customization at this point.

Next, we perform the same procedure for the new agent type:

� Right-click the entry Agent Types and perform the same procedure.

� Create a new agent type MyAgentType.

The tree below Agent Types is extended with a new leaf. You now have created a new
generic agent type with no special features. We do no further customization at this point.

Set Up the Workflow MyWorkflow (1)

You could create a new workflow which is some minutes of work. It is much easier to copy
an existing workflow and modify it afterwards.
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Because we want to configure a workflow with two activities (the first extracts data from
the MetaStore, the second transfers this data to our database MyDatabase) we choose a
two step workflow. In this case the Meta2ODBC_Full workflow is a good selection.

� Select the Global View and there the Hire & Fire Scenario.

� Click the line between the ODBC and MetaStore icons and select New from the
context menu.

� The workflow wizard opens. Click the Meta2ODBC_Full workflow and click Next.

� Change the name field in the General Information Tab to MyWorkflow.

� Step to the Export Properties tab and change the filter expression to {(sn=*)}
because we want to export all entries under the base node o=PQR.

� Step to the end of the wizard and click Finish.

This operation creates a copy of the original workflow and copies of all dependent objects.
Use the structure view to view the copied object.

� Click the line between the ODBC and MetaStore icons and select MyWorkflow ->
Show Structure from the context menu.

� The structure view window opens.

Here you see all objects belonging to this workflow (the ones marked with a (1) in figure
'Level 1 integration'):

� Workflow MyWorkflow

� First activity Meta2ODBC_Full_metaCP (to be renamed to MyMetaCP)

� First job Meta2ODBC_Full_metaCP (to be renamed to MyMetaCP) with all scripts
and the mapping information

� Intermediate connected directory Data with its attribute configuration information (no
renaming necessary)

� Export channel from MetaStore to the first job Meta2ODBC_Full with the selected
attributes information

� Import channel OutData to the intermediate connected directory Data with the
selected attributes information

� Export channel InData from Data to the next job with the selected attributes
information

� Second activity Meta2ODBC_Full_ODBCImport (to be renamed to MyAgentActivity).

Seven large objects together with a lot of detailed information have been copied in
seconds. To build these structures by hand would result in hours of work. Of course we
will adapt the naming and other things to fit the needs of our new workflow. We also have
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to substitute the second job MyJob to one which calls our new agent. We also have to
create a new connected directory MyDatabase.

First let's use the structure view to modify the created workflow:

� Click Edit. Please note that it is a good idea to click all table cells at the very
beginning because otherwise you could perform one of the button operations
immediately (you can undo such a mistake by clicking reset and then edit again).

� Click at the activity object Meta2ODBC_Full_Metacp and then the button. The activity
object opens. Change the name to MyMetaCP and click OK.

� Click at the activity object Meta2ODBC_Full_ODBCImport and then the button. The
activity object opens. Change the name to MyAgentActivity and click OK.

� Click at the job object Meta2ODBC_Full_Metacp and then the button. The job object
opens. Change the name to MyMetaCP.

� Click the Input/Output channels tab, click the Input channel and open it (first icon to
the right).

� The channel object opens. Change the name from Meta2ODBC_Full to MyWorkflow
and click OK. We set the name of channels at a connected directory to the workflow
name. This allows to understand better where a specific channel is used.

� Click OK to save the job object.

� Click Save to exit the edit mode.

It is not necessary and does not make sense to edit the second job
Meta2ODBC_Full_ODBCImport and the connected directory ODBC  because we will
replace the job with a job which runs our agent and the ODBC connected directory with
our new MyDatabase.

To avoid unused objects in our configuration database, we should delete now the
Meta2ODBC_Full_ODBCImport job in the expert view:

� Close the structure view window and click the Expert view icon.

� Open the Jobs folder and click the Meta2ODBC_Full_ODBCImport job. Select and
delete it.

Note: Jobs cannot be changed to point to another agent because dependent on the agent
type the job can have a lot of special information. Changing the agent in a job would
destroy all this special information (it would not be recoverable). Therefore we do not
allow to change the agent field in a job.

The next step is to set up the new connected directory MyDatabase.

Set Up the Connected Directory (2)

This step consists of one task:
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� Setting up the connected directory MyDatabase

� Setting up a channel to this directory

Set Up the Connected Directory MyDatabase

In this example, we assume that the connected directory MyDatabase resides on the
main server. This means that both the agent and the directory are on this machine. Due to
security and performance reasons, we recommend that you keep the connected directory
and the agent together on the same machine. Because there is no network traffic when
the agent writes to MyDatabase, it will run at maximum speed.

First, you must create the file directory C:\MyDatabase with the Windows Explorer (a
setup task). Then you must create a relevant description for it in the configuration
database:

� Right-click the Connected Directories folder in the expert view and select  New ->
MyDirType in the context menu.

� Set Name to MyDatabase and add MyDatabase to be synchronized to Description.

� Link the database to the relevant service object (your machine name: select it from
the pull-down list in the Service field).

� Do not touch the Wizard and Viewer Command fields.

� Click OK to create the connected directory.

In the list of connected directories, a new entry MyDatabase is displayed.

Set Up of a Channel

� Open the MyDatabase object, the Data object and click on Channels.

� Select New MyDatabase (Channel) and enter MyChannel in the name field. Fill
Import into the channel type field.

� Click OK.

You have created a new connected directory MyDatabase and a related channel
MyChannel.

Set Up the Agent (3)

This step consists of one task:

� Setting up the import agent MyAgent

Set Up the Import Agent MyAgent

This is a new agent that we must set up.
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� To install your new agent, copy the prepared file myagent.bat to the DirXmetahub bin
directory:

� Copy the prepared executable from the directory install_path\data\myagent.bat
to the directory install_path\bin\

� Create the directory work_path\MyWorkflow\MyAgentActivity.

� Move the prepared INI file control.ini here.

Note: If you are not sure how the work_path or your install_path is set up, open the main
object in the configuration database in the Configuration -> DirXmetahub Servers
folder.

� Create a new agent object in the configuration database. Right-click the Agents folder
and select New -> MyAgentType in the context menu.

� Set Name to MyAgent and set Description to MyAgent to handle MyDatabase.

� Enter the name myagent.bat in Executable. Using a relative pathname makes it
easier to make changes later on if the server must be changed.

� The Agent Type field is already set to MyAgentType. Set Directory Types to
MyDirType (click the upper button to the right of the field and select MyDirType from
the pull-down list).

� Click OK to create the object.

You have now created the new agent with the agent type MyAgentType that can handle
the connected directory type MyDirType.

� Now open in Configuration -> DirXmetahub Servers the object main and link the
agent object to it: click the Agents tab, click Edit and create a new line with the
second button right to the upper field, then select MyAgent from the object browser.

� Click the first button right to the lower field and input MyAgent 1.0 into the text field
which appears at the bottom of the list.

� Click Save to store the object.

This step indicates that this agent can be run on this DirXmetahub server and which
version is installed. The DirXmetahub installation procedure performs this step
automatically for all DirXmetahub meta agents. You must perform this step by hand for
any other agents.

Set Up the Job (4)

This step consists of one tasks:

� Setting up the import job MyJob
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Set Up the Import job MyJob

We need to create a new job object here because there is no template for this agent in
the DirXmetahub database at this point.

� Set up a new job object. Right-click the Jobs folder.

� Select New -> MyAgent from the context menu.

� Set the name to MyJob and the description to Job to import the LDIF file to
MyDatabase.

� As you can see, the related agent is MyAgent.

� The operation field is set by default to Full Import, which is correct.

� Enter a fixed command line:  -i -t control.ini C:\MetahubData\import.ldif This
command line directs the agent to perform an import operation with trace switched on
based on the INI file control.ini and on the data file import.ldif.

� Use the default time out (10 minutes).

� Do not touch any settings in the other tabs of this object and click OK.

You have now created a simple job object that can be executed and takes its input from a
fixed location in the file system.

Because the agent assumes the file import.ldif, we have to set up the intermediate
connected directory correctly.

� Open the MyMetaCP job and then the Data object.

� Click Datafile, then Edit and change the file name from data.txt to
C:\MetahubData\import.ldif. This must be the same path and file name we have set
up in the job's command line above.

Because we now have two jobs for our workflow, we can create a folder to keep all our
jobs in one place:

� Click the Jobs folder and select New -> Folder  from the context menu.

� Enter MyJobs into the name field and Folder for all my jobs  into the description
field.

� Click Jobs again and then select the objects MyMetaCP and MyJob in the upper
right window (use the shift or control keys to extend a selection) and select Move
Object from the context menu.

� Select the folder MyJobs in the object browser which is displayed now and click OK.
DirXmetahub moves both objects into your folder. Because this is a complicated
operation (a lot of references have to be adapted automatically) you'll see the
progress displayed in an extra window.
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Now we have done all necessary work. The still missing configuration tasks can be done
in the structure view.

Set Up a New Scenario (5)

This step consists of three tasks:

� Setup of the new scenario.

� Assignment of both connected directories.

� Assignment of the workflow.

Scenario setup

We set up a new scenario for our workflow:

� Click the global view icon in the left pane to select it.

� Right-click in an empty area of the middle pane, and then select New Scenario. This
action creates a new scenario icon with a default name.

� Click the icon, and then select Rename.

� In the Rename Scenario dialog, type MyScenario in Object name, and then click
OK.

Assignment of the Connected Directories

We assign now the MetaStore and MyDatabase connected directories:

� Right-click in an empty area of the right pane, and then select New Connected
Directory. This action displays a crossbar cursor in the pane.

� Move the crossbar cursor to the location in the pane at which you want to position the
new connected directory, and then click the left mouse button. This action creates a
connected directory icon for the new connected directory with the default name
(Connected Directory).

� Right-click the newly created object, and then select Assign. The Select connected
directory dialog is displayed.

� Select the object MetaStore from the list and then click OK. This action creates a link
to the already existing connected directory definition for the connected directory with
the name MetaStore. Please note that you did only instantiate or assign MetaStore in
your new scenario. You did not make a copy! Thus if you change this object later on,
the original object will be changed.

Perform the same procedure for the MyDatabase connected directory.

Assignment of the Workflow

Now we assign our workflow MyWorkflow  in this scenario:
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� Right-click in an empty area of the view pane, and then select New Workflow Line.
This action displays a crossbar cursor in the view pane.

� Move the crossbar cursor onto the MetaStore connected directory icon, and then click
the icon.

� Move the crossbar cursor onto the MyDatabase connected directory icon, and then
click the icon.

You have now created a new workflow line between the MetaStore and the MyDatabase
connected directories. To assign our workflow MyWorkflow here perform the following
procedure:

� Click the workflow line to select it.

� Select Assign from the context menu.

� Select from the Select workflow dialogue the object MyWorkflow.

� Click OK.

Note: If you try use the Configure option, you will notice that no wizard is available (which
is true - you did not create one).

At last we should clean up the Hire & Fire Scenario. We remove MyWorkflow from the
ODBC line:

� Select the Hire & Fire Scenario and click the line between MetaStore and ODBC.

� Select MyWorkflow -> Delete.

More Configuration Tasks (6)

The rest of the configuration task can be done in the structure view.

� Select the workflow line in the scenario MyScenario in the global view and open the
structure view for MyWorkflow.

� You can see that the second activity MyAgentActivity has no related job, channel
and connected directory object.

� Click Edit and select the field with content (none). Open the object browser with the
right most button and select MyJob  from the folder MyJobs in the folder Jobs. Click
OK. The link is shown in the structure view.

� Open MyJob, select the Import/Export Channels tab and create a new line in the
Import Channel field.

� Open the object browser and select the InData channel from the Jobs -> MyJobs ->
MyMetaCP -> Data -> Channels folder. Click OK.

� Create a new line in the Output Channel field.
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� Open the object browser and select the OutData channel from the Connected
Directories -> MyDatabase -> Channels folder. Click OK.

� Click OK to store the job object.

Now you can see the complete structure of your workflow. Click Save to store it.

Test the Newly Created Workflow (7)

Tests can be performed either in the expert view or in the global view. Because the objects
are not integrated in the global view, we will use the expert view for the test.

We assume that the connected directory and the meta directory store are up and running.
We also should check that the connected directory MyDatabase is empty before we run
the workflow for the first time: examine the directory C:\MyDatabase and delete any files.

Before you can execute MyWorkflow you need to perform the ODBC2Meta_Full
workflow. Otherwise there is no data in your directory to export. If you did not run this
workflow before, check the section Completing Scenario Workflows and set up the ODBC
workflow.

� Select MyWorkflow -> Run from the context menu of the workflow line.

� The workflow is running. You can watch the workflow's progress by viewing the
progress bar. Wait until it reaches the right side of the bar and Done is displayed.

� Now change to the monitor view and search for an entry that begins with
MyWorkflow.

� Click this entry and check the attributes. You can see the start and end time and the
Result. This value should be closed.completed.ok.

� If you see another value, something is wrong in your configuration. DirXmetahub can
help you find the error. Look at the Remark field. Normally you'll find a Workflow
execution terminated (at least one activity failed) error.

� Double-click the workflow entry to open it. You should see entries for the first and the
second activities. You can click on each entry and check the result. The Result field
should show closed.completed.ok

� If this is not the case, look at the Remark field. You will see one or more error
messages. You cannot read long messages directly in these fields. Click the bottom
icon right from the table and a configurable text editor will open.

� The messages give you hints where your agents failed. Try to fix the problem and run
the workflow again.

� After some debugging, you should have a running workflow.

In our case, there is a message in the MyAgentActivity status entry. It gives a hint that
the agent reported something at STDOUT. Check the process info file for details:
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� Change to the Files tab and click the icon after Process Data. The process info file
opens.

� You can see that our batch file reported that a file was copied successfully.

� Look at the work path from the file system. Open the directory work, then the
MyWorkflow directory and then MyAgentActivity. You should see three files: the INI
file that we copied here, the processinfo file that we just examined (to be exact, we did
not look at this file but instead at the file that the system copied to the status area) and
the trace.trc file. Open this file and you'll see that our -t parameter in the command
line worked.

� Now look at the status area. Navigate to the status path and open the status
directory, then the directory which begins with MyWorkflow and then the directory
which begins with MyAgentActivity.

� You'll find there the ProcessInfo.txt file that we examined from the status entry in the
monitor view.

� If you click the MyMetaCP... folder you'll see many more files that the system copied
after the Metacp job executed. Because this job is integrated at level 3, all files are
saved: all Tcl files, the attribute configuration files and the data file import.ldif.

� Now examine our MyDatabase connected directory. It is located in the path
C:\MyDatabase. Open it and you will find the data.ldif file that our agent copied there
(this is the operation that generated the message 1 file copied).

You can see that a lot of events occur even when we have only integrated our agent at
level 1. Let's now go on to integration level 2.

6.2.4 Level 2: Central Edit Integration
The steps to be performed at this level are:

� Register and import the INI file (1)

� Register the trace file (2)

� Modify the MyJob object (3)

� Test the modified workflow (4)
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Figure 34: Level 2 Integration

Register and Import the INI File for MyJob (1)

To register and import the INI file for MyJob:

� Open the Jobs -> MyJobs folder from the expert view and right-click MyJob.

� Select New -> INI file from the context menu.

� A property dialog opens. Do not change the name. Enter Import INI file into
Description.

� Click the File tab and enter control.ini into the Filename field. Do not change any
other properties.

� Click the tab Content and then click Import text. A file selection box opens. Navigate
to the location where your INI file is stored (in the work area:
inst_path\MyWorkflow\MyAgentActivity) and select it. Click Open. The content of the
INI file is now imported into the configuration database and shown in the content tab.
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� Click OK to save the new INI file object. It is located under the MyJob object but not
yet linked to it correctly.

� The last step in this sequence is to link the INI file object to the job object.

� Click the MyJob object again. Select the Input/Output Channels tab and click
Edit.

� Click on the last icon after the Inifile field.

� A dialog opens that allows you to navigate through the DirXmetahub configuration
tree to the required object to be linked (the current location should be the job
object). Open it, click the INI file object that you previously created, and then click
OK.

� Click Save to store the object.

Now the customer agent's INI file with its content is completely contained in the
configuration database. You can view or edit it here with DirXmetahub Manager. Any time
you perform a run of the workflow, this INI file is generated to the file system before the
execution of your agent.

Register the Trace File for MyJob (2)

To register the trace file for MyJob:

� Open the Jobs -> MyJobs folder from the expert view and right-click MyJob.

� Select New -> File from the context menu.

� A property dialog opens. Change the name to Trace File, enter Trace file for
MyAgent into description.

� It is important to inform DirXmetahub about the file name of the trace file. Enter
trace.trc into Filename. DirXmetahub will search for a file of this name and save it
into the status area (but only if Copy to Status Area is checked).

� Do not change anything else and click OK to save the new object. It is located under
the MyJob object but not yet linked to it correctly.

The last step in this sequence is to link the trace file object to the job object.

� Click the Job object again. Select the Tracing tab and click Edit.

� Click the last icon after the Tracefile field.

� A dialog opens that allows you to navigate through the DirXmetahub configura-tion
tree to the required object to be linked (the current location should be the job object).
Open it, click the Trace File object you previously created, and then click OK.

� Click Save to store the object.

Now the trace file is described in the configuration database. Each time you run the
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workflow, this trace file should exist after your agent executes.

Modify MyJob (3)

We should change the command line to use the correct file names:

� Click MyJob and then click Edit.

� Change the command line to:

-i -t "<?Job@IniFile-DN@FileName/>" "<?Job@InputChannel-DN@SelectedFile-
DN@FileName/>"

Don't forget the quotes around the filenames!

The second parameter makes our job definition more flexible because we do no longer
want a fixed location for our intermediate data file. A more flexible concept is to transfer
the data file in the work directories. This can be achieved by using the Channel Mapping,
which works automatically. You have to:

� Set up a reference in your commandline (<?Job@InputChannel-DN@SelectedFile-
DN@FileName/>) which creates the correct file name for your agent. We have just
done that above.

� Change the fixed location in your datafile object under your job object.

Change the fixed file location of the intermediate connected directory:

� Click the Datafile entry sub-object under MyJob -> Data.

� Remove the path (C:\MetahubData) from the Filename field. Leave only the filename
import.ldif.

� Click Save.

Edit the INI File and Test the Modified Workflow (4)

Before we run the modified workflow, we should edit the INI file.

� Double click MyJob. The sub-objects are shown.

� Click INI File and click the Content tab.

� Click Edit and change Joe Smith to your name.

� Click Save.

Run the modified workflow again and look at the result in the monitor view. Nothing has
changed in the workflow status entry and in the MyMetacp status entry.

� Click MyAgentActivity and select the Files tab.
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� You can see that there are new entries for the Trace file (open it) and the INI file (open
it to see that your name is present). This shows that you no longer need to know
where your files reside.

6.2.5 Level 3: Detailed Customization
Earlier in this section (see the topic " Set Up the Central Configuration Object") we defined
a new agent type and a new connected directory type. Now we can use these definitions
and define extensions for them at the DirXmetahub Manager user interface level. We will
only do this task for the agent type object by defining an XML description for jobs that are
based on agents of this type. This way, we can define additional properties in existing tabs
or completely new properties for this type of job object which extend the generic job
object. We can also remove properties or complete tabs from this object. See the topic
"Virtual Object Extensions" for details about the possibilities.

Next, we will use these new properties at the user interface level to provide for
comfortable editing. But at the moment there is no mechanism that manages the proper
setting of the corresponding attributes in the INI file. To connect the definition in the INI file
with the property at the user interface level, you can use references. At runtime, the
DirXmetahub server takes care of the correct substitution of the corresponding values
before it starts the agent. The agent is not aware that the INI file is generated each time
directly before each execution. Performing this task guarantees consistency between
properties at the user interface level and information in configuration files. See the topic
"Reference Descriptions" for further details.
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Figure 35: Level 3 Integration

The steps to be performed at this level are:

� Create an XML description for property extensions at the job object.

� Define references in the agent's INI file to improve consistency.

� Test whether changes to the newly added properties with DirXmetahub Manager
affect the synchronization.

� Create a wizard for the workflow.

� Test the wizard.

Create the XML Job Description

In this step we define the extensions to the job object that are necessary to resolve the
references that will be defined in the next step.

� Look at the file directory install_path\data\.

� Copy the file template-job.xml to myagent-job.xml and move this file into the
directory install_path\Gui\conf\extensions\
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Open the file myagent-job.xml and change it as follows:

� Replace the comment Template Job with MyAgent Job.

� Replace the string "Template" in the <variables> section with "MyAgentType". This
string must be identical to the object you created before in the  Configuration ->
Agent Types folder.

� Note that in the section <object ... you find an entry superior="Generic-Job". This
means that your job object's XML description is based on the Generic-Job description
(your description inherits all properties from this description). You could also use
another base description.

� Go to the <propertysheet> section. This is the section that controls the tabs in your
job object (these tabs are named propertypages here). These pages have a name
(general, deltahandling, channels and tracing) and a related title which is the is the
title of tab that appears when you are using DirXmetahub Manager (Job Properties,
Delta Handling, Input/Output Channels, Tracing). Look at the MyJob object in the
DirXmetahub Manager to compare the XML description with the tab views.

� You can add propertypages here, delete them, or modify them to create your
individual job object. But be careful not to destroy anything that is needed by
DirXmetahub.

� Do not change the class property! This is the default editor (java class) which allows
DirXmetahub to handle lists of properties.

� The layout parameter defines the properties that are contained in your property-page.
You can change it to your requirements.

� The <properties> section defines the description of the individual property ex-
tensions. For the template (the file from which you copied your XML file) only one
example dxmSpecificAttributes property is defined (Example).

� Its type is defined as BooleanInteger. Other types as String, Integer and Boolean are
possible, too. You can also define default values and much more. The "XML
Descriptions" topic describes the possibilities.

Now we understand the basic concept and we are able to change the job description to
our requirements.

� We decide to keep the four tabs as they are and add a fifth tab. Copy the fourth tab
and insert it after it.

� Change the name to MyAgentProperties and the title to "My Agent Properties".

� Set the layout parameter to
"dxmSpecificAttributes(createentries),dxmSpecificAttributes(modifyentries),dxmSpecifi
cAttributes(deleteentries)"
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� Define the properties now. Copy the property section with the Example value three
times and then change it to (do not forget the <property and /> tags!):

name="dxmSpecificAttributes(CreateEntries)"
 type="siemens.dxm.util.Boolean"
 label="Create Entries"
 defaultvalue="true"

name="dxmSpecificAttributes(DeleteEntries)"
 type="siemens.dxm.util.Boolean"
 label="Create Entries"
 defaultvalue="true"

name="dxmSpecificAttributes(ModifyEntries)"
 type="siemens.dxm.util.Boolean"
 label="Create Entries"
 defaultvalue="true"

name="dxmSpecificAttributes(Trace)"
 type="siemens.dxm.util.String"
 label="Trace"
 tags=",-t"
 defaultvalue=""

� Next we define the tabs that should display these properties. Change the layout
definitions of the tabs as follows:

name="tracing"
 ...
 layout="...,dxmSpecificAttributes(Trace)"

name="MyAgentProperties"
 ...
 layout="dxmSpecificAttributes*"

� Note that we define only the Trace property in the tracing tab. All other properties are
defined for the MyAgentProperties tab.

� Exit the DirXmetahub Manager and then restart it to see the changes in the definition
of MyJob.

Define the References in the INI File

In this step we define references in the INI file that take the information from the My-Job
object.

� Select the MyJob object in the Jobs -> MyJobs folder again and open it.

� Select the INI File object and then click Content.
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� Click Edit and change the following lines to:

; Created by <your name> at <?date/>:<?time/>
 CreateEntries=<?Job@SpecificAttributes(CreateEntry)/>
 DeleteEntries=<?Job@SpecificAttributes(DeleteEntries)/>
 ModifyEntries=<?Job@SpecificAttributes(ModifyEntries)/>

� Click Save to store the object.

The created references have the following meaning:

� Date and time are set to the actual date and time.

� Three special attributes at the job object affect the settings in the INI file. At run-time
DirXmetahub goes to the Job object and looks into the requested multi-value attribute
SpecificAttributes (in this case it searches for or a name like CreateEntries in the
first part). It then takes the value and replaces the reference in the INI file with it.

For example, suppose that SpecificAttributes contains the values:

CreateEntry true
 DeleteEntries false
 ModifyEntries true

Then the reference

DeleteEntries=<?Job@SpecificAttributes(DeleteEntries)/>

is replaced by

DeleteEntries=true

Note that there is an error in the second line: the CreateEntry value should be
CreateEntries. We will show how DirXmetahub reports this error later on.

Note also that you can reference fixed attributes in objects (examples were shown in the
command line references).

The last step is to define the trace parameter in the command line to be a reference:

� Click MyJob and then click Edit.

� Change the -t parameter in the command line to
<?Job@SpecificAttributes(Trace)/>. Make sure that there are blanks before and
after this value.

� Click Save to store the object.

Change a Property and Test the Modified Workflow

Before we run the workflow again, we will change one of our new properties:

� Click MyJob, click the tab My Agent Properties, and then click Edit.
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� Uncheck Delete Entries.

� Click Save to store the object.

� Now run the workflow again.

� The progress bar turns red again because an error has occurred (we know which one
it is).

� View the result in the monitor view (click the icon at the bottom right to the Remark
field to display the messages in an editor window).

� The error message tells us that CreateEntry is not a valid Property. Instead we have
to write CreateEntries.

� Correct the reference in the INI file and run the workflow again.

� View the result in the monitor view.

� Look at the INI file in the Files tab of MyAgentActivity and open it. It should reflect
the referenced properties from the job object.

Creating a Wizard

The next task is to define a wizard for the workflow MyWorkflow. The best way is to use
an existing wizard and change it. In this case we use the wizard from the
Meta2ODBC_Full workflow because we copied the workflow from this object.

� Copy the file wf-LDAP-ODBC.xml to wf-LDAP-MyDirType.xml in the directory
install_path\Gui\conf\wizards\

� Open the file and remove the lines: <illustrator name="Import" title="Import
Properties" /> <illustrator name="Notification" title="Notification" />

� Remove also the whole sections which begin with: <step name="Import" ... and <step
name="Notification" ...

� Add a new step before the Export Tracing step:

<step name="MyAgentProperties" title="Set MyAgent Properties"
illustrator="MyAgentProps"
 node="dxmActivity-DN[dxmIsEndActivity=true]@dxmRunObject-DN">
 <description>
 Set the specific parameters for MyAgent. When done, click on the 'Next >>'
button to continue.
 </description>
 <propertypage class="siemens.dxm.gui.components.PropertyPageGeneric"
reference="MyAgentProperties" />
 <prestep  class="siemens.dxm.wizard.PreStepImpl" />
 <poststep class="siemens.dxm.wizard.PostStepImpl" />
 </step>
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� Add this line to the illustrator section: <illustrator name="MyAgentProps"
title="MyAgent Properties" />

� Save the file.

Test the Wizard

� Click the workflow line in MyScenario.

� Select MyWorkflow -> Configure  from the context menu.

� Check all the steps in the wizard.

You can add, modify or delete other steps if you extend your agent or workflow.

With this step the integration of your agent and connected directory at the highest level
(level 3) is complete.

To distribute your scenario, you can export it to an LDIF file. Together with the two wizard
files myagent-Job.xml and wf-LDAP-MyDirType.xml it contains all of your customization
code.

6.3 Extension Reference
The topics in this section provide detailed reference information about:

� Virtual object extensions

� Wizard design

� Reference Descriptions

6.3.1 Virtual Object Extensions
DirXmetahub Manager is almost completely configurable by XML descriptions. Because
the behavior of the system can be influenced enormously, you can only change portions of
these descriptions.

These descriptions define all of the specific parameters that are necessary for connected
directory types or for agent types. The standard configuration of DirXmetahub uses these
mechanisms extensively.

To provide virtual extensibility for customer specific objects, these mechanisms can also
be used. Some of the objects in the configuration database can therefore be virtually
extended by these parameters without actually changing the LDAP data schema of the
configuration database.

You can extend the following configuration objects:

� Jobs
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� Connected Directories

� Channels

� Bind Profiles

These objects consist of tabs and properties  when viewed with DirXmetahub Manager.
The tabs and properties are defined as propertypages and properties at the XML level.

You can influence:

� which additional attributes are displayed for this object type or which should be
hidden.

� the way these attributes are displayed (e.g. as text field or as selection box)

� the tab location where these attributes shall be displayed.

XML Description for Virtual Object Extensions

You can construct a configuration object hierarchy in which lower-level objects can inherit
properties from higher-level objects. For example:

Generic Job -> metaCP job

In this case, the metaCP job by default inherits all properties from the Generic Job, but
you can redefine and hide properties at the lower level. The superior property in the
<object ... section defines the object hierarchy.

Besides other sections, an object definition consists of the following structure:

<!-- ===== Property Page definitions ===== -->
 <propertysheet>
 <propertypage PROPPAGE />
 ...
 </propertysheet>

<!-- ===== Property definitions ===== -->
 <properties>
 <property PROP_DEF />
 ...
 </properties>

The elements in this structure are described in the next sections.

Warning: Do not change any attributes of other sections. This could lead to erroneous
behavior of the DirXmetahub Manager.

Propertysheet and Propertypages

The Propertysheet section consists of one or more Propertypage sections. These
section contain the following properties:
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� name-The Internal name of this element (not the display name!). For example:
name="general"

� class-The Java class that handles this propertypage. The default is the class
siemens.dxm.gui.components.PropertypageGeneric, which displays all proper-ties in
a list view.

� title-The display name of the tab at the user interface level. For example:  title="Job
Properties"

� helpcontext-The Help context that should be shown in the Java Help viewer. For
example: helpcontext="Job"

Properties and Property

The Properties section consists of one or more Property sections. These section contain
the following properties:

� name-The related attribute specification of this property. Examples:

name="dxmSelectedAttributes" or
 name="dxmSpecificAttributes(Trace)"

� type-The Java type that controls the display behavior of this property. The following
types are available:

java.lang.String: a simple text field to be edited.

java.lang.Integer: a field that can contain only numbers

java.lang.Boolean: a check box that results in the values True and False.

siemens.dxm.util.BooleanInteger: a check box that results in the values 1 and 0.

� label-The display name of the property when viewed with DirXmetahub Man-ager. For
example: label="general"

� defaultvalue-The Help context that should be shown in the Java Help viewer. For
example: defaultvalue="true"

� mandatory-The property must have a value. You can specify it with the de-faultvalue
construct. For example: mandatory="true"

� readonly-The value of this property is only displayed. It cannot be changed. For
example: readonly="true"

� multivalue-The property has multiple values. Several editors are available to handle
these types of property. Example: multivalue="true"

� tags-When of type String, this property permits the definition of a list of valid entries.
Only the list values are available, no direct edit. For example: tags="On,Off"
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� visible-Properties of this type exist in the data model but are not visible in
DirXmetahub Manager. They are set from internal routines. For example: visi-
ble="false"

� subsetdelimiter-This property allows you to set the subsetdelimiter for all
SpecificAttributes values, that is, it defines the character that separates the name and
the value. For example, subsetdelimiter="/" assumes the values to be in the structure:

name1/value1
 name2/value2
 ...

6.3.2 Wizard Design
Wizards are a way to hide some parts of the complexity of DirXmetahub and allow to
concentrate on the essential issues when configuring or reconfiguring workflows. XML
descriptions allow you to define wizards that help to create and maintain connected
directories and workflows at the DirXmetahub Manager global view.

To design a wizard, you need to perform some tasks:

1. Write the XML description of the wizard

2. Give this file the correct name (see below).

3. Enter this name into the Wizard field of the Workflow object.

Firstly, this workflow can now be configured with this workflow. Secondly this wizard will
show up in the 'Choose a Template' step of the workflow configuration wizard.

The naming rules for wizards are:

wf-SourceType[-Specifier]-TargetType.xml

where SourceType defines the type of the source connected directory, TargetType defines
the type of the target connected directory and Specifier allows to distinguish between
several types of wizards between these two connected directories.

Note: When you use the copy functionality of the global view (Configure) to create a new
workflow from a template. The workflow template needs a wizard definition otherwise the
copy cannot be done. You can use the wf-standard.xml wizard template for your
workflow. Copy it in the Expert View, rename it to your workflow (for example: wf-LDAP-
MyDir.xml) and use it in your workflow. This standard wizard only contains a naming step.

Examples:

wf-LDAP-FILE.xml

A wizard which allows to configure a workflow between an LDAP and a FILE directory.

wf-LDAP-2step-EXCHANGE.xml
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This wizard allows the configuration of a 2 step workflow between a LDAP directory and
an EXCHANGE directory.

XML Descriptions for Wizard Definitions

A wizard description has the following structure:

<wizard name=" STRING " title="STRING " >
 <illustrator name=" ILLUSTRATORID " title=" STRING " />
 ...
 <step STEP_DEF >
 <description>
 ... DESCRIPTIVE TEXT ...
 </description>
 <propertypage PAGE_DEF />
 <prestep class=" JAVA_CLASS " />
 <poststep class=" JAVA_CLASS " />
 </step>
 ...
 </wizard>

The wizard description consists of two parts:

� The definition of the illustrator steps (these are the steps that are displayed on the left
side of the wizard)

� The related step descriptions (these are the steps that are displayed on the right side
of the wizard)

At the beginning, two properties can be defined:

� name-The internal name of this element (not the display name!), For example:
name="CDwizard"

� title-The display name in the header of the wizard window. For example: title="Create
or Maintain a Connected Directory"

Illustrator Description

This section consists of one or more illustrator sections. These sections contain the
following properties:

� name-The internal name of this element (not the display name!). This name is used
to link the step to the illustrator element. For example: name="attrconfig"

� title-The display name in the illustrator element. For example: title="Set Attribute
Configuration"

The sequence of illustrator definitions defines the sequence of the wizard steps.
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Step Description

This section consists of one or more step sections. These sections contain the fol-lowing
properties:

� name-The internal name of this element (not the display name!). For example:
name="attrconfig"

� title-The display header in the step element. For example: title="Attribute
Configuration"

� illustrator-The link to the illustrator to identify the corresponding illustrator. For
example: illustrator="attrconfig"

� description-A textual description what to do in this step. For example:

<description> Check and maintain the attribute configuration. Then click Next.
</description>

� node-The path to the element to be displayed (starting with the actual ob-ject).For
example: node="dxmAttrConfigFile-DN" or node="dxmActivity. See below for a
detailed description of this point (node references).

� <propertypage reference ...-A reference to the property page to be displayed (the
reference is based on the node definition). For example: reference="general"

� <propertypage ...-A definition of the property page to be displayed (with all the
features of propertypages described above). For example: reference="general"

Node references

The default parameter for Node is Workflow. Thus, if you need a tab from the workflow
object, you do not need to specify this parameter.

Alternatively you can specify other objects. The reference mechanism is similar to the
reference mechanism used in files. The features are:

� Specify another object by defining the link path beginning from the workflow object.

Example: "dxmActivity-DN"

This works only if the workflow has only one activity. Otherwise DirXmetahub does not
know which Activity to take.

� Define a specific object when there are multiple ones with a filter expression.

Example: "dxmActivity-DN[dxmIsStartActivity=true]"

� Follow the path to an object.

Example: "dxmActivity-DN@dxmRunObject-DN@dxmTCLFurtherScript-
DN[dxmDisplayName=Abc]"

The last example shows that you have to build always unique references. For this purpose
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you can use any attribute which distinguishes the objects at one level. Examples are the
"dxmStartActivity" or "dxmEndActivity" attributes of an activity object or the display name
of any object. In the last case a change of the display name would of course break the
reference which means that your wizard does not work any longer in this part.

A reference to the common name of an object is secure because this name will never
change. On the other hand this reference does not work any longer when the common
name is changed (which happens during the copy operations in DirXmetahub).

The only secure way which is resistant to copy operations and other changes is to use a
special property which does not change. We already introduced dxmAnchor attributes at
some objects to provide such capabilities. Another method is to use the description
attribute for this purpose (but then you should be careful and not change this type of
descriptions).

6.3.3 Reference Descriptions
You can extend configuration objects with additional attributes (called "properties" in the
DirXmetahub Manager usage documentation) so that they are easily accessible for editing
using DirXmetahub Manager. These attributes and also the attributes from the standard
DirXmetahub schema can be referenced in command lines or text files (Ini files, Tcl script
files). Using this mechanism guarantees consistency over the whole DirXmetahub system.

The syntax for a reference description is XML-like:

<?reference/>

References can be simple or complicated constructs. If references retrieve values, then
these values can contain references again. This allows to set up a hierarchy of
references.

Reference description types include:

� Single-value references

� Multi-value references

This section describes these topics as well as the following reference description features:

� Reference description abbreviation

� Relative references

� File name handling

Single-Value References

Single-value references include:

� Fixed references

� Variable references
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Fixed References

DirXmetahub uses the following fixed-value references:

� <?Date/> - Is replaced by the current date.

� <?Time/> - Is replaced by the current time.

� <?InstallPath/> - Is replaced by the installation path stored in the relevant
DirXmetahub server object.

� <?WorkPath/> - Is substituted by the work path stored in the relevant DirXmetahub
server object.

� <?DeltaInputData/> - Is replaced by the delta information that DirXmetahub delivers
to agents. This tag allows a customer-specific agent to use this information. . See the
"Delta Handling" sections for further details.

Variable References

Another type of reference starts at a fixed object (set at runtime for the actual running
workflow) and can follow any distinguished name an object contains to another object.

References of this type have the following syntax:

<?StartObject@DistName@DistName@...@ValueSpec/>

The available StartObjects are:

� Activity - the actual running activity when a workflow is running.

� Configuration - a pointer to the configuration object in the configuration database.

� Job - the actual running job when a workflow is running.

� loopVar - the variable to handle multi value attributes in loops.

� MappingFunctions - a pointer to the mapping function folder in the configuration
object.

� Workflow - the actual running workflow.

� Root - a pointer to the root object of the DirXmetahub configuration database.

These objects are not static; they are determined by the DirXmetahub server at runtime
(for example: the cur-rent activity that is running at the moment determines the activity
start object). The loopVar construct allows for the handling of multi-value attributes (see
the section "Loops" for further details).

DistName is a distinguished name in the directory with three possible representations:

� SingleValueAttribute - if it is a single value attribute. For example:  ?Job@Agent-
DN@...
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� MultiValueAttribute[DisplayName] - if it is a multi value attribute and a specific value
must be selected by using the display name. For example:  <?Job@OutputChannel-
DN[MyFirst]/...>

� MultiValueAttribute[OtherAttribute=Value] - if it is a multi value attribute and a specific
value must be selected by using any other attribute besides the display name. For
example:  <?Job@OutputChannel-DN[Anchor=Mapping]/...>

Note that the references must always be unique. For example, if multiple DNs are stored
in an attribute, the [DisplayName] must be supplied in order to select the unique DN from
which the information is extracted.

ValueSpec can be one of:

� SingleValueAttribute - a property name. For example:  ?Activity@Description/

� MultiValueAttribute(Name) - allows for the extraction of values from a list of name /
value pairs separated by a space character. For example:
<?Job@SpecificAttributes(Trace)/> which extracts the value from a name/value pair
(for example, if the value is 'Trace On', it retrieves 'On' as the value).

� SubstringAttributeValue - here we have several possibilities:

Attribute[start:end]
 allows to extract a part of the string. For example:
 <?Activity@Description[1:10]/> with Description='This is my description' evaluates to
'This is my'. Note that the first character is accessed by the value 0. Start or end may
be empty ([:5] or [5:]).

Attribute.$n or Attribute.name
 to extract specific parts of the string (parts are separated by blanks).
 For example: <?Job@SpecificAttrib.../>
 '... utes.name(Trace)' with 'Trace Enabled' evaluates to 'Trace'
 '... utes(Trace).$0' with 'Trace Enabled' evaluates to 'Trace Enabled'
 '... utes(Trace).$1' with 'Trace Enabled' evaluates to 'Trace'
 '... utes(Trace).$2' with 'Trace Enabled' evaluates to 'Enabled'
 '... utes(Trace).$2[1:2] ' with 'Trace Enabled' evaluates to 'En'
 Note that if the n-th field does not exist, an empty string is returned.

Additional specifiers for ValueSpec can be used to handle special situations:

� $default - allows to define a default value when the attribute could not be retrieved.
...SingleValueAttribute($default="value") ...MultiValueAttribute($default="value")
Examples: ...@FileName($default="data.ldif")
...@SpecificAttributes(Trace,$default="0")

Multi-Value References

MultiValueProperties can be handled with:
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� A default mechanism

� Loops

Default Mechanism

If an attribute at the end of the reference chain contains multiple values, all values are
concatenated using the comma as separator.

If an [index] range is defined for creating a substring of the attribute value, each value of
the substring is built prior to concatenation of the values.

Example:

SpecificAttributes='a b;c d;e f'
 <?Job@SpecificAttributes/> evaluates to 'a b,c d,e f'
 <?Job@SpecificAttributes[1:1]/> evaluates to 'a,c,e'

Loops

Loop constructs provide a special handling mechanism. These definitions allow the
system to extract a variable loopVar which can then be used in a cmdline construct to
define exactly how it looks.

<?loop loopVar=<?object...@multivaluedAttribute/>
 cmdline="... <?loopVar@object ...@attribute($specifier,$specifier,...)/> ..."
 /loop>

Note that no newline is written at the end of the cmdline. If a newline is required, it must
be written as \n. In a cmdline expression, the following quoting applies:

\n -> newline
 \t -> tab
 \r -> carriage return
 \\ -> \

In all other cases, \c yields c, the character itself. Note that a cmdline expression ending in
\\\n will result in a backslash at the end of the line.

Possible definitions in the cmdline are:

<?loopVar/>
 <?loopVar.name/>
 <?loopVar.$n/>
 <?loopVar[start:end]/>
 <?loopVar.$n[start:end]/>

Additional specifiers for ValueSpec can be used to handle specific situations:

� $default - allows to define a default value when the attribute could not be retrieved.
...SingleValueAttribute($default="value") ...MultiValueAttribute($default="value")
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� $sorted  - allows to sort the result which is returned from the loopVar expression. This
is especially useful to sort the SelectedAttributes for a CSV workflow. The
SelectedAttributes list contains a leading number, which is used for sorting, and which
is automatically removed before used in the cmdline expression. This option can be
used in combination with other options (for example $optional). Then the options have
to be seperated by a comma.

� $optional - Using this option you can define whether the result, which is returned
from the loopVar expression, must contain 0 to n or 1 to n values. In the first case no
error is reported when the multi value attribute does not contain a value. This option
can be used in combination with other options (for example $sorted). Then the
options have to be seperated by a comma.

Example 1:

<?loop loopVar=?Job@dxmTCLFurtherScript_DN/>
     cmdline="source \"<?loopVar@dxmFileName($optional)/>\""
 /loop>

This loop creates source statements out of the TCLFurtherScripts objects at the job.
Using $optional bewares of error messages if the job does not contain a
TCLFurtherScript.

Example 2:

If the attribute dxmSelectedAttributes contains the values:

SN surname
 GN givenName
 Tel phone

then the specification:

<?Job@InputChannel_DN@SelectedAttributes.name/>

returns the string

SN,GN,Tel

and

<?Job@InputChannel_DN@SelectedAttributes.$2/>

results in

surname,givenName,phone

In both cases error messages are generated when the SelectedAttributes are empty. Use
$optional to avoid this situation.

Example 3:

A loop over all the values of the previous attribute:
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<?loop loopVar=<?Job@InputChannel_DN@SelectedAttributes/>
    cmdline ="<?loopVar.name/>=<?loopVar.$2/>\n"
 /loop>

can be used to create the result:

SN=surname
 GN=givenName
 Tel=phone

Also in this case an error is produced when the SelectedAttributes list is empty. You can
avoid this situation in two ways:

<?loop loopVar=<?Job@InputChannel_DN@SelectedAttributes($optional)/>
   cmdline ="<?loopVar.name/>=<?loopVar.$2/>\n"
 /loop>

With $opional set no cmdline is generated.

<?loop loopVar=<?Job@InputChannel_DN@SelectedAttributes($default="sn
surname")/>
   cmdline ="<?loopVar.name/>=<?loopVar.$2/>\n"
 /loop>

With $default set a fixed commandline is generated:

sn=surname

References in References

Hierarchical references can be used to set up a flexible parameter concept.

Let's assume a Tcl script needs the parameter base_obj. The reference points to a
specific attribute in the output channel of a job.

(1) set base_obj "<?job@OutputChannel-DN@SpecificAttributes(base_obj)/>"

The referenced attribute can contain again a reference to a central parameter located for
example in the central configuration object:

(2) base_obj <?Configuration@SpecificAttributes(base_obj,$default="o=pqr")/>

In this case the Configuration object should contain for example an entry "base_obj
ou=people,o=pqr". Then this value is delivered to the previous construct (1) and in a
second step provided to the Tcl line via (2).

If no entry is available in the Configuration object then the default value "o=pqr" is used
from (1).

If the central value shall no longer be used then a fixed value can be entered into (2), for
example base_obj c=DE.
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Abbreviating Reference Descriptions

Since almost all of the attributes in the DirXmetahub configuration subtree
dxmc=DirXMetahub start with the prefix "dxm", this prefix can be dropped.

Example:

<?Workflow@dxmMetahubSyncServer_DN @dxmServer_DN@dxmAddress/>

can be written more elegantly and shorter:

<?Workflow@MetahubSyncServer_DN @Server_DN@Address/>

If an attribute name is requested from the DIT that does not have the prefix dxm, and this
attribute does not exist in the search result, the value of attribute dxmname is taken. If the
attribute dxmname is not found in the search result, it is reported to be missing.

Using Relative References

If strings are to be concatenated, an attribute can be referenced relative to the object that
has been defined to get the previous attribute value. You can then define a relative
reference (it starts with an @):

Example:

<?Workflow@dxmMetahubSyncServer_DN @dxmServer_DN@dxmAddress/>:
 <?@dxmDataPort/>

File Name Handling

For the attribute "...@dxmFileName" or "...@FileName" the absolute path name of the
referenced file is created automatically by the DirXmetahub server. The working path of
the activity and the installation path is included. Also the channel mapping is taken into
account to calculate the correct path.

6.4 Patch Mechanism
New versions of DirXmetahub are distributed about every half year. To allow intermediate
updates (bugfixes or new features), a patch mechanism is used.

Patches can be used:

� to enhance the DirXmetahub Manager with new functionality.

� to  extend the configuration database with new scenarios, workflows or mapping
functions.

� to correct known bugs with high importance.

Both the DirXmetahub installation and the patch mechanism maintain the file
install_history.txt in the installation path. It contains the complete installation, patch and
de-installation history on the local machine.
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Example:

12.12.01 RL DXMV6.0B00_8 JoeSmith DirXmetahub V6.0C00: Server, Agents,
Manager
 21.12.01 DE DXMV6.0B00_8 JoeSmith DirXmetahub V6.0C00
 21.12.01 RL DXMV6.0C00_5 JoeSmith DirXmetahub V6.0C00: Server, Agents,
Manager
 24.01.02 SE DXM0003            JoeSmith Example Patch

The meaning of the lines is:

� The first line indicates that the version 6.0B00 was installed from JoeSmith at the
12.12.01.

� The second line reflects a de-installation from the same person at the 21.12.01.

� The next version of DirXmetahub (version 6.0C00) was installed at the same day.

� A first patch was installed at the 24.01.02.

Note that this file is not deleted after a de-installation. If you want to remove DirXmetahub
completely, you need to delete it by hand.

You can obtain new versions of DirXmetahub or patches from your local support.
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Chapter

7 Using the DirXmetahub Default Applications

The DirXmetahub default applications software package extends the installed
DirXmetahub software with examples that you can easily adapt to your environment and
which allow you to familiarize yourself with DirXmetahub and how to use it. The default
applications consist of sample scenarios that are based on the DirX PQR example
database as the example meta directory. These scenarios are delivered with the
DirXmetahub software.

In order to use all of the scenario's features, all of the connected directories on which the
scenario operates must be present in the environment.

All objects, which belong to the default applications are located in Default folders. When
you copy one of these applications, new objects are created in the top level folder
(workflows are created in the Workflows folder, jobs are created in the Jobs folder and
so on). You can create your own folders (New -> Folder) and move the objects into it
(Move Object).

Important note: Because parts of the default applications will be updated with a new
release of DirXmetahub, it is necessary to copy the relevant parts of the default
applications to assure that nothing of your special configuration is overwritten during an
upgrade or migration. You should be aware that some default applications use central
objects like Tcl scripts in the folder Configuration -> Tcl which are updated in this case. If
you do not want this update then you should make your copies independent from the
central objects by creating local ones. See the section linking objects to learn more about
this concept.

Two scenarios are provided with DirXmetahub:

� The Hire and Fire Scenario It assumes that all entries in the directory are controlled
by an HR application (single entry master scenario).

� The Join Scenario In this case several masters control the entries in the directory
(multi entry master scenario).

The topics in this section describe:

� How the scenarios work
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� How to use the scenarios

� How to modify the scenarios

It also describes the naming conventions used for all scenario configuration objects.

7.1 Understanding the Hire and Fire Scenario
In the hire and fire sample scenario, Human Resource (HR) database administrators
create new entries in the HR database. You (the DirXmetahub administrator) then invoke
the hire and fire scenario from the DirXmetahub Manager by running its workflows by
hand or by using the prepared schedules to run them automatically. The following figure
illustrates the hire and fire scenario.

Figure 36: Hire and Fire Scenario

The next topics describe:

� The scenario's operations

� The scenario's requirements
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� The synchronization tasks that can be performed in the scenario

� The connected directories that are synchronized in the scenario

� The schedules that have been set up for the scenario

7.1.1 Scenario Operations
The scenario performs the following operations:

1. Imports the new entries from the ODBC HR database into the meta directory store
(based on the PQR sample database), creating new meta directory entries for the HR
entries.

2. Exports the new meta directory entries to all connected directories.

3. Imports newly created information in the connected directories back to the meta
directory store.

4. Exports the eMail address back to the HR database.

Please note that the hire & fire scenario is a single entry master scenario. All new entries
are created or deleted by the ODBC2Meta_Full workflow. Only this workflow creates and
removes object classes.

All other contained workflows only change some special attributes (for example the eMail
address or a telephone number) at the already existing entries. They are only attribute
masters.

If you intend to use any of the contained workflows in another scenario environment, you
must adapt the workflows and Tcl scripts to the requirements of this scenario (for example
to handle the object classes correctly).

See also the Scenario Operations for the Join Scenario.

7.1.2 Scenario Requirements
The hire and fire scenario has the following requirements:

� The complete scenario runs only on Windows NT/Windows 2000.

� The scenario assumes that all workflows and agents run on the local machine (no
distributed environment).

� Only the connected directories, which the customer must configure, can reside on
other servers.

� The ODBC workflow runs with a Microsoft Access 2000 database.

� All of the connected directories that you intend to use must be installed and
accessible in the network.
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7.1.3 Scenario Synchronization Tasks
The following synchronization tasks can be performed in the hire and fire scenario:

1. Add a user to the HR database. Transfer the user to the meta directory store.
Generate entries in all connected directories automatically.

2. Modify a user in the HR database. Transfer the modification to the meta directory
store. Propagate the change to all connected directories.

3. Modify a property in a connected directory that is the master of that property. Transfer
the modification back to the meta directory store. Propagate the change to all
connected directories.

4. Delete a user from the HR database. Remove the entry from the meta directory store.
Remove the entry from all connected directories automatically or disable the entry
(based on the policy that is defined for each connected directory).

Some of these synchronizations use the HR personnel identifier as a unique key
(employeeNumber).

7.1.4 Connected Directory Synchronization
The following synchronizations will be performed in the scenario:

� Synchronization from the ODBC HR database to the meta directory store and back to
the ODBC HR database.

� Synchronization from or to any system that provides CSV, LDIF or XML format by
import or export of files in this format.

� Bi-directional synchronization from the meta directory store to HDMS (not yet
implemented).

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Active Directory and back from Active
Directory to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to NDS and back from NDS to the meta
directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Windows NT 4.0 and back from
Windows NT 4.0 to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Microsoft Exchange and back from
Exchange to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Lotus Notes and back from Lotus
Notes to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization to another LDAP directory. This is demonstrated by copying a tree of
the MetaStore to another one.
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7.1.5 Schedules
The default application scenario is delivered with predefined schedules. Different settings
have been provided to illustrate the different possibilities of how to set schedules. The
attachment of a schedule to a scenario is at random and you can change it if you like. All
schedules are initially inactive. You must activate them manually.

7.2 Using the Hire and Fire Scenario
After installation, only a part of the scenario is fully functional. You can use it in different
stages.

You can activate the schedules to start the workflows automatically. Because the workflow
normally runs at a specific time (for example, during the night) using schedules to start
workflows schedules is not appropriate for testing. In this case, you can start the
workflows explicitly from the DirXmetahub Manager.

Without any further configuration, only the synchronizations from and to file formats (CSV,
LDIF and XML) and the LDAP2LDAP synchronization will work. On Windows NT the NT
workflows will work, too.

For each workflow that relies on a connected directory type that is not delivered with the
DirXmetahub software, you must:

1. Install the directory server of the type required for the synchronization, unless it is
already installed (you install or use the connected directory).

2. Use the DirXmetahub Manager connected directory configuration wizard (available in
the global view) to define the missing parameters that are required for a specific
synchronization.

Once you have completed these steps, you can run the workflow.

The next topics describe how to:

� View the hire and fire scenario after installation

� Run the scenario workflows

� Complete the scenario workflows that require further configuration

7.2.1 Viewing the Scenario
After you have installed DirXmetahub, you can use the DirXmetahub Manager global view
to view the default application scenarios:

1. Start the DirXmetahub Manager and log in.

2. The hire and fire scenario is displayed in the global view left-hand pane.
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7.2.2 Running Scenario Workflows
To run a scenario workflow directly:

1. Right-click its workflow line in the scenario map.

2. Select the target workflow entry, and then click Run.

You can view the result of the workflow run in a separate window in the DirXmetahub
Manager global view or view all details in the monitor view.

Workflows that export data from the meta directory store (MetaStore) and which are not
fully configured only run up to the configured activity (this is usually the metacp activity,
which generates a file). The workflow will stop with an error, but the workflow activities up
to this point have run correctly. You can see this by checking the workflow and activity
status entries in the monitor view. The results can be viewed there.

You can view the modifications of the data in the meta directory or in some connected
directories either with the DirXmetahub Manager data view or with any LDAP viewer with
which you are familiar. Note that for some connected directories you need specific viewers
provided from that vendor.

The following workflows run without any further configuration steps:

� Meta2LDIFfile_Full - Exports data from the meta directory store to an LDIF file.

� LDIFfile2Meta_Full - Imports data from an LDIF file to the meta directory store.
Please note that this workflow can only be run after a run of the workflow
Meta2LDIFfile_Full or when a correct LDIF file is provided.  This workflow does not
delete entries. Only attribute modifications and entry creations are performed.

� Meta2CSVfile_Full - Exports data from the meta directory store to a CSV file.

� CSVfile2Meta_Full - Imports data from a CSV file to the meta directory store. Please
note that this workflow can only be run after a run of the workflow Meta2CSVfile_Full
or when a correct CSV file is provided.  This workflow does not delete entries. Only
attribute modifications and entry creations are performed.

� Meta2XMLfile_Full - Exports data from the meta directory store to an XML file.
Please note, that the DDN must be the first attribute in the Selected Attributes list for
proper function of this workflow.

� XMLfile2Meta_Full - Imports data from an XML file to the meta directory store.
Please note that this workflow can only be run after a run of the workflow
Meta2XMLfile_Full.  This workflow does not delete entries. Only attribute
modifications and entry creations are performed. Please note, that the DDN must be
the first attribute in the Selected Attributes list for proper function of this workflow.

� Meta2DSMLfile_Full - Exports data from the meta directory store to an DSML file.
Please note, that the DDN must be the first attribute in the Selected Attributes list for
proper function of this workflow.
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� DSMLfile2Meta_Full - Imports data from an DSML file to the meta directory store.
Please note that this workflow can only be run after a run of the workflow
Meta2DSMLfile_Full.  This workflow does not delete entries. Only attribute
modifications and entry creations are performed. Please note, that the DDN must be
the first attribute in the Selected Attributes list for proper function of this workflow.

� Meta2LDAPdir - Copies the Sales tree in the MetaStore directory to the Marketing
tree in the same directory.

See "Base Application Object Naming Conventions" for details about workflow and other
default application configuration object naming.

7.2.3 Completing Scenario Workflows
You must complete the configuration of some of the connected directories shown in the
hire and fire scenario. For example, you must define the Active Directory server, which is
not delivered with the DirXmetahub software. To perform this task, you use the
DirXmetahub Manager global view configuration wizards.

The following workflows run only after you have performed some final configuration steps:

� ODBC2Meta_Full - Transfers entries to be deleted or created from the ODBC HR
database to the meta directory store.

� Meta2ODBC_Full - Synchronizes eMail addresses from the meta directory store back
to the ODBC HR database. This workflow handles only persons with an
EmployeeNumber set and transfers for these persons the eMail address to the ODBC
database. It does not create or delete any entries in the ODBC database.

� Meta2ADS_Full - Synchronizes entries from the meta directory store to Active
Directory. Creation of accounts and eMail mailboxes (Exchange 2000) is included.

� ADS2Meta_Delta - Synchronizes account and eMail information from Active Directory
back to the meta directory store. It does not create or delete any entries in the
MetaStore.

� Meta2NT_Full - Synchronizes entries from the meta directory store to Windows NT
4.0. Creation of accounts is included.

� NT2Meta_Delta - Synchronizes account information from Windows NT 4.0 back to
the meta directory store. It does not create or delete any entries in the MetaStore.

� Meta2Exchange_Delta - Synchronizes entries from the meta directory store to
Exchange up to version 5.5. Creation of mailboxes is included.

� Exchange2Meta_Full - Synchronizes eMail information from Exchange up to version
5.5 back to the meta directory store. It does not create or delete any entries in the
MetaStore.
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� Meta2NDS_Full - Synchronizes entries from the meta directory store to Novell's
eDirectory.

� NDS2Meta_Delta - Synchronizes information from Novell's eDirectory back to the
meta directory store. It does not create or delete any entries in the MetaStore.

� Meta2Notes_Full - Synchronizes entries from the meta directory store to IBM's Lotus
Notes directory.

� Notes2Meta_Delta - Synchronizes information from IBM's Lotus Notes Directory back
to the meta directory store. It does not create or delete any entries in the MetaStore.

The next topics describe how to:

� Set the global parameters that all of the workflows require

� Complete the ODBC workflows

� Complete the Active Directory workflows

� Complete the Windows NT workflows

� Complete the Microsoft Exchange 5.5 workflows

� Complete the Lotus Notes workflow

� Complete the Novell's eDirectory workflows

See "Base Application Object Naming Conventions" for details about workflow and other
default application configuration object naming.

Setting Global Parameters

All of the scenario workflows need access to the meta directory store (MetaStore). You
can change the relevant bind profile:

1. In the DirXmetahub Manager expert view, open Connected Directories -> MetaStore
-> Bind Profiles -> BA_Admin.

2. Set the User and Password fields (make sure that this bind profile exists!).

3. You can rename the bind profile BA_Admin as you need it.

You must change this bind profile if you have defined a different password for the default
administrator during the installation procedure.

Note: If you intend to use different bind profiles for your workflows, then you have to
perform the following procedure for each bind profile:

1. Create the bind profile (for example: MyAdmin) in the relevant connected directory
(for example: MetaStore)

2. Set the correct parameters (user name and password) and set an anchor value that is
unique inside this connected directory (for example MyAdmin).
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3. Change the reference in the relevant job configuration (this might be a command line,
a Tcl control script or an INI-file dependent on the type of agent you are using).
Typically these references look like ...@BindProFile-DN[Anchor=Admin]. Change
the Admin value to the anchor value of your administration profile you have just
created (here MyAdmin).

Completing ODBC Workflows

The hire and fire scenario ODBC workflows are:

� ODBC2Meta_Full

� Meta2ODBC_Full

To complete and use these workflows, Microsoft Access 2000 must be installed on your
computer.

The example HR database used in the hire and fire scenario is delivered with
DirXmetahub and has the pathname install_path\data\personal.mdb.

� Copy the HR database to C:\MetahubData (or another location, if you prefer). It is a
good idea to make a copy of the personal.mdb database, so that you can restore the
original later on if the working copy becomes corrupted.

� Define this HR database to be an ODBC database (this is different for Windows NT
and 2000).

Procedure for Windows NT:

� Go to Start -> Settings -> Control Panel and double-click on Data Sources (ODBC).

� If you installed DirXmetahub with the system account, select the System-DSN tab
and click Add....otherwise use the User DSN  tab.

� Select Driver to Microsoft Access (*.mdb) and click Finish.

� Enter personal into the field Data Source Name.

� Click Select....

� Navigate to the location where you have copied personal.mdb, select it and click OK.
A new ODBC source is created.

� Click OK again.

Procedure for Windows 2000:

� Go to Start -> Settings -> Control Panel and double-click on Administrative Tools

� Click on Data Sources (ODBC).

� If you installed DirXmetahub with the system account, select the System-DSN tab
and click Add... otherwise use the User DSN  tab.
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� Select Driver to Microsoft Access (*.mdb) and click Finish.

� Enter personal into the field Data Source Name.

� Click Select....

� Navigate to the location where you have copied personal.mdb, select it and click OK.
A new ODBC source is created.

� Click OK again.

Now your ODBC workflows should run. During the first run of the workflow
ODBC2Meta_Full, all persons contained in the ODBC database are imported into the
meta directory store (MetaStore). This is the initial load.

Completing Active Directory Workflows

The hire and fire scenario Active Directory workflows are:

� Meta2ADS_Full

� ADS2Meta_Delta

To run these workflows, you need a running Active Directory with Exchange 2000 from
Microsoft.

To complete the configuration for these workflows, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your Active Directory environment. Use the
configuration wizard in the DirXmetahub Manager global view as follows:

� Go to the Hire & Fire Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon
ADS.

� In the wizard window click at the step Bind Profiles.

� In Bind Profiles, click on the item BA_Admin. A button appears on the right. Click on
it. The property window for this entry will be opened.

� Set the User and Password fields (make sure that this user exists in your Active
Directory and has the correct admin rights!).

� Click OK and then Finish.

The wizard is closed.

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and ADS.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Meta2ADS_Full.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Attribute Mapping.

� Change the Tcl variables according to your requirements. The meaning of the
variables is as follows:
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top_level_domain, ads_domain, ads_orgunit, machine_name - Are used to build
the AdsPath attribute for each person entry.

company_name - Is used to build the eMail address of the user in Active Directory
(dxmADsSamAccountName@ads_domain.company_name).

� Click Finish. The wizard closes.

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and ADS.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow ADS2Meta_Delta.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Export Properties.

� In the first field Search Base, adjust the search base DN according to your needs.

� Click Finish. The wizard closes.

Now the Active Directory workflows should run.

In order for the Meta2ADS_Full workflow to perform a transfer, person entries with the
attribute employeeNumber set must be present (normally created by the
ODBC2Meta_Full workflow).

The ADS2Meta_Delta workflow transfers some of the created information (for example
the eMail address) back to the MetaStore. It does not create or delete any entries (it
assumes that the MetaStore is the master for entries).

Completing Windows NT Workflows

The hire and fire scenario Windows NT 4.0 workflows are:

� Meta2NT_Full

� NT2Meta_Delta

To run these workflows, you need a running Windows NT 4.0 domain from Microsoft.

To complete the NT workflow, perform the following steps.

� Run NT2Meta_Delta to perform a FULL Export operation. All following workflows will
run in Delta Mode.

To complete the configuration for these workflows, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your NT environment. Use the configuration
wizard in the DirXmetahub Manager global view as follows:

� Go to the Hire & Fire Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon NT.

� In the wizard window, click the button appearing next to Service.
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� In the opened window, insert the Server Name of your NT domain server (per default
your local address is defined after installation). Click OK to close the window and to
keep the changes.

� Go back to the wizard window and update the field Domain according to the name of
your NT domain.

� Click Finish to close the wizard window and to store the changes.

Now the workflows should run. The Meta2NT_Full workflow requires entries with the
attribute employeeNumber set for a person (the person must contain the objectClass
dxmNTuser). Then new accounts are created.

The NT2Meta_Delta workflow transfers information back to the MetaStore. It does not
create or delete any entries in the MetaStore (it assumes that the MetaStore is the master
for entries).

Completing Exchange 5.5 Workflows

The hire and fire scenario Exchange 5.5 workflows are:

� Meta2Exchange_Delta

� Exchange2Meta_Full

To run these workflows, you need a running Exchange 5.5 from Microsoft.

To complete the configuration for these workflows, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your Exchange environment. Use the
configuration wizard in the DirXmetahub Manager global view as follows:

� Go to the Hire & Fire Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon
Exchange.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Bind Profiles.

� In Bind Profiles, click the item BA_Admin. A button appears on the right. Click it. The
property window for this entry opens.

� Set the User and Password fields (make sure that this user exists in your Active
Directory and has the correct admin rights!).

� Click OK and then Finish.

Next set the parameters of the workflows:

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and Exchange.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Meta2Exchange_Full.

� In the wizard window click at the step Attribute Mapping.
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� Change the Tcl variables according to your requirements. The meaning of the
variables is as follows:

exch_orgunit - This variable is used to build the ADsPath attribute for each person
entry.

company_name - Is used to build the eMail address of the user in the Exchange
Directory (dxmEXuid@exch_orgunit.company_name).

Scroll down and adjust other parameters to your needs.

� Click Finish. The wizard closes and the changes are saved.

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and Exchange.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Exchange2Meta_Delta.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Export Properties.

� In Search Base, adjust the search base DN according to your needs.

� Click Finish. The wizard closes and the changes are saved.

Now the workflows should run.

In order for the Meta2Exchange_Delta workflow to be able to create new Custom-
Recipients, the attribute employeeNumber must be set for a person.

The Exchange2Meta_Full transfers some of this information back to the MetaStore (for
example the eMail address). This workflow does not create or delete any entries (it
assumes that the MetaStore is the master for entries).

Completing the Lotus Notes Workflow

To complete the Lotus Notes workflow, perform the following steps.

� Run Notes2Meta_Delta to perform a FULL Export operation. All following workflows
will run in Delta Mode.

To complete the configuration for these workflows, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your Lotus Notes environment. Use the
configuration wizard in the DirXmetahub Manager global view as follows:

� Go to the Hire & Fire Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon
Notes.

� In the wizard window, click at the icon right to the Service field.

� Change the Server Name field.

� Click OK and then Finish.

Next set the parameters of the workflows:
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� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and Notes.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Meta2Notes_Full.

� In the wizard window click at the step Import Properties

� Change the variables according to your requirements (use the Help button to get
more information).

� Click Finish. The wizard closes and the changes are saved.

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and Notes.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Notes2Meta_Delta.

� In the wizard window click at the step Export Properties

� Change the variables according to your requirements (use the Help button to get
more information).

� Click Finish. The wizard closes and the changes are saved.

For all persons, who have to be synchronized with Lotus Notes, the following attributes
have to be set:

� dxmLNyn = TRUE

� dxmLNFirstName (necessary to build the mail account)

� dxmLNLastName (necessary to build the mail account)

The workflow Meta2Notes_Full_Notes synchronizes all persons with the attribute
dxmLNyn = TRUE set to Lotus Notes.

The workflow Notes2Meta_Delta_Notes synchronizes data back from Lotus Notes to the
MetaStore. The DN for the LDAP entry is taken from the Lotus Notes Comment field
which was set by the Meta2Notes_Full_Notes workflow.

Completing Novell's eDirectory Workflows

The hire and fire scenario Novell's eDirectory workflows are:

� Meta2NDS_Delta

� NDS2Meta_Full

To run these workflows, you need a running Netware 4.x or 5.x from Novell.

On your machine you need to have the Client Services for Netware from Microsoft
installed.

Also either the DirXmetahub service must be started under your account and not the
system account, which can be specified in the installation or you must specify this account
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in the job objects Meta2NDS_Full_NDSAgents and NDS2Meta_Delta_NDSAgent in the
page Authentication. This account must be a user in NDS with admin rights. It is taken
implicitly by the NDS provider in addition to the account to be set in the bind profile
described next.

To complete the configuration for these workflows, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your environment. Use the configuration wizard in
the DirXmetahub Manager global view as follows:

� Go to the Hire & Fire Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon
NDS.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Bind Profiles.

� In Bind Profiles, click the item BA_Admin. A button appears on the right. Click it. The
property window for this entry is opened.

� Set the User and Password fields (make sure that this user exists in the NDS
directory and has the correct admin rights!).

� Click OK and then Finish.

Next set the parameters of the workflows:

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and NDS.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow Meta2NDS_Full.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Attribute Mapping.

� The meaning of the variables is as follows:

nds_org, nds_orgunit and tree_name - Are used to build the ADsPath attribute for
each person entry.

� Click on the button Finish. The wizard closes and the changes will be saved.

� Right-click on the workflow line between the Connected Directory icons MetaStore
and NDS.

� In the popup-menu, select the workflow NDS2Meta_Delta.

� In the wizard window, click at the step Export Properties.

� In Search Base, adjust the search base DN according to your needs.

� Click Finish. The wizard closes and the changes are saved.

Now the workflows should run.

In order for the Meta2NDS_Delta to be able to create new users, the attribute
employeeNumber must be set for a person.
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The NDS2Meta_Full transfers some of this information back to the MetaStore (for
example the NDS-ADsPath). This workflow does not create or delete any entries (it
assumes that the MetaStore is the master for entries).

7.3 Changing the Hire and Fire Scenario
You can change all the parameters of a scenario workflow, including the schedule, as
necessary using the DirXmetahub Manager global view wizards or the expert view. For
example, you can:

� Change the input data by changing either files (CSV, LDIF or XML) or the content of
the connected directories and perform synchronizations afterwards (for some
connected directories, you need the native tools of the directory's vendor).

� Modify parameters to change how the scenario synchronizations operate. You must
be careful when changing parameters because contradictory settings can be made.
However, there is really no risk even if contradictory settings are made, because it is a
demo scenario.

� Add new connected directories and workflows to the scenario. You can start perhaps
with the generation of specific file formats, and can then go on to set up a proprietary
ODBC database structure. An example for this is shown in the Quick Start section.

� Integrate your own agent into a workflow. This task can only be performed in the
expert view and is described in detail in "Extending DirXmetahub".

The topics in this section describe how to:

� Change the input data for the scenario workflows

� Modify the scenario's operation

7.3.1 Basic Issues
There are a lot of specific parameters that can be modified for each individual workflow.
The next sections describe these parameters. Nevertheless there some parameters that
are common to most workflows.

Workflows That Export Data From the MetaStore

The most important parameters are:

Base Object (Export Properties tab)

Defines the base point where the search has to be performed. For the hire & fire
applications this parameter can be set centrally in the Configuration object (attribute
base_obj in tab Specific Attributes). This is indicated by the reference in this field
(<?Configuration@SpecificAttributes(base_obj)/>).

You can change either the central parameter (for example from 'o=pqr' to
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'o=Siemens,c=DE') or you can reset the reference to the required specific value (each
workflow can then use an individual value).

Filter (Export Properties tab)

Allows to define a filter condition in LDAP notation (for example
(employeeNumber=*) selects all entries with an employee number).

Mapping

For the mapping you need source and target selected attributes. Define the attributes
to be exported from the MetaStore with the source selected attributes and the
attributes to be imported into the target system with the target selected attributes.
Define the mapping from source to target with the mapping editor. You can use the
predefined mapping functions or create additional ones.

If the left list in the selected attributes editor does not contain the necessary attributes,
you need to add the attributes to your source or target directory. Double click the
connected directory icon in the global view and select the Attribute Configuration step.
Add the necessary attributes to the list and set the correct parameters. If the
connected directory is of type LDAP you can update the list by synchronizing the
schema.

Tracing

Set the adequate trace parameters to debug your workflow during configuration.

Push the help button in the relevant wizard step to obtain more information about these
parameters.

Workflows That Import Data to the MetaStore

The most important parameters are:

Mapping

For the mapping you need source and target selected attributes. Define the attributes
to be exported from the source system with the source selected attributes and the
attributes to be imported into the MetaStore with the target selected attributes. It is
important to set the correct flags that influence whether attributes may be added,
deleted or modified. A combination of these flags for a specific attribute defines the
mastership for that attribute.

Define the mapping from source to target with the mapping editor. You can use the
predefined mapping functions or create additional ones.

If the left list in the selected attributes editor does not contain the necessary attributes,
you need to add the attributes to your source or target directory. Double click the
connected directory icon in the global view and select the Attribute Configuration step.
Add the necessary attributes to the list and set the correct parameters. If the
connected directory is of type LDAP you can update the list by synchronizing the
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schema.

Base Object (Import Properties tab)

Defines the base point for the join operation.. For the hire & fire applications this
parameter can be set centrally in the Configuration object (attribute base_obj in tab
Specific Attributes). This is indicated by the reference in this field
(<?Configuration@SpecificAttributes(base_obj)/>).

You can change either the central parameter (for example from 'o=pqr' to
'o=Siemens,c=DE') or you can reset the reference to the required specific value (each
workflow can then use an individual value).

Filter (Import Properties tab)

Allows to define a filter condition in LDAP notation to find the correct entry to be
joined (for example {(sn=[lindex $rh_ldap(sn) 0])} selects the entry that contains an sn
value equal to the first element of the source sn value.

Tracing

Set the adequate trace parameters to debug your workflow during configuration.

Push the help button in the relevant wizard step to obtain more information about these
parameters.

7.3.2 Changing the Workflows
The topics in this section describe how to change the workflows in the hire and fire
scenario:

� File export workflows

� File import workflows

� ODBC workflows

� Active Directory workflows

� Windows NT workflows

� Exchange workflows

� Lotus Notes workflow

� LDAP workflows

Changing File Export Workflows

For the Meta2LDIFfile_Full, Meta2CSVfile_Full, Meta2DSMLfile_Full and
Meta2XMLfile_Full, you can change the attributes of persons in the MetaStore and add or
delete persons with any LDAP editor. All changes will be reflected in the created files
because all persons are exported.
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Changing File Import Workflows

For the LDIFfile2Meta_Full, CSVfile2Meta_Full, DSMLfile2Meta_Full, XMLfile2Meta_Full
workflows, changes in the files (changes in the attributes or additions of whole entries) will
be imported into the MetaStore where new entries are created or data will be changed
accordingly.

Changing ODBC Workflows

When you add new persons to the ODBC database, modify some attributes of existing
persons or if you delete some persons, the next synchronization with ODBC2Meta_Full
will reflect these changes in the MetaStore accordingly. Please note that deletions are
marked in the MetaStore with the attribute dxmDelus set to TRUE. The entries are not
physically deleted. If you change attributes that are used to build the DN (for example
Surname or Department) then the entry is moved in the directory accordingly.

You can also delete the eMail address of a person or add one where none exists in the
MetaStore and view the result after running Meta2odbc_Full. The eMail address should be
updated according to the content in the MetaStore (the MetaStore is the owner of this
attribute in this case). Note that only entries with a personnellID set are transferred.

Changing Active Directory Workflows

In order for the Meta2ADS_Full workflow to perform a transfer the person entry attribute
employeeNumber must be set:

The ADS2Meta_Delta workflow transfers some of the created information (for example
the eMail address) back to the MetaStore .

Changing Windows NT Workflows

In order for the Meta2NT_Full workflow to perform a transfer, the attribute
employeeNumber of a person entry must be set.

The NT2Meta_Delta workflow transfers information back to the MetaStore for all entries
that exist in the MetaStore. Entries are not created or deleted.

Changing Exchange Workflows

In order for the Meta2Exchange_Delta workflow to perform a transfer, the attribute
employeeNumber of a person entry must be set.

The Exchange2Meta_Full transfers some of this information back to the MetaStore (for
example the eMail address). This workflow does not create or delete any entries (it
assumes that the MetaStore is the master for entries).

Changing the Lotus Notes Workflow

For all persons, who have to be synchronized with Lotus Notes, the following attributes
have to be set:
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� dxmLNyn = TRUE

� dxmLNFirstName (necessary to build the mail account)

� dxmLNLastName (necessary to build the mail account)

The workflow Notes2Meta_Delta_Notes synchronizes data back from Lotus Notes to the
MetaStore. The DN for the LDAP entry is taken from the Lotus Notes Comment field
which was set by the Meta2Notes_Full_Notes workflow.

Changing the LDAP2LDAP Workflow

All persons with objectClass inetOrgPerson are synchronized by this workflow. It copies
per default all persons from the Sales tree in the MetaStore to the Marketing tree in the
same directory.

The Global View allows you to change most of the parameters for this workflow (choose
Meta2LDAPdir -> Configure from the context menu of the workflow line). Possible
parameters for changes are:

� Set Export Properties: You can select another Base Object, where to start the
search for the objects to be copied from. With Subset and Filter you can refine your
search.

� Set Import Properties: Define the Base Object where your objects shall be copied
to. The Filter and Filter check fields define the join filter for the import. Per default
the sn and givenName attributes are used to find out whether objects exist and have
to be modified or whether they have to be created. Check Create new entries if you
intend to create new entries, otherwise already existing entries are only modified

� Source Selected Attributes, Target Selected Attributes, Attribute Mapping: With
these three steps you define the attributes to be taken from the source and target that
shall be mapped in the Attribute Mapping step. Define you mapping by selecting the
appropriate mapping functions. Per default a one to one mapping is defined.

� Delta Handling: The workflow runs per default in delta mode (Delta synchronization
is selected). It uses the creation and modification time stamps of the entries to
process the delta information (Delta Type is set to Date). The last 5 dates when the
workflow ran are stored in the DirXmetahub configuration database (Elements in list
is set to 5). Change this field to another value if necessary. Per default the most
recent information is taken to run the next workflow (Changes since is set to
(Recent)). You can select any value from the list, either Full, (Recent) or a specific
date to process the correct delta (or full) information. See the Delta Handling section
in the Synchronization Concepts chapter.

� Tracing: Select the correct debug parameters (Debug Trace and Trace Level).
Press the help button for more information.

Any other changes must be made on the Expert View level. Here is an example:
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The workflow works from MetaStore to LDAPdir. These are two definitions of the same
physical directory. If you want the workflow to run between different directories, you need
to define a separate Service object for the LDAPdir directory. You have to perform these
steps:

� Click Expert View and open the tree Configuration -> Services.

� Perform Services -> New Service and enter a name (for example MyService), fill in
the IP Address and the Data port of your LDAP server and attach a system object
(perhaps you need to create a new one before). Click OK to create the object.

� Open Connected Directories -> Default and click on LDAPdir. Click Edit and then
change the Service field to your new service object (MyService).

Now your workflow will run between MetaStore and another LDAP directory that is
described by the object LDAPdir together with the Service object MyService.

With the connected directory wizard (click on LDAPdir in the Global View and choose
Configure from the context menu or perform a double click) you can change other
parameters of the connected directory. Adjust the user and password information in the
Bind Profiles step or use the Synchronize function to update the schema and the
attribute configuration. Do not forget to adjust the mapping after this update with the
workflow wizard.

If you want a different behavior of the synchronization procedure you might need to
change the Tcl scripts of the job object of this workflow.

7.3.3 Modifying the Scenario's Operation
You can change the behavior of the scenario synchronizations by making changes in the
global view (only selected parameters can be changed) or in the expert view (here you
can change anything that influences the behavior).

The easiest way to modify the scenario's operation is to use the wizards to change
something (available in both views):

� Select in the global view the workflow line between the two directories.

� Right-click and then select workflowname -> Configure. The wizard opens.

� Click Next until you reach the step that you want to modify.

� Change the property (or properties).

� Click Next until you reach the final step and click Finish.

Now you can run the modified workflow.

Examples when you use wizards:

� Change the selected attributes.
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� Change the mapping of attributes.

� Set the trace parameters and view the result in the trace files.

� Set other parameters to influence the import and export operation (here you must
have knowledge about the specific agent(s)).

Examples when you use the Expert View:

� Change the INI file of an agent directly.

� Change the Tcl files of a Meta Controller activity directly.

7.4 Understanding the Join Scenario
In the Join sample scenario, all connected directories can create new entries in the
MetaStore. You (the DirXmetahub administrator) can invoke the join scenario from the
DirXmetahub Manager by running its workflows by hand or by using the prepared
schedules to run them automatically. The following figure illustrates the join scenario.

Figure 37: Join Scenario
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The next topics describe:

� The scenario's operations

� The scenario's requirements

� The synchronization tasks that can be performed in the scenario

� The connected directories that are synchronized in the scenario

� The schedules that have been set up for the scenario

7.4.1 Scenario Operations
The scenario performs the following operations:

1. Entries can be imported from any of the connected directories into the meta directory
store (based on the PQR sample database). The join mechanism works with the
following strategy:

� Check whether the entry already exists in the MetaStore. If yes, modify or extend it
(add attributes and object classes).

� If the entry does not exist, create a new one (with the correct attributes and object
classes).

2. The deletion of entries can be propagated from any of the connected directories to the
meta directory store. In this case, the join mechanism works with the following
strategy:

� Check whether the entry exists in the MetaStore. If yes, verify that only your
specific information is present at the entry. If this is the case, remove the entry
completely.

� If this is not the case, remove your specific information from the entry only
(attributes and object classes).

3. The modification of entries can be performed accordingly. The mechanism tries to find
the related entry in the MetaStore and modifies it.

4. All other connected directories can export any information, delivered from other
connected directories that they need.

Please note that the join mechanism will fail, when the join criteria does not lead to a
unique result. In this case warnings are reported and logged. The administrator must
resolve the conflict either by changing the join criteria or by changing the source data.

Each Workflow uses the EmployeeNumber as join criteria. The EmployeeNumber is taken
from the following attributes:

� Notes: dxmLNemployeeID

� NT: dxmNTcomment
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� Exchange: dxmEXemployeeNumber

� LDIFfile: dxmNTcomment

� SAP R3: SAPR3PersonelNumber

For testing take care that the values of these attributes are equal for the same person in
the different Connected directories. In the DirXmetahub Manager you will find the join
criteria in the import tab-sheet in the join expression table.

There are also the following relevant join parameters:

Join object class: The workflow is responsible (master) of this object class and its
attributes. This object class will dynamically be added or removed to entries depending on
the data. For example the NT Workflow is responsible for the dxmNTUser objectclass. If
necessary the workflow will add the object class dxmNTUser to a particular entry and set
the NT attributes with the values taken from the NT data file. We recommend not to
change this value because without any further modification the workflow will fail then. (if
the object class is changed the selected attributes and the mapping has also to be
changed)

Matching_attr_type and matching_attr_value: These values are used to determine if the
matched entry in MetaStore is mastered by this workflow. For example the NT workflow
uses the matching_attr_type dxmNTdomain and a corresponding matching_attr_value
talk. So the workflow will only modify/delete/update entries which match the NT domain
"talk".

Join scenario is working on the tree O=PQR, OU=people (base_object). Please don't use
this OU when running Workflows from the hire & fire scenario. Hire & fire expects persons
with a particular set of auxiliary object classes as created with the ODBC workflow. Join
scenario dynamically add/removes auxiliary object classes. Therefore the data for the
scenarios should be in separate sub-trees.

7.4.2 Scenario Requirements
The join scenario has the following requirements:

� The complete scenario runs only on Windows NT/Windows 2000.

� The scenario assumes that all workflows and agents run on the local machine (no
distributed environment).

� Only the connected directories, which the customer must configure, can reside on
other servers.

� All of the connected directories that you intend to use must be installed and
accessible in the network.

7.4.3 Scenario Synchronization Tasks
The following synchronization tasks can be performed in the join scenario:
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� Add a user to any of the connected directories. Transfer the user to the meta directory
store. Generate entries in all connected directories automatically.

� Modify a property in a connected directory that is the master of that property. Transfer
the modification back to the meta directory store. Propagate the change to all
connected directories.

� Delete a user from any of the connected directories. Transfer this event to the meta
directory store. Dependent on the join result, the entry is removed from the MetaStore
and all connected directories automatically.

7.4.4 Connected Directory Synchronization
The following synchronizations will be performed in the scenario:

� Synchronization from the SAP R/3 connected directory via an export file generated by
the SAP R/3 meta agent to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Windows NT 4.0 and back from
Windows NT 4.0 to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Microsoft Exchange and back from
Exchange to the meta directory store.

� Synchronization from the meta directory store to Lotus Notes and back from Lotus
Notes to the meta directory store.

7.5 Using the Join Scenario
After installation, only a part of the scenario is fully functional. You can use it in different
stages.

Note that the generation of the SAP R/3 HR export file is fully controlled in the SAP R/3
system itself-it is not under control of DirXmetahub.

Without any further configuration, only the synchronizations from and to file formats (SAP
R/3 HR and LDIF) will work.

For each workflow that relies on a connected directory type that is not delivered with the
DirXmetahub software, you must:

� Install the directory server of the type required for the synchronization, unless it is
already installed (you install or use the connected directory).

� Use the DirXmetahub Manager connected directory configuration wizard (available in
the global view) to define the missing parameters that are required for a specific
synchronization.

Once you have completed these steps, you can run the workflow.

The next topics describe how to:
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� View the join scenario after installation

� Run the scenario workflows

� Complete the scenario workflows that require further configuration

7.5.1 Viewing the Scenario
After you install the default application package, you can use the DirXmetahub Manager
global view to view the default application scenarios:

� Start the DirXmetahub Manager and log in.

� The hire and fire scenario is displayed in the global view left-hand pane.

� Click the join scenario in the middle pane.

7.5.2 Running Scenario Workflows
To run a scenario workflow directly:

1. Right-click its workflow line in the scenario map.

2. Select the target workflow entry, and then click Run.

You can view the result of the workflow run in a separate window in the DirXmetahub
Manager global view or view all details in the monitor view.

Workflows that export data from the meta directory store (MetaStore) and which are not
fully configured only run up to the configured activity (this is usually the metacp activity,
which generates a file). The workflow will stop with an error, but the workflow activities up
to this point have run correctly. You can see this by checking the workflow and activity
status entries in the monitor view. The results can be viewed there.

You can view the modifications of the data in the meta directory or in some connected
directories either with the DirXmetahub Manager data view or with any LDAP viewer with
which you are familiar. Note that for some connected directories you need specific viewers
provided from that vendor.

There are no workflows which run without any further configuration step.

See the Default Application Object Naming Conventions section for details about workflow
and other default application configuration object naming.

7.5.3 Completing Scenario Workflows
You must complete the configuration of some of the connected directories shown in the
join scenario. For example, you must define the NT server, which is not delivered with the
DirXmetahub software. To perform this task, you use the DirXmetahub Manager global
view configuration wizards.

The following workflows run only after you have performed some final configuration steps:
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� SAP2Meta_Full - Imports data from a file generated by the SAP R/3 HR agent. This
workflow writes in a separate tree in the data store (ou=people,o=pqr).

� NT2Meta_Join_Full-Synchronizes entries from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to the meta
directory store.

� Exchange2Meta_Join_Full-Synchronizes entries from Microsoft Exchange to the meta
directory store.

� LDIFfile2Meta_Join_Full-Synchronizes entries from a LDIF file to the meta directory
store.

� Notes2Meta_Join_Full-Synchronizes entries from IBM's Lotus Notes Directory to the
meta directory store.

The next topics describe how to:

� Set the global parameters that all of the workflows require

� Complete the Lotus Notes workflow

� Complete the Windows NT workflows

� Complete the Microsoft Exchange 5.5 workflows

� Complete the SAP R/3 workflow

See the Default Application Object Naming Conventions section for details about workflow
and other default application configuration object naming.

Setting Global Parameters

All of the scenario workflows need access to the meta directory store (MetaStore). You
can change the relevant bind profile:

1. In the DirXmetahub Manager expert view, open Connected Directories -> MetaStore
-> Bind Profiles -> BA_Admin.

2. Set the User and Password fields (make sure that this bind profile exists!).

3. You can rename the bind profile BA_Admin as you need it.

You must change this bind profile if you have defined a different password for the default
administrator during the installation procedure.

Note: If you intend to use different bind profiles for your workflows, then you have to
perform the following procedure for each bind profile:

1. Create the bind profile (for example: MyAdmin) in the relevant connected directory
(for example: MetaStore)

2. Set the correct parameters (user name and password) and set an anchor value that is
unique inside this connected directory (for example MyAdmin).
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3. Change the reference in the relevant job configuration (this might be a command line,
a Tcl control script or an INI-file dependent on the type of agent you are using).
Typically these references look like ...@BindProFile-DN[Anchor=Admin]. Change
the Admin value to the anchor value of your administration profile you have just
created (here MyAdmin).

Completing the Lotus Notes Join Workflow

To complete the Lotus Notes workflow, perform the following steps.

� You can change the values for the Notes INI-file in the Channel object:
Notes2Meta_Join_Full_Notes (Export from Notes)

� The Notes ServerName has to be set as the ServerName field in the Service ->
"Notes Service" object.

� The attribute Notes EmployeeID has to contain the employeenumber .

Completing the NT Join Workflow

To complete the NT workflow, perform the following steps.

� You can change the values for the NT INI-file in the Channel object:
NT2Meta_Join_Full_NT (Export from NT)

� The NT ServerName has to be set as the ServerName field in the Service -> "NT
Service" object.

� The attribute Comment has to contain the employeenumber .

Completing the Exchange Join Workflow

To run this workflow, you need a running Exchange 5.5 from Microsoft.

To complete the configuration for this workflow, you must adapt some values in the
DirXmetahub configuration database to your environment.You will do that easily by using
the configuration wizard in the Global view of the DirXmetahub Manager.

� Go to the Join Scenario and double-click on the Connected Directory icon Exchange.

� In the appearing wizard window click three times on the button Next to arrive at the
step Bind Profiles.

� In the shown list box Bind Profiles click on the item BA_Admin. A button appears on
the right. Click on it. The property window for this entry will be opened. Set the User
and Password fields (make sure that this user exists in your Active Directory and has
the correct admin rights!).

� Click again with the right mouse-button on the workflow line between the Connected
Directory icons MetaStore and Exchange.

� In the popup-menu select the workflow Exchange2Meta_Join_Full.
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� In the appearing wizard window click as many times as needed to arrive at the step
Entry Base. Change the TCL variables according to your requirements. The meaning
of the variables is as follows: exch_org, exch_orgunit, exch_container,
machine_name are used to build the ADsPath attribute for each person entry.
company_name is used to build the eMail address of the user in the Exchange
Directory (EX-UID@exch_orgunit.company_name).

� Continue clicking on Next until the last step is reached. Click on the button Finish. The
wizard closes and the changes will be saved.

Now the workflows should run.

The attribute dxmEXemployeeNumber has to contain the employeenumber .

Completing the LDIFfile Join Workflow

This workflow is like the 2nd activity of the NT Join workflow. It takes an NT export datafile
and joins the content to the metastore. In <installation path>/data you will find an example
NT datafile called NTExportUser.txt. Copy this file into a directory C:\MetahubData. The
comment field value is taken as employeenumber. The username field value is taken as
surname. This workflow tries to join  first with the surname and if there is no match tries
the enployeenumber.

Completing the SAP HR Join Workflow

In <installation path>/data you will find an example SAP datafile called sapr3_full.ldif. Copy
this file into a directory C:\MetahubData. The field value of PNO is taken as
employeenumber.

7.6 Default Application Object Naming Conventions
The DirXmetahub Server installation procedure installs a lot of configuration objects into
the configuration database in the meta directory store.

All objects that belong to the default applications are located in Default folders. The next
set of topics describes the naming rules for the following default application configuration
objects:

� Connected directories

� Workflows

� Schedules

� Activities

� Jobs

� Channels

Of course there is no restriction for customers to these naming conventions. But we
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recommend to follow these guidelines.

7.6.1 Connected Directory Naming Convention
A default application connected directory is located in the folder Connected Directories -
> Default and has the following naming convention:

cd-type

Example: ADS.

Intermediate connected directories always lie under a job folder. The naming convention
is:

Data

Example: Data

When several intermediate connected directories are necessary under a job, then other
names can be defined freely (for example SpecialData).

7.6.2 Workflow Naming Convention
A default application workflow is located in the Workflows -> Default sub folder and has
the following naming convention:

cd-source2cd-target_mode

Example: ADS2Meta_Full

When additional information for the mode has to be defined this should be added as one
word (for example JoinFull).

7.6.3 Schedule Naming Convention
A default application schedule is located in the Schedules -> Default  sub folder and has
the following naming convention:

cd-source2cd-target_mode_time (= workflow_time)

Example: ADS2Meta_Full_Noon

time can be any keyword that indicates a special date such as Noon, Midnight, Sunday,
and so on.

7.6.4 Activity Naming Convention
A Default Application activity is always located under the corresponding workflow object
and has the following naming convention (the same naming convention as for jobs):

cd-source2cd-target_mode_agent (= workflow_agent)

Example: ADS2Meta_Full_MetaCP or ADS2Meta_Full_ADSAgent)
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7.6.5 Job Naming Convention
A default application job is located in the Jobs -> Default  sub folder and has the following
naming convention (the same naming convention as for activities):

cd-source2cd-target_mode_agent (=activity)

Example: ADS2Meta_Full_MetaCP or ADS2Meta_Full_ADSAgent)

The job includes the configuration (ini- and tcl-files), deltainfo, data channels and mapping
information.

These items are named:

Tracefile - for trace files

Reportfile - for report files

Export INI file - for export INI files

Import INI file - for import INI files

Notify - for a notify object

When several files of a specific type are needed you can choose an appropriate name
freely.

7.6.6 Channel Naming Convention
A default application channel has the following naming convention:

workflow

Example: ADS2Meta_Delta

For intermediate connected directories, the channels are named:

� InData for channels which read from the connected directory

� OutData for channels which write to the connected directory

When more channels are needed you can choose other names freely.
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Chapter

8 Glossary

This glossary defines terms and concepts relating to DirXmetahub.

Active Directory Service Interface (ADSI)
A set of interfaces that permit client applications of directory services to communicate with any
namespace that provides an ADSI implementation; for example, LDAP, NDS, Windows NT.

activity
A single processing step in a workflow.

agent
A shortcut for meta agent.

agent controller
The DirXmetahub server component that starts and controls the meta controller and meta
agent runs. An instance of the agent controller exists for each meta agent run.

attribute configuration file
A file that defines the attributes that are present in a particular connected directory and
supplies formatting information that the meta controller is to use when processing import and
export data files associated with the connected directory or doing operations on an LDAP
connection.

authoritative control
The process of defining ownership of each directory entry and entry attribute and the definition
of rules to achieve ownership.

comma-separated value format (CSV)
An untagged data file format in which entry attributes are separated by a comma.

configuration database
A separate tree in an LDAP directory that contains all configuration information used to control
directory synchronizations.

connected directory
A directory that is a source or a target in a directory synchronization. A connected directory can
be any LDAP directory, any X.500 directory, a NOS directory, an application directory, a
database, or a set of files with the same format.
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CSV format
see comma-separated value format.

CTI
Computer Telephony Integration.

data file
A file generated by a meta agent for import into a target connected directory that contains the
entries and attributes to be synchronized, presented in a structured format that is specific to
the meta agent.

directory join
The total picture of all directory information in an organization, created through synchronization
and information brokering.

directory synchronization
The process by which the contents of one directory (or parts of the directory's contents) is
copied to another directory, providing the ability to consolidate many directories into a central
enterprise directory.

DirXmetahub Manager
The DirXmetahub component that provides a graphical user interface (to the configuration
databse) to manage the DirXmetahub services and configure directory synchronization
operations.

DirXmetahub server
The DirXmetahub directory synchronization runtime engine. The DirXmetahub server drives
the asynchronous execution of directory synchronization operations (called "workflows") and
provides exception handling and recovery for the operations.

DS-Win
A telephone directory service for the attendant consoles of the Siemens Hicom� 300 and
Realitis-DX switches. DS-Win runs on a Microsoft Access database and is used together with
AC-Win (the PC-based attendant console application package phone client).

export
The directory synchronization process in which the meta controller exports data from the meta
directory store into an export data file and a meta agent for a connected directory imports this
data from the export file into the connected directory.

export configuration file
A configuration file specific to a particular meta agent that controls parameters of the meta
agent's export process.

file transfer service
The DirXmetahub server component that manages the transfer of import and export data files
between meta agents running on systems that reside in different shared file systems. The file
transfer service uses the message service to send the data files between agents.

filtering
The process of defining which entries and attributes stored in a connected directory are only
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relevant in the local context and should not be synchronized into the meta directory. For
example, equipment data vs. employee data.

Hicom Domain Management Service (HDMS)
An administrative tool for Hicom� 300 networks. HDMS consists of subscriber administration,
fault and performance management modules as well as account management. The subscriber
management module enables a user to configure subscriber lines and to assign a name to a
telephone number.

import
The directory synchronization process in which a meta agent exports directory entries from a
connected directory into an export data file and the meta controller imports this data from the
export data file into the meta directory store.

import configuration file
A configuration file specific to a particular meta agent that controls parameters of the meta
agent's import process.

information brokering
The process of managing "distributed entries", providing an object-oriented unified view of a
directory entry whose attributes are actually stored in different directories. Information
brokering permits the meta directory to manage entries whose attributes are stored in different
connected directories.

LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF)
A type of tagged data file format specified in "The LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) -
Technical Specification". LDIF format consists of an LDIF content format and an LDIF change
format.

mapping rules
The rules for mapping an entry and its attributes from one connected directory data format to
another.

message service
The DirXmetahub component used as the communications mechanism between DirXmetahub
server components and between DirXmetahub manager and DirXmetahub server
components. The message service provides reliability features such as store and forward and
automatic redelivery of messages. The message service's “ASAP communication" paradigm
allows workflows to run in situations where a meta agent system is temporarily unavailable.

meta agent
The DirXmetahub component that acts as the interface to a specific connected directory and
manages the import of data to that directory and the export of data from that directory. (The
meta controller manages the import and export of data into the meta directory store).

meta controller
The DirXmetahub component that acts as DirXmetahub's directory join engine. The meta
controller performs authoritative object and attribute control, entry and attribute filtering, and
mapping of connected directory attributes to and from attributes in the meta directory store.
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meta directory
A class of functionality necessary to build an effective enterprise infrastructure. Meta
directories provide 1) directory functionality 2) connectivity, management, and interoperability
functions that unify fragmented directory environments through the integration methods of
synchronization and information brokering. They accommodate mixed administration models
and different authoritative sources for objects and attribute values.

meta directory store
An LDAP-enabled connected directory in the enterprise that is used as the data consolidation
point and data distribution point for the other connected directories in the enterprise. The meta
directory store contains consolidated directory data from different isolated connected
directories. (The locus of the directory join). As a separate tree it can contain the configuration
database.

meta information
The information required to perform synchronization and directory integration. Meta information
consists of the synchronization profile, the attribute configuration files, meta agent initialization
files, and data files. All information except the data files can be stored in the configuration
database.

NOS
Network Operating System.

Novell Directory Service (NDS)
A global distributed information database designed by Novell to maintain information about
resources on the network including users, groups, printers, volumes, and other devices in a
hierarchical tree structure. NDS is closely based on the X.500 technology but uses its
proprietary Netware protocols rather than running over the OSI stack or the TCP/IP stack

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
A protocol for accessing information in SQL database servers; for example, the Microsoft SQL
server.

processing
Authoritative control of attributes and entries.

SAP R/3
A client/server application for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). The SAP R/3 HR module
provides a global management system with personnel, payroll and time management
capabilities. SAP R/3 HR manages employee data that remains relatively constant over a
period of time, such as employee personnel number and name, organizational relationships,
and banking and health insurance details.

scheduler
The DirXmetahub server component that manages workflow schedules. A workflow's schedule
determines when and how often the workflow runs. The scheduler starts an instance of a
workflow engine for a workflow according to its schedule.

status tracker
The DirXmetahub server component that records the progress of workflow runs.
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structured file
A data file generated from a connected directory's contents that represents the directory's
entries and attributes in a tagged or untagged (position-driven) format. DirXmetahub
components use structured files to perform directory synchronization.

synchronization
An integration method that allows the meta directory to “aggregate” content in the meta
directory database. The meta directory keeps the data current through both replication and
synchronization mechanisms.

synchronization job
A collection of synchronization profiles designed to perform a specific directory synchronization
task.

synchronization profile
One or more Tcl scripts that contain Tcl script code and meta controller commands that define
a specific synchronization procedure to be carried out by the meta controller. The
synchronization profile is the DirXmetahub file that controls meta controller operation. A
synchronization profile can also invoke a meta agent.

PBX
Private Branch Exchange (a private telephony node).

workflow
One or more activities that carry out a data synchronization operation between two connected
directories.

workflow engine
The DirXmetahub server component that starts and controls a workflow. An instance of the
workflow engine exists for each workflow run.
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Appendix

A Context Sensitive Help

This section presents the context-sensitive help topics that are provided with
DirXmetahub.

To display the help topic associated with the current dialog or menu, press F1.

A.1 Activities
A list of the activities associated with a workflow.

Activities - The associated activities. To display the properties of a selected activity,
click the Properties button to the right.

Related Topics

Activity
 Job
 Workflow

A.2 Activity
An activity is an instance of a job and a single step in a workflow. The activity configuration
object maintains all data needed for execution within the running workflow.

Use this tab to enter the properties of an activity object. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the activity.

Description - A description of the activity.

Version - The version number of the activity.

Job - The job associated with the activity. To display the properties of a selected job,
click the Properties button to the right.

Is Start Activity - An indication whether the activity is the starting activity (checked) or
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not (unchecked).

Predecessor - The predecessor activity for this activity. To display the properties of a
selected activity, click the Properties button to the right. Note that the start activity
cannot have a predecessor.

Is End Activity - An indication whether the activity is the terminating activity (checked)
or not (unchecked).

DirXmetahub Server - The DirXmetahub server associated with the activity. To
display its properties, click the Properties button to the right.

Related Topics

Job
 Workflow
 Activity Configuration Objects

A.3 Activity Status Data
Activity status data are created during and after execution of the associated job. The
returned status data can be viewed in this property page. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the entry.

Start Time - The activation time for the activity.

End Time - The termination time for the activity.

Activity - The name of the activity.

Result - The result message returned for the activity (see .the topic "Activity Execution
Status" in "Synchronization Concepts").

Remark - Additional activity status information. This field can contain an unlimited
number of lines that provide detailed information if the activity did not run correctly.
Note that this field can contain warnings even if the run was successful. If there are
warnings, you should determine the reason and fix the problem.

DXM Server - The name of the DirXmetahub server that ran the activity.

Exit Code - The exit code for the activity's execution. This is the exit code returned by
the executing agent.

DirXmetahub captures the exit code of an agent and saves it in the corresponding
status entry. By default, DirXmetahub considers an activity run to be erroneous when
the exit code is not equal to zero.

You can use the OK Status and Warning Status properties of the agent or job
configuration objects to assign specific exit code handling. DirXmetahub evaluates all
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codes that are not specified in these fields as indicating an erroneous run and aborts
the workflow.

Related Topics

Activity
 Workflow
 Workflow Status Data
 Using the Monitor View
 Activity Execution Status

A.4 Agent
An agent performs the bulk data transfer between a connected directory and an exchange
medium (either a file or a data stream). The agent configuration object holds all data
necessary to create a running agent instance.

Use this tab to set up the properties of the agent. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the agent.

Description - A description of the agent.

Version - The version number of the agent.

Wrapper required - An indication of whether the agent needs an agent wrapper
(checked) or not (unchecked). Note that in DirXmetahub V6.0 this box must always be
checked.

Executable - The path of the agent executable. You can specify either a relative or
absolute path.

As a rule, you should specify only the file name of the executable (for example,
metacp.exe). This will start the agent in the work area and allow easy reconfiguration
when changing the DirXmetahub server or the work path. If you specify the executable
without the extension (for example, metacp), the agent can run on both NT/Windows
2000 and UNIX.

Using an absolute path starts the agent in the specified directory, making
reconfiguration more error prone.

OK Status - The agent exit codes that indicate error-free execution. DirXmetahub
assumes that all exit codes in this list represent an error-free run. You can use the OK
Status property in the job configuration object that uses this agent to override the exit
codes defined here.

Warning Status - The agent exit codes that indicate execution with warnings.
DirXmetahub assumes that all exit codes in this list represent runs with warnings.
DirXmetahub reports the warnings indicated by these exit codes but does not abort
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the workflow. You can use the Warning Status property in the job configuration object
that uses this agent to override the exit codes defined here.

DirXmetahub considers all other agent exit codes to represent an erroneous run and
stops the workflow's execution.

If the OK Status and Warning Status properties of a job or an agent have no values,
DirXmetahub by default treats exit code 0 as success and all other exit codes as
errors.

Abort Execution allowed - Check this box to permit DirXmetahub to stop the agent's
execution when an exception occurs.

Agent Type - The agent's type (for example, NT, Exchange, Notes, and so on). The
agent type corresponds to an agent type configuration object.

Directory Types - The connected directory types that the agent can handle.

INI File Version - The INI file version number the agent is currently compatible with.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Agent Configuration Objects

A.5 Agent Type
Such an object defines a particular type of agents. With the help of the agent type
configuration object, the user is able to define new customer-specific agent types and can
thus integrate already existing synchronization solutions into a DirXmetahub scenario with
full control by the DirXmetahub Manager.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name for the agent type. The properties shown in this tab
are:

Name - The name of the agent type. This name must match the corresponding tag in
the XML file.

Description - A description of the agent type.

Version - The version number of the agent type.

An agent type configuration object can be refined by an optional XML file configuration
object. If an agent type does not have an associated XML file, it is represented as a
generic agent type.

Agent type configuration objects can contain sub-objects; for example, Tcl script or INI file
templates.

Related Topics
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Agent Types
 Agents
 Agent
 XML File

A.6 Agent Types
A folder for agent type configuration objects.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name to the agent type folder. The properties shown in this
tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

Agent Type
 Agents
 Agent
 (Central) Configuration

A.7 Agents
A folder for the agent configuration objects in the configuration database.

Use this tab to assign a name to the agent folder. The only property shown in this tab is:

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Agent - The agent object currently used by the object of which the properties are
shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available agent objects in the
agent folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected agent object.

Related Topic

Agent
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A.8 Attribute Configuration - Details
Information about the attribute configuration associated with a connected directory. This is
the information the Meta Controller needs to handle connected directories.

Attribute List - Lists the name, abbreviation, prefix, suffix, multi-value separator,
length, and match rule for each attribute. Only the abbreviation is needed for LDAP
directories. The other parameters are needed for other directory types, such as the
File type.

Global Info - Displays global information that applies to all the attributes in the current
configuration:

Record separator - One or more characters (or the octal representation of one or
more characters) enclosed in single quotation marks (' ') that the meta controller is
to use to distinguish between entries in a connected directory data file.

Field separator - One or more characters (or the octal representation of one or
more characters) enclosed in single quotation marks (' ') that the meta controller is
to use to distinguish between attribute values in entries within a connected
directory data file that uses a tagged format.

Comment - One or more characters (or the octal representation of one or more
characters) enclosed in single quotation marks (' ') that the meta controller is to
use to identify comment lines in an LDIF-formatted connected directory data file or
any other connected directory data file.

Skip lines - An integer value that is greater than or equal to 0 that specifies the
number of lines from the beginning of the file that the meta controller is to ignore
when processing an import file.

Continuation line - One or more characters (or the octal representation of one or
more characters) enclosed in single quotation marks (' ') that the meta controller is
to use to identify continued lines in an LDIF-formatted connected directory data file
or any other data file with continuation lines.

Enclosing seq - One or more characters (or the octal representation of one or
more characters) enclosed in single quotation marks (' ') that the meta controller is
to use to identify the start and end of an entry in a connected directory data file.

Op code field - The attribute within an LDIF change file that holds the LDIF
change file operation code for an entry in the change file.

Add mod field - The attribute in an LDIF change file that represents the "add"
attribute modification operation of an LDIF "modify object" change operation.

Replace mod field - The attribute in an LDIF change file that represents the
"replace" attribute modification operation of an LDIF "modify object" change
operation.
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Delete mod field - The attribute within an LDIF change file that represents the
"delete" attribute modification operation of an "LDIF "modify object" change
operation.

New superior field - The attribute within an LDIF change file that represents the
"new superior" parameter in an LDIF "modify DN" change operation.

Mod separator - The attribute in an LDIF change file that identifies the end of an
attribute modification in an LDIF "modify object" change operation.

New RDN field - The attribute within an LDIF change file that represents the "new
RDN" parameter in an LDIF "modify DN" change operation.

Mod RDN field - The keyword in an LDIF change file that represents the LDIF
"modify RDN" operation.

Del old RDN field - The attribute within an LDIF change file that represents the
"delete old RDN" parameter in an LDIF "modify DN" change operation.

Mod DN op code - The keyword in an LDIF change file that represents the LDIF
"modify DN" operation.

Add op code - The keyword in an LDIF change file that represents an "add
object" LDIF change operation.

Mod op code - The keyword in an LDIF change file that represents the LDIF
"modify object" operation code.

Delete op code - The keyword in an LDIF change file that represents the LDIF
"delete object" operation code.

Import CFG File - Click to select and import an attribute configuration file to replace
the current configuration.

Export CFG File - Click to export the current attribute configuration to a selected
attribute configuration file.

Note: If the attribute configuration has been derived from a schema read, you cannot
change it (to guarantee consistency). Perform a new synchronize operation on the
schema object instead or delete the schema object to unbind the attribute configuration
from it.

Related Topics

Using the Attribute Configuration Editor

"Attribute Configuration File Format" in DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference
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A.9 Attribute Configuration - General Properties
When a synchronization between two connected directory is performed, the data of the
source directory is downloaded by the respective directory agent into an exchange file and
imported into the target directory by another agent. One of these agents is the meta
controller program which performs additional tasks to convert the data by appropriate
mapping rules and to ensure consistency of the exchanged data. However, this requires
the understanding of the data semantics which in turn makes it necessary to have a
description of the downloaded data. This description is provided by the attribute
configuration. For more information about the content of an attribute configuration see the
help page describing the structure in detail.

Use this tab to mainly enter a name for the attribute configuration. The properties shown
in this tab are:

Name - The name of the attribute configuration.

Description - A description of the attribute configuration.

Version - The version number of the attribute configuration.

Related Topic

Details of an Attribute Configuration
 File Item

A.10 Attribute Mapping
Use this tab to edit the items of a Tcl mapping script. A special editor is provided to make
the creation or modification of the script as simple as possible. However, basic knowledge
about the Tcl language is necessary for all modifications. For the usage of the mapping
editor see the respective help page.

Related Topics

Mapping Item
 Mapping Function
 Mapping Editor
 Tcl Script
 Tcl Editor

A.11 Authentication
Authentication is necessary to allow the agent to access the related connected directory.

Use this tab to set up the authentication data. The properties shown in this tab are:
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User Name - The user name for the account that is to run the job. A job can be run
under a specific account (the default is the system account). Use this field and the
Domain and Password fields to define this account.

Domain - The domain where the account must be started.

Password - The password of the account.

If the DirXmetahub Service is running under a special account, this account must have the
advanced user rights Act as part of the operating system and Replace a process level
token. Otherwise the running of the agent fails. To set this anvanced user rights under NT:

� Start the User Manager.

� Perform Policies -> UserRights.

� Click on the button Show Advanced User Rights.

� Select the user right Act as part of the operating system.

� Add the special account into the Grant To listbox.

� Select the user right Replace a process level token.

� Add the special account into the Grant To listbox.

� Click OK.

� Reboot your computer.

Related Topic

Job

A.12 Bind Profile
A bind profile is needed to authenticate during setup of a connection to a connected
directory.

Use this tab to enter the required data for authentication. The properties shown in this tab
are:

Name - The name of the bind profile.

Description - A description of the bind profile.

Version - The version number of the bind profile.

User - The user name for accessing a connected directory.

Password - The user password for accessing a connected directory.

There may be additional bind profile properties associated with a specific connected
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directory type.

For an LDAP directory (for example MetaStore) the following items appear:

Authentication - The authentication type for LDAP connections. The following types
are supported:

SIMPLE - The standard authentication used to bind with user name and
password.
 ANONYMOUS - No authentication. Neither a user name nor a password is
required.
 SSL - Strong authentication with encryption based on the Secure Socket Layer
protocol.

Protocol - The protocol used to bind to an LDAP directory. The following values are
supported:

LDAP V2 - The LDAP protocol version 2 is used.
 LDAP V3 - The LDAP protocol version 3 is used.

For ADS, Exchange, and NDS the following items appear:

Use Secure Authentication - This item controls the security level used during the
synchronization procedure. If the check box is marked, secure authentication is
enabled. This requires a user name and a password.

Use Encryption - This item controls whether encryption based on the Secure Socket
Layer protocol is used. If the check box is marked, encryption is enabled.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Connected Directory Configuration Objects

A.13 Bind Profiles
A folder for the bind profiles associated with the connected directory.

Use this tab to assign a name for the folder. The only property shown in this tab is:

Name - The name of the folder.

Related Topic

Bind Profile
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A.14 Bind Profiles
A list of the bind profiles associated with the connected directory.

Use this tab to add, delete, or modify a bind profile.

Bind Profiles - The associated bind profiles. To edit a bind profile, select the
respective row and click on the Properties button on the right.

Related Topic

Bind Profile

A.15 (Central) Configuration
The central configuration object holds all globally used data within the DirXmetahub
environment.

Use this tab to set up the central configuration data. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the central configuration definition.

Polling Time - The time between the checks for urgent requests such as aborts and
keep-alives. The checks can be made by the DirXmetahub server or other
components. The default is 5 seconds.

Status Life Time - The default maximum time that status entries and related files will
be retained following execution of a workflow. The default is 1 month (720 hours). You
can use the Status Life Time property of a workflow configuration object to set a
workflow-specific status lifetime.

Start Time - The start time for running the status tracker to delete status entries that
have expired.

Time Interval - The time between executions of the status tracker to delete status
entries. The default is 24 hours.

Deviation - The maximum allowed deviation for running the status tracker to delete
status entries. This is a plus range around the Start Time. The default is 2 hours.

Keep Alive Time - The time between the DirXmetahub server's checks on whether
static threads like the scheduler and the status tracker are still running. If not, these
components are automatically restarted. The default is 5 minutes. The wait time until a
new component is started is calculated as 10 times the timeout defined in the
dxmmsssvr.ini file (per default 30 seconds) plus the polling time (see above) which
results per default to 10 x 30 +5 = 305 seconds (about 5 minutes).

Latency Factor - The latency factor, expressed as a percentage. DirXmetahub uses
this value when calculating timeout values for workflows and jobs. Specifically, it
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multiplies a given timeout value with this factor. The default is 20%. Workflow timeout
values are calculated as the sum of all job timeout values.

Thread Life Time - The time a thread can run in the DirXmetahub server. The default
is 24 hours. Increase this value if you have workflows that run longer than 24 hours.

Thread Cleaner Interval - The time between executions of the thread cleaner (part of
the DirXmetahub server). The default is 30 minutes.

Schedule Sync Interval - The interval between the scheduler's checking of its
schedule configuration objects. Changing a schedule object in the DirXmetahub
Manager forces the scheduler to reread the new schedule information. If this trigger
mechanism does not work correctly, the scheduler rereads all schedules regularly at
the interval specified here. The default is 1 hour.

Disable Scheduling - Allows to disable scheduling at all connected DirXmetahub
servers. You can switch this flag also with the functions Disable/Enable Scheduling
menu at the Schedules folder.

The central configuration object contains the following sub-folders:

Agent Types

Connected Directory Types

DirXmetahub Servers

GUI

Messaging Services

Notifications

Services

Systems

TCL

Related Topics

DirXmetahub Server
 Status Handling
 Workflow

A.16 Channel
A channel is the connector between a connected directory and a job and therefore holds
all data necessary for a particular download or upload operation of bulk data.

Channels are always located under a connected directory object.
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Use this tab to assign general properties to the channel configuration object. The
properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the channel.

Description - A description of the channel.

Version - The version number of the channel.

Connected Directory - The connected directory associated with the channel. To
display its properties, click the Properties button to the right.
 Note: this field cannot be edited because dependent on this connected directory and
the underlying connected directory type a lot of information in this channel object is
specific to it. Changing the connected directory field would result in destroyed
information which cannot be recovered again. You have to create a new channel
object when you want to change this field.
 Warning: do not try to change the connected directory field in the data view or with
another LDAP editor. The database could be corrupted!

Role Name - The role name of the channel. For an LDAP directory, the default is
LDAP. For a file, the default is "file". This parameter is used in mapping Tcl files to
define the handles for the meta controller. Be sure to set correct references in the Tcl
files or adapt the Tcl files by hand if you change this parameter.

Anchor - Is a unique easily readable identifier for the channel to be used in wizard
configurations. The display name must not be taken since it could change during the
life cycle of the channel. The distinguished name is also unique but may however
have a cryptic representation.

There may be additional channel properties associated with a specific channel. This
depends on the respective agent and connected directory type.

For any file connected directory (CSV, LDIF, etc.) the following additional item is shown:

Internal - Classifies the respective channel as a job-internal one when the check box
is marked. This is then a channel which won't be used outside the job and is just not
shown in the list of usable input or output channels for the job.

For the Notes connected directory the additional item appears:

(Addr)ess Book - Specifies the name of the Notes address book from which entries
are to be exported.

Form Name - Specifies the Lotus Notes document type to be extracted from the
Notes address book.

Note: The field Connected Directory is set to read only. Thus you cannot change it. The
reason is that dependent on the type of the connected directory the channel can have
individual attributes. Change of the connected directory link (which changes implicitly the
type) would force a deletion of all these attributes. To avoid this we do not allow this.
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If you want this change, you have to create a new channel to the required connected
directory and link this channel to your job object. During creation, you have to set all
attributes accordingly.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Export Parameters
 Selected Attributes
 Channel Configuration Objects

A.17 Command (Queue)
A command message queue is used by the message service to send commands and
receive execution results via messages.

This tab sheet shows all the properties of a message service command queue. It is
strongly recommended, that the user does not edit any of the fields shown here since this
could damage the current installation!

Prefix - The prefix for the command queue (for example, Dxm.command).

Subscriber Queue - The subscriber queue for the command queue (for example,
Dxm.command.subscription).

Stream - The stream for the command queue (for example,
Dxm.command.STREAM).

Max Message Length - The maximum message length for the command queue (in
bytes).

Related Topics

Message Service
 Message Service Configuration Objects

A.18 Connected Directories
A folder for the connected directory configuration objects in the configuration database.

Use this tab to assign a name to the directory folder. The only property shown in this tab
is:

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Connected Directory - The connected directory object currently used by the object of
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which the properties are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available
connected directory objects in the connected directory folder. Use the properties
button to display the properties of the currently selected connected directory object.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Channels

A.19 Connected Directory
A connected directory is a single data store in a meta directory environment. It exchanges
its data with the meta directory service. The connected directory configuration object holds
all necessary data to describe the properties of the respective directory.

Connected directories can reside under the connected directories folder (or one of its
subfolders) or under a job object (in this case this is an intermediate connected directory).

Use this tab to enter general properties of the connected directory. The items shown in
this tab are:

Name - The name of the connected directory.

Description - A description of the connected directory.

Version - The version number of the connected directory.

Directory Type - The connected directory's type (for example, LDAP, Notes, and so
on).

Attribute Configuration - The related schema description in a format that
DirXmetahub can use. To display its properties, click the Properties button to the
right.

Wizard - The wizard that can configure the connected directory. DirXmetahub calls
the wizard by building the name conndir-wizard.xml. This file must be located in the
wizard folder under Configuration -> GUI.

Viewer Command - A viewer command for the content of the connected directory (for
example, setting Notepad for a file or MS Access for an .mdb database). You must
provide the executable and the correct parameters. Please note that each Open
command in the Global View opens another instance of the viewer.

There may be additional properties associated with a specific connected directory
(depending on the Directory Type property). For example:

� Bind profiles, when the connected directory uses authorization

� File information, when the directory is a file-type directory.
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� Schema information, when the directory's schema can be read automatically by
DirXmetahub.

Related Topics

Bind Profile
 Connected Directory Type
 File

A.20 Connected Directory Icon
A connected directory icon is the picture representation of a connected directory in a meta
directory scenario.

Use this tab to enter properties of the icon manually. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the connected directory icon.

Version - The version number of the connected directory icon.

X - The horizontal (X) position of the icon in the scenario map.

Y - The vertical (Y) position of the icon in the scenario map.

Moveable - Checked when the connected directory can be moved over the map.

Connected Directory - The connected directory represented by the icon. To display
its properties, click the Properties button to the right.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Scenario

A.21 Connected Directory Type
Such an object defines a particular type of connected directories. With the help of the
connected directory type configuration object, the user is able to define new customer-
specific directory types and can thus integrate already existing synchronization solutions
into a DirXmetahub scenario with full control by the DirXmetahub Manager.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name for the connected directory type. The properties
shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the connected directory type. This name must match the
corresponding tag in the XMLfile.

Description - A description of the connected directory type.
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Version - The version number of the connected directory type.

A connected directory type configuration object can be refined by an optional XML file
configuration object. If a connected directory type does not have an associated XML file, it
is represented as a generic connected directory object.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Types
 Connected Directories
 Connected Directory

A.22 Connected Directory Types
A folder for connected directory type configuration objects.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name to the agent type folder. The properties shown in this
tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

Connected Directory Type
 Connected Directory
 (Central) Configuration

A.23 Content
The actual content of a file, which may be a Tcl script, mapping function, INI file, XML file,
and so on. Use the Export button to export a file's contents from the configuration
database into a file in the file system. Use the Import button to import the contents of a
file in the file system into a contents object in the configuration database.

Related Topics

INI File
 File Item
 Mapping Function
 Tcl Script
 XML File
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A.24 Control Scripts
A folder for control scripts that any job configuration object can use.

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Mapping Functions
 Mapping Scripts
 Other Scripts
 Profile Scripts
 TCL Script

A.25 Data File
Data files contain bulk data to be uploaded to or already downloaded from a connected
directory. The respective configuration object holds all data necessary to identify and
access the file.

Use this tab to assign the data file properties. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the data file configuration object.

Description - A description of the data file.

Version - The version of the data file.

File Name - The relative (short) name of the data file.

Content Type - The content type of the data file. This could be one of the following
items:

UNKNOWN - An unknown or unspecified content.
 INI - The data file contains configuration data in an INI file format.
 LDIF - The content is structured in an LDAP directory interchange format.
 TCL - The data file contains a TCL script.
 XML - The content of the data file is structured in XML format.

Reference Type - Denotes the origin of the file content. It may have one of the
following values:

FILE - The data are stored in a local file.
 HTTP - The data are transferred by the hypertext transfer protocol.
 FTP - The data are transferred by the file transfer protocol.
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Save Mode - Denotes the save mode of the data file within the workspace. It can take
one of the following values:

PERMANENT - The file is stored permanently in the work area which means it will
exist even after the synchronization activity is finished.
 TEMPORARY - The file will exist just as long as the synchronization activity is
running.

Note: Files that are needed as input for succeeding steps (activities) must be set to
PERMANENT.

Copy to Status Area - If the check box is marked, the file is copied to the status area
after the activity is finished..

Encoding - Denotes the character encoding of the file. This could be one of the
following types:

ASCII - The characters are encoded in ASCII.
 UTF8 - The characters are encoded in UTF8.

File Format - This item is only used in connection with content type LDIF and denotes
the format of the contained data. It can take one of the following values:

UNKNOWN - A default value used for all file with a content different from LDIF.
 TAGGED - The content of the file is tagged, i.e. each item is in a separate row
and written as <name><separator char><value>, for example Name:Miller.
 NON-TAGGED - In an untagged data file, an individual attribute is identified
based on its position in an entry. Attributes are separated by an attribute separator
or a field width for the attribute can be defined. Example:
...|John|4375|Senior Developer|...
 LDIF-CHANGE - A data file in LDIF change format contains a list of directory
modifications. Each entry in the change file contains a special LDIF "changetype"
attribute that indicates the type of directory modification to be made. Example:
 dn: cn=Joe Isuzu, ou=sales, o=Isuzu, c=us
 changetype: delete

Related Topics

INI File
 TCL Script
 XML File

A.26 Delta Handling
The delta handling information is necessary to control a synchronization of updated
entries.

Use this tab to set up a delta handling for the job. The property items shown in this tab
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are:

Delta synchronization - Mark the check box if a synchronization of updates is
required. Once the check box is marked, the other items can also be edited.

Delta type - Denotes the calculation base for the update interval. The following types
can be used:

DATE - The delta is calculated on the basis of a creation or modification date in
the connected directory (default value).
 USN - The delta is calculated using the mechanism of unique serial numbers (for
example, as used by iPlanet, Active Directory or OID).
 FILE - The delta is calculated by some DirXmetahub agents (for example, ODBC
or NDS) that keep the last connected directory state in an external file to compare
against the new state.

Note: if you change the Type property after the job has run an initial delta operation,
DirXmetahub resets the list of delta runs. You cannot recover this list, and you must
start with a full synchronization.

Changes since - Use the combo box to select an item defining the update interval.
There are two fixed items:

(RECENT) - The synchronization uses the update information of the most recent
synchronization procedure.
 (FULL) - A full data synchronization is performed instead of an update.

If the Delta type is DATE and at least one delta synchronization has already been
performed, you can also choose a date for the interval. The job will synchronize all
entries updated between that date and now. If the Delta type is USN, you can select a
USN number for defining the update interval. If the Delta type is FILE, a file can be
selected which contains the update information.

Elements in list - The maximum number of delta results that are kept in the data
base.

This tab can have additional properties depending on the Agent executing the job.

For the ODBC agents there is the property:

Data Hash - This is a number between 4 and 16 denoting the octet count used for
entry attributes. This hash value is later used to find differences between the actual
value and the value during the synchronization procedure corresponding to the
selected delta file.

Related Topics

Delta Handling
 Job
 Job Configuration Objects
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"Microsoft Active Directory Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Novell NDS Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Windows NT Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "ODBC Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Hicom DMS Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Lotus Notes Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Microsoft Exchange Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "SAP R3 Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
 "Siemens DS-Win Meta Agent" in DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference

A.27 DirXmetahub Server - Agents
Shows a list of all agents which are installed on the same machine as the respective
DirXmetahub server. The tab shows two tables:

Agents - Lists all agents that are installed on the machine where this DirXmetahub
server resides (these entries are links to the corresponding agent object).

Versions - Lists all agents and their version numbers that are installed where this
DirXmetahub server resides. You should use this information for reference during
debugging or when errors are encountered.

Related Topic

Agent
 DirXmetahub Server General
 DirXmetahub Server Shared Paths

A.28 DirXmetahub Server - General Properties
The properties of a DirXmetahub server.

Name - The display name of the server.

Description - A description of the server.

Version - The version number of the server.

Registered - An indication whether the server is running. Registered is checked and
not registered is unchecked.

Start Time - The time stamp for the last activation of the server.

End Time - The time stamp for the last termination of the server. If this field is empty,
the server is currently running.

Run Status Tracker - An indication of whether the satus tracker is running on this
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server. Running is checked and not running is unchecked.

Service - The service object, which contains the IP address and port number of the
DirXmetahub server. To display its properties, click the Properties button to the right.

Message Service - The name of the related message service. To display its
properties, click the Properties button to the right. Select another service from the list.

Install Path - The pathname of the server's installation directory.

Workpath - The pathname of the server's current working directory. All agents run
with relative paths use the server's current working directory.

Status Path - The pathname for the directory where status entry files produced by
workflow runs are stored.

Max number of threads - The maximum numbers of threads that can be running in
the server in parallel. The default value is 32. Increase this number when you
encounter messages in the event log that indicate that a thread could not be started
due to too many workflows running in parallel.

DirXmetahub server startup is controlled by the dxmmsssvr.ini file in the path
install_path\DirXmetahub\server. All necessary parameters are defined there.

During startup, the server checks whether the registered flag is set. If not, it simply
registers. If it is set, checks are performed. The parameters in the INI file are checked
against the parameters in the configuration database. If the parameters are correct,
the server is registered. If not, the startup process is aborted. This mechanism
prevents two different servers from registering at the same DirXmetahub server
object.

Related Topics

Service
 DirXmetahub Server Agents
 DirXmetahub Server Configuration Objects
 DirXmetahub Server Shared Paths

A.29 DirXmetahub Server Shared Paths
If you set up shared file systems to connect your used machines in the DirXmetahub
domain with high performance, you must configure this information here.

This information is used by both the DirXmetahub Server and the DirXmetahub Manager
(if it resides on a machine where a DirXmetahub Server exists - otherwise you must set
up the information in the bindprofile.xml file).

In this tab you can define mapping information between the local file path and the remote
file path. Set for each shared file definition one line in the table:
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Server

Select the server to which you have access via the shared file system.

Shared Path

Define the path through which the remote server file system is accessible.

Target Path

Define the path on the remote server that has to be mapped.

Example:

A shared file system exists between the local machine and the remote machine with
the DirXmetahub Server name MyRemoteOne. You can access the shared files via
the path G:\ from your local machine. The path on the remote machine is C:\Program
Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub\work. Then the parameters are:

Server = MyRemoteOne
 SharedPath = G:\
 TargetPath = C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub\work

Let's assume the file C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub\work\wf1\act1\data.ldif
shall be accessed via workflow wf1 and activity act1. Then DirXmetahub checks
whether one of the Target Paths fits with the first part of the file name. If it does, the
file name is changed to G:\wf1\act1\data.ldif. If no hit is found, the file is transferred to
the work directory on the local machine ...\work\wf1\act2\data.ldif via the file service.

Related Topics

DirXmetahub Server Agents
 DirXmetahub Server General
 DirXmetahub Server Configuration Objects
 File Handling Mechanisms

A.30 DirXmetahub Servers
A folder for the DirXmetahub server configuration objects in the configuration database
under the folder configuration.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

DirXmetahub Server - The server object currently used by the object of which the
properties are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available server
objects in the server folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the
currently selected server object.

Related Topic
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(Central) Configuration
 DirXmetahub Server

A.31 Export Properties
Export properties are needed to set up the specific options for exporting data from a
connected directory. Usually, these parameters describe the subset of entries and the
attribute set to be downloaded.

Use this tab sheet to specify these export properties. The actual parameters are
determined by the type of connected directory and the type of agent.

For the ADS, Exchange and NDS connected directory the following items appear:

Search base - Specifies the base node within the connected directory from which to
export entries.

Search scope - Defines the scope of the search operation and can take one of the
following values:

0-BASE OBJECT - Check, if the Base Object matches the search criteria, but
nothing else.
 1-ONE LEVEL - Search for results in the given Base Object node and one level
deeper.
 2-SUBTREE - Find results in the whole subtree below the given Base Object.

LDAP filter - specifies a collection of entries to locate and export. Must be an LDAP
conformal expression.

Page size - Controls how the connected directory will return search results for a single
search operation. If the given number is 0, the entire search result is processed before
returning to the agent. If the given number is n, the result is split into pages with n
entries at maximum.

Paged time limit - controls the length of time the connected directory is granted to
search for a single page.

Asynchronous search - Controls whether synchronous (unmarked check box) or
asynchronous (marked check box) search operations are performed.

Cache results - Controls whether the connected directory agent caches search
results in its local memory.

Time Limit - Controls whether the connected directory imposes a time limit for search
results to be returned from connected directory server.

Multi-value separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.
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For the MetaStore connected directory the subsequent items show up:

Base Object - The base object determines at which node the search operation will
start for entries to be exported.

Subset - Defines the scope of the search operation and can take one of the following
values:

BASE OBJECT - Check, if the Base Object matches the search criteria, but
nothing else.
 ONE LEVEL - Search for results in the given Base Object node and one level
deeper.
 SUBTREE - Find results in the whole subtree below the given Base Object.

Filter - Specify the matching criteria here. This can be any logical expression in LDAP
notation. Use "&" for "AND", "|" for "OR", and "!" for "NOT", as well as "=" for equality
check, "-=" for phonetic equality check, and "<=" for less, ">=" for greater.

Sorted list - Mark this check box to indicate that the resulting entry list should be
sorted.

Sort key - Select an attribute name from the combo box that is used for sorting.

Sort order - Indicates if the results are sorted in ASCENDING or DESCENDING
order.

Perform read - If this check box is marked, the system will read all attributes during a
search operation. It may however be sufficient to just read the distinguished name for
the first, and later query for further attributes, if necessary.

Process all attributes - Mark this check box to indicate that all attributes of the
attribute configuration should be processed, not only the selected ones.

For the Notes connected directory the following parameters are requested:

Export All Items - Controls whether all of the attributes ("items", in Notes terminology)
of entries of the document type selected with the FormName field are exported, or
whether a specified subset of attributes is exported.

Search Documents - Controls whether or not agent searches for and exports specific
entries ("documents", in Notes terminology) of the document type specified in the
Form Name field of the channel's property tab sheet.

Search Item Name - Specifies an attribute within an entry to search for.

Search Item Value - Specifies a value to search for (case exact match), given an
attribute name to search for that is specified in the Search Item Name field.

Multi-Value Separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

SMTP Host Domain - Controls the generation of Internet addresses for Person
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entries exported from a Notes address book.

Update Export File - Controls (for delta exports only) whether or not the full export
data file created by the agent can be updated.

Copy Deleted Addresses in Modification File - controls whether or not the agent
retrieves the contents of entries of the document type selected with the Form Name
field of the channel's property tab sheet that have been deleted since a full export data
file was last generated.

File for Modified Addresses - Specifies the pathname of the file to which the agent is
to write modified (and deleted) entries during a delta export operation.

For the NT connected directory the subsequent items appear:

Data Type - Selects the type of exported data. The field can take one of the following
values:

1-ACCOUNTS - Account data will be exported.
 2-LOCAL GROUPS - Local groups will be exported.
 3-GLOBAL GROUPS - Global groups will be exported.

User Data - Selects the attributes of the exported data. The field can take one of the
following values:

1-STANDARD - The data are exported with a standard attribute set (UserName,
Comment, FullName, UserID).
 2-EXTENDED - The data are exported with the STANDARD attribute set
extended by resource and account attributes.
 3-STANDARD WITH DIALIN - The data are exported with the STANDARD
attribute set extended by the dial-in attributes (DialInPrivlege and
DialInPhoneNumber).
 4-EXTENDED WITH DIALIN - The data exported with the EXTENDED attribute
set extended by the dial-in attributes (DialInPrivilege and DialInPhoneNumber).

User Group Data - Selects the exported group data. The field can take one of the
following values:

0-NONE - Do not export group names of which the account is a member
 1-GLOBAL GROUPS - Export any global group names of which the account is a
member
 2-LOCAL GROUPS - Export any local group names of which the account is a
member
 3-ALL GROUPS - Export any global and local group names of which the account
is a member

Multi-Value Separator - specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. It has the same syntax as the Separator
field in the export configuration file.
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Date Format - Specifies the format of date values.

Date Separator - Specifies the separator character of date items.

For the ODBC connected directory these items show up:

Select - Specifies the set of entry attributes that the agent is to export from the ODBC
database. The attributes must be separated from another by a comma.

From - Specifies the table or tables in the ODBC database from which agent is to
extract entries. If the data will be exported from more than one table, the table names
must be separated by a comma.

Where - Controls whether or not the agent searches for and exports specific entries
("rows" in ODBC terminology). This must be in expression in SQL syntax.

Keys - Specifies the set of attributes that the agent is to use to uniquely identify each
entry to be exported from the ODBC database.

Sort Control - When the agent creates a reference file for delta export, it sorts the
records in the file by ordering the key fields. This ordering then permits fast analysis of
changes between the previous state of the database and the present one, and allows
the modified information to be selected. The process of sorting and extraction is much
faster if the sorting of the reference file information corresponds to the order in which
the ODBC  database is sorted. The Sort Control facility enables the sorting to be
optimized where necessary. In many cases, the sorting will be correct anyway.

Save Attributes - Enables the delta reference information to be related to information
in the target database. For example, if an entry is removed from the ODBC database,
it may be required to remove the corresponding entry in the target database; the Save
Attributes field is used to specify any additional attributes that may be used to identify
the entry in the target database that is to be removed. Otherwise, removal is
impossible.

Reference Path - Specifies the pathname to the directory in which the agent will store
delta export reference files.

See the "Export Configuration File Format" sections in each DirXmetahub meta agent
chapter in the DirXmetahub Agent Reference for complete details of each DirXmetahub
meta agent's export parameters.

Related Topic

Channel

A.32 Extensions
A folder for DirXmetahub Manager user interface extensions (virtual object extensions).
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Use this tab to mainly assign a name for this folder. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

The files from the folder extensions are automatically downloaded only during startup of
the DirXmetahub Manager (file system folder: install_path\Gui\conf\extensions). So do not
forget to restart  the DirXmetahub Manager when you changed any of the files in this
folder.

The download is only performed when the switch updateconfig in the file bindprofile.xml
in the folder install_path\Gui\conf\ is set to true.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 GUI
 Virtual Object Extensions
 XML File

A.33 Files
This tab sheet contains the list of all the data files which build up the respective connected
directory. Use this tab sheet to add files to or delete files from the connected directory.

The only item shown on this tab sheet is

Data File - The list of data files contributing to the connected directory. To insert or
delete a use the respective button right to the list control. Clicking on an item will show
a details button on the right which can be used to show the properties of the data file.

Related Topics

Connected Directory
 File Item

A.34 File Item
The properties of the indicated file, which may be a data file, a trace file, and so on.

Name - The logical name of this object in the configuration database.

Description - A description of this object.

Version - The version number of the file.

File Name - The name or, optionally, pathname of the file that must be recognized for
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status handling or generated before an agent is run by the agent controller.

Content Type - The content type of the data file. This could be one of the following
items:

UNKNOWN - An unknown or unspecified content.
 INI - The data file contains configuration data in an INI file format.
 LDIF - The content is structured in an LDAP directory interchange format.
 TCL - The data file contains a TCL script.
 XML - The content of the data file is structured in XML format.

Reference Type - Denotes the origin of the file content. It may have one of the
following values:

FILE - The data are stored in a local file.
 HTTP - The data are transferred by the hypertext transfer protocol.
 FTP - The data are transferred by the file transfer protocol.

Save Mode - Denotes the save mode of the data file within the workspace. It can take
one of the following values:

PERMANENT - The file is stored permanently in the work area which means it will
exist even after the synchronization activity is finished.
 TEMPORARY - The file will exist just as long as the synchronization workflow is
running.

Note: Files that are needed as input for succeeding steps (activities) must be set to
PERMANENT.

Copy to Status Area - If the check box is marked, the file is copied to the status area
after the activity is finished.

Encoding - Denotes the character encoding of the file. This could be one of the
following types:

ASCII - The characters are encoded in ASCII.
 UTF8 - The characters are encoded in UTF8.

Note: The encoding field is not supported in this version. You can use the _localcode
parameter in the SpecificAtributes of the Configuration object instead.

Related Topics

Configuration Files
 File Handling
 INI File
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A.35 File Service (Queue)
A file service message queue is used by the message service to handle all
communication with the file service via messages.

This tab sheet shows all the properties of the file service message queue. It is strongly
recommended, that the user does not edit any of the fields besides the Max Message
Length  field shown here since this could damage the current installation!

Prefix - The prefix for the file service queue (for example, Dxm.fileservice).

Subscriber Queue - The subscriber queue for the file service queue (for example,
Dxm.fileservice.subscription).

Stream - The stream for the file service queue (for example,
Dxm.fileservice.STREAM).

Max Message Length - The maximum message length for the file service queue (in
bytes). This field influences the performance of the file service.

Related Topics

Message Service Configuration Objects

A.36 General Information
Data which are common to all workflow objects.

The shown properties are the name, the description and the version of the respective
workflow object.

Name - The name of the workflow.

Description - A description for the workflow.

Version - The version number of the workflow.

In the case that the workflow was copied from some default application, a new name and
description can be applied here. Change the contents of the respective fields for this
purpose.

Related Topics

Workflow
 Workflow Line
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A.37 Get Server State
You can request server state information by opening any of the DirXmetahub server
objects (located in the  in the expert view. Right-click on the object and perform the
context menu entry 'Get Server State'.

A window opens which shows all objects and its state in this server (click Details to see all
of the information). The window is refreshed automatically every 15 seconds. This window
can stay open while you work with DirXmetahub Manager in parallel (for example you can
start workflows and watch the objects appearing and disappearing in the server state
window).

StartUpTime - Start time of the server and time the server is on-line (local time, difference
to GMT is indicated).

The meaning of the columns in the window for each component is:

Name - component name (for non-standard components the DN)

Type - component type: scheduler, status tracker, workflow engine, agent, etc.

InstID - the unique instance ID

Start time - the start time of the component (local time)

LastMsgType - last received message type (create, execute, etc.)

Ack - the number of sent acknowledge messages

IdleTime - the time span so far the component is waiting for requests

ActiveTime - the time span so far the component is processing a request

LastMsgReturn - the last sent acknowledge return code

A.38 GUI
A folder for extensions to DirXmetahub Manager's graphical user interface.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name for the folder. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

DirXmetahub Managers can be distributed all over the network. Synchronization of
changed XML configuration files for wizard or object descriptions contained in the folder
install_path\Gui\conf\extensions or ...\wizards could become a problem. The solution is to
hold the files in the directory (in the folder Configuration -> Gui -> extensions or
wizards).
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Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Extension

A.39 Import Properties
Import properties are needed to set up the specific options for importing data into a
connected directory. Usually, these parameters describe the restrictions during data
import.

Use this tab sheet to specify these import properties. The actual parameters are
determined by the type of connected directory and the type of agent.

For the ADS connected directory the following items appear:

Multi-value Separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

Ignore Object Class - Controls whether ADSAgent evaluates (check box marked) or
ignores (check box unmarked) the objectClass attribute of entries for which the modify
LDIF changetype operation has been specified.

Reject Special Characters - Controls whether ADSAgent evaluates (check box
marked) the ADsPath attribute of entries in the import data file for special characters
or not (check box unmarked).

Reject Characters - Specifies the characters in the import entries' AdsPath attribute
that ADSAgent is to scan for; ADSAgent is to reject the entry for import if it contains
one of these characters.

Search Base - Specifies the base within the Active Directory from which to search for
matching entries using the search criteria specified in the ldapFilter attribute of each
entry in the import data file.

For the Exchange connected directory the subsequent items show up:

Multi-value Separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

Ignore Object Class - Controls whether ExchangeAgent evaluates (check box
marked) or ignores (check box unmarked) the objectClass attribute of entries for
which the modify LDIF changetype operation has been specified.

Reject Special Characters - Controls whether ExchangeAgent evaluates (check box
marked) the ADsPath attribute of entries in the import data file for special characters
or not (check box unmarked).

Rejected Characters - Specifies the characters in the import entries' AdsPath
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attribute that ExchangeAgent is to scan for; ExhangeAgent is to reject the entry for
import if it contains one of these characters.

For the NDS connected directory the following items appear:

Multi-value Separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

Ignore Object Class - Controls whether NDSAgent evaluates (check box marked) or
ignores (check box unmarked) the objectClass attribute of entries for which the modify
LDIF changetype operation has been specified.

For the Notes connected directory the subsequent parameters show up:

Item Identity Name1,2,3 - Control how NotesAgent matches entries in the target
Notes address book with entries to be imported into the address book.

Search Node ID - Controls whether (check box marked) or not NotesAgent uses the
Notes identifier to match entries to be updated in the target Notes address book with
entries to be imported into the address book.

View Folder - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
NotesAgent uses a Notes view sorted by the Notes attribute specified in the
ItemIdentityName1 field to match entries to be updated in the target Notes address
book with the entries to be imported into the address book.

Case Sensitive - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
NotesAgent uses case-exact match when using a sorted Lotus Notes view to match
entries in the target Notes address book with entries to be imported.

Update - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked) existing
Notes entries are modified with imported information or whether a new entry with the
imported information is created, even if a matching entry already exists in the address
book.

Replace Item - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
existing attribute values of Notes entries in the address book are overwritten with
imported values.

Delete Entries - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
entries that exist in the Notes address book are to be deleted if matching entries exist
in the import data file.

Save Org DB - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
NotesAgent backs up the target Notes address book before performing the import
operation.

Save DB Name - Specifies the name of the file to which NotesAgent is to write the
contents of a target Notes address book before an import operation.

Save Server Name - Specifies the name of a Notes server that NotesAgent is to use
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as a storage target when backing up a Notes address book before an import
operation.

Multi-value Separator - Specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

Admin Request DB - Specifies the name of the Lotus Notes Administration Process
(adminp) request database to which NotesAgent is to send request documents during
DeleteUser changetype processing.

Admin Request Author - Specifies the author name of the Lotus Notes
Administration Process (adminp) request database to which NotesAgent is to send
request documents during DeleteUser changetype processing.

Path File Target Cert ID - Specifies the pathname to the certificate ID file of a target
organizational unit. The file contains the certificate that grants NotesAgent the right to
create registered users for the organizational unit.

Register User - Controls whether or not NotesAgent registers imported entries as
Lotus Notes users. The field can take one of the following values:

0-DO NOT REGISTER - Do not register imported entries as Lotus Notes users
(default).
 1-REGISTER AND CREATE MAIL FILES - Register imported entries as Lotus
Notes users and create corresponding mail files immediately. Additional properties
should be specified in the Register User tab sheet.
 2-REGISTER AND CREATE REQUESTS -Register imported entries as Lotus
Notes users and create requests for the Lotus Administration Process to create
corresponding mail files

For the NT connected directory the following parameters are requested:

Data Type - Selects the type of imported data. The field can take one of the following
values:

1-ACCOUNTS - Account data will be imported.
 2-LOCAL GROUPS - Local groups will be imported.
 3-GLOBAL GROUPS - Global groups will be imported.

Delete Entries - Controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box unmarked)
account or group entries that exist in a WindowsNT system are to be deleted if
matching entries exist in the import data file.

Replace All Attributes - Controls whether NTAgent can modify only the selected
subset of an account's attributes (check box unmarked), or whether it can modify all
account attributes (check box marked).

Replace All Attribute Values - Controls whether NTAgent can modify the attribute
values of a multi-valued NT account attribute as a whole (check box marked) or not
(check box unmarked).
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Replace All Group Members - Controls whether NTAgent adds new members to a
global or local group entry (check box unmarked) or replaces all members in a global
or local group entry (check box marked).

Delete Group Members - controls whether (check box marked) or not (check box
unmarked) NTAgent deletes members from a group entry in the NT system.

Insert RAS Info - Controls whether the NT account's DialInPrivilege and
DialInPhoneNumber attribute value is imported (check box marked) or not (check box
unmarked).

Multi-Value Separator - specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute.

Date Format - Specifies the format of date values.

Date Separator - Specifies the separator character of date items.

 For the ODBC connected directory the subsequent parameters show up:

Table - Specifies the ODBC name of the table (or joined set of tables) into which
entries are to be imported.

Selected By - Specifies one or more naming attributes that the agent is to use as
selection criteria during the import procedure.

Modify - Specifies the entry attributes in the ODBC database that the agent is to
modify.

Create If Absent - Controls whether or not ODBCAgentImp creates a new ODBC
entry ("row" in ODBC terminology) in the ODBC database if it does not find a matching
entry using the naming attributes supplied in SelectBy.

Exceptions (File name) - Specifies the import error file that the agent is to create and
write error information about entries that cannot be imported into the ODBC database.

Insert Only - Controls whether or not existing entries in the ODBC database are
updated with attribute values from the import data file.

Relationships - Specifies references from one table to another for which referential
integrity enforcement can be handled by nullifying the reference. Use the
Relationships field to permit entries ("rows" in ODBC terminology) to be deleted when
entries in other tables affected by referential integrity point to them, or when it is
unacceptable for the reference to a deleted entry to continue to exist.

Always Follow References - Controls whether the agent follows the references
defined in the Relationship field if referential integrity enforcement has not been
configured in the database for the specific relationships specified.

Modify Anyway - Controls whether the agent performs a comparison operation
before modifying an ODBC entry.
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Change Type - Specifies the alphanumeric string used in the import data file to
indicate the "changetype" for ODBC entries.

For a detailed description of these items see the "Import Configuration File Format"
sections in each DirXmetahub meta agent chapter in the DirXmetahub Meta Agent
Reference manual.

Related Topics

Channel

A.40 Import to MetaStore Properties
Join and import properties are needed to set up the specific options for importing data into
the meta directory. The join parameters describe how to identify a target entry by the given
source entry data. Other import parameters specify search operations for the relevant
target entries to be updated. Another subset of parameters describe the restrictions during
data import.

Use this tab to define all parameters needed to specify import options.

The subsequent items define import parameters:

Superior info - The superior info is necessary to construct the necessary superior
nodes for an entry in the case that those do not exist when the entry is added to the
meta directory store.

Base Object - To check attribute values of target entries, a search operation is
necessary. This and a couple of subsequent parameters specify this search operation.
The base object determines at which node the search operation will start.

Subset - Defines the scope of the search operation and can take one of the following
values:

BASE OBJECT - Check, if the Base Object matches the search criteria, but
nothing else.
 ONE LEVEL - Search for results in the given Base Object node and one level
deeper.
 SUBTREE - Find results in the whole subtree below the given Base Object.

Use DN - If the check box is marked, the distinguished name is used for joining a
source and a target entry.

Filter - Specify the matching criteria here. This can be any logical expression in LDAP
notation. Use "&" for "AND", "|" for "OR", and "!" for "NOT", as well as "=" for equality
check, "~=" for phonetic equality check, and "<=" for less, ">=" for greater.

Filter check - This is an expression used in the TCL program to check the validity of
the given filter.
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Sorted list - Mark this check box to indicate that the resulting entry list should be
sorted.

Sort key - Select an attribute name from the combo box that is used for sorting.

Sort order - Indicates if the results are sorted in ASCENDING or DESCENDING
order.

Remove objects - Mark this check box if entries which are no longer valid can be
deleted immediately.

Marking attribute - This attribute is useful to set a flag that the respective entry can
be deleted. It allows another connected directory to check the data before the entry is
really deleted.

Marking value - The value for the just described Marking attribute.

Keep objects - This table may contain a list of distinguished names of entries which
mustn't be deleted in any case.

Create new entries - Mark this check box to indicate that the creation of new entries
is allowed..

Perform read - If this check box is marked, the system will read all attributes during a
search operation. It may however be sufficient to just read the distinguished name for
the first, and later query for further attributes, if necessary.

Process all attributes - Mark this check box to indicate that all attributes of the
attribute configuration should be processed, not only the selected ones.

Related Topics

Channel
 Join to MetaStore Properties

A.41 INI Content
Use this tab to edit the content of an INI file. INI files have pure text content and can
therefore be edited with any text editor. DirXmetahub Manager provides a simple editor
control for this purpose. The two buttons below the editor enable the user to either export
or import INI files.

Import text... - Click on this button to import a text file which will then replace the
current content of the INI file. A file browser dialog is shown to select the file to be
imported.

Export text... - Click on this button to export the current content of the INI file into an
external text file. A file browser dialog is shown to selected the desired directory and to
type in the name of the text file.

Related Topics
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INI File

A.42 INI File
An INI file is needed to control the operations of a connected directory agent. It contains
all necessary parameters needed for a particular synchronization task. The INI file
configuration object stores all data needed to create the respective INI file.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name to the INI file configuration object. The properties
shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the INI file.

Description - The description of the INI file.

Version - The version number of the INI file.

Related Topics

File
 Content

A.43 Input/Output Channels
The input/output channels define the properties of the data download from the source and
the upload to the target directory respectively. While the connected directory and the job
hold the statical, the channels contain the more dynamical information for the
synchronization procedure.

Use this tab to assign input and output channels to a job. The two items shown are:

Input Channel - The job's input channels and their related attributes. To display the
properties of a selected channel, click the Properties button to the right.

Output Channel - The job's output channels and their related attributes. To display
the properties of a selected channel, click the Properties button to the right.

Except when the job's Agent is the DirXmetahub controller program metacp, the tab
shows the additional properties:

Report file - The report file produced by the job, along with its related attributes. To
display the properties of the report file, click the Properties button to the right.

Ini file - The configuration (*.ini) file used by the job, along with its related attributes.
To display the properties of this configuration file, click the Properties button to the
right.

Related Topics
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Channel
 File
 Job
 Job Configuration Objects

A.44 Job
A job is a single execution step in a synchronization procedure. The job configuration
object holds all necessary properties for the definition of the job, mainly the agent program
which will execute this step and the input and output channels describing the dataflow
from and to the involved connected directories.

Use this tab to set the general properties of a job.  The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the job.

Description - A description of the job.

Version - The version number of the job.

Agent - The agent used to execute this job. To display the properties of a selected
agent, click the Properties button to the right.
 Note: this field cannot be edited because dependent on this agent and the underlying
agent type a lot of information in this job object is specific to it. Changing the agent
field would result in destroyed information which cannot be recovered again. You have
to create a new job object when you want to change this field.
 Warning: do not try to change the agent field in the data view or with another LDAP
editor. The database could be corrupted!

Operation - The operation performed by the job.

Command Line - The command line arguments for running the agent associated with
the job. Note that this information can contain dynamic references that are resolved
before each run of the job.

OK Status - A list of all numeric exit code values the job delivers, that have to be
treated as ok. This field allows you to redefine the values defined in the corresponding
agent.

Warning Status - A list of all numeric exit code values the job delivers, that have to be
treated as warnings. This field allows you to redefine the values defined in the
corresponding agent.

Timeout [min] - The time for the job to run before timing out. Default value is 10
minutes.

There may be additional properties depending on the Agent used for this job.

For the DirXmetahub controller program metacp the following additional properties
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appear:

Init Mode - Denotes the run mode of the job. The item can take one of the following
values:

REAL - The job runs in normal mode and will perform the synchronization step as
specified.
 TRIAL - The job runs just in a trial mode. No update operations will be performed. This
mode can be especially used to test the mapping between source and target attributes
and to check the shape of the resulting target entries in the trace file.

Perform Read - If this check box is marked, the agent reads target entries to join
them with related source entries always completely instead of just reading the
distinguished name and retrieving the missing attributes later.

Test Mapping Only - This is useful to check if the mapping routine works properly.
Mark the check box and use the Debug Trace switch 2-FILE OUTPUT as well as the
Trace Level 2-FULL TRACE in the Tracing tab to check the mapping output by viewing
the trace file in the Monitor view after running the respective workflow.

Test Max Entries - This item works only in connection with the Test Mapping Only
check box marked. Specify the number of source entries to be mapped and use -1 to
map all source entries.

For the ODBC agents, there are the following properties:

Record Separator - Denotes the string separating succeeding entries.

8bit - Only valid for ODBC export. If checked, the agent accepts characters with more
than 7 bits without escaping them to hex notation (\x...).

Related Topics

Authentication
 Delta Handling
 Input/Output Channels
 Tracing
 Job Configuration Objects
 Notification Tab
 References

A.45 Jobs
A folder for the job configuration objects in the configuration database.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:
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Job - The job object currently used by the object of which the properties are shown.
Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available job objects in the job folder. Use
the properties button to display the properties of the currently selected job object.

Related Topic

Job

A.46 Join to MetaStore Properties
Join and import properties are needed to set up the specific options for importing data into
the meta directory. The join parameters describe how to identify a target entry by the given
source entry data. Other import parameters specify search operations for the relevant
target entries to be updated. Another subset of parameters describe the restrictions during
data import.

Use this tab to define all parameters needed for performing a join operation.

The following items are necessary for join operations:

Join Expression - Define the logical attribute conditions used for the identification of
entries to be joined in this table. See the sections below for details.

Join object class -- This is useful to identify an attribute set of a particular connected
directory. During the join operation this object class could be assigned to the target
entry what would enable the synchronization of the attributes associated with this
class. Specify the connected-directory specific object class in this field.

Matching attribute -  This attribute was intended to be used as an identifier for the
master directory of the current (sub-)set of attribute values assigned to the target
entry. The provider of the value (sub-)set could store its name into this attribute. Other
connected directories providing the same data types could check if their name is
stored in this attribute and write their attribute values to the meta store only in this
case.

Matching value - The value of the just described Matching attribute.

The join table Join Expression in the Join Properties tab sheet allows to define join
conditions in the following way:

� You can enter attributes into each cell of the table

� Each line defines a separate join expression where the attributes are combined by an
and condition (for example: Surname & GivenName & TelephoneNumber)

� The expressions (lines) are evaluated from top to bottom. Each expression is used as
a filter condition for a search in the directory.

� When no or more than one hit occur, then the next expression (line) is used.
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� Exactly one hit stops the evaluation. The found entry is used to join the information to
be imported into it.

� When all lines have been evaluated, the DN is used. If this search fails also, a new
entry has to be created in the directory.

Please note: When the schema has not been read from the LDAP directory, two questions
marks are appended to the value of the object type field. You simply have to synchronize
the schema to solve this problem.

Related Topics

Channel
 Import to MetaStore Properties

A.47 Mapping Function
A mapping function is used to convert an attribute or a set of attributes of a source
directory entry into an attribute of a target directory entry. Usually, such mapping functions
perform just simple operations like character escaping (removal or replacement of non-
alphanumerical characters. However, more complex functions construct distinguished
names or superior directory tree nodes.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name to a mapping function. The properties shown in this
tab are:

Name - The name of the mapping function. Note, that this name will be used by the
mapping editor to construct the mapping item. This name must not differ from the
name used in the TCL proc header.

Description - A description of the mapping function.

Version - The version number of the mapping function.

Argument Count - The number of arguments this mapping function will take (at least
the minimum number in case of a Variable Argument Count). This is also used by
the mapping editor to insert as many rows as needed when the mapping function is
selected for usage in a particular mapping item.

Variable Argument Count - If this check box is marked, the argument count of the
mapping function is variable. The mapping editor uses this flag to allow the user to
add additional rows to the respective mapping item where this mapping function is
used, or to delete superfluous rows down to the number given in Argument Count.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Defining own Mapping Functions
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 Mapping Functions
 Mapping Scripts
 Other Scripts
 Profile Scripts
 TCL
 Using the Mapping Functions

A.48 Mapping Functions
A folder for mapping function configuration objects. The content is used by the mapping
editor to provide a set of predefined mapping functions when the user pops up the combo
box list of the Mapping Function column in the mapping editor.

Use this tab to assign general properties to the mapping function folder. The items shown
in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

Mapping Editor
 (Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Mapping Function
 Mapping Scripts
 Other Scripts
 Profile Scripts
 TCL Script
 Using the Mapping Functions

A.49 Mapping Item
The properties of a mapping item that represents one line of the mapping editor table. We
recommend that you do not edit these items directly! Use the mapping editor instead.

Name - The name of the mapping item.

Input - The input to the mapping function.

Mapping Function - The mapping function to use.
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Output - The output from the mapping function.

Related Topics

Mapping Editor
 Mapping Scripts
 Mapping Function

A.50 Mapping Script
A mapping script is a special kind of Tcl script describing the mapping between the source
and target selected attributes. It consists of a set of mapping items, each containing one
or more source attributes and a mapping function which transforms these source
attributes by appropriate operations into a single target attribute.

The source attributes available for mapping are the selected attributes of the contributing
input channel(s). The target attributes into which these source attributes can be converted
are the selected attributes of the contributing output channel(s).

To create such a mapping script, a special mapping editor is provided. However, it is also
possible to use a standard Tcl editor for the creation or modification of a mapping script.

The attributes shown on this tab are

Name - The name of the mapping script.

Description - A description of the mapping script.

Version - The version number of the mapping script.

Mapping Items - A space-separated sequence of strings denoting the distinguished
names of the mapping items contributing to this mapping script. It is not intended, that
the user edits this line directly. The user should create or modify the script by using the
mapping editor on tab "Mapping Items" instead.

Related Topic

Attribute Mapping

A.51 Mapping Scripts
A folder for mapping script configuration objects that any job can use (when the mapping
is not controlled by the mapping editor).

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.
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Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Mapping Functions
 Other Scripts
 Profile Scripts
 TCL Script

A.52 Message Service
The message service performs all communication between the DirXmetahub server, the
agents and the DirXmetahub Manager.

Use this tab to assign general properties the message service configuration object. The
items shown in this tab are:

Name - The display name of the service.

Description - A description of the service.

Version - The version number of the service.

Service - The related service object, which contains the IP address and port number
of the message service. To display the properties of a selected service object, click
the Properties button to the right.

Related Topics

Command Queue
 File Service Queue
 MQ Series
 Service
 Status Tracker
 Message Service Configuration Objects

A.53 Messaging Services
A folder for the message service configuration objects in the configuration database under
the folder configuration.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within the property page DirXmetahub Server General, the content of this folder is shown
as a pop-up list of a combo box:
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Message Service - The message service object currently used by the object of which
the properties are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available
message service objects in the message service folder. Use the properties button to
display the properties of the currently selected message service object.

Related Topic

(Central) Configuration
 Message Service

A.54 Monitor Folder
This folder holds the status data for all executions of a particular workflow.

This tab simply contains a single property

Name - The name of the monitor folder, usually the name of the workflow.

While this tab is editable, it is however not intended to edit the name field but
recommended to leave as it is automatically created by the Monitor View.

A.55 MQ Series
The properties of a MQ-Series application.

Control Queue - The name of the MQ-Series broker control queue.

Queue Manager - The name of the MQ-Series queue manager.

Admin Group - The name of the MQ-Series administration group (for example,
mqm).

Admin User ID - The name of the MQ-Series administrator (for example, dxmadm).

Admin Password - The password of the MQ-Series administrator.

Group - The name of the user group of the application.

User ID - The name of the user id of the application.

Password - The password for the application user id.

Related Topics

Message Service
 Message Service Configuration Objects
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A.56 Notification
Notification objects allow to setup exactly one notification (eMail or SMS) to be used by a
job.

The notification object has three tabs:

� Notification - to set the type, the service to be used, all addresses and the
attachments to be sent.

� File - to set the filename of the XML configuration file and some of the other typical
parameters for file objects.

� Content - to handle the XML content of the notification object including the
references.

The fields of the Notification tab are:

Name - the display Name of this notification object

Description - a textual description of this object

Version - the version of this object

Type - defines the type of the notification (either eMail or SMS)

Service - a link to the service object which contains the Mail host address.

From - a link (distinguished name) to the person which shall be informed when the
notification returns because of a bad To or CC address or other problems.

To - a link (distinguished name) to the person which is the one who has to do the task.

CC - zero or more links (distinguished names) to persons which have to be informed
about the notification.

Attachments - links to files which have to be sent as attachments with an eMail (this
field is ignored for SMS).

Prerequisite for all persons whose distinguished name is used in the From, To and CC
fields is that an eMail or another attribute exists which can be used. In the case of SMS
messages the attribute must be structured like phoneNumber@domain (for example:
0172987654@d2-Message.de)

The Content tab allows to view or edit the XML configuration file. This file contains all
necessary parameters in an XML structure. Most of these parameters are referenced to
the fields in the Notification tab for easier use. Only the subject and the body fields have
to be edited in the XML text directly.

A.57 Notification
The notification information in this job tab sheet is necessary to control all notifications this
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job uses.

Use this tab to set up all notifications for the job. The property items shown in this tab are:

Notifications - allows to set the links to all notification objects this job uses. This can
be either local objects under the job objects or central objects in the folder
Configuration -> Notifications.

The next three switches control whether the specific type of operation is done
automatically (option is not selected) or has to be performed by a target system
administrator which is notified via eMail or SMS.

Notify to add - This switch controls all add operations.

Notify to modify - This switch controls all modify operations.

Notify to delete - This switch controls all delete operations.

When all three switches are set, no operation is performed automatically. Everything has
to be done by the target system administrator by hand. A typical scenario is that
modifications are done automatically and add and delete operations are done manually.

A.58 Notifications
A folder for central notification objects to be used by several jobs.

Use this tab to define central notifications objects. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

Notification
 Notification Objects
 Notification Tab

A.59 Other Properties of a Channel
Shows additional properties of a channel configuration object. The items are mainly file-
related and correspond to the file which is assigned to the connected directory the
channel is connected to.

Selected File - The file item object which describes the data file to be accessed for
bulk data read or write operations. Use the Properties button to view the properties of
the file item or the Delete button to delete the value or the Browse button to change
the value.
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File Mode - Denotes the mode in which the file is opened. One of the following modes
can be selected:

READ - The file will be opened for read access (this means, the channel is an
input channel).
 WRITE - The file will be opened for write access (this means, the channel is an
output channel).
 APPEND - Same as WRITE, but the previous content of the file is kept and the
new data are just appended to the end of the file.

File Format - Denotes the format of the file. One of the following format can be
selected:

TAGGED - In a tagged data file, each entry and its attributes are tagged by a
prefix and a suffix. Example: "givenName:Peter;".
 NON-TAGGED - In an untagged data file, an individual attribute is identified
based on its position in an entry. Attributes are separated by an attribute separator
or a field width for the attribute can be defined. Example: "...|John|4375|Senior
Developer|..."
 LDIF-CHANGE - A data file in LDIF change format contains a list of directory
modifications. Each entry in the change file contains a special LDIF "changetype"
attribute that indicates the type of directory modification to be made. Example:
 "dn: cn=Joe Isuzu, ou=sales, o=Isuzu, c=us
 changetype: delete"

Sorted List - This item applies only in an output channel. If the check box is marked,
the system will produce a bulk data file with a sorted list of entry items.

Local Code - Holds a keyword that indicates whether user-specified strings must be
converted from PC-Code to Latin.1 or vise versa. By default, the meta controller
program assumes that strings are specified in PC-Code (PC850), and that conversion
to Latin.1 must be performed. If this variable is set to LATIN1, the system does not
convert user-specified strings. This variable is supported only on Windows NT
systems.

Related Topics

Channel
 File Item

A.60 Other Scripts
A folder for Tcl scripts that any job can use (these are Tcl scripts that cannot be classified
as control, mapping, or profile Tcl scripts).

Name - The name of the folder.
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Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Mapping Functions
 Mapping Scripts
 Profile Scripts
 TCL Script

A.61 Files
This tab provides access to the files created during execution of a workflow. This set of
files contains all configuration files for the DirXmetahub controller program metacp as well
as data and trace files and status reports.

Status Path - The path for the directory in which the saved files for this activity run are
stored. The saved files include input and output files, configuration files, report and
trace files, and so on.

Input - The input files associated with the activity. To display a selected input file, click
the Properties button to the right.

Output - The output files associated with the activity. To display a selected output file,
click the Properties button to the right.

Trace - The trace file associated with the activity. To display the trace file, click the
Properties button to the right.

Report - The report file associated with the activity. To display the report file, click the
Properties button to the right.

Process Data - The process data file associated with the activity. To display the
process data file, click the Properties button to the right. The process data file
contains system internal information traced by the agent controller. The data includes
the name of the called executable, the command line parameters, and transferred
delta information.

Configuration files - The configuration files associated with the activity. To display a
selected configuration file, click the Properties button to the right. Use the Copy to
Status Area property of a file configuration object to control its storage in the status
area.
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A.62 Profile Scripts
A folder for profile scripts that any job can use.

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Mapping Functions
 Mapping Scripts
 Other Scripts
 TCL Script

A.63 Query Folder
A query folder is used to filter a set of objects out of a much larger one.

Use this tab to specify mainly the filter criterion. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Search Scope - The scope for the search operation. This take one of the following
values:

0-BASE OBJECT - The search operation is performed on its start point only.
 1-ONE LEVEL - The search operation extends to the start point and all objects
which are have the start point as their parent.
 2-SUBTREE - The search operation extends to the whole subtree below its start
point.

Search Filter - The search criterion in LDAP syntax, for example
 dxmC=*

Max Result - The number of entries to be returned at maximum.

A.64 Register User
The Register User properties are additional properties for the import of user entries in a
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Lotus Notes administration database.

Use this tab to specify these properties. The following items appear:

Item Mailbox Name - Specifies the attribute to use as the mailbox name.

Item User ID - Specifies the attribute to use as the User ID.

Path File Cert ID - Specifies the pathname to the certificate ID file cert.id, which is a
binary file that is supplied with the Lotus Notes Server installation software. This file
contains the certificate that grants NotesAgent the right to create registered users.

Path User ID - Specifies the directory in which NotesAgent is to store Lotus Notes
user IDs created during the user registration process.

Registration Server - Specifies the name of the Notes registration server that is to
register the users in the Notes server address book.

Mail Server - Specifies the name of a Notes server on which NotesAgent is to create
user mailboxes during the user registration process.

Min(imal) Password Length - specifies the minimum number of characters that a
user password must have.

Create Address Book Entry - Controls whether or not NotesAgent creates Notes
entries in the target Notes address book for Lotus Notes users that it registers during
the import process.

Create Mail Database - Controls whether or not NotesAgent creates user mailboxes
for Lotus Notes users that it registers during the import process.

Create ID File - Controls whether or not NotesAgent creates a user ID file for Lotus
Notes users that it registers during the import process.

Save ID in Address Book - Controls whether or not NotesAgent saves the user ID
files it creates as attachments of the Notes entries for the registered users.

Save ID in File - Controls whether or not NotesAgent saves the user ID files it creates
in individual files.

Create North American ID - Controls whether or not NotesAgent creates United
States security encrypted User ID files.

Client Type - Specifies the type of Lotus Notes client that NotesAgent is to associate
with the registered users it creates during the import process.

For a detailed description of the items see the DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference
manual.

Related Topic

Import Properties
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A.65 Scenario
A scenario is usually displayed in the Global View as a map in the with tin icons for
connected directories and lines between them representing synchronizations workflows
between them.

Some of the properties of a scenario are usually set by doing actions in the Global View.
Use this tab to set the properties of a scenario manually. The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the scenario.

Version - The version number of the scenario.

Icons - Lists the connected directory icons contained in the scenario. To display the
properties of a selected icon, click the Properties button to the right.

Lines - Lists the workflow lines contained in the scenario. To display the properties of
a selected workflow line, click the Properties button to the right.

The following properties can also be accessed by invoking the "Properties..." item of the
popup menu appearing when clicking with the right mouse button on the Global View's
map.

Use Grid - An indication whether the grid is turned on (checked) or off (unchecked).

Grid-X - The grid cell width.

Grid-Y - The grid cell height.

Map - The path name of the background image displayed in the scenario map. This
can be either a usual file path or a path relative to the class path (the value of the
CLASSPATH environment variable).

Related Topics

Connected Directory Icon
 Workflow Line
 Using the Global View
 Scenario Configuration Objects

A.66 Scenarios
A folder for the scenario configuration objects in the configuration database.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Scenario - The scenario object currently used by the object of which the properties
are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available scenario objects in
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the scenario folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected scenario object.

Related Topic

Scenario

A.67 Schedule
Schedules are used to start the execution of a workflow at a predefined date and time.

Use this tab to set the properties of a schedule.  The items shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the schedule.

Description - A description of the schedule.

Version - The version number of the schedule.

Active - An indication whether the schedule is active (checked) or not (unchecked).
Only active schedules are executed by the Scheduler.

Start Time - The time at which the workflow is started.

Time Interval - The interval at which the schedule will run the workflow.

Deviation - The maximum allowed deviation for the schedule. This is a plus range
around the Start Time. It allows you to suppress workflow runs that would start too
late (for example, because of a network problem).

Expiration Time - The expiration time, if any, for the schedule. This is the last time
when the workflow needs to be executed.

Workflow - The workflow associated with the schedule. To display its properties, click
the Properties button to the right.

Active schedules show a red icon to indicate this state. Nevertheless scheduling can be
deactivated centrally (see Schedules).

Related Topics

Workflow
 Schedule Configuration Objects
 Schedules
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A.68 Schedules
A folder for the schedule configuration objects in the configuration database.

Name - The name of the folder.

The icon of this folder turns to red when any of the contained schedules is active and
when scheduling is not disabled.

If you use the menu entry Disable Scheduling all schedulers on all DirXmetahub Servers
stop scheduling immediately. You can enable scheduling again with the menu entry
Enable Scheduling.

Note that disable scheduling does not interrupt or abort running workflows. Only the new
start of workflows is prevented.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Schedule - The schedule object currently used by the object of which the properties
are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available schedule objects in
the schedule folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected schedule object.

Related Topic

Schedule
 Schedule Configuration Objects

A.69 Schema - Object Classes and Attribute Types
The properties of a schema associated with a connected directory.

Object Classes - The names, IDs, and kinds of object classes in the schema.  To
display the properties of a selected object class, click the Properties button to the
right. A dialog is opened showing the following properties:

Name - The name of the object class.

Description - A description for the object class.

ID - The unique identifier for the object class.

Kind - The type kind of the object class.

Superior class - The superior class of the object class.

Obsolete - If this check box is marked, the object class is obsolete.

May and must attributes - The list of optional and required attribute types. The
meaning of the property items for an attribute type is described below. For a
required attribute, the check box Mandatory is marked.
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Attribute Types - The properties of object attribute typess in the schema. For each
object attribute (selected from the list), the tab displays name, ID and length in a table
and the remaining properties as a form sheet:

Name - The name of the attribute type.

ID - The unique identifier for the attribute type.

Length - The maximum value length for the attribute type.

Description - A description of the object attribute.

Derived from - The attribute from which this attribute is derived.

Syntax - The syntax for using this attribute.

Usage - How to use this attribute type.

Match Rules - The Equality, Ordering, and Substring match rules for the
attribute.

Options - The selectable options for the attribute: Collective, Modifiable. Single
value, and Obsolete.

Related Topic

Using the Schema Display

A.70 Schema - General Properties
The schema describes the structure of data in a connected directory. A schema mainly
consists of a set of object classes and a set of attribute types.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name for the schema object. The tab shows the following
properties:

Name - The name of the schema object.

Version - The version of the schema object.

Related Topic

Schema - Object Classes and Properties

A.71 Metahub Server
This dialog is provided to select the DirXmetahub server the workflow will run on. It
contains just a single field

DirXmetahub Server - The DirXmetahub server on which the workflow will run. Use
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the button on the right to pop up a list of all available servers and select the desired
one.

Usually, this field contains already the default DirXmetahub server and therefore it is not
needed to modify the entry.

Related Topic

DirXmetahub server

A.72 Selected Attributes
Displays the names of the attributes in the attribute configuration that represents the
schema on the left and the names and synchronization flags of the selected attributes on
the right.

Use the arrow buttons to move attributes between the schema list and the list of selected
attributes to be synchronized. To move an attribute, select it in the list and then click the
appropriate button. To add flags to a selected attribute, click into the respective flags field
and afterwards on the appearing button to open the flags editor. For the meaning of the
flags see the help page of the selected attribute editor.

Note: Only selected attributes can be used for a mapping operation.

Related Topic

Using the Selected Attribute Editor

A.73 Service
The properties of a service in the meta directory environment.

Name - The name of the service.

Description - A description of the service.

Version - The version number of the service.

IP Address - The TCP/IP address of the server. This can be a number such as
218.34.52.12 or a DNS name. Use of DNS names is recommended.

Data Port - The data port number of the service.

Admin Port - The admin port number of the service.

Secure Port - The secure port number of the service.

System - The system on which the service runs. To display its properties, click the
Properties button to the right.
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Related Topics

Message Service
 DirXmetahub Server
 Service Configuration Objects

A.74 Services
A folder for the service configuration objects in the configuration database under the folder
configuration.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Service - The service object currently used by the object of which the properties are
shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available service objects in the
service folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected service object.

Related Topic

(Central) Configuration
 Service

A.75 Status Tracker (Queue)
A status tracker message queue is used by the message service to handle all
communication with the status tracker via messages.

This tab sheet shows all the properties of the status tracker message queue. It is strongly
recommended, that the user does not edit any of the fields shown here since this could
damage the current installation!

Prefix - The prefix for the status tracker queue (for example, Dxm.statustracker).

Subscriber Queue - The subscriber queue for the status tracker queue (for example,
Dxm.statustracker.subscription).

Stream - The stream for the status tracker queue (for example,
Dxm.statustracker.STREAM).

Related Topics

Message Service
 Message Service Configuration Objects
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A.76 System
The properties of a system. Use the system configuration object to record in the
configuration database the information about the systems in use at your site. Once you
have created a system configuration object, you must maintain it yourself (DirXmetahub
does not maintain it for you).

Name - The name of the system.

Description - A description of the system.

Version - The version number of the system.

Operating System - The system's operating system (for example, Windows NT 4.0
Server).

CPU Type - The system's CPU type (for example, Intel Pentium III).

HD Size [MB] - The size of the system's hard disk (in megabytes).

RAM Size [MB] - The size of the system's RAM (in megabytes).

Related Topic

Service

A.77 Systems
A folder for the system configuration objects in the configuration database under the folder
configuration.

Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Service - The system object currently used by the object of which the properties are
shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available system objects in the
service folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected system object.

Related Topic

(Central) Configuration
 System

A.78 Tcl
A folder for Tcl script configuration objects that any job configuration object can use.
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Use this tab to mainly assign a name for the Tcl script folder. The properties shown in this
tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 Control Scripts
 Mapping Functions
 Mapping Scripts
 Other Scripts
 Profile Scripts

A.79 Tcl Content
Use this tab to edit the content of a Tcl script file or a mapping function. A special editor is
provided to make the creation or modification of the script or the function as simple as
possible. However, basic knowledge about the Tcl language is necessary for all
modifications. For the usage of the Tcl editor see the respective help page.

Related Topics

Mapping Function
 Tcl Script
 Tcl Editor

A.80 Tcl Script
The Tcl Script object describes all properties of a Tcl script file. Such a file contains
program statements to be executed by the DirXmetahub controller program metacp for
synchronization operations. For DirXmetahub, mainly three types of scripts exist:

� Control Scripts - These scripts contain just definitions and settings of variables later
used for the proper synchronization program.

� Mapping Scripts - Scripts which hold a set of items describing the mapping between
source and target attributes. See the respective help page for more details.

� Profile Scripts - They contain the proper program. Usually, this is a block of
statements to open connections to the source and target connected directory, followed
by a loop that is executed for each source directory entry. This loop maps the
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attributes of the entry into target attributes and then tries either to join with an already
existing entry or adds as a new entry or deletes the corresponding target entry
depending on which action is requested.

A special editor is provided to create or modify a Tcl script. See the tool's help page for
more details. A Tcl script may however also be created or modified with a simple text
editor (then you need to export and import the content ).

The attributes shown on this tab are

Name - The name of the Tcl script.

Description - A description of the Tcl script.

Version - The version number of the Tcl script.

Related Topic

Tcl Scripts
 Using the Tcl Editor

A.81 Tcl Scripts
The Tcl scripts used by the job. This tab is only shown when the job is executed by the
DirXmetahub controller program metacp.

Use this tab to access the configuration objects of the Tcl scripts used by the job. The
properties shown here are:

Control - The Tcl script that contains the Tcl control logic. This script is typically the
first script that is called from the command line of the job. It calls the profile script,
which itself calls other scripts. To display its properties, click the Properties button to
the right.

Profile - The Tcl script that contains the Tcl profile logic. To display its properties, click
the Properties button to the right.

Mapping - The Tcl script that contains the Tcl mapping logic. To display its properties,
click the Properties button to the right.

Miscellaneous - The Tcl scripts that contain additional Tcl procedures. To display the
properties of a selected additional script, click the Properties button to the right.

Related Topics

Using the Tcl Editor
 Job Configuration Objects

"Synchronization Profiles and Templates" in DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference
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A.82 Tracing
To debug job configurations, traces are used which are written during operation. Usually,
the user can choose a particular trace level to adjust tracing according to the specific
needs.

Use this tab so set up trace information of a job. The main property shown in this tab is:

Trace file - The trace file associated with the job. To display the properties of the
selected trace file, click the Properties button to the right.

This tab can contain other properties depending on the type of the related Agent.

For the DirXmetahub controller program metacp the following properties are shown:

Debug Trace - Denotes the mode of trace output by the DirXmetahub controller
program. Select one of the values:

0-NO TRACE -The DirXmetahub controller program metacp will not write any
trace output.
 2-FILE OUTPUT - The DirXmetahub controller program metacp writes the trace
output to the given trace file in Trace file.

Trace Level - Is only valid, if Debug Trace is set to 2-FILE OUTPUT. Denotes the
trace level, i.e. the granularity of trace output. The trace level can take one of the three
values:

1-ERROR TRACE - Only failed operations are traced when this option is used.
 2-FULL TRACE - All operations are traced when this option is selected.
 3-SHORT TRACE - Only operations that access the meta directory store are
traced with this option.

Note: Trace files from the Meta Controller are always generated in utf-8 encoding.
Thus you need a viewer that allows to view utf-8 characters. Otherwise the characters
are not displayed correctly.

For the ADS, Exchange, and NDS agent the only property shown is:

Trace - A check box to switch the trace on (marked) or off (unmarked).

For the NT and Notes agent, the following additional properties are shown:

Trace - A check box to switch the trace on (marked) or off (unmarked).

Trace Level 1 - A check box to switch trace level 1 on (marked) or off (unmarked).
Trace level 1 tracing information includes a dump of the configuration file, number of
documents, and other program flow variables.

Trace Level 2 - A check box to switch trace level 2 on (marked) or off (unmarked).
Trace level 2 provides more detailed information than trace level 1.

Trace Level 3 - A check box to switch trace level 3 on (marked) or off (unmarked).
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Trace level 3 provides more detailed information than trace level 2.

For the ODBC agent, the following additional properties are shown:

Trace - A check box to switch the trace on (marked) or off (unmarked).

Trace Level - A string containing a combination of the following items or abbreviations
separated by whitespace:

ConnectAttributes (CA) - Include connection "attributes" (fields).
 FailSummary (FS) - Include a summary of failed entries sent to the error file.
 ODBC - Report ODBC versions.
 SQL - Include SQL statements that are to be executed.
 Summary (S) - Include a summary of all entries imported or exported (mark
failed entries with a trailing # character.
 Warnings (W) Include ODBC warnings (ODBC errors are always written to the
trace file).
 Columns (Cols) - Include information on columns stored as part of the database
schema.
 RefData (Ref) - Include information on the reference data used for delta export.
 Statistics (Stats) - Include statistics about the import operation, such as the
number of creates, updates, and deletes, the number of entries unprocessed
because of errors, the total of all entries handled with or without error but not
skipped, and skipped entries.

Max Trace Files - Determines the number of trace files that the ODBC agents are
permitted to create, in rotation.

Max Trace File Size - Determines the maximum size of a trace file.

Trace Flow - This field specifies the level of tracing information written to the trace
file. Trace flow is an integer from 0 to 9. The higher the number, the more tracing
information is written. Currently, only trace level 1 is implemented; at this level, the
ODBC meta agents give an indication of entrance and exit for main functions.

Related Topics

Job
 File
 Job Configuration Objects

A.83 Workflow
A workflow performs a data synchronization between connected directories in a meta
directory environment. The workflow configuration object mainly contains the list of the
contributing activities.

Use this tab to assign properties to a workflow. The items shown in this tab are:
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Name - The name of the workflow.

Description - A description of the workflow.

Version - The version number of the workflow.

DirXmetahub Server - The DirXmetahub server associated with the workflow. To
display its properties, click the Properties button to the right.

Wizard - The name of the wizard associated with the workflow, or NONE if no wizard
exists for the workflow.  This name must contain the types of directories at the
endpoints of the workflow (for example, LDAP and FILE). This information is used
when wizards are selected for a specific workflow line in the Global View. Between the
endpoint values, you can include other information (for example, LDAP-3step-FILE) to
identify a more specific wizard.

Bidirectional - Setting this flag, both arrows on a workflow line in the Global View will
be set when this workflow is contained in the line.

Status Life Time - The maximum time that status entries and related files will be
retained after a run of the workflow. This field allows you to redefine the default value
set in the Configuration object to a specific value for this workflow. An empty field
means that the default value of the Configuration object is used.

Related Topics

Activities
 (Central) Configuration
 DirXmetahub Server
 Service
 Wizard Concepts
 Workflow Configuration Objects

A.84 Workflow Line
The properties of a workflow line.

Name - The name of the workflow line.

Version - The version number of the workflow line.

Source - The source connected directory for the workflow line. To display its
properties, click the Properties button to the right.

Target - The target connected directory for the workflow line. To display its properties,
click the Properties button to the right.

Workflow - The workflows represented by the workflow line. To display the  properties
of one of these objects, click the Properties button to the right.
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Related Topics

Connected Directory
 Connected Directory Icon
 Scenario
 Workflow

A.85 Workflow Status Data
A workflow returns status data during and after its execution. The results can be viewed
here.

The following items are shown:

Name - The name of the file that contains the workflow status data.

Start Time - The activation time for the workflow.

End Time - The termination time for the workflow.

Expiration Time - The expiration time of the workflow status data. This is the time
after which the data will be deleted automatically by the StatusTracker.

Workflow - The name of the workflow that has generated the status data.

Result - The result message returned for the workflow.

Remark - Additional workflow status information. This field can contain an unlimited
number of lines that provide detailed information if the activity did not run correctly.
Note that this field can contain warnings even if the run was successful. If there are
warnings, you should determine the reason and fix the problem.

Server Name - The name of the service on which the workflow has run.

DirXmetahub Server - The name of the DirXmetahub server that ran the workflow.

Related Topics

Activity
 Activity Status Data
 Workflow
 Using the Monitor View
 Workflow Execution Status

A.86 Workflows
A folder for the workflow configuration objects in the configuration database.
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Name - The name of the folder.

Within a property page the content of this folder is shown as a pop-up list of a combo box:

Workflow - The workflow object currently used by the object of which the properties
are shown. Use the arrow button to pop up the list of all available workflow objects in
the workflow folder. Use the properties button to display the properties of the currently
selected workflow object.

Related Topic

Workflow

A.87 Wizards
A folder for DirXmetahub Manager wizard design.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name for this folder. The properties shown in this tab are:

Name - The name of the folder.

Description - A description of the folder.

Version - The version number of the folder.

The files from the folder wizards are only downloaded to the file system (folder:
install_path\Gui\conf\wizards) when a wizard is opened in the global view.

The download is only performed when the switch updateconfig in the file bindprofile.xml
in the folder install_path\Gui\conf\ is set to true.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 GUI
 Virtual Object Extensions
 Wizard Design
 XML File

A.88 XML Content
Use this tab to edit the content of an XML file. XML files have pure text content and can
therefore be edited with any text editor. DirXmetahub Manager provides a simple editor
control for this purpose. The two buttons below the editor enable the user to either export
or import XML files.

Import text... - Click on this button to import a text file which will then replace the
current content of the XML file. A file browser dialog is shown to select the file to be
imported.
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Export text... - Click on this button to export the current content of the XML file into an
external text file. A file browser dialog is shown to selected the desired directory and to
type in the name of the text file.

Related Topics

XML File

A.89 XML File
XML file are used in DirXmetahub to define the extensions to any configuration object by
Extensible Markup Language (XML) items. Extensions are especially needed for
connected directory and job descriptions as well as for wizard configurations.

Use this tab to mainly assign a name to the XML file object. The properties shown in this
tab are:

Name - The name of the XML file.

Description - A description of the XML file.

Version - The version number of the XML file.

Related Topics

(Central) Configuration
 GUI
 Extensions
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Appendix

B Mapping Functions

B.1 ifEqual
Checks a variable's value and sets the result to one of two values

Synopsis:

ifEqual variable value then-value else-value

Description:

If variable equals value then the result is set to then-value, else to else-value.

Note: This function works on a single valued list only.

B.2 ifNotEqual
Checks a variable's value and sets the result to one of two values

Synopsis:

ifNotEqual variable value then-value else-value

Description:

If variable does not equal value then the result is set to then-value, else to else-value.

Note: This function works on a single valued list only.

B.3 lADSpathCreate
Creates an ADS path

Synopsis:

lADSpathCreate prefix type1 value1 type2 value2 ...

Description:

This routine is used to generate an ADSpath from a list of input field pairs. This routine is
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useful for mappings for import to ADS / Exchange. In order to be very flexible, the user
has to pass the types of the components of the ADS path, too.

The first argument prefix allows to define a constant value as the first part of the path.

Each of the next pair of arguments is combined to a part of the path (for example "cn" and
ldap.cn with a value of  'Huber Max' are combined to 'cn=Huber Max'. If the value field is
empty, this part of the DN is omitted.

The arguments

"LDAP://server1:389” "cn" ldap.cn "ou" ldap.ou "o" ldap.o

create with values
  ldap.cn=Huber Max
  ldap.ou=Development
  ldap.o=Siemens

as result an ADS path: LDAP://server1:389/cn=Huber
Max/ou=Development/o=Siemens

Errorhandling

An error is returned in the global variable mapping_error when

� one of the input values is a multi-valued string

B.4 lBaseDNreplace
Replaces the base DN in a DN.

Synopsis:

lBaseDNreplace string string1 string2

Description:

Replaces string1 by string2 in the string array string. Replacement is done starting at the
end of the string.

B.5 lBool2Integer
Converts boolean values (TRUE and FALSE) to integer values (1 and 0).

Synopsis:

lBool2Integer boolean

Description:

FALSE will be mapped to "0". TRUE will be mapped to "1". For all other values, the value
"" is generated.
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B.6 lDNcreate
Creates a DN

Synopsis:

lDNcreate type1 value1 type2 value2 ... [typen valuen] | valuen

Description:

This routine is used to generate a distinguished name (DN) from a list of input field pairs.
This routine is useful for import mappings. In order to be very flexible, the user has to
pass the types of the components of the DN, too.

Each of the pairs of arguments is combined to a part of the path (for example "cn" and
ldap.cn with a value of  'Huber Max' are combined to 'cn=Huber Max'). The pair results are
concatenated with commas.

When the number of arguments is a multiple of two, the path ends with a combination of
type=value. When the number of arguments is not a multiple of two, the path ends with a
constant (for example 'o=pqr'). If the value field is empty, this part of the DN is omitted.

The arguments

"cn" ldap.cn "ou" ldap.ou "o" ldap.o

create with values
   ldap.cn=Huber Max
   ldap.ou=Development
   ldap.o=Siemens

as result the DN:

cn=Huber Max,ou=Development,o=Siemens

"cn" ldap.cn "ou" ldap.ou "l=DE,o=pqr"

create with the same values as result the DN:

cn=Huber Max,ou=Development,l=DE,o=pqr

Errorhandling

An error is returned in the global variable mapping_error when

� one of the input values is a multi-valued string

B.7 lInteger2Bool
Converts integer values (0 and 1) to boolean values (FALSE and TRUE).

Synopsis:

lInteger2Bool integer
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Description:

"0" will be mapped to FALSE. "1" will be mapped to TRUE. For all other values the value ""
is generated.

B.8 listFirst
Returns the first element of a list as a string.

Synopsis:

listFirst list

Description:

Returns the first element of a list as a string.

B.9 listLast
Returns the last element of a list as a string.

Synopsis:

listLast list

Description:

Returns the last element of a list as a string.

B.10 lListAppend
Appends elements to a list.

Synopsis:

lListAppend list list ...

Description:

Appends all elements to a list.

B.11 lListFirst
Returns the first element of a list as a new single valued list.

Synopsis:

lListFirst list

Description:

Returns the first element of a list as a new single valued list.
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B.12 lListLast
Returns the last element of a list as a new single valued list.

Synopsis:

lListLast list

Description:

Returns the last element of a list as a new single valued list.

B.13 lListNth
Returns the nth element of a list as a new single valued list.

Synopsis:

lListNth list n

Description:

Returns the nth element of a list as a new single valued list.

B.14 lListRest
Returns the second to last element of a list.

Synopsis:

lListRest list

Description:

Returns the second to last element of a list as a new list.

B.15 lPA2String
Replaces the $ characters by carriage returns.

Synopsis:

lPA2String list

Description:

Replaces the $ characters in a postal address field by carriage returns. Replacement is
done for all the elements of the Tcl list.

B.16 lString2PA
Replaces carriage returns by $ characters.
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Synopsis:

lString2PA list

Description:

Replaces carriage returns to $ characters in a postal address field. Replacement is done
for all the elements of the Tcl list.

B.17 lStringAppend
Appends strings to all elements of a list.

Synopsis:

lStringAppend list string1 string2 ...

Description:

This routine takes the given list and appends to all its elements the given strings string1,
string2, ....

The result value of this routine is again a Tcl list with all the appended values.

Note: The native TCL command append doesn't work properly for TCL lists. Therefore the
wrapper function is needed.

B.18 lStringEscape
Escapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lStringEscape list

Description:

Escapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list. This function is useful before working
in Tcl with these variables. After other operations, the escaped character sequences can
be removed with the reverse function lStringUnescape.

Note: This escaping is necessary because metacp uses some characters in a special
way. The character ";" serves as multi value separator. The characters "{" and "}" are
needed to handle Tcl lists correctly and prevent for unequal numbers of these characters
in attribute values.

B.19 lStringEscapeVar
Escapes the defined characters in all elements of the list.

Synopsis:
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lStringEscapeVar list chars

Description:

Escapes the defined characters chars in all elements of the list. This function is useful
before working in Tcl with these variables. After other operations, the escaped character
sequences can be removed with the reverse function lStringUnescapeVar.

B.20 lStringModify
Replaces either 'n' or all occurrences of string A to string B in all elements of a list.

Synopsis:

lStringModify list string1 string2 ?n?

Description:

This routine takes the given list and replaces (n-times) in each of its strings the substring
string1 by substring string2.

If n is missing or set to 'all', then all the matching substrings will be replaced.

The result value of this routine is again a Tcl list with all the replacements done.

Examples:

lStringModify {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}} "i" "X" 1

will return the following Tcl list: {{The weather Xs not fine} {It's raXning}}

lStringModify {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}} "i" "X" 2

will return the following Tcl list: {{The weather Xs not fXne} {It's raXnXng}}

B.21 lStringRange
Returns all the characters of each element in the list in the range from first to last.

Synopsis:

lStringRange list first last

Description:

The routine behaves as the original TCL function string range, except that it works for Tcl-
Lists.

It returns all the characters of list in the range from first to last (inclusive).

B.22 lStringTrim
Drops leading and trailing characters from all elements of a list.
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Synopsis:

lStringTrim list ?chars?

Description:

The routine behaves as the original TCL function string trim, except that it works for Tcl-
Lists.

It drops leading and trailing characters from a string. If chars is not specified, then white
spaces are removed (spaces, tabs, newlines, and carriage returns).

B.23 lStringTrimLeft
Drops leading characters from all elements of a list.

Synopsis:

lStringTrimLeft list ?chars?

Description:

The routine behaves as the original TCL function string trimleft, except that it works for
Tcl-Lists.

It drops leading characters from a string. If chars is not specified, then white spaces are
removed (spaces, tabs, newlines, and carriage returns).

B.24 lStringTrimRight
Drops leading and trailing characters from all elements of a list.

Synopsis:

lStringTrimRight list ?chars?

Description:

The routine behaves as the original TCL function string trimright, except that it works for
Tcl-Lists.

It drops trailing characters from a string. If chars is not specified, then white spaces are
removed (spaces, tabs, newlines, and carriage returns).

B.25 lStringUnescape
Unescapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lStringUnescape list

Description:
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Unescapes the characters ;{} in all elements of the list. This function is useful after
working in Tcl with these variables. The reverse function is lStringEscape.

Note: This escaping is necessary because metacp uses some characters in a special
way. The character ";" serves as multi value separator. The characters "{" and "}" are
needed to handle Tcl lists correctly and prevent for unequal numbers of these characters
in attribute values.

B.26 lStringUnescapeVar
Unescapes the defined characters in all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lStringUnescapeVar list chars

Description:

Unescapes the defined characters chars in all elements of the list. This function is useful
after working in Tcl with these variables. The reverse function lStringEscapeVar.

B.27 lWordCapitalize
The first character of all words is converted to uppercase, the rest in lowercase for all
elements in the list.

Synopsis:

lWordCapitalize list

Description:

Converts the first character of each word in all elements in the list to uppercase and all
other characters to lowercase.

B.28 lWordFirst
Retrieves the first word for all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lWordFirst list

Description:

This routine takes the given list (list of strings) and extracts the first word from each of the
strings. The result value of this routine is again a list that contains the first word of each
input string.

Example:

lWordFirst {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}}
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will return the following list: {{The} {It's}}

B.29 lWordLast
Retrieves the last word for all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lWordLast list

Description:

This routine takes the given list (list of strings) and extracts the last word from each of the
strings. The result value of this routine is again a list that contains the last word of each
input string.

Example:

lWordLast {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}}

will return the following list: {{fine} {raining}}

B.30 lWordNth
Retrieves the nth word for all elements of the list.

Synopsis:

lWordNth list n

Description:

This routine takes the given list (list of strings) and extracts the nth word from each of the
strings. The result value of this routine is again a list that contains the nth word of each
input string.

If n is greater than the number of words in the strings then nothing is returned.

Example:

lWordNth {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}} 2

will return the following list: {{weather} {raining}}

lWordNth {{The weather is not fine} {It's raining}} 3

will return the following list: {{is} {}}

B.31 RDNescape
Escapes the characters =,+;{} in the RDN attribute value.

Synopsis:
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RDNescape list

Description:

Escapes the characters =,+;{} in the RDN attribute value. This function is useful before
working in Tcl with this variable. After other operations, the escaped character sequences
can be removed with the reverse function RDNunescape.

B.32 RDNunescape
Unescapes the characters =,+;{} in the RDN attribute value.

Synopsis:

RDNunescape list

Description:

Unescapes the characters =,+;{} in the RDN attribute value. This function is useful after
working in Tcl with this variable. The reverse function is RDNescape.

B.33 StringAppend
Appends strings to the given string.

Synopsis:

StringAppend list string1 string2 ...

Description:

This routine takes the given list and appends to all its elements the given strings string1,
string2, ....

The result value of this routine is again a list with all the appended values.

Note: The native TCL command append doesn't work properly for TCL lists. Therefore the
wrapper function is needed.

B.34 StringModify
Returns a string where either 'n' or all occurrences of string A are replaced by string B.

Synopsis:

StringModify list string1 string2 ?n?

Description:

This routine takes the given Tcl list and replaces (n-times) in each of its strings the
substring string1 by substring string2. If n is missing or set to "all", then all the matching
substrings will be replaced.
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The result value of this routine is again a Tcl list with all the replacements done.

Examples:

StringModify "The weather is not fine" "i" "X" 1

will return the following Tcl string: "The weather Xs not fine"

StringModify "The weather is not fine" "i" "X" 2

will return the following string: "The weather Xs not fXne"
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Appendix

C Error Messages

The error messages of the various components are listed in this chapter. For any error
message the user will find the following:

Message Number and Text - A unique message number together with a message
text is presented.

Explanation - An explanation of the error, usually a description of what has happened
in the system.

Action - The user action required for debugging.

The error messages are divided into the subsequent groups:

ACL... Error messages for the agent clients.

AGC... Error messages for the agent controller.

ATS... Error messages for the messaging system.

CDB... Error messages for the configuration database.

MSS... Error messages for the DirXmetahub server.

SDR... Error messages for the scheduler.

STT... Error messages for the status tracker.

UTL... Error messages for the utilities.

WFE... Error messages for the workflow engine.

C.1 Error Messages (ACL)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub agent clients.

ACL4002: Exception occurred in string

Explanation: Internal agent client problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.
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C.2 Error Messages (AGC)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub agent controller.

AGC4106: Error in function function from ConfDB

Explanation: This message is returned if the configuration database API cannot read
or write some of the configuration data. For example the configuration file (option.ini)
cannot be created because a reference inside it cannot be resolved.

Action: Use the DirXmetahub Manager monitor view to examine the specific error
message from the API.

AGC4107: Cannot load library: library

Explanation:This message is returned if the wrapper DLL cannot be loaded.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4109: Exception occurred in function (Num: number)

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4110: Cannot create file directory: directory

Explanation:This message is returned if a file directory of the specified status or work
path cannot be created.

Action: Check your hardware or network configuration. If the error recurs, inform
support about the problem.

AGC4113: Insufficient memory in function function

Explanation: This message is returned if the agent controller is unable to allocate the
memory that is required to process the related workflow. This error can occur if there
are too many processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too heavy a
system load for DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform support about the problem.

AGC4121: At least one file file could not be copied.

Explanation: In most cases the reason for this message is that a file was specified in
the job data, for example a report file, but was not created after the job finished. As a
result, the copy operation of the specified file to the status area fails.

Action: None.

AGC4122: Function function name sets error error.
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Explanation: This message is returned if a function stops with a severe error.

Action: Look at the error returned and try to solve the problem.

AGC4503: Insufficient memory

Explanation: This message is returned if the agent controller is unable to allocate the
memory that is required to process the related workflow. This error can occur if there
are too many processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too heavy a
system load for DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform support about the problem.

AGC4506: Exception occurred in function

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4700: Wrapper error: error

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4701: Create process failed

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4702: Process exit code isn't available

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4704: Exception occurred in function

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4705: Terminate process failed

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4706: The function \"fork"\ failed

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4708: The function \"waitpid"\ failed
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Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4709: The job path is undefined

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4712: Insufficient memory. Function: function

Explanation: This message is returned if the agent controller is unable to allocate the
memory that is required to process the related workflow. This error can occur if there
are too many processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too heavy a
system load for DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform support about the problem.

AGC4713: The configuration file could not be loaded

Explanation:The configuration file could not be loaded.

Action: Put the Save Mode of the configuration file on Permanent and try the
operation again. If the message recurs, check that the configuration file is in the
specific work directory. If this is so, inform support about the problem.

AGC4716: The delta base data is wrong

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4717: The agent agent was terminated (expiration time)

Explanation: This message indicates that a job has terminated.

Action: None.

AGC4718: The agent agent was terminated (abort)

Explanation: This message indicates that a job has terminated.

Action: None.

AGC4719: Can't get the current working directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4720: Can't change the current working directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.
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Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4721: Can't reset the current working directory directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4722: Can't find the corresponding USN number directory

Explanation:This message indicates that delta handling has failed.

Action: Check the delta handling properties in the related job configuration object. It
this information is correct, inform support about the problem.

AGC4723: Can't find the corresponding reference file directory

Explanation:This message indicates that delta handling has failed.

Action: Check the delta handling properties in the related job configuration object. It
this information is correct, inform support about the problem.

AGC4725: Create pipe failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4726: Redirecting STDOUT failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4727: Redirecting STDERR failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4728: DuplicateHandle failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4729: Re-redirecting failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

AGC4730: Closing Handle failed directory

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.
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AGC4731: The value of delta reference file has an invalid syntax directory

Explanation:This message indicates that delta handling has failed.

Action: Check the delta handling properties in the related job configuration object. If
the properties are set correctly, inform support about the problem.

AGC4732: The agent returns error code number directory

Explanation: This message indicates that the agent has returned with error.

Action: Examine the report or trace file in the related status entry to get details about
the error.

AGC4733: The agent name shall be terminated

Explanation: This message indicates that a job shall be terminated.

Action: None.

AGC4734: Create process failed. A required privilege is not held by the client.
ErrorCode:number

Explanation: A privilege problem.

Action: Check the user rights in the user manager.

C.3 Error Messages (ATS)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub messaging service.

ATS9001: Memory allocation failed

Explanation: Memory allocation has failed.

Action: Reduce the system load. If the problem still exists, inform the DirXmetahub
support group.

ATS9002: REGISTER SUBSCRIBER failed

Explanation: The registration of a subscriber has failed. Check the MQSeries reason
code of the previous error message (which is the result of an MQSeries put call).

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9002: DEREGISTER SUBSCRIBER failed

Explanation: The unregistration of a subscriber has failed. Check the MQSeries
reason code of the previous error message (which is the result of an MQSeries put
call).

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9002: PUBLISH for topic 'topic' failed. Message to publish: msg
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Explanation: Publication of a message has failed. Check the MQSeries reason code
of the previous error message (which is the result of an MQSeries put call).

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9002: ACKNOWLEDGE of message failed (Message-Id: id, JMS-Message-Id: id)

Explanation: Acknowledging a message (using the internal MQSeries message ID)
has failed. Check the MQSeries reason code of the previous error message (which is
the result of an MQSeries get call).

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9002: Message RECEIVE for topic 'topic' failed

Explanation: Receiving a message has failed. Check the MQSeries reason code of
the previous error message (which is the result of an MQSeries get call).

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9002: MQ-Series call failed: ReasonCode: code

Explanation: An MQSeries call has failed. The reason Code holds the MQSeries
problem number.

Action: Check the MQSeries error logs and/or contact the support group.

ATS9004: Unknown message format received; message will be destroyed

Explanation: A message has been retrieved whose format is not
'MQFMT_RF_HEADER'.

Action: This message can be ignored. It indicates that a message has been received
that will not be processed by the DirXmetahub server.

ATS9006: Unexpected message received (Message: msg); message will be destroyed

Explanation: An MQSeries reply message has been retrieved. (Normally the server
only processes messages of type 'DATAGRAM'.)

Action: This message can be ignored. It indicates that a message has been received
that will not be processed by the DirXmetahub server.

ATS9007: Starting subscriber failed (Topic: topic); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: Activating a subscriber thread has failed due to thread communication
problems.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9008: Stopping subscriber failed (Topic: topic); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: Deactivating a subscriber thread has failed due to thread
communication problems.
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Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9009: Receiving ICOM message failed (Topic: topic); ICOMRECEIVE error: err

Explanation: Receiving an (internal) ICOM message in a publisher/subscriber thread
failed.

Action: Inform the DirXmetahub support.

ATS9010: Sending subscriber acknowledge message failed (Message-Id: id, JMS-
Message-Id: id); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: MQSeries message to be acknowledged can't be sent to the subscriber
acknowledge thread due to thread communication problems.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9012: Error while accessing ATS configuration information

Explanation: An error has occurred while reading the directory information of the ATS
server entry or not all of the information of the ATS server is available in the directory.

Action: Check the directory data of the ATS server.

ATS9013: Error while initializing thread synchronization mechanisms

Explanation: An error has occurred while initializing the internal thread
synchronization mechanisms.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9014: Invalid message received: No type component found

Explanation: A (JMS) message is not well structured; the type component is missing
in the type/value pair.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9017: Can't initialize the publisher. (Error: err)

Explanation: A (JMS) publisher object can't be initialized. Initialization fails if an
internal publisher thread can't be created or is not correctly established.

Action: Check the error logs and/or inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9018: Can't initialize the subscriber. (Error: err)

Explanation: A (JMS) subscriber object can't be initialized. Initialization fails if an
internal subscriber thread can't be created or is not correctly established.

Action: Check the error logs and/or inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9019: Can't initialize the message. (Error: err)

Explanation: A (JMS) message object can't be created and initialized.
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Action: Check for memory problems. If the problem persists, contact DirXmetahub
support.

ATS9021: Initiating publishing failed (Topic: topic); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: Internal publisher thread communication (while publishing) has failed.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9021: Initiating termination of publisher failed (Topic: topic); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: Internal publisher thread communication (while terminating publisher
thread) has failed.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9021: Initiating termination of subscriber failed (Topic: topic); ICOMSEND error: err

Explanation: Internal subscriber thread communication (while terminating subscriber
thread) has failed.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9030: Publisher thread for topic topic already terminated

Explanation: A publish request has been sent to the publisher thread but that thread
has already terminated or is inactive.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

ATS9030: Subscriber thread for topic topic already terminated

Explanation: A subscribe request has been sent to the subscriber thread but that
thread has already terminated or is inactive.

Action: Inform DirXmetahub support.

C.4 Error Messages (CDB)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub configuration
database interface.

CDB3001: Cannot determine attr for attr: Value attr is unknown aborted

Explanation: An attribute (fileFormat/deltaType) contains an illegal value. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager maintains the correct values.

Action: Use the DirXmetahub Manager to enter the value again

CDB3002: Search for file object failed: Cannot access object with DN=dn

Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted: the job
references a file object that does not exist.

Action: Normally, the DirXmetahub Manager maintains the integrity of the
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DirXmetahub configuration database. Correct the reference or call your support group
group.

CDB3003: Cannot determine obj from DN=dn: Wrong object class

Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted: a
reference points to an object of the wrong object class.

Action: Normally, DirXmetahub Manager maintains the integrity of the DirXmetahub
configuration database. Call your support group group.

CDB3006: Cannot determine AgentType for agent: dxmAgentType = type unknown

Explanation: This message is obsolete in V6.0A10 but is intentionally kept in the
message catalog.

Action: If the agent type is unknown, the ConfDB API assumes that the agent is a
generic agent.

CDB3008: Error on LDAP function %s: %s

Explanation: An error has occurred during LDAP access to the meta directory store.

Action: Call your support group.

CDB3009: Authentication to LDAP Server failed for user 'user': Invalid credentials

Explanation: Connection to the LDAP server has failed. due to invalid credentials.

Action: Check the bind profile.

CDB3010: Memory error detected in string

Explanation: Program execution has been aborted because the program ran out of
memory.

Action: Close all applications that are not required. Enlarge your RAM storage/swap
space.

CDB3013: Registration of server server refused: Server server has already registered

Explanation: Only one DirXmetahub Server is allowed to register with one
configuration database.

Action: Check whether you are already running a DirXmetahub Server on this
configuration database. If not, correct the hostname in your DirXmetahub Server ini
file and/or your DirXmetahub server configuration object in the DirXmetahub
configuration database.

CDB3015: Cannot determine ATS port for server server: Reference chain is broken

Explanation: The ATS port cannot be determined by the reference chain
@dxmATSServer-DN@dxmService-DN@dxmDataPort of the DirXmetahub Server.
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Action: Check where the chain is broken and correct the references.

CDB3016: Cannot determine IP-address for ATS server server: Reference chain is
broken

Explanation: The IP address of the ATS server cannot be determined by the
reference chain @dxmATSServer-DN@dxmService-DN@dxmAddress of the
DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Check where the chain is broken and correct the references.

CDB3018: Activity activity of workflow wf is not a start activity but has no predecessor
aborted

Explanation: No value is given for the attribute dxmPredecessor-DN of the current
activity. Normally, DirXmetahub Manager provides the value.

Action: If the activity is not the start activity, enter the DN of the predecessor activity.
Otherwise, mark the activity as the start activity.

CDB3019: Predecessor activity of activity activity does not exist for workflow wf aborted

Explanation: The activity points to a predecessor activity that does not exist. The data
store is corrupted.

Action: Correct the dxmPredecessor-DN entry of the activity.

CDB3020: Exception occurred in string

Explanation: Program execution has been aborted due to a severe internal error.

Action: Call your support group.

CDB3022: Wrong schema version: expected version n, detected version n

Explanation: The schema version of the DirXmetahub configuration database is not
compatible with the software version.

Action: Migrate the DirXmetahub configuration database to the required schema
version or install the correct software version.

CDB3300: Can't initialize LDAP SDK for server server

Explanation: Initialization of the LDAP access has failed.

Action: Call your support group.

CDB3301: Can't connect to LDAP Server server

Explanation: Connection to the LDAP server has failed.

Action: Check the server address and port number. Check whether the LDAP server
is running.

CDB3305: Lost connection to LDAP server server: Rebind failed
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Explanation: The LDAP server connection has been lost. Attempts to rebind to the
server have failed.

Action: Check your LDAP server and network.

CDB3310: ldap_search_ext_s: Search result not unique: n objects found that match the
search criteria

Explanation: An LDAP search has returned more than one object, although exactly
one object is expected.

Action: Call your support group.

CDB3322: ldap_expand_dn: Can't expand DN=dn. Illegal syntax or out of memory

Explanation: The ConfDB API is attempting to expand one distinguished name (DN)
into its separate components. This action fails, presumably because the syntax of the
DN is illegal.

Action: Check the reference chains. Perhaps an attribute that does not contain a DN
reference is being used to reference another object in the meta directory store.

CDB3500: Can't determine server name: Attribute attr missing at LDAP object with dn =
dn

Explanation: The server has no display name. Thus, a check whether the server is
registered cannot be performed.

Action: The DirXmetahub Manager normally provides the display name. If this error
occurs, enter the server name in the dxmDisplayName attribute of the object reported
in the error message.

CDB3502: Check of hostname failed: Can't retrieve server data for dn = dn

Explanation: A check of the server registration has failed, since the data cannot be
read from the service configuration object in the DirXmetahub configuration database.

Action: Check whether your LDAP server is running. If so, check whether the
dxmService-DN link of your DirXmetahub Server configuration object points to the
correct service configuration object.

CDB3506: Cannot determine attribute attr for object: Attribute is missing

Explanation: A mandatory property is missing from a configuration object. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager manages the case of missing mandatory properties.

Action: Open the configuration object for editing and enter the missing property.

CDB3507: Error(s) occurred during evaluation of agent DN=dn for job DN=dn. Processing
of Agent Data aborted

Explanation: Errors have occurred during the evaluation of the job's agent data.
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Action: Correct the agent data according to the preceding error messages.

CDB3508: Error(s) occurred during evaluation of activity DN=dn for workflow DN=dn.
Processing of Activity Data aborted aborted

Explanation: Errors have occurred during the evaluation of the job's activity data.

Action: Correct the activity data according to the preceding error messages.

CDB3509: Access to central config object failed aborted

Explanation: The central configuration object cannot be read.

Action: Check whether your LDAP server is running. Check whether exactly one
object with objectClass=dxmCentralConfig exists in your configuration database.

CDB3510: Cannot dereference item item: Attribute attr does not exist aborted

Explanation: In a reference chain (in a tag) an attribute has been requested that does
not exist at the object. The tag may contain an incorrect DN reference or the attribute
is missing.

Action: Correct the tag that contains the reference or add the missing attribute to the
object.

CDB3511: Cannot dereference item item: Search failed for item aborted

Explanation: In a reference chain (in a tag) an object has been referenced that does
not exist in the DirXmetahub configuration database.

Action: Correct the tag or the object reference.

CDB3512: Evaluation of dxmCmdLine=line failed for Job job

Explanation: The command line contains tags that cannot be evaluated.

Action: Correct the errors occurring during tag evaluation according to the preceding
error messages.

CDB3513: Processing of file item object with DN=dn aborted with error(s)

Explanation: Errors have occurred during evaluation of the job's file data.

Action: Correct the file data according to the preceding error messages.

CDB3515: Processing of file data aborted with error(s) for job with DN=dn

Explanation: Errors have occurred during evaluation of the job's file data.

Action: Correct the file data according to the preceding error messages.

CDB3521: Can't open file file for writing

Explanation: The ConfDB API cannot open an INI file, TCL script, or attribute
configuration file for writing.
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Action: Check file protections and pathnames.

CDB3522: Error(s) occurred during write of file file. Check disk space and network

Explanation: An error has occurred during the write of an INI file, TCL script, or
attribute configuration file.

Action: Check your system resources: The file system could be full or the network
could be down.

CDB3528: Error: Can't add DN=dn of activity status object to workflow status object with
DN=dn

Explanation: An activity status object has been created but its DN cannot be added to
the workflow status object.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Delete the corrupted status objects by hand.

CDB3529: Error(s) occurred during read of WFStatusData Object, DN=dn

Explanation: Cannot read WFStatus object from the DirXmetahub configuration
database.

Action: Check the LDAP server and preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3530: Error: Creation of workflow status object with DN=dn failed

Explanation: Cannot create workflow status object.

Action: Check LDAP server and preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3531: Error: Creation of workflow status folder object with DN=dn failed

Explanation: Cannot create workflow status folder object.

Action: Check LDAP server and preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3532: Error: Creation of activity status object with DN=dn failed

Explanation: Cannot create activity status folder object.

Action: Check the LDAP server and the preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3533: Error during read of StatusData Object, DN=dn. string failed

Explanation: Errors have occurred during the read of a status data object.

Action: Check the LDAP server and the preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3534: Error during modification of StatusData Object, DN=dn. string failed

Explanation: Errors have occurred during the modification of a status data object.

Action: Check the LDAP server and the preceding LDAP error message.

CDB3535: Error in attribute attr of StatusData Object, DN=dn: Multiple occurrence of
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value val, 2nd occurrence ignored

Explanation: A duplicate file entry has been detected. Since the files must be unique,
this error should not occur.

Action: Call the support group.

CDB3536: Error err in line line at position pos: End of tag is missing

Explanation: A tag has been entered without an end-of-tag construct.

Action: Check the tag syntax and add the missing end-of-tag.

CDB3537: Error err at position pos: End of tag is missing

Explanation: A tag has been entered without an end-of-tag construct.

Action: Check the tag syntax and add the missing end-of-tag.

CDB3538: Error err in line line at position pos: Unknown content type type in tag

Explanation: A tag has been detected with unknown content.

Action: Check the contents of the tag for typing errors.

CDB3539: Error err at position pos: Unknown content type type in tag

Explanation: A tag has been detected with unknown content.

Action: Check the contents of the tag for typing errors.

CDB3540: Error err in line line in expression exp, at position pos: string

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during the scan of a tag. The error
position is given relative to the start of the tag.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the given hint.

CDB3541: Error err in expression exp, at position pos: string

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during the scan of a tag. The error
position is given relative to the start of the tag.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the given hint.

CDB3542: Error err in line line at position pos: string

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during scan of a loop tag. The error
position is given relative to the start of the line.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the given hint.

CDB3543: Error err in line line at position pos: string is empty, string not allowed in this
context

Explanation: A tag references a Loopvar or a file in the wrong context.
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Action: Correct the tag. Loopvars are only allowed within loop statements.

CDB3544: Error err at position pos: string is empty, string not allowed in this context

Explanation: A tag references a Loopvar or a file in the wrong context.

Action: Correct the tag. Loopvars are only allowed within loop statements.

CDB3545: Error err at position pos: string

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during the scan of a loop tag.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the given hint.

CDB3546: Error err in line line at position pos: string statement is missing, string
unexpected

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during the scan of a loop tag.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the given hint.

CDB3547: Error err at position pos: string statement is missing, string unexpected

Explanation: A syntax error has been detected during the scan of a loop tag.

Action: Check the error and correct it according to the hint given.

CDB3548: Error err while evaluating expression exp in line line at position pos : string

Explanation: Tag syntax is correct, but evaluation of tag data has failed (e.g. errors
while accessing the DirXmetahub configuration database).

Action: Correct the tag or the DirXmetahub configuration database references. If the
error recurs, call your support group.

CDB3549: Error err while evaluating expression exp at position pos: string

Explanation: Tag syntax is correct, but evaluation of tag data has failed (e.g. errors
while accessing the DirXmetahub configuration database).

Action: Correct tag or DirXmetahub configuration database references. If the error
recurs, call your support group.

CDB3555: Initialization of path handling failed, job DN=dn: Can't determine string for
current activity, DN=dn

Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager maintains its integrity.

Action: Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or broken DN references. If this
does not work, call your support group.

CDB3556: Initialization of path handling failed, job DN= dn: Can't determine string for
current workflow, DN= dn
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Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager maintains its integrity.

Action: Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or broken DN references. If this
does not work, call your support group.

CDB3557: Processing of channel mapping DN= dn failed, job DN= dn: Can't determine
string of creating activity

Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager maintains its integrity.

Action: Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or broken DN references. If this
does not work, call your support group.

CDB3558: Processing of channel mapping DN= dn failed, job DN= dn: Can't determine
filename from channel

Explanation: The DirXmetahub configuration database has been corrupted. Normally,
the DirXmetahub Manager maintains its integrity.

Action: Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or broken DN references. If this
does not work, call your support group.

CDB3560: Can't retrieve ATS server data DN= dn: Error(s) during search

Explanation: The ATS server data cannot be retrieved. the DirXmetahub
configuration database could be corrupted or the LDAP could be down.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3561: Error while retrieving ATS server data for DirXmetahub Server=server: Can't
access display name of related server

Explanation: The ATS server data cannot be retrieved. the DirXmetahub
configuration database could be corrupted or the LDAP could be down.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3562: Can't retrieve ATS server data: DirXmetahub Server server has no reference to
ATS server (dxmATSServer-DN is empty)

Explanation: The ATS server data cannot be retrieved. the DirXmetahub
configuration database could be corrupted or the LDAP server could be down.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3563: Can't retrieve ATS server data: Error during read of data of DirXmetahub
Server server
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Explanation: The ATS server data cannot be retrieved. the DirXmetahub
configuration database could be corrupted or the LDAP could be down.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3564: Error(s) occurred during access of activity DN=%s for workflow DN=dn.
Processing of timeout for schedule sch aborted

Explanation: The data for an activity referenced by a workflow object cannot be read
from the DirXmetahub configuration database.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3565: Error(s) occurred during evaluation of timeout of activity DN= dn for workflow
DN= dn. Processing of timeout for schedule sch aborted

Explanation: The reference chain activity@dxmRunObject-DN@dxmTimeOut cannot
be resolved. It is possible that dxmRunObject-DN is broken or that dxmTimeOut does
not exist.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3566: Conversion of attribute string = string of string failed. Format error,
GENERALIZED_TIME expected

Explanation: The conversion of an attribute from generalized time format to seconds
has failed due to incorrect format.

Action: This error should not occur since the format is checked by the server. Call
your support group.

CDB3567: Can't determine display name of related DirXmetahub Server for schedule sch

Explanation: The reference chain <mss-server>@dxmWorkflow-
DN@dxmMetahubSyncServer-DN@dxmDisplayName is broken.

Action: Check your LDAP server. Try to correct the missing attribute values and/or
broken DN references. If this does not work, call your support group.

CDB3570: Syntax error in dxmDeltaInfoItems job_info

Explanation: The delta info items are expected in format index;text. Since the
semicolon ; is missing, the index cannot be extracted.

Action: The DirXmetahub Manager normally provides these items, so this error
should not occur. Call your support group.

CDB3571: No matching entry found for dxmDeltaInfoSelected=string in
dxmDeltaInfoItems of job DN=dn
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Explanation: dxmDeltaInfoSelected contains an index to select on entry in
dxmDeltaInfoItems. This index does not exist in the items.

Action: DirXmetahub Manager provides the items and dxmDeltaInfoSelected, so this
error should not occur. Call your support group.

CDB3572: No matching entry found for dxmDeltaInfoSelected=string of job DN=dn: No
dxmDeltaInfoItems exist

Explanation: dxmDeltaInfoSelected contains an index to select on entry in
dxmDeltaInfoItems. Attribute dxmDeltaInfoItems is empty.

Action: DirXmetahub Manager provides the items and dxmDeltaInfoSelected, so an
error should not occur. Call your support group.

CDB3573: Error in dxmDeltaInfoItems string of job DN= dn : Can't extract filename from
item string

Explanation: dxmDeltaInfoItems must contain a file name in case the delta type is
file. This file name is missing.

Action: DirXmetahub Manager provides the items and dxmDeltaInfoSelected, so this
error should not occur. Call your support group.

CDB3576: Can't access path path: string. Creation failed

Explanation: The ConfDB API has attempted to create a path in the file system but
creation has failed.

Action: Check protections and filenames.

CDB3578: string failed for workflow status object, DN=dn. Object does not exist. Trying to
create ...

Explanation: The ConfDB API has attempted to write data to a workflow status object
that does not exist.

Action: The ConfDB API has created a workflow status object without an expiration
date. You must delete it by hand.

CDB3579: string failed for activity status object, DN= dn . Object does not exist. Trying to
create ...

Explanation: The ConfDB API has attempted to to write data to an activity status
object that does not exist.

Action: The ConfDB API has created an activity status object without an expiration
date. You must delete it by hand.

CDB3580: Creation of activity status object with DN= dn failed, workflow status DN= dn
does not exist. Trying to create ...

Explanation: The ConfDB API has attempted to write data to an activity status object
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that does not exist. The attempt to create the object has failed, since the related
workflow status object does not exist.

Action: The ConfDB API has created a workflow status object and an activity status
object without expiration dates. You must delete them by hand.

C.5 Error Messages (MSS)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub server.

MSS2003: Unknown message type

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an unknown message type in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2004: Stub initialize failure (internal error: error (ld))

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2005: Instance not found

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message
because the addressed component no longer exists. This event can occur after the
server is restarted.

Action: None.

MSS2006: Instance does not exist

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message
because the addressed component no longer exists. This event can occur after the
server is restarted.

Action: None.

MSS2007: Field DXMObjectType invalid

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2008: Failure to start a thread (internal error)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.
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MSS2010: Field JMSReplyTo not set

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2011: Field DXMObjectType not set

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2012: Field DXMOperation not set

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2013: Exception occured in string (string)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2014: No version information found (field DXMVersion)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2015: version of message incompatible (too high)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an incompatible version string.

Action: Upgrade your server.

MSS2016: Unable to bind to Meta Directory (rtc=rtc)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot bind to the meta directory.

Action: Check the bind arguments in the server configuration file.

MSS2017: The DirXmetahub Server is configured not to start this type of component

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2018: No instance ID found (field DXMInstId)
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Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
unexpected settings in the message.

Action: Verify whether the versions of your client and server software are compatible.

MSS2023: Maximum thread count exceeded (maximum size=size)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has reached the limit of internal running
threads.

Action: Change the setting that controls the number of allowed worker threads
(workflow engines and agent controllers).

MSS2029: MSSsession::dispatch(): message with msg ID ' id ' with invalid fields: no
InstID nor CorrID given.

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2030: Exception in ThreadProc_CmssWorker() (ulExit=exit rtc=rtc step=step)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2032: Attempt to start workflow 'wf' a second time

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot start a workflow instance because an
instance of the same workflow is already running.

Action: Check whether the schedules are too tight or why the first workflow is still
running.

MSS2041: Exception in MSSsession::initializeSvr() (rtc: rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2050: Could not initialize the subscriber subscriber (session id: id, topic: topic)

Explanation: An error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server during MQSeries
subscriber initialization.

Action: See the MQSeries reason code for further information.

MSS2062: Unknown command line argument

Explanation: An unknown command line argument was given to the server.

Action: Change the command line.

MSS2065: Insufficient memory
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Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server is unable to allocate the memory that is
required to process the workflow. This event can occur if there are too many
processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too a heavy system load for
DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server.If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2066: Cast of object object failed (found: InstId=id, objtype=type)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2067: Could not change current directory to: directory

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot change to the indicated directory.

Action: Change the attributes of the indicated directory.

MSS2068: Unexpected exception in DirXmetahub Server

Explanation: An exception occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2070: Writing to stdout failed

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot write to stdout.

Action: Check your file redirections of the server.

MSS2071: Synchronizing with NT service process failed

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot synchronize with the service process
due to a system error.

Action: Check your system to see if kernel event objects can no longer be properly
used.

MSS2091: WSAStartup() failed

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot start due to an error during Windows
socket initialization.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2094: CmssStub::setMsgDefaultProperties(): no msgid in message (msgtype: type)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2097: CmssSvr::copyCreateMsg(): no msgid in message (msgtype: type)
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Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2104: Exception in CmssWorker::loadModule() (rtc=rtc step=step)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2106: Exception in CmssWorker::unloadModule() (step=step)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2110: gethostbyname() failed: error

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot detect the IP address of the machine
due to a system error.

Action: Check the indicated system error code.

MSS2111: gethostname() failed: error

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot detect the host name of the machine
due to a system error.

Action: Check the indicated system error code.

MSS2200: Registered server server

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has registered itself in the Meta Directory.

Action: None.

MSS2201: Unregistered server server

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has unregistered itself from the meta directory.

Action: None.

MSS2202: Unable to unbind from Meta Directory (rtc=rtc)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot unbind from the meta directory.

Action: See the return code for further inforamtion.

MSS2203: Could not register server server

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot register itself to the meta directory.
This event can occur after a server crash.
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Action: None.

MSS2204: Could not register server server

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot register itself to the meta directory.
This event occurs if two instances with the same server name are configured and one
instance is already running or if the configuration in the meta directory and the server
configuration file are addressing different machines.

Action: Check the configuration file and the settings in the meta directory.

MSS2205: Could not unregister server server

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot unregister itself from the meta
directory.

Action: See the return code for further information.

MSS2206: Exception in MSSsession::waitForResponses() (lEvent: event)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2207: Failure in MSSsession::waitForResponses() (rtc: rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2208: Exception in MSSsession::findObject() (Id: ld)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2209: Exception in MSSsession::initialize() (rtc: rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2210: Exception in MSSsession::dispatch() (Id: ld rtc: rtc

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2211: Could not initalize mutex mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2212: Could not destroy mutex mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.
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Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2213: Could not lock mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2214: Could not unlock mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2215: Could not start session with a subscriber subscriber (session id: id, topic: topic,
err: err)

Explanation: An error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server during MQSeries
subscriber initialization.

Action: See the MQSeries reason code for further information.

MSS2216: Could not start session with a subscriber subscriber (session id: id, err: err)

Explanation: An error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server during MQSeries
subscriber initialization.

Action: See the MQSeries reason code for further information.

MSS2217: Dispatch of instId string failed (msgtype=type, rtc=rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2218: IComInit() failed (rtc=rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2219: IComAttach() failed (rtc=rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2220: subscriber subscriber initialized (session id: id, topic: topic)

Explanation: An MQSeries message subscriber has been initialized.

Action: None.

MSS2221: Caught signal signal

Explanation: A signal has been caught in the DirXmetahub Server.
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Action: None.

MSS2226: MSSrequest::waitForResponse(0xx,0xx): no message received (state was
0xx, reset to 0xx)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has not yet received a response for a
message.

Action: None.

MSS2227: MSSsession::dispatch(): no object in list for msg ID id (InstID: id, CorrID: id,
msgtype: type).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot dispach a received message to an
instance.

Action: None.

MSS2229: No request-obj for request with msg ID id (InstID: id, CorrID: id, msgtype:
type).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2230: Listener: Distorted message: message_data

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
a missing setting in the message.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2231: Listener: No instance ID given in message: message_data

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
a missing setting in the message.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2232: Listener error response message: message_data

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot properly process the incoming
message. See the Out text field in message_data for the reason.

Action: None.

MSS2233: Listener: Could not reply to message: message_data

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server can\not process the incoming message due to
a missing setting in the message.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2234: Exception in CmssListener::onMessage() (Id: ld msgtype: type)
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Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot process the incoming message due to
an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2235: Monitor thread started (pagesize=size).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has started the monitor component.

Action: None.

MSS2236: component started

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has started the component.

Action: None.

MSS2237: Thread thread terminated

Explanation: The named thread terminated.

Action: None

MSS2238: DirXmetahub Server is running...

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server is online and ready to serve requests.

Action: None.

MSS2239: DirXmetahub Server is shutting down...

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server is shutting down and will not service new
incoming requests.

Action: None.

MSS2240: server terminated with errors (exit code=num, rtc=rtc)

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server terminated with the indicated error.

Action: See the error code for further actions.

MSS2242: Cleanup started info

Explanation: The thread cleaner has started.

Action: None.

MSS2245: InstID: id EXIT CmssStub::initialize(), rtc=rtc

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has detected an internal error.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2246: Inst ID: id EXIT call, unknown exception thrown

Explanation: An exception occurred during worker thread execution.
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Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2248: Setting setting not found

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot find the setting in its configuration file.

Action: Ensure that the settings in the configuration file are correct.

MSS2249: Exception in CmssStub::enqueue() (msg_info)

Explanation: An exception occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2250: Exception in CmssWorker::Run() (Id: ld rtc: rtc)

Explanation: An exception occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2251: Failure in CmoduleList::find(): empty input name given

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2252: Failure in CmoduleList::find(): empty name in module list

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2253: Wrong message received via ICom: op_code: code (worker: worker)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2254: IComReceive() failure Id: ld rtc: rtc

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2255: IComSend() failure Id: ld rtc: rtc

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2256: Function sent message to component component failed (rtc: rtc).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2257: CmssSvr::incrementWorkerCnt() failed (cnt: cnt)
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Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2258: Life saver thread failed for component component (rtc: rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2259: Session termination failed (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2260: error

Explanation: This message is a DirXmetahub Server informal notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2261: DirXmetahub Server exits without errors

Explanation: DirXmetahub Server has terminated.

Action: None.

MSS2262: DirXmetahub Server has exited with errors error

Explanation: DirXmetahub Server has terminated with errors.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2264: error

Explanation: This is a DirXmetahub Server informal notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2265: error

Explanation: This is a DirXmetahub Server error notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2266: error

Explanation: This is a DirXmetahub Server error notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2267: error

Explanation: This is a DirXmetahub Server error notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.
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MSS2268: error

Explanation: This is a DirXmetahub Server error notice.

Action: See the error text for further information.

MSS2270: Lifekeeper thread: received error response: info

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2271: CmssStub::initialize(): wait_for_sync from newly created thread failed with
rtc=rtc (timeout=timeout)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2300: dxmmsssvr instance is already running

Explanation: A DirXmetahub Server instance is already running. Starting a second
instance is not supported.

Action: Wait until the first instance terminates.

MSS2301: Restarting dxmmsssvr instance

Explanation: A DirXmetahub Server instance has been restarted due to a previous
failure.

Action: See the log files for further information.

MSS2304: dxmmsssvr terminated without errors

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has terminated.

Action: None.

MSS2305: Restart limit of limit exceeded

Explanation: The restart limit after DirXmetahub Server crashes has been reached.

Action: See the log files for further information.

MSS2306: dxmmsssvr received SIGTERM signal signal

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has caught a TERM signal.

Action: None.

MSS2307: dxmmsssvr received SIGSTOP signal signal

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has caught a STOP signal.

Action: None.
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MSS2308: Sending dxmmsssvr instance (pid=pid) signal signal

Explanation: The daemon process is sending a signal to stop the DirXmetahub
Server.

Action: None.

MSS2309: Signaling dxmmsssvr instance (pid= pid) failed (errno=errno)

Explanation: A system failure has occurred while sending a signal to stop the
DirXmetahub Server.

Action: See the errno code for further information.

MSS2310: Distorted ReplyTo field in message: msg ID: id, InstID:  id, msgtype: type,
replyto: topic. Message discarded.

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has received a distorted message.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2311: Distorted destination field in ACK message: info

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has received a distorted message.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2312: setsid() failure (errno=errno)

Explanation: A system failure has occurred during a setsid() call.

Action: See the errno code for further information.

MSS2313: Internal error: cannot access mssSvr instance to decrement worker count
(thread=thread, step=step)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2314: CmssWorker::icomDetach() failure (rtc= rtc, worker=worker)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2315: Exception in CmssCleaner::Run() (rtc= rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2316: CmssCleaner::Run(): No topic to publish to

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.
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MSS2317: Internal error: sending via ICom to cleaner thread failed (rtc=rtc)

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2318: Cannot allocate condition variable variable.

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2319: Cannot initialize condition variable variable (err: rtc).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2320: Cannot signal condition variable variable (err: rtc).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2321: Distorted ReplyTo field: string (expected prefix: string msg type: type).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2321: Distorted ReplyTo field: string (expected prefix: string msg type: type).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2321: Distorted ReplyTo field: string (expected prefix: string msg type: type).

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2322: Function function not defined in module.

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2323: CmssStub::replyAckMsg(): IComSend() for component component (msgtype
type) failed with rtc.

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2324: CmssStub::replyAckMsg(): IComSend() for component component (msgtype
type) not possible.
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Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2325: CmssSvr::initialize(): cannot start life saver thread.

Explanation: An internal error has occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

MSS2326: Life saver thread started (time limit=milliseconds).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has started the life saver component.

Action: None.

MSS2327: Life saver: component component has to be restarted; reference time: date
(int), response time: date (int).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has to restart a component again.

Action: None.

MSS2328: Life saver: component component has to be restarted due to timeout;
reference time:date (int), response time: date (int).

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has to restart a component again.

Action: None.

MSS2329: Life saver: cannot find component component. Will restart component.

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has to restart a component again.

Action: None.

C.6 Error Messages (SDR)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub scheduler.

SDR6500: Exception occurred in string

Explanation: Internal scheduler problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

SDR6551: Missed Scheduled Start

Schedule Name: string,

Workflow DN: string,

Workflow Name: string,

Missed Start Time: string,

Current Time : string,
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Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler missed to start a workflow at a scheduled time. The scheduler will only start
one workflow per schedule simultaneously because multiple simultaneous starts of the
same workflow are not supported. So if a workflow execution is longer than deviation
+ schedule interval, then the scheduler will miss start times. Corresponding holds if
the polling time is greater than deviation + scheduler interval or if the workflow timed
out.

Action: If the related schedule does not conform to the section about scheduler tuning
in the administration guide, then customize schedule parameters according to the
rules described there. If the problem cause is a Workflow timeout, then analyse the
problem as described for error WFE5015.

SDR6552: Missed Scheduled Starts

Schedule Name: string,

Workflow DN: string,

Workflow Name: string,

Missed Start Times: string till string,

Current Time: string,

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler missed to start a workflow at multiple scheduled times in sequence (see
SDR6551 for further explanation).

Action: see SDR6551.

SDR6553: Publish createInstance ERROR number (string)

Workflow Name: WorkflowName

Workflow DN: WorkflowDN

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler fails in creating a workflow engine instance in the DirXmetahub Server. In
order to start workflows, the scheduler has to create a workflow engine instance first.

Action: If the cause of this communication problem is neither heavy system load nor
temporary unavailability of MQ Series, then inform support about the problem.

SDR6554: Publish execute ERROR number (string)

Workflow Name: WorkflowName

Workflow DN: WorkflowDN

Instance ID: InstanceID

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
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scheduler fails in publishing a request to execute a workflow to the DirXmetahub
Server.

Action: If the cause of this communication problem is neither heavy system load nor
temporary unavailability of MQ Series, then inform support about the problem.

SDR6555: Publish abort ERROR number (string)

Workflow Name: WorkflowName

Workflow DN: WorkflowDN

Instance ID: InstanceID

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler fails in publishing a request to abort a workflow to the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: If the cause of this communication problem is neither heavy system load nor
temporary unavailability of MQ Series, then inform support about the problem.

SDR6556: String-message acknowledged with return code number (string)

Message ID: MessageID,

Instance ID: InstanceID,

Workflow Name: WorkflowName,

Workflow DN:  WorkflowDN

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler the scheduler receives an error response for createInstance (workflow) or
execute (workflow). The message contains information about the return code, the type
of the acknowledged request (createInstance or execute), the message ID and
information about the related workflow engine instance.

Action: Check if the problem cause is obvious from the message and if the problem
can solved by administrative means, then fix the problem. Otherwise, inform support
about the problem.

SDR6557: Too late to start Workflow - Latest possible start time exceeded by number
seconds

Schedule Name: string

Workflow DN: string

Current Time: string

Latest possible Start Time: string

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler detects that it is too late to start a workflow at a scheduled time. This may
happen in case of very heavy system load (what may lead that too much time passed
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between scheduling the workflow and launching the workflow) or if the related
schedule does not satisfy tuning recommendations.

Action: see SDR6651.

SDR6558: Workflow time out exceeded by number seconds - detected at string

Schedule Name: string

Workflow DN: string

Workflow Name: string

Scheduled Start Time: string

Actual Start Time: string

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII log files if the
scheduler detects that it has to abort a workflow because has exceeded its timeout
value.

Action: see WFE5015.

SDR6560: Invalid Value number for attribute string. Schedule will be discarded

Explanation: An integer attribute value for a schedule is invalid. For instance, the
interval for a schedule must be greater than 0. The related schedule will be ignored by
the scheduler. The attribute name according to expert view and the related attribute
value will be quoted in the message. A value of 0 means that the attribute may be
even missing in the Directory database.

Action: Correct the schedule by supplying a valid value for the related attribute.

SDR6561: Invalid Value number for attribute string in central configuration object
defaulted to number seconds

Explanation: An integer value for a scheduler-relevant attribute in the central
configuration object is invalid. For instance, the sync schedule interval must be greater
than 0. The related attribute will be ignored, and the scheduler will assume the
suitable default value instead. The attribute name according to expert view and the
related attribute value will be quoted in the message. A value of 0 means that the
attribute may be even missing in the Directory database.

Action: If the scheduler should run with a non-default value for the related attribute
then correct the central configuration object by supplying a valid attribute value.

SDR6562: Schedule has expired - detected at string

Explanation: This message will appear in event log resp. ASCII logfiles if a schedule
expires.

Action: None.
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SDR6563: Sending Cleanup request to status tracker failed with error number (string)

Explanation: The scheduler failed to send request to the status tracker to cleanup the
status area. The scheduler will not wait for a full cleanup interval in order to reattempt
to send the request. Instead, it will reattempt to send the request as long as the
scheduler is allowed to do so by cleanup deviation. In this case, the miminum time
interval between 2 attempts is at least the polling time and should not be much more
in normal circumstances.

Action: If the retry mechanism has been successful, i.e. if your status area has been
cleanup as scheduled, then no further action is required. If the cause of this
communication problem is neither heavy system load nor temporary unavailability of
MQ Series, then inform support about the problem. If system load does not seem too
heavy for you, then inform support as well.

SDR6564: Synchronize schedules failed with error number (string). Starting workflows
suspended till next success in synchronizing schedules

Explanation: The scheduler failed to read its schedules from the Meta Directory (and
hence to synchronize the schedules). As a consequence, the scheduler suspends
starts of new workflows until it has reread its schedules successfully. Workflows that
have already been started by the scheduler and that are still running are not affected.
The scheduler will not wait for a full time interval in order to reattempt to send the
request. Instead, it will reattempt the operation more frequently. In this case, the
miminum time interval between 2 attempts is at least the polling time and should not
be much more in normal circumstances.

Action: If the problem cause is other than unavailability of the Meta Directory, then
inform support about the problem.

SDR6565: Received Message (Message ID = string) of unexpected type

Explanation: This message says that the DirXmetahub Server folder forwarded a
message that does not represent a response being expected by the scheduler.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

SDR6566: Unexpected Message (Message ID = string) received - ignored

Explanation: This message says that the DirXmetahub Server folder forwarded a
message that does not represent a response being expected by the scheduler. The
message does not even match with a workflow currently driven by the scheduler.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

SDR6567: Scheduler is running

Explanation: This message indicates that the scheduler is running.

Action: None.
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SDR6568: Scheduler is going down

Explanation: This message indicates that the scheduler is terminating.

Action: None, if the reason is termination of the DirXmetahub Server by administrator
or due to shutdown of the computer. Otherwise, inform support about the problem.

SDR6569: Scheduler stopped

Explanation: This message indicates that the scheduler stopped.

Action: None, if the reason is termination of the DirXmetahub Server by administrator
or due to shutdown of the computer. Otherwise, inform support about the problem.

SDR6651: Missed Start: string.

Explanation: see SDR6551. The string represents a missed start time.

Action: see SDR6551.

SDR6652: Missed Starts: string1 till string2.

Explanation: see SDR6552. The strings string1, string2 represent  missed start times.

Action: see SDR6552.

SDR6653: Publish createInstance ERROR number (string).

Explanation: see SDR6553. This message will occur in a status entry that has been
created completely by the scheduler, because there is no workflow engine to do this in
this error situation.

Action: see SDR6553.

SDR6654: Publish execute ERROR number (string).

Explanation: see SDR6554. This message will occur in a status entry that has been
created completely by the scheduler, because there is no workflow engine to do this in
this error situation.

Action: see SDR6554.

SDR6655: Publish abort ERROR number (string).

Explanation: see SDR6555.

Action: see SDR6555.

SDR6656: string1-message acknowledged with return code number (string2).

Explanation: see also SDR6556. string1 indicates the message type. If the message
type has been createInstance, then the related status entry has been created
completely by the scheduler, because there is no workflow engine to do that for this
error situation.
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Action: see SDR6556.

SDR6657: Too late to start Workflow - Latest possible start time (string).

Explanation: see also SDR6557. The related status entry has been created completely
by the scheduler, because there is no workflow engine to do that for this error
situation.

Action: see SDR6557.

SDR6658: Workflow time out exceeded by number seconds - detected at string.

Explanation: see SDR6558.

Action: see SDR6558.

SDR6659: Workflow will be aborted.

Explanation: As a consequence of a workflow timeout, the scheduler will abort the
workflow.

Action: see SDR6558.

C.7 Error Messages (STT)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub status tracker.

STT6001: Cannot create message directory

Explanation: Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6002: Error in function function of ConfDB

Explanation: Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6003: Parameter error

Explanation: Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6100: Exception occurred in function

Explanation:Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6101: Error in function function of configuration database. Return code: code

Explanation: Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.
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STT6102: Error in function function of FileService

Explanation:Internal status tracker problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6103: No operation code in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6104: Invalid operation code in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6105: No remark in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6106: No workflow name in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6107: No workflow start time in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6108: No workflow end time in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6109: No workflow status in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6110: No activity name in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6111: No activity start time in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.
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Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6112: No activity end time in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6113: No activity status in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6114: No server name in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6115: No status path in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6121: No process data files in message

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6122: The Status Tracker was terminated (abort)

Explanation: This message indicates that the status tracker has terminated.

Action: None

STT6123: Insufficient memory. Function: function

Explanation: This message is returned if the agent controller is unable to allocate the
memory that is required to process the related workflow. This error can occur if there
are too many processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too heavy a
system load for DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform support about the problem.

STT6124: Cannot load the file file

Explanation:Internal agent controller problem.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

STT6126: Status Tracker is running

Explanation: This message indicates that the status tracker is running.
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Action: None.

STT6127: Status Tracker stopped

Explanation: This message indicates that the status tracker has stopped.

Action: None

C.8 Error Messages (UTL)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub utilities.

UTL7000: Thread thread started

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has started the indicated component.

Action: None.

UTL7001: dlopen(library) failed

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server cannot open the indicated shared library.

Action: See if the library exists in the bin directory of the installation directory.

UTL7003: Could not initalize mutex 'mutex' (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7004: Could not destroy mutex 'mutex' (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7005: Could not lock mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7006: Could not unlock mutex (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7051: Thread thread not started: error

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7052: Could not allocate condition variable 'var'

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.
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Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7053: Could not initialize condition variable 'var' (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7054: Unexpected exception through thread function (address 'addr')

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7055: Could not shut down thread (err: err)

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7056: Insufficient memory

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server is unable to allocate the memory that is
required to process the workflow. This event can occur if there are too many
processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too heavy a system load for
DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7057: Problem: error

Explanation: The DirXmetahub Server has detected the indicated problem.

Action: See the error text for further actions.

UTL7058: Unexpected exception occurred

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7059: Exception in CopyString(): str=string

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7060: Suspicious alloc: bytes requested=0xx

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7061: Exception in DXMAlloc(): bytes requested=bytes

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.
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Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7062: Exception in DXMFree(): num

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7063: Assertion string failed

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7064: Calling DebugBreak() after assertion failed

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7070: Unknown profile entry type

Explanation: An unknown attribute has been found in the file.

Action: Check the settings of the file.

UTL7071: Save file...

Explanation: An updated file has been saved.

Action: None.

UTL7080: Unexpected exception occurred: string

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

UTL7081: File open failed: string

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the DirXmetahub Server.

Action: Inform technical support about the problem.

C.9 Error Messages (WFE)
This topic describes the error messages returned by the DirXmetahub workflow engine.

WFE5000: Internal workflow engine problem

Explanation: Internal workflow engine problem. This error should not occur in normal
circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5001: Requested operation not implemented
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Explanation: This message is returned if the workflow engine processes a request for
an operation that has not been implemented. This error should not occur in normal
circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5002: Parameter error

Explanation: This message is returned if the workflow engine attempts to process a
request that contains an invalid parameter. This error should not occur in normal
circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5003: Requested operation not supported

Explanation: This message is returned if the workflow engine attempts to process a
request for an operation that is not supported. This error should not occur in normal
circumstances. This error message has been included for design reasons and is not
relevant to the user.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5004: Internal Workflow Engine problem (insufficient memory)

Explanation: This message is returned if the workflow engine is unable to allocate the
amount of memory that is required to process the related workflow. This error can
occur if there are too many processes running in parallel or as a consequence of too
heavy a system load for DirXmetahub.

Action: Reduce the system load and restart the DirXmetahub server. If the system
load does not seem to be too heavy, inform support about the problem.

WFE5005: Workflow execution terminated (at least one activity failed)

Explanation: One or more activities in the workflow have failed. When one activity
fails, the workflow engine concludes that the entire workflow has failed.

Action: Analyze the related status entry for more detailed error messages. If the
cause of the problem is obvious from these error messages, fix the problem. If
detailed error messages are missing or unclear, examine the related event log for
error information. If the cause of the problem is still unclear, inform support about the
problem.

Please note that there is no event log on UNIX. Instead, you must examine the log
files. By default, there will be the following files in
$DIRXMETAHUB_INSTALL_PATH/server/log:

USRpid.number (only on UNIX, see event viewer for NT)
 LOGpid.number (also on NT)

where pid indicates the process identifier of the DirXmetahub Server, and number
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indicates the number of the related log file. The USR files are human-readable ASCII
files while the LOG files need to be processed with the dxmdumplog program.

WFE5006: Too busy to execute the request

Explanation: The workflow engine instance has received more requests than it can
process,e.g., to execute one workflow twice at the same time. This error should not
occur in normal circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5007: Requested control operation (abort) not allowed in this state

Explanation: Designed for future enhancements. This error should not occur in
normal circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5009: Cannot read workflow definition from configuration database

Explanation: In order to process a workflow, the workflow engine must be able to
read the related workflow definition from the DirXmetahub server configuration
database, and this operation has failed

In order to process a workflow, the workflow engine must be able to read the related
workflow definition from the DirXmetahub server configuration database, and this
operation has failed. Possible reasons are:

1) Missing connectivity of the meta store

2) Inconsistency of the workflow definition (e.g. missing end activity, missing start
activity, no predecessor defined) due to manual development of workflow or an
inconsistent configuration database.

Action: Check connectivity to the meta directory store that the workflow engine is
using and solve the problem if possible. Next, try to run the workflow again. If the
same problem recurs (e.g. because incorrect credentials are being used internally),
restart the server and then rerun the workflow.

If the connectivity check did not help, check your workflow definition for the above
mentioned reasons.

WFE5010: Cannot continue due to previous errors (CreateInstance failure)

Explanation: The workflow engine cannot continue because the related instance is
invalid. This error should not occur in normal circumstances.

Action: Inform support about the problem.

WFE5011: Cannot connect to Status Tracker

Explanation: During workflow execution, the workflow engine publishes status
messages about the progress of the workflow. In order to perform this task, it must be
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able to connect to the status tracker, and it cannot perform this operation..

Action: Analyze Event Log/ASCII log files to determine the reason why the status
tracker is not running. The problem may disappear after restarting the DirXmetahub
server. Inform support about the problem.

WFE5012: Cannot continue (check activity results for details)

Explanation: This message is displayed if the workflow engine has not completed
and does not expect any responses that could make it decide that the starting
conditions may become true.

Action: Use the DirXmetahub Manager expert view to check the consistency of your
workflow definition.

WFE5013: Inconsistent Workflow Definition (unknown predecessor for an activity)

Explanation: The workflow definition stored in the configuration database is
inconsistent: an activity exists in the workflow that is not the start activity and that does
not have a predecessor activity.

Action: Use the DirXmetahub Manager expert view (and if necessary, the data view)
to analyze the workflow definition. Correct the related data and rerun the workflow.

WFE5014: Internal Workflow Engine problem (threads problem)

Explanation: Internal workflow engine problem that can occur because of a heavy
system load. Since multiple tasks run in parallel in the DirXmetahub server, there are
multiple threads of execution.

Action: Try to reduce the system load and then restart the server. Inform support
about the problem if the system load does not seem to be the problem or if reducing
the system load seems to be too restrictive for product use.

WFE5015: Workflow execution timed out

Explanation: The workflow engine has stopped the workflow execution because its
timeout value has been exceeded. See the (Central) Configuration help topics for
information about the computation of a workflow timeout value.

Action: Analyze the status area to determine which activity is causing the delay. If
helpful, increase the timeout values of the related jobs and/or the latency factor in the
central configuration object. Run the workflow again.

WFE5016: Workflow execution aborted

Explanation: The workflow engine stops workflow execution because it was
requested to do so either by the DirXmetahub Manager or the scheduler.

Action: If the scheduler or the DirXmetahub Manager have not aborted the workflow,
then a timeout condition is likely to be the reason for the error. Check the event log or
the log files for timeout-related entries.
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WFE5017: Activity aborted

Explanation: The workflow engine has aborted the activity because it has aborted the
workflow due to failure or timeout.

Action: If the scheduler or the DirXmetahub Manager have not aborted the workflow,
then a timeout condition is likely to be the reason for the error. Check the event log or
the log files for timeout-related entries.

WFE5018:Activity execution failed

Explanation: This status entry message appears in an activity status entry to indicate
that the execution of an activity has failed.

Action: Examine the entries in the the status area for details.

WFE5019:Activity execution (Creating Agent Instance) failed

Explanation: This status entry message appears in an activity status entry to indicate
that a preparation step (createInstance) for the execution of an activity has failed.

Action: Examine the entries in the status area for details.

WFE5020:Activity completed with warning

Explanation: This status entry message appears in an activity status entry to indicate
that an activity has completed with a warning.

Action: Examine the entries in the status area for details.

WFE5021:Unknown error number received

Explanation: The workflow engine has encountered an unknown problem during
workflow execution. number indicates the unknown problem.

Action: Analyze the event log or the ASCII log file in order to find and fix the problem.
Inform support about the problem.

WFE5022:Partial workflow execution. Start activity: %s.

Explanation: This status entry message appears in a  workflow  status entry to
indicate partial execution of a workflow.

Action: None.
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and can
be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

If you want to compile your own printout of the book, it is advisable to place the title sheet and the table
of contents, neither of which have any page numbers, in front of the first chapter.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog�. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX or DirXmetahub. The corresponding index is
attached automatically when an online manual is opened. All word options (Case sensitive, Sounds
Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There were no numbers or
stopwords excluded from the index.
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